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AETIOLOGY AND PATHOGENESIS OF PERIODONTAL DISEASES
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Background and Aim: Periodontitis (PE) is a destructive inflammatory

process caused by oral microbiota dysbiosis, which deregulates the

production of proinflammatory cytokines as macrophage migration

inhibitory factor (MIF). MIF is expressed constitutively in immune and

non-immune cells, promotes the production of proinflammatory cyto-

kines, and promotes osteoclastogenesis both in vitro and murine

models.

The Aim was to evaluate the relationship between MIF concentra-

tions, proinflammatory cytokines (IL-1β, IL-6, IL-17), RANKL and

osteocalcina in gingival crevicular fluid (GCF), saliva and serum of sub-

jects with PE and those without PE.

Methods: A cross-sectional study. Adults with either PE (n = 30), or

without PE (HS, n = 30) (HS, n = 30) were included in the study.

Saliva, GCF and serum samples were collected from all participants

before the medical and periodontal examinations. Salivary and serum

MIF, proinflammatory cytokines (IL-1β, IL-6, IL-17), RANKL and

osteocalcin were measures by ELISA and the quantification of

proinflammatory cytokines in GCF was determined by BioPlex

system.

Results: Salivary and GCF levels of MIF were significantly higher in

subjects with PE. In the group with PE, the mean levels of IL-1β, IL-6,

IL-17 were significantly higher in LCG; levels of IL-6 and IL-17F were

significantly higher saliva and levels of IL-1β were significantly higher

in serum (p < 0.05). Levels of RANKL were significantly higher in

Saliva and GCF (p < 0.05). And salivary and serum osteocalcin concen-

trations were significantly higher in subjects with PE (p < 0.05). A pos-

itive correlation was found between clinical signs and MIF

concentration in GCF (p < 0.05). Also, MIF correlated positively with

IL-1β and IL-6.

Conclusions: It may be suggested that MIF is related with periodontal

tissue inflammation. GCF levels of MIF are directly associated with

the parameters of clinical diagnosis in PE. Its GFC concentrations may

have a diagnostic potential.
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Background and Aim: Very little is known how dietary sources of

macronutrients affects periodontal health. The aim of this trial was to

assess two macronutrient interventions in a 2 � 2 factorial dietary

design to determine their effects on periodontal health.

Methods: Participants between the ages of 65–75 years (BMI 20–35 kg/

m2) who consented to an oral health assessment were recruited. They

had ad libitum access to one of four experimental diets (omnivorous

higher fat or higher carbohydrate, semi-vegetarian higher fat or higher

carbohydrate) for 4 weeks. Diets were provided by a food delivering com-

pany. Periodontal examination included periodontal probing depth (PPD)

and clinical attachment level (CAL). Oral plaque was collected before and

after the intervention to determine oral microbiota communities.

Results: Between baseline and follow up the number of sites with a

CAL <5 mm (mean difference [MD] �5.11 ± 9.68, p = 0.039)

increased for the semi-vegetarian higher fat diet. For the mean pro-

portion of sites with PPD reduction >1 mm and CAL gain >1 mm
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significant differences were calculated between the diets investigated.

The clinical parameters were not associated with changes of the oral

microbiota. The two-way full-factorial ANOVA implies that for the

clinical parameters that significantly changed, the mean of the semi-

vegetarian source of protein is on average higher than the mean of

the omnivorous source of protein and the mean for the high fat diet is

higher than the mean of the high carbohydrate diets.

Conclusions: The results provided evidence that a semi-vegetarian

higher fat diet has clinical relevant positive effects on clinical markers

of periodontitis. The findings suggested that diet has a profound

effect on the immunological state of the body, including the periodon-

tal tissues. Additional studies are required to explore the role of mac-

ronutrients and its sources for periodontal health and how this

knowledge can be translated into practice.
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Background and Aim: Periodontitis is an infectious disease caused by

periodontal pathogens that are known to evade host immune responses.

Recently, programmed death-ligand 1 (PD-L1) plays an important role in

suppressing T cell function in cancer immunity. However, the relation-

ship between PD-L1 and periodontal disease is unknown. The purpose

of this study is to investigate the role of PD-L1 on regulation of T cells

activation and osteoclast differentiation in periodontitis.

Methods: PD-L1 mRNA expression was measured in Ca9-22 human

gingival epithelial cells infected with/without Porphyromonas gingivalis.

After Jurkat human T lymphocyte cells were co-cultured with Ca9-22

cells infected with/without P. gingivalis, expression of interferon γ

(IFN-γ) as an activation marker of T cells was measured. After RAW

264.7 mouse monocyte/macrophage-like cells were treated with

receptor activator of nuclear factor κ-Β ligand (RANKL) and PD-L1,

mRNA expression of osteoclast differentiation markers (Cat-K and C-

fms) was measured and numbers of osteoclast-like cells were counted.

Using a mouse periodontitis model with silk threads ligated to the

maxillary molars, Pd-l1 mRNA was measured in the gingival tissue.

Results: PD-L1 mRNA expression significantly induced in Ca9-22 cells

infected with P. gingivalis compared to non-infected control (p < 0.05).

IFN-γ secretion was significantly inhibited in co-cultured with Ca9-22

cells infected P. gingivalis compared to non-infected control. In the

periodontitis model, osteoclast-like cells were observed and Pd-l1

mRNA expression was significantly increased in the ligated side com-

pared to the control side (p < 0.01). The number of osteoclast-like

cells and mRNA expression of Cat-K and C-fms was significantly

decreased in RAW 264.7 cells treated with RANKL and PD-L1 com-

pared to non-treated control (p < 0.05).

Conclusions: These results suggest that PD-L1 may play an important

role in periodontitis via attenuating T cell activation and osteoclast

differentiation.
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Background and Aim: Treponema denticola is a major periodontal

pathogen. T. denticola has several virulence factors, most notably, a

surface protease, dentilisin. In T. denticola, it has been reported that

several kinds of molecules, such as cyclic di-GMP and DNA binding

proteins are involved in gene regulation. However, the mechanism of

dentilisin expression has yet to be clarified. We previously found some

genes coding for DNA binding proteins which might be implicated in

the regulation of dentilisin expression. Among them, we focused on

one of the genes coding for a transcriptional-regulator. The purpose

of this study is to investigate the regulation mechanism of dentilisin

expression through analysis of the function of this gene.

Methods: T. denticola ATCC 35405 (wild type strain) was maintained in

TYGVS medium under anaerobic conditions. A transcriptional-regulator

coding gene deficient mutant was constructed by homologous recom-

bination. The flanking region of the gene was amplified by PCR from

genomic DNA of T. denticola, and the target gene was replaced with an

ermB. Obtained fragments were transformed into T. denticola by the

electroporation. Potential mutant colonies were isolated from TYGVS

plate containing 40 μg/ml erythromycin. The growth curve of the bac-

teria was evaluated by measuring OD660. The proteolytic activity of the

cells was measured using synthetic substrates.

Results: We selected 4 clones from 200 colonies in TYGVS plate, and

the insertion of an ermB in the gene locus was confirmed by PCR. The

growth rate of the mutant was significantly decreased compared with

wild type strain. The activity of dentilisin and trypsin-like peptidase

showed a decrease compared with wild type strain.

Conclusions: It was suggested that this gene is involved not only in

the regulation of dentilisin activity but also the genes associated with

the growth of T. denticola.
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Background and Aim: Chronic periodontitis is an infectious inflam-

matory disease caused by the bacteria from the dental plaque,

resulting in the progressive destruction of the alveolar bone. Exper-

imental animal models are important tools to examine mechanisms

of periodontal pathogenesis. This study presents the mouse

ligature-induced periodontitis model by using various sizes of liga-

ture to identify the most appropriate size for evaluation inflamma-

tory bone loss.

Methods: The age of 8–12 weeks of mice was divided into four

groups. One group was left untreated (control) and three groups each

had their left maxillary second molar tooth ligated with 5-0, 6-0, 7-0

sizes of silk ligature (test). The right maxillary second molar tooth was

left un-ligated to use as a baseline control for bone height measure-

ments. As the ligation was placed, we assumed it as Day 0. Each group

was sacrificed and the ligation was stitched out on Day 4, 8, and 12.

The maxillae were analyzed with micro-CT for 3-dimensional volumet-

ric analysis and the periodontal bone heights were measured as the

distances from the cementoenamel junction to the alveolar bone crest

at six points (mesiobuccal, buccal, distobuccal, mesiopalatal, palatal,

distopalatal point) of the maxillary second molar. Also,

histomorphometric analysis was taken.

Results: Periodontitis was induced in each group by placing silk liga-

ture. In control group no alveolar bone loss was measured. In test

groups, 5-0 ligated group showed significant bone loss beyond furca-

tion, especially where knot was placed (buccal area), compared with

other ligated groups. Also, on day 12 of each test groups, more bone

loss was measured, showing acceleration of the bone loss from day

4 to 8.

Conclusions: As the size of the ligation gets larger and as the ligation

time period gets longer, the periodontitis was induced quickly in mice

model, showing more alveolar bone loss.

PR006: Evaluation of bone regeneration according to
the removal of braided suture material in a mouse
ligation induced periodontitis model
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Background and Aim: Periodontitis is an infectious inflammatory

disease, affected by plaque, leads to destruction of alveolar

bone. It is important to identify regeneration ability of alveolar

bone itself after eradicating risk factor inducing periodontitis. As

the correlation between periodontitis and alveolar bone regener-

ation is established, alveolar bone regeneration can be expected

without other materials. The purpose of this study is to evaluate

the alveolar bone regeneration capability after plaque is removed

in an animal experimental model with ligation-induced

periodontitis.

Methods: 8–12-week-old 52 male mice were divided into three

groups: control (positive and negative) and test group. In positive

control group and test group, mice were ligated with 6-0 black silk at

the left maxillary second molar. The day of ligation was taken as Day

0. In test group, silk was removed on Day 16 and mice in all groups

were sacrificed on Day 16, 20, 24 and 28. Afterwards, through

3-dimensional volumetric analysis with micro-CT and

histomorphometric analysis, the amount of alveolar bone loss and

regeneration was measured at six points (mesiobuccal, buccal, dis-

tobuccal, mesiopalatal, palatal, distopalatal point) based on the CEJ of

the maxillary second molar.

Results: As periodontitis was induced by 6-0 silk in mouse model, pos-

itive control group showed significant alveolar bone loss. Test

group, on the other hand, presented gradual alveolar bone

regeneration over time as the plaque was removed. It was noted that

the site where alveolar bone destruction occurred was not fully recov-

ered to the baseline: approximately 80% from the maximum bone loss

level.

Conclusions: The amount of alveolar bone regeneration increases as

time passes by removing ligation silk. In order to identify the correla-

tion between periodontitis and bone regeneration ability, it may be

necessary to establish more precise model with causative factors of

irreversible alveolar bone loss.
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Background and Aim: Periodontal health plays an important role in

maintaining general health. The knowledge about oral and periodontal

health is considered to be the main factor for maintaining good oral

health. Students of dentistry are considered to have high oral health

awareness and therefore good oral and periodontal health. The aim of

this study was to investigate a possible influence of education and

professional knowledge gained through the school's curriculum on the

periodontal health of students.

Methods: This study was conducted on 228 undergraduate students

of dental medicine and pharmacy. A structured questionnaire about

demographic information was filled out for each participant. Clinical

examination included the assessment of dental plaque (DP), presence

of supragingival calculus (SC), bleeding on probing (BOP), probing

depth (PD), and clinical attachment level (CAL).

Results: Students who participated were 111 (48.1%) students of

the School of Pharmacy and Biochemistry University of Zagreb

while 117 (51.9%) were students of the School of Dental Medicine

University of Zagreb. The population of both study groups has

been characterized by a high standard of dental awareness, dental

attendance, and oral hygiene. There was no statistical difference

between groups in DP, SC, and CAL prevalence as well as oral

hygiene habits between the groups. Average PD measures were

1.73 for pharmacy students, and 1.76 for dental students, showing

no difference between groups when accounted for the years of
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studying. Multivariate analyses identified only cigarette smoking

(OR = 2.0–2.6) as a risk indicator for PD > 3 mm for both groups.

Conclusions: There was no difference between the pharmacy and

dental students in periodontal health measured by all periodontal indi-

ces. Years of studies and gained knowledge did not influence changes

in periodontal health. Only cigarette smoking was found to be a risk

factor for changes in periodontal disease in these young, healthy and

dentally aware subjects.
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Background and Aim: Exosomes have been proposed as important

cellular mediators involved in major biological processes such as

homeostasis, inflammatory response, or wound healing. Recently, it

has been observed that exosomes could play a paracrine or autocrine

role in the development of periodontal or peri-implantitis lesions and

especially in the response to periodontal pathogens. The aim of this

study was to isolate exosomes secreted by oral epithelial cells in

response to Porphyromonas gingivalis and to determine their pro-

inflammatory effects on epithelial cells.

Methods: Oral epithelial cells (TERT2-OKF-6) were cultured in

exosomes free medium and infected with P. gingivalis (MOI:100)

for 24 h. Exosomes from uninfected (Exo) and infected cells (Exo-

PG) were isolated after ultracentrifugation and characterized with

Zetaview for size and density. Naïve oral epithelial cells were

then exposed to Exo, Exo-PG, high dose of Exo-PG (Exo-PG ++)

and P. gingivalis for 24 h. Impact on metabolic activity was evalu-

ated by AlamarBlue assay and the expression of IL-1β by

RT-qPCR.

Results: Isolation of exosomes from all tested conditions showed that

infected cells secreted 103 more exosomes than uninfected cells with

a diameter comprised between 146 and 161 nm. Metabolic assay

demonstrated that exposure to Exo-PG and Exo-PG ++ increased sig-

nificantly the metabolic activity of epithelial cells after 24 h similar to

P. gingivalis infection. Moreover, RT-qPCR analysis revealed a signifi-

cant increase of IL-1β mRNA expression in oral epithelial cells exposed

to Exo-PG (fold-change 3.9 vs. P. gingivalis infected cells and vs. 13.8

uninfected cells).

Conclusions: This study sustained that exosomes should be consid-

ered as potential inflammatory mediators involved in the development

of P. gingivalis associated lesion. However, an evaluation of their con-

tent should be performed to better understand their mechanisms of

action.
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Background and Aim: Although, periodontitis (PD) is initiated by

microbial challenges, the majority of host tissue destruction is medi-

ated by a dysregulated immune-inflammatory response. Vitamin-D

plays a key role in bone metabolism, and has profound effects on

immuno-inflammatory mechanisms by affecting both the innate and

adaptive immune responses. Human cathelisidin, LL-37 which is an

antimicrobial peptide expressed by gingival epithelium, acts as part of

the innate immune defense and is shown to be induced by vitamin-D

in-vitro. The aim of this cross-sectional study is to evaluate the associ-

ation between periodontitis and saliva levels of vitamin-D and LL-37.

Methods: Twenty-eight periodontitis patients and 20 control subjects

were recruited. Before any periodontal intervention, unstimulated

saliva samples were obtained, and full-mouth clinical periodontal mea-

surements were recorded at six sites per tooth. Enzyme-linked immu-

nosorbent assay was used for the biochemical analysis.

Results: Saliva levels of LL-37 were found to be significantly higher in

the control group (p < 0.05). Although, vitamin-D levels of saliva were

lower in the periodontitis group, the difference did not reach statisti-

cal significance (p > 0.05). Spearman's rho correlation test revealed a

positive correlation between LL-37 and vitamin-D levels in both peri-

odontitis and the control groups (p < 0.05).

Conclusions: The results of the current study support previous studies

that indicate a role for vitamin-D on LL-37 expression from gingival

epithelial cells in-vitro. Vitamin-D may contribute to the prevention of

periodontitis through its positive effects on the innate immune

system.

PR010: Salivary MMP-8, MAF, and IL-34 levels in non-
surgical periodontal treatment of gingivitis patients

N.G. Görgülü1, B. Do�gan2
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Istanbul, Turkey, 2Faculty of Dentistry, Periodontology, Marmara

University, Istanbul, Turkey

Background and Aim: Specific biomarkers' diagnostic ability for peri-

odontitis has been identified and widely studied; however, such stud-

ies targeting gingivitis are rather rare. The aim of the study was to

evaluate the levels of matrix metalloproteinase (MMP-8), Interleukin

(IL)-34, and macrophage activating factor (MAF) in the saliva of peri-

odontally healthy and gingivitis participants and to compare the

changes following non-surgical periodontal treatment (NSPT).
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Methods: A total of 36 subjects, 18 periodontally healthy and 18 gingi-

vitis, were recruited to the study. The clinical periodontal parameters

were recorded, and the saliva samples were collected from all subjects

at baseline. Gingivitis patients received NSPT, and all clinical peri-

odontal parameters and saliva samples were re-collected at 3 months.

MMP-8, MAF, and IL-34 levels were analyzed by using ELISA. This

study was supported by grants from Marmara University Scientific

Research Projects Coordination Unit #SAG-A-230119-0014.

Results: All clinical parameters were higher in the gingivitis group than

the healthy ones at baseline and improved at 3 months after NSPT in

gingivitis patients (p < 0.05). Salivary MMP-8 and IL-34 levels were

significantly higher in gingivitis patients compared to healthy ones at

baseline (p < 0.05). The salivary MMP-8 levels in the gingivitis group

decreased at 3 months compared to baseline (p = 0.008). However,

salivary IL-34 levels remained unchanged throughout the study period

(p > 0.05). The salivary MAF levels were similar between gingivitis and

healthy groups at baseline (p > 0.05), whereas significantly decreased

at 3 months compared to baseline (p = 0.002).

Conclusions: The results of this study confirm that salivary MMP-8

plays a role as a reliable biological marker in the pathogenesis of gingi-

vitis, and NSPT is effective in decreasing its levels. In addition, peri-

odontal inflammation was found to alter salivary IL-34 levels in

gingivitis patients.

PR011: Effect of non-surgical periodontal treatment
on saliva IL-1β and IL-21 levels in periodontitis

A.E. Selman1,2, N.G. Görgülü3, B. Do�gan1
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Background and Aim: Interleukins (IL) regulate the balance between

protective and destructive immunity in periodontal diseases. IL-1β and

IL-21 are pro-inflammatory cytokines that affect the functions of vari-

ous immune cells and exaggerate the host-immune response. The aim

of this study was to evaluate the effect of non-surgical periodontal

treatment (NSPT) on salivary IL-1β and IL-21 levels in patients diag-

nosed with stage III grade C periodontitis and to compare with peri-

odontally healthy individuals.

Methods: A total of 38 subjects, 20 periodontally healthy and 18 stage

III grade C periodontitis, were included in this study. Periodontitis

patients received NSPT. All clinical parameters including plaque index,

gingival index, bleeding on probing, probing depth and clinical attach-

ment level were recorded and saliva samples were collected at base-

line from all patients, 3 months from only periodontitis patients. Saliva

levels of IL-1β and IL-21 were analyzed using ELISA.

Results: At baseline, all clinical parameters (p < 0.0001) and both sali-

vary IL-1β (p < 0.05) and IL-21 levels (p < 0.0001) were significantly

higher in periodontitis patients compared to healthy subjects. Three

months after NSPT, all clinical parameters improved (p < 0.0001) and

both salivary IL-1β and IL-21 levels decreased in periodontitis patients

compared to baseline (p < 0.05 and p < 0.0001, respectively). ROC

analyses of IL-1β and IL-21 yielded areas under the curves of 0.733

and 0.997, respectively for discriminating periodontitis from health.

Conclusions: Salivary IL-1β and IL-21 levels seem to possess a poten-

tial diagnostic value for stage III grade C periodontitis and might be an

important predictor of clinically successful treatment outcome.

PR012: Oral fungal microbiota in non-
immunocompromised patients with periodontitis:
A systematic review
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P. Bouchard1,2,7, H. Rangé1,2,7
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Paris, France, 3Faculté de Médecine Pierre et Marie Curie, Sorbonne
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Saint Antoine, Paris, France, 5Centre de Recherche Saint Antoine,

INSERM U 938, Paris, France, 6Paris Center for Microbiome Medicine,

FHU PaCeMM, Paris, France, 7Laboratory of Orofacial Pathologies,
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Background and Aim: Periodontitis is a chronic multifactorial inflam-

matory diseases associated with dysbiotic plaque biofilms. Within the

dental plaque, fungi, which are the least studied microorganisms may

play a role in the shift from health to diseases. However, the evidence

is unclear and no systematic review has yet been conducted. The aim

of this study was to compare the load and composition of the sub-

gingival mycobiota in periodontitis with periodontal health in non-

immunocompromised adults.

Methods: An electronic search was conducted in the PubMed,

Scopus, Web of Science, Embase and Cochrane databases up to

October 2021. Observational studies with a comparison group and

data on the primary outcome, subgingival mycobiota were considered.

Studies assessing the secondary outcome, oral mycobiota, were also

examined. Studies investigating immunocompromised patients with

HIV positive serology, head and neck radiotherapy or chemotherapy,

and wearers of full removable dental prosthesis were excluded. The

risk of bias was assessed using the Newcastle-Ottawa Scale.

Results: From 804 identified articles, 13 studies were included for the

qualitative data synthesis (10 case–control, 3 cross-sectional). Nine

studies presented patients without comorbidity, and 4 studies

patients with type 2 diabetes. Sample sizes ranged from 20 to

155 (549 males, 586 females aged between 14 and 84 years). A high

variability of design in sampling was found: oral rinse, whole saliva,

subgingival paper points or curette content, and mucosal swab. To

identify fungi, seven studies used culture technics, five studies used
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polymerase chain reaction and one study used next generation

sequencing of the panfungal internal transcribed spacer gene. Fungi

genera and species, notably Candida albicans, were identified more

frequently in diseased compared to healthy patients. HbA1c level, age

and tobacco consumption seemed to be associated with fungi

colonization.

Conclusions: Non-immunocompromised patients with periodontitis

may have a higher prevalence and diversity of fungi than periodontal

healthy individuals.

PR013: Novel salivary microRNA biomarker for stage
III and IV periodontitis by using next generation
sequencer (NGS)

S.N. Ali1, M.F.H. Hidayat1, F.H. AL Bayaty1, G.H. Khor1

1Periodontology, Universiti Teknologi MARA, Sungai Buloh,

Malaysia

Background and Aim: Salivary microRNA (miRNA) is increasingly

recognised as a highly potential and futuristic diagnostic fluid since it

is readily available, non-invasive and may be used to elucidate the dis-

ease susceptibility, including periodontitis. Acknowledging this, sali-

vary microRNA (miRNA) may present as the source of a potential

biomarker in periodontitis patients. The aim of this study is to eluci-

date and compare the novel miRNA expression of miRNA from the

saliva of periodontitis and healthy participants.

Methods: A total of 21 research participants (13 periodontitis Stage III

and IV periodontitis and eight healthy participants) participated in this

study. Whole saliva samples were collected using the unstimulated

saliva collection technique. Total RNA, including small RNA, was

extracted and purified from the whole saliva using miRNeasy Micro

kit from Qiagen. Based on the minimal concentration for library prepa-

ration, purified miRNA samples were converted into complementary

DNA (cDNA) before library preparation was prepared. Only two sam-

ples from healthy (H6) and periodontitis (D12) met the criteria for

sequencing with the NextSeq 500/550 from Illumina. Novel miRNA

expression from the NGS were later subjected to small RNA sequenc-

ing analysis.

Results: After sequencing with the NGS, 814 novel miRNAs identified

from D12, while 1035 novel miRNAs identified from H6. Based on

small RNA sequencing analysis, 16 novel miRNAs were upregulated in

the periodontitis group, while 15 novel miRNAs were upregulated in

the healthy group. novelMiR_48 was expressed in both groups

wherein D12 was upregulated but downregulated in H6. MITF, one of

the targeted genes of novelMiR_48, is speculated to be responsible

for osteoclast differentiation via the RANK-RANKL-Calcium signaling

pathway, hence initiate alveolar bone loss, which is the hallmark for

periodontitis.

Conclusions: From this study, it can be concluded that novel miRNA

expression differs between periodontitis and healthy participants. Fur-

thermore, novelMiR_48 discovered within this study may involve in

possible pathways related to periodontitis pathogenesis.

PR014: Microbiological aspect of periodontitis: A
systematic review of the literature

L. Rhalimi1, A. Gharibi1, S. Saloui1, F.E. Ouaday1, J. Kissa1

1Periodontics, Faculty of Dentistry of Casablanca, Casablanca, Morocco

Background and Aim: Unlike classical infections, periodontitis is a

polybacterial infection. The establishment of the pathological process

require the involvement of a consortium of periodontal pathogenic

bacteria.

The identification of these periodontal pathogenic bacteria is of major

importance. it provides a better understanding of the

etiopathogenesis of periodontitis, but also allows the prevention of

disease and rationalization of treatments to avoid relapses.

The objective of this work is to answer, through a systematic review

of the literature, the main research question “What is the microbiolog-

ical profile of periodontitis?.”
Methods: Literature research was done through four electronic data-

bases. The selected papers were case–control and cross-sectional

observational studies conducted on humans, and published in English

between January 2015 and September 2020. The writing of this sys-

tematic review followed the guidelines of “The PRISMA Statement.”
Results: Four case–control studies and five cross-sectional controlled

studies were included in this systematic review. These studies have shown

the involvement of Porphyromonas gingivalis, Tannerella forsythia, Trepo-

nema denticola, Desulfobulbus sp., Filifactor alocis, Fretibacterium fastidiosum,

Aggregatibacter actinomyctemecomitans and Porphyromonas endodontalis in

subjects suffering from periodontitis. However, Cystomyces sppariosa,

Actobomyctemecomitans, and Cystomyces sppariosa, Actobomyces,

Rothomyces, and Cystomyces (Actbomyces), Actodontia, Rothacteromyces

endodontia, Rothacteromyces endodontia, Rothacteromyces endodontium,

Rothacteromyces, Actinomyctomyctomyctemecom. matruchotii, Corynebacte-

rium durum, Haemophilus parainfluenzae, Streptococcus mitis, Granulicatella

adiacens, Gemella haemolysans, and Lautropia mirabilis have been associ-

ated with periodontal health. The same periodontopathogenic bacterial

species have been found in both chronic and aggressive periodontitis.

Conclusions: The growing knowledge on the oral microbiota leads to

the conclusion that the bacteriological profile of chronic and aggres-

sive periodontitis would be similar. Nevertheless, a clear vision of the

bacterial species detected in periodontal health or in periodontitis is

emerging.

PR015: Porphyromonas gingivalis enhances the
senescence-induced increase of 5-alpha reductase and
inflammatory cytokine activity by gingival fibroblasts

Y. Özkan1,2, R. Orbak2, A. Kantarci1,3

1Applied Oral Sciences, The Forsyth Institute, Cambridge, USA,
2Periodontology, Ataturk University, Erzurum, Turkey, 3Harvard

University, Boston, USA
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Background and Aim: Aging is characterized by chronic inflamma-

tory activity. Senescent cells increases with chronic inflammation

and age-related pathologies. The risk of periodontal disease

increases with aging and activity of 5-alpha reductase enzyme. We

hypothesized that Porphyromonas gingivalis enhances the

senescence-induced increase of 5-alpha reductase and inflammatory

process in gingival fibroblasts.

Methods: Primary gingival fibroblasts were exposed to an induced-

senescence with D-galactose-supplemented media (0 μM, 50 μM,

100 μM, 1 mM, 10 mM, 50 mM) and infected with Porphyromonas

gingivalis. Expression of 5-α reductase type 1 and type 2 was analyzed

with real time PCR and immunocytochemistry. The levels of IL-6, IL-8,

TNF-α and MCP-1 in fibroblast cultures were evaluated by multiplex

immunoassay.

Results: Non-infected gingival fibroblasts exposed to D-galactose-

supplemented media had a dose-dependently significant increase in

5-α reductase expression (p < 0.001). Infecting with P. gingivalis cau-

sed statistically higher expression of CTCF levels of 5-α reductase in

gingival fibroblast cells aged with D-galactose-supplemented media

(p = 0.037). Cells infected with P. gingivalis produced significantly

higher levels of IL-6, IL-8, TNF-α, and MCP-1. (p < 0.05).

Conclusions: The results demonstrated that P. gingivalis enhances the

senescence-induced inflammatory changes in gingival tissues by

increasing the 5-α reductase expression suggesting a mechanism

through which aging-associated pathologies in periodontium could be

mediated linking aging and periodontal disease.

PR016: The association between Aggregatibacter
Actinomycetemcomitans JP2 clone and diagnosis of
periodontitis: A systematic review and meta-analysis

J. Mehta1, M. AlAmri1, C. Eaton1, L. Guo-Hao2, L. Nibali1

1Periodontology Unit, Centre for Host-Microbiome Interactions, Dental

Institute, King's College London, London, UK, 2University of California,

San Francisco, USA

Background and Aim: To appraise the literature on the prevalence of

the JP2 clone of Aggregatibacter actinomycetemcomitans (A.a.) and on

its association with presence of periodontitis in different populations.

Methods: A systematic search of the literature was conducted in

Medline, Embase and Cochrane Library for studies reporting data on

detection of Aggregatibacter actinomycetemcomitans JP2 clone.

Results: A total of 46 cross-sectional and case–control studies were

included in the review, from an initial search of 840 titles. Just over

10% of the overall population assessed (n = 3755) had the JP2 clone

detected. Studies were carried out in 18 populations with the mean

age ranging from 8 to 54 years old. Detection of the JP2 clone ranged

from 0% to 50%. Meta-analyses including 10 studies and 1126

patients revealed an association between detection of JP2 clone and

diagnosis of periodontitis (RR = 0.52, 95% 0.32–0.84), with high het-

erogeneity (I2 = 91%, p < 0.001). Risk of bias was evaluated using the

Newcastle Ottawa Tool.

Conclusions: Detection of Aggregatibacter actinomycetemcomitans JP2

clone in subgingival plaque and saliva samples is associated with

increased odds of diagnosis of periodontitis.

PR017: Detection of Aggregatibacter
actinomycetemcomitans JP2 clone is associated with
progression of periodontitis: A systematic review and
meta-analysis

C. Eaton1, M. AlAmri1, J. Mehta1, L. Guo-Hao2, L. Nibali1

1Periodontology Unit, Centre for Host-Microbiome Interactions, Dental

Institute, King's College London, London, UK, 2University of California,

San Francisco, USA

Background and Aim: To assess if detection of the JP2 clone of

Aggregatibacter actinomycetemcomitans (A.a.) is a predictor for pro-

gression of periodontitis.

Methods: A systematic search of the literature was conducted in

Medline, Embase and Cochrane Library for studies reporting data on

detection of Aggregatibacter actinomycetemcomitans JP2 clone.

Results: A total of 14 cohort studies were included in the review, from

an initial search of 840 titles. Studies were carried out in

18 populations with the mean age ranging from 8 to 54 years old.

Meta-analyses including four studies and 813 patients revealed an

association between baseline detection of JP2 clone and periodontitis

progression over 2–5 years (RR = 0.19, 95% 0.12–0.31), with high

heterogeneity (I2 = 70%, p < 0.002). Risk of bias was evaluated using

the Newcastle Ottawa Tool.

Conclusions: Detection of Aggregatibacter actinomycetemcomitans JP2

clone in subgingival plaque is associated with increased odds of peri-

odontitis progression.

PR018: Is nutrition a risk or a protective factor for
periodontal disease?

L. Lo Bianco1, M. Alessandroni1, M.R. Gatto1, M. Montevecchi1

1School of Dentistry-Department of Biomedical and Neuromotor

Sciences, University of Bologna, Bologna, Italy

Background and Aim: Nutrition is a widely discussed topic in den-

tistry. In periodontology have been reported how vitamins, antioxi-

dants (also in fruit) and folic acid could play a protective role from

inflammation.

The aim of this study was to evaluate if nutritionals habits of peri-

odontal patients could have influenced the severity of their periodon-

tal status and its bacterial load.

Methods: Thirty-four periodontal patients that underwent to a full

periodontal examination (periodontology division -University of Bolo-

gna) and diagnosis with a moderate to severe periodontitis were

included in the study. Patients with antibiotic therapy in the last

6 months and pregnant women were excluded. All were questioned
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about their previous 6 months food habits using the Food Frequency

Test (FFQ). The FFQ was reduced and integrated collecting the fol-

lowing data: body weight and height, waist circumference, smoking,

diabetes and vitamins intake. Participants were divided according to

the main variable, daily fruit consumption, in two groups of 17 sub-

jects, and compared by a multilevel analysis to the periodontal param-

eter recovered from the initial exams. FFQ, probing depth (PPD),

clinical attachment level (CAL), bleeding on probing (BoP), plaque

index (P.I. O'Leary), exudate, microbial site specific real-time PCR test

(Biomolecular Diagnostic®) results and percentage of mean bone level

were used.

Results: The multilevel statistical analysis did not report any signifi-

cant results regarding food habits, periodontal parameters and micro-

bial charges for both groups. Particularly no statistical differences

emerged for PPD, CAL, BoP, and exudate. Even bacterial charges of

the periodontal pathogens investigated, with a mean value associated

to moderate to severe periodontitis, did not show any statistical

difference.

Conclusions: Form these results did not emerge any role of nutrition on

the periodontal parameters collected, suggesting a marginal role subor-

dinate to more influential variables. Further investigations including

healthy, gingivitis and early periodontitis patients are suggested.

PR019: Application of the EUCAST disk diffusion
method for antimicrobial susceptibility testing to
selected periodontal pathogens

A. Birkeholm Jensen1, N. Nørskov-Lauritsen2, E. Frandsen Lau1

1Department of Dentistry and Oral Health, Aarhus University, Aarhus C,

Denmark, 2Department of Clinical Microbiology, Odense University

Hospital, Odense, Denmark

Background and Aim: The European Committee on Antimicrobial Sus-

ceptibility Testing (EUCAST) published a disk diffusion method of

antimicrobial susceptibility testing (AST) for selected rapidly growing

anaerobes. The aim of this study was to test the method on periodon-

tal anaerobes.

Methods: Nine strains representing three different genera of oral

anaerobes were analysed: Fusobacterium nucleatum (ATCC 25586T

and ATCC 10953), F. periodonticum (ATCC 33693T), Prevotella mela-

ninogenica (ATCC 25845T), P. nigrescens (ATCC 33563 T), P. intermedia

(ATCC 25611), and Porphyromonas gingivalis (ATCC 33277, CCUG

15671, and ATCC 49417). Strains were tested using 1.0 McFarland

inoculum concentration in 0.9% saline, fastidious anaerobe agar (FAA)

plates, cotton swabs for inoculation, anaerobic incubation, and amoxi-

cillin (AMX; 2 μg) and metronidazole (MET; 5 μg) disks. Inhibition

zones (IZ) were read after 24 and 48 h with a calibrated ruler. Addi-

tionally, the analysis was carried out on enriched brucella blood agar

plates (EBBA). All analyses were done in triplicate.

Results: In general, Porhyromonas grew insufficiently on FAA, while

they all had clear IZ on EBBA after 48 h. F. nucleatum (ATCC 10953),

F. periodonticum (ATCC 33693T), P. melaninogenica (ATCC 25845T),

and P. nigrescens (ATCC 33563T) had sufficiently readable IZ after

24 h on FAA, while all Fusobacterium and Prevotella grew sufficiently

on EBBA after 24 h. Overall, the strains had comparable IZ on FAA

and EBBA, but ATCC 10953 had a considerable larger IZ for AMX and

MET on FAA compared to EBBA.

Conclusions: Some Fusobacterium and Prevotella grew sufficiently

with readable IZ after 24 h using FAA, but EBBA may be considered

more suitable for the disk diffusion method on oral species of these

genera. Prolonged incubation and the use of EBBA seems necessary

for P. gingivalis

PR020: The mRNA expression of selected antioxidant
enzyme genes, thioredoxin and concentrations of their
protein products in gingival crevicular fluid and saliva
during periodontitis

J. Toczewska1, D. Baczy�nska2, A. Zalewska3, M. Maciejczyk4,

T. Konopka1

1Department of Periodontology, Wrocław Medical University, Wrocław,

Poland, 2Molecular Techiques Unit, Wrocław Medical University,

Wrocław, Poland, 3Department of Restorative Dentistry, University of

Białystok, Białystok, Poland, 4Department of Hygiene, Epidemiology and

Ergonomics, University of Białystok, Białystok, Poland

Background and Aim: The main objectives of this research are evalua-

tion of gingival tissue and salivary mRNA expression of antioxidant

enzyme genes (glutathione peroxidase-GPX1 and superoxide dis-

mutase 1-SOD1) and thioredoxin (TXN1) as well concentrations of

GPx1 and SOD1 in GCF and saliva in the most advanced stages and

grades of periodontitis.

Methods: The study involved 60 patients with periodontitis (20–

55 years).The control group consisted of 30 patients. The mRNA

expression of the genes from the gingival tissue and saliva was

assessed by real-time PCR using specific TaqMan probes. The concen-

trations of GPx1 and SOD1 in GCF and saliva were performed using

colorimetric methods.

Results: The mRNA expression of the SOD1 and GPX1 gene in the

gingiva was significantly higher in the control group and in both stages

of periodontitis. Salivary mRNA expression of the GPX1 gene was sig-

nificantly higher in the course of periodontitis and in both its most

advanced stages. The mRNA expression of the TXN1 gene in the gin-

giva was significantly higher in the control group. The expression of

the salivary mRNA of the TXN1 gene was significantly higher in the

course of periodontitis and its two most advanced stages. SOD1 and

GPx activity in the GCF was significantly lower in all subjects with

periodontitis. The concentration of SOD1 and GPx1 in saliva was sig-

nificantly lower in patients with periodontitis. The correlations of

SOD1 and GPX1 mRNA expression and the concentrations of their

products in GCF and saliva did not show any significant relationships.

Conclusions: In periodontitis, there is a significant reduction in the tis-

sue mRNA expression of GPX1, SOD1, TXN1 as well a significant

increase in the salivary expression of GPX1 and TXN1 transcripts. It
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seems to be most dependent on the oxidative stress associated with

destructive-inflammatory changes in the periodontium to transcripts

of GPX1 and its activity in GCF and saliva proteome.

PR021: A long-term longitudinal study of gingival
recession in dentists: A 25-year follow-up

F. Matas1, C. Mendieta2

1Periogrup, Periodòncia en Exclusiva, Barcelona, Spain, 2Periodontology

Unit, Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences, University of Barcelona,

Barcelona, Spain

Background and Aim: To assess the prevalence, distribution pattern,

and development/progression of gingival recession in a population of

dentists, followed over an additional 15 years, after an initial and pre-

viously published follow-up of 10 years.

Methods: This 25-year longitudinal gingival recession investigation

started in 1994 at the Dental School with 60 final year dental stu-

dents; among them, 40 were re-examined in 2004, and 27 of those

40 were further examined in 2019 by the same examiner.

Results: In this study, 27 individuals (724 teeth) were followed

up. The prevalence of gingival recession was 100% after 25 years. A

total of 204 and 317 recessions found in the second and third exami-

nations, respectively, were valid for the longitudinal evaluation. The

highest recession frequency was observed in the molars during both

examinations (p < 0.0001). The mean recession height increased

(p = 0.024), while the mean probing depth and bleeding on probing at

the point of the maximum recession decreased. The keratinized gingi-

val width was negatively associated with the severity of the buccal

recession at the third examination.

Conclusions: Despite their clinical relevance, there are no full-mouth,

long-term longitudinal studies for the development/progression of

gingival recession as the primary outcome. Upon 15 years of the initial

follow-up, the mean number of gingival recessions per dentist and the

mean recession height increased, while toothbrushing habits remained

nearly unchanged. Clinicians must accurately register and measure

gingival recession to be able to diagnose its development over time

and evaluate the real risk of progression.

PR022: Expression of macrophage polarization
markers in response to the different serotypes of
Aggregatibacter actinomycetemcomitans

D. Betancur1, C. Muñoz2, A. Oñate2

1Department of Surgical Stomatology - Periodontology, Universidad de

Concepci�on, Concepcion, Chile, 2Faculty of Biological Sciences -

Laboratory of Molecular Immunology, Universidad de Concepcion,

Concepcion, Chile

Background and Aim: Aggregatibacter actinomycetemcomitans, a

Gram-negative bacterium with seven serotypes (a–g) according to

the structure of its LPS, has been defined as one of the most impor-

tant pathogens in the development of a dysbiotic periodontal bio-

film and the onset of periodontitis (an inflammatory chronic

diseases of the tissues around the teeth), where the serotype b is

characterized as the most virulent compared with the other sero-

types. The aim of this study was to evaluate the expression of mac-

rophages polarization markers M0, M1 and M2 against

A. actinomycetemcomitans.

Methods: THP-1 cells were infected with A. actinomycetemcomitans

serotypes a, b and c. The expression of CD11b, CD4, CD14, CD68 for

M0; IL-6, HLA/DRA, CXCL10 for M21 and IL-10, CD163, fibronectin

1 FN1 and CCL17 was evaluated by qPCR at 2 and 24 h after

infection.

Results: An increase in the expression of these molecules was induced

by all serotypes at both times of infection, showing higher levels of

expression to the M1 panel at 2 and 24 h compared to other markers.

Conclusions: A. actinomycetemcomitans has a role in the macrophage

polarization to M1 phenotype in a non-serotype dependent manner.

PR023: Interactions between Filifactor alocis and
different oral pathogens during biofilm formation

G. Alvarez Juste1, L. Hemeryck2, A. Soler Ollé1, R. Romero1, A. Rubio1,

V. Blanc1, R. Le�on1

1DENTAID Research Center, R&D Biology, Cerdanyola del Vallès, Spain,
2Department of Development and Regeneration, KU Leuven, Leuven,

Belgium

Background and Aim: Filifactor alocis is a gram-positive bacteria highly

prevalent in periodontal, peri-implant and endodontic infections, and

recently suggested to be a periodontopathogen. F. alocis usually col-

ocalises with other known periodontopathogens, which suggests it

may be involved in coaggregation during biofilm formation. In a previ-

ous study, we proved the coaggregation of F. alocis with

Fusobacterium nucleatum, Porphyromonas gingivalis and Tannerella for-

sythia. Therefore, the aim of this study was to characterise interac-

tions between F. alocis and these three coaggregation partners during

biofilm formation.

Methods: Dual-species biofilms of F. alocis and either F. nucleatum,

P. gingivalis or T. forsythia were grown on hydroxyapatite discs for

6 days, quantified by culture, vitality-PCR (live cells) and quantitative

PCR (total cells), and visualised with confocal laser scanning micros-

copy. The results were compared with those of single-species biofilms

of all four species.

Results: No differences were found in F. alocis or T. forsythia numbers

when comparing growth in dual- or single-species biofilms. However,

F. alocis was found in significantly higher numbers in dual-species bio-

films with F. nucleatum or P. gingivalis than in single-species biofilms.

P. gingivalis also showed statistically higher numbers in dual-species

by vitality-PCR but no differences by culture, while F. nucleatum pres-

ented lower numbers in dual-species biofilms. Regarding thickness, all

three dual-species biofilms were thicker than their corresponding
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single-species F. alocis, P. gingivalis and T. forsythia biofilms, but the

single-species F. nucleatum biofilm was thicker than the dual-species

F. alocis and F. nucleatum biofilm.

Conclusions: F. alocis and P. gingivalis showed the most promising

results. F. alocis has been described to colocalise with P. gingivalis in

the gingival pocket, and dual-species biofilms to be thicker than

single-species biofilms, where P. gingivalis accumulates while F. alocis

is reduced. Current work with a biofilm including primary colonisers,

F. alocis and P. gingivalis aims to give a deeper insight into their

relationship.

PR024: Development of biomimetic in vitro model of
producing artificial dental calculus: A proof-of-concept
study

Y.-H. Kwon1, J.-Y. Park1, J.-Y. Lee1, U.-W. Jung1, H.-i. Jung2,

J.-K. Cha1

1Periodontology, Yonsei University College of Dentistry, Seoul, Republic of

Korea, 2Preventive Dentistry & Public Oral Health, Yonsei University

College of Dentistry, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Background and Aim: Despite the substantial number of biofilm

models, in vitro dental calculus model has rarely been reported. This

study is to prove that artificial dental calculus could be synthesized

through a novel experimental model that replicates the biofilm miner-

alization process through a standardized biomimetic method, and to

compare its characteristics with human dental calculus.

Methods: This model consisted of two parts, one for making artificial

biofilm and the other for mineralization. Streptococcus mutans biofilm

was developed on glass dish with standardized roughness in artificial

saliva with 1% sucrose for 3 h. Then, the biofilm was transferred to

the dynamic mineralization model containing supersaturated mineral

solution for 21 h. The above two processes were repeated for 5 days

until calcification has occurred. Supragingival human dental calculus

was collected from 5 periodontally healthy patients. Scanning elec-

tron microscope and quantitative light-induced fluorescence was

used to evaluate the morphological structure qualitatively and quan-

titatively. The composition of substances was analyzed by energy

dispersive spectroscopy. The distribution and the amount of bacteria

and extracellular polymeric substances were analyzed through con-

focal laser scanning microscope (CLSM). To test solubility, the artifi-

cial calculus was immersed in distilled water at room temperature

for 72 h.

Results: Artificial calculus exhibited a layer-by-layer structure which

was a mixture of bacteria and minerals, like the human dental calculus.

Inorganic components including calcium, phosphorus, magnesium, and

sulfur were found in both artificial and human calculus, and the ratio

of Ca/P was comparable (1.38 and 1.60, respectively). CLSM images

confirmed that live bacteria covered the mineralized structures of arti-

ficial calculus. There was no significant difference in weight before

and after the solubility test.

Conclusions: Artificial calculus could be synthesized in the laboratory

through this novel biofilm mineralization model, which has similar

structural and chemical characteristics to human dental calculus.

PR025: Localization and expression profiles of Gingival
MCPIP-1 and MALT-1

Y. Firatli1,2, G. Kasnak3, E. Firatli2, U.K. Gursoy1

1Department of Periodontology, Institute of Dentistry, University of

Turku, Turku, Finland, 2Faculty of Dentistry, Department of

Periodontology, Fatih, University of Istanbul, Istanbul, Turkey, 3Faculty of

Dentistry, Department of Periodontology, Istanbul Kent University,

Istanbul, Turkey

Background and Aim: Monocyte chemoattractant protein-induced

protein-1 (MCPIP-1) is a host inflammatory response cytokine RNase

and a suppressor of proinflammatory response. Mucosa associated

lymphoid tissue lymphoma translocation protein 1 (MALT-1) is a cys-

teine protease that contributes to cleaving the negative regulation of

inflammatory signaling. Recent in vitro studies demonstrated that

MCPIP-1 is degraded by Porphyromonas gingivalis gingipains. We

aimed to localise MCPIP-1 and MALT-1 human gingival samples in

relation to periodontitis. Moreover, we tested the expression of these

proteins by gingival resident cells using a 3D-organotypic oral mucosa

model.

Methods: Eight periodontitis patients and eight periodontally healthy

individuals were recruited. The study protocol was approved by the

University of Istanbul's Faculty of Dentistry's Ethics Committee in

accordance with the Helsinki Declaration (2017/41). Paraffin-

embedded gingival samples were cut into 5 μm-thick sections and

placed on slides for immunohistochemical analysis. The immunohisto-

chemical stainings were evaluated under a light microscope and high-

resolution images were captured to analyze signal intensities with

ImageJ immunohistochemistry analysis toolbox. Stainings' intensities

were determined from epithelium and connective tissue. One-way

analysis of variance (ANOVA) following Tukey's correction was used

in statistical analysis. A 3D-organotypic oral mucosa model was con-

structed using gingival keratinocytes and gingival fibroblasts.

MCPIP-1 and MALT-1 protein expressions were analyzed

immunohistochemically.

Results: In human gingiva, MCPIP-1 was detectable in epithelium and

connective tissues, prominent around the blood vessel walls. MALT-1

was detectable at all layers of gingival epithelium and especially

around the accumulated inflammatory cells in connective tissue. No

statistical significance was detected between the periodontitis and

control groups. HMK cells of the 3D-organotypic oral mucosa model

have been observed to express MCPIP-1 and MALT-1.

Conclusions: This pilot study confirms the existence of MCPIP-1 and

MALT-1 in gingival tissues both in periodontal health and in periodon-

titis, and also confirms that the resident gingival cells can be a source

for these proteins.
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PR026: Chronology of experimental periodontitis
induced by systemic microbial challenge

C.d.J. Hernandez Martinez1, P. Felix-Silva1, M. Messora1, R. Della

Coletta2, D.B. Palioto1

1Faculty of Dentistry, Department of Maxillofacial Surgery and

Traumatology and Periodontology, University of São Paulo, Ribeirão

Preto, Brazil, 2Department of Oral Diagnosis, Campinas State University,

Piracicaba, Brazil

Background and Aim: The periodontal disease (PD) is now under-

stood as a result of dysbiotic interactions between the host and bio-

film, damaging the alveolar interproximal bone around teeth. Although

the existence of pathogenic bacteria is necessary for the onset and

progression of periodontitis, the quantity and quality of these patho-

gens are not always consistent with disease severity. Every individual

may have a unique reaction that characterizes his/her susceptibility to

periodontitis and this verifies the importance of host response.

The aim of this study is to chronologically evaluate periodontal tissue

destruction induced by systemic bacterial challenge in known suscep-

tible (Balb/C) and resistant (C57BL/6) mice lineage.

Methods: Animals, 6–8 weeks old, were allocated into three

experimental groups: Negative Control (C), Gavage with steril carboxy-

methylcellulose 2% - without bacteria (Sham) and Gavage with carboxy-

methylcellulose 2% + Porphyromonas gingivalis (Pg) W83. Before oral

infection, all animals received antibiotic treatment (sulfamethoxazole/tri-

methoprim, 400/80 mg/5 ml) for 7 days to reduce native flora, followed

by 3 days of resting. The microbial challenge was performed 3 times per

week during 1, 2 or 3 weeks. After that, the animals were kept until

completing 42 days of experiments, when they were euthanized. The

alveolar bone microarchitecture was assessed by Micro-CT.

Results: Both C57BL/6 and Balb/c mice exhibited significant more

bone volume loss and less trabecular thickness as well a greater bone

porosity comparing to (C) and (Sham) groups already after 1 week of

microbial challenge (p < 0.001). When comparing only gavage group

looking for disease implantation, time and lineage, it was possible to

observe that within 1 week of induction the disease established itself

greater in Balb/C than in C57BL/6 (p < 0.05).

Conclusions: Our results reflected that already after 1 week of micro-

bial challenge there was evidence of alveolar bone loss for both line-

ages being the loss observed in Balb/C lineage more pronounced.

PR027: A low-vacuum SEM study of the morphology
and composition of biofilm of endodontic-
periodontally involved roots

S.-I. Stratul1, V. Radulescu1, D. Rusu1, A. Roman2, P. Surlin3,

H. Calniceanu1, O.C. Vela1, C. Boldeanu1, M. Boariu4, A. Didilescu5

1Periodontology, Anton Sculean Research Center for Periodontal and

Peri-Implant Diseases, Victor Babes University of Medicine and

Pharmacy, Timisoara, Romania, 2Periodontology, Applicative Periodontal

Regeneration Research Unit, Iuliu Hatieganu University of Medicine and

Pharmacy Cluj Napoca, Cluj-Napoca, Romania, 3Periodontology,

Research Center for Periodontal-Systemic Interrelationships, University of

Medicine and Pharmacy Craiova, Craiova, Romania, 4Endodontics,

TADERP Research Center, Victor Babes University of Medicine and

Pharmacy, Timisoara, Romania, 5Embryology, Carol Davila University of

Medicine and Pharmacy Bucharest, Bucuresti, Romania

Background and Aim: SEM allows description of the overall appear-

ance and/or specific features of oral biofilms, for example, microbial

colonies, individual cells, matrix, inorganic products, debris. Aim of this

research was the observation and evaluation of the morphology and

composition of biofilm of endodontic-periodontal lesions with a modi-

fied protocole involving a simplified histologic sample preparation and

a low-vacuum SEM examination.

Methods: Roots of 20 teeth with endodontic-periodontal involve-

ment, extracted for severe periodontal bone loss, underwent fixation

and were dehydrated in alcoholic series. Samples were examined

under low-vacuum SEM. Conventional zones of the root apexes were

defined: wall of the inner cemental cone; periforaminal zone; “transi-
tion” zone to the bottom of the periodontal pocket; mid-third root

surface. Qualitative and semiquantitative characteristics of the zones

were assessed: bacterial types, biofilm morphology and composition,

lacunar areas.

Results: Continuous areas of stable biofilm was found on all evaluated

surfaces, varying from 20% of the samples inside the cemental cone

to more than 50% inside the pocket. Cocci, rods an filaments were

recognized, while spirils and motile-looking species were accidentally

detected in only two samples.

Conclusions: Low-vacuum SEM observation of biofilm require recog-

nition of specific biofilm morphologies. Under low-vacuum SEM

investigation, endodontic-periodontally involved root surfaces seem

to display a scarce biofilm coverage. Established biofilm, especially

bacillar and filamentous forms, seem to be highly associated with

irregular supporting surfaces. The pockets appear to contain amounts

of biofilm larger than in other areas of endo-perio lesions. Periapical

areas of old endo-perio lesions seem to harbor mature periodontal

biofilms.

PR028: Immune ushering by neutrophils following
Aggregatibacter actinomycetemcomitans infection

S. Shany-Kdoshim1, L. Shapira1, D. Polak1

1Periodontology, Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Jerusalem, Israel

Background and Aim: Neutrophils are keystone players against infec-

tions and their impaired function is associated to the pathogenesis of

Molar-Incisor-pattern periodontitis (MIPP). Emerging data reveal a

central role for neutrophils as ushering cells that control immune cell

trafficking.
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The aim of the study was to investigate the immune-trafficking role of

neutrophils during Aggregatibacter actinomycetemcomitans (Aa)

JP2-clone (the MIPP pathogen) infection, and whether neutrophils uti-

lize specific chemokines to do so.

Methods: Mouse primary neutrophils and splenocytes were harvest

and used ex vivo to investigate splenocyte migration toward the

secretome of neutrophils following JP2 infection. Additionally, Che-

mokine profiling of neutrophils and splenocytes was compared using

proteome analysis. To investigate the role of neutrophils in-vivo, sub-

cutaneous chambers were implanted in C57BL/6J mice, followed by

infection with JP2. Immunotyping of chamber cells was performed

using flow cytometry. The role of neutrophil was tested by their

depletion prior to infection using a specific Ly6G antibody.

Results: Neutrophils stimulated ex-vivo with JP2 induce splenocytes

migration and expression of unique chemokines that were not

expressed in the non-JP2 infected neutrophils. In-vivo, neutrophils

were found to be the dominant cell in the immune response during

JP2-infection, while other immune cells as NKT, monocytes, B and T

lymphocytes were also present at lower numbers. Depletion of neu-

trophils not only led to the clearance of these cells from the site of

infection, but also significantly reduced other immune cell migration

at the site of infection. In a trans-well model, CXCL2 was found to be

significant for neutrophils mediated cell recruitment and it is also

uniquely expressed by neutrophils during JP2 infection in mice.

Conclusions: Neutrophils play a pivotal role during JP2-infection as

host-response key immune-trafficking agent via CXCL2 expression.

PR356: The effect of non-surgical periodontitis
treatment on the subgingival microbiome

A. Krajewski1, P. Ercal2, J. Perussolo2, N. Gkranias2, N. Donos2

1Queen Mary University of London, Centre of Oral Clinical Research,

London, United Kingdom, 2Queen Mary University of London, London,

United Kingdom

Background and Aim: Periodontitis is a chronic inflammatory disease

in which dysbiotic subgingival microbiome and host responses cause

destruction of the periodontium. Our objective was to perform a sys-

tematic review and meta-analysis to evaluate the effect of non-surgi-

cal periodontitis treatment on the subgingival microbiome.

Methods: A systematic literature search was conducted in Medline,

Embase, LILACS and Cochrane Library supplemented by manual sea-

rch (23DEC2019, updated 12DEC2020). Articles on subgingival

microbial changes after non-surgical periodontitis treatment (NSPT)

were considered eligible. Search outcomes were screened and data

extracted by two researchers independently (initial screening: kappa =

0.68, full text screening: kappa = 0.77).

Results: From an initial search of 3046 studies 204 studies were

included according to our specific inclusion criteria. Six main method-

ologies were observed which detected microbiota in subgingival

plaque samples: optical microscope, culture techniques, PCR, DNA-

DNA hybridisation, enzymatic reactions and 16S gene sequencing.

Methodologies such as sample collection were overall heterogeneous.

Clinical data show a significant decrease in PPD and CAL after non-

surgical periodontal therapy. Meta‐analysis was performed on studies

using DNA-DNA hybridisation and quantitative PCR. The random

effect models for Treponema denticola, Porphyromonas gingivalis,

Tannerella forsythia and Actinobacillus actinomycetemcomitans

showed a significant decrease in mean counts after NSPT. Five of the

included articles analysed changes in the subgingival microbiome with

16S gene sequencing. They observe a shift towards health associated

species following NSPT.

Conclusions: NSPT is important to lower overall mean counts of dis-

ease associated species. Published microbiological data are heteroge-

neous. There is a need for future studies using gene-sequencing

techniques to fully understand the effect of NPST on subgingival

microbiome in particular in the aspect of health associated species.

DIAGNOSIS AND RISK FACTORS OF PERIODONTAL DISEASES

PR029: Periodontitis grading using interdental
attachment loss instead of radiographic bone loss

P. Winkler1, B. Dannewitz1, K. Nickles1, H. Petsos1, P. Eickholz1

1Department of Periodontology, Center for Dentistry and Oral Medicine

(Carolinum), Johann Wolfgang Goethe-University, Frankfurt, Germany

Background and Aim: In epidemiologic studies primary evidence of pro-

gression (longitudinal data on attachment or bone loss) is missing regu-

larly. Thus, epidemiologic studies have to rely on secondary evidence of

progression if diagnoses according to the 2018 Classification of Peri-

odontal and Peri-implant Diseases and Conditions shall be assessed.

Secondary evidence is assessed as quotient of relative radiographic

bone loss (BL) at the most affected tooth by patient's age. However, in

epidemiologic studies radiographic examination may not be applicable.

In these cases clinical attachment level (CAL) may be an alternative.

Methods: Charts of 100 periodontitis patients of the Department of

Periodontology of Goethe-University Frankfurt, Germany were used

to assign periodontitis grade by (i) indirect evidence using radiographic

bone loss at the most affected tooth divided by root length and

(ii) interdental clinical attachment level at the most affected tooth was

divided by root length of the respective type of tooth according to a

text book on tooth anatomy. The resulting quotient was divided by

age. Grades resulting from both methods were compared.

Results: All patients (age: 53.5 ± 10.4 years; 57 females; 16 active

smokers; no diabetics, 78 stage III, 22 stage IV) were by either method

assigned to grade B or C (radiographic BL: 35 B, 65 C; interdental

CAL: 23 B, 77 C). Agreement was 76% (kappa score: 0.427). In only

28% of patients bone loss and CAL were assessed at the same tooth.

Conclusions: Assignment of periodontitis grade by indirect evidence

using radiographic BL or interdental CAL show moderate agreement.

Thus, grade assignment by interdental CAL may be used in epidemio-

logic studies where radiographs are not available.
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PR030: The efficiency of gingivitis treatment in
patients with different levels of the organism's
reactivity

N. Bagdasaryan1, T. Aksenova1, V. Erichev1, Y. Ovcharenko1

1Kuban State Medical University, Krasnodar, Russian Federation

Background and Aim: Gingivitis treatment does not always prevent

its recurrence and transformation into periodontitis.

Aim. To evaluate the effectiveness of gingivitis treatment in patients

with different levels of reactivity.

Methods: The therapy was carried out in 46 patients aged 19–35 years

with gingivitis. The level of reactivity of the organism (LR) was deter-

mined by the method of L.H. Harkavi. (2015) before treatment.

Results: A low LR in 32.6% of patients and an average LR – in 56.6%

was determined. After 6 months, the maintaining of low UR was

found in 60% of cases, in almost all 88.8% a relapse was noted. The

initial average LR remained unchanged in 80.7% of patients, while a

relapse was detected in 66.6% of cases.

After 12 months in 40% of the observed patients a relapse was deter-

mined in 83.3% of cases. Against the background of maintaining the

initial low LR In the majority of patients with an initial average LR

(88.4%), an exacerbation of the inflammatory process was recorded in

about half of the cases (56.5%).

Conclusions: Gingivitis in one third of patients is developed against

the background of an unfavorable low LR. There is a more frequent

recurrence of the inflammatory process in the periodontium at low LR

during all periods of observation. The number of relapses with a favor-

able average LR is significantly lower at all times of observation.

PR031: Salivary levels of macrophage activating factor
and macrophage chemotactic factor as prospective
biomarkers of gingival inflammation

A. Alhammadi1, B. Rahman1, S. Al-Kawas2, A. Rani2

1Periodontology-Preventive and Restorative Dentistry, University of

Sharjah, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates, 2Oral and Craniofacial Health

Sciences, University of Sharjah, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates

Background and Aim: In periodontal tissue inflammation, stimulated

macrophages induce the immune system against periodontal-

pathogen infections and damage periodontal tissues by releasing dif-

ferent inflammatory cytokines. Macrophage-activating factor (MAF),

macrophage-chemotactic factor (MCF), and Macrophage migration

inhibitory factor (MIF) are essential mediators involved in macrophage

accumulation, activation, and function. This study aims to analyze the

saliva level of MAF, MCF, and MIF levels in healthy and gingivitis

patients and assess the relationship between the level of these

chemoattractant with clinical gingival inflammation levels.

Methods: 60 saliva specimens were collected from healthy individuals

(n = 30), and patients with gingivitis (n = 30) which include localized

gingivitis (n = 20), and generalized gingivitis (n = 10). Bleeding on

probing (BOP), visible plaque index (VPI), and Simplified Modified Gin-

gival Index (SMGI) were recorded via periodontal probing, disclosing

agent and clinical examination. Salivary MAF, MCF, and MIF concen-

trations were assayed using enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays.

Results: MAF was in localized gingivitis < healthy per-

iodontium < generalized gingivitis, but it was not statistically significant.

MCF was in healthy periodontium > generalized gingivitis > localized

gingivitis (p > 0.05). MIF was in localized gingivitis > generalized

gingivitis > normal, and the mean difference between healthy

Vs. Localized gingivitis and healthy Vs. Generalized gingivitis was stati-

cally significant. Regarding SMGI, MAF was in moderate

inflammation > localized mild > generalized mild > absent of inflamma-

tion, MIF was in moderate inflammation > generalized mild > localized

mild > absent of inflammation, MCF was in localized mild

inflammation > generalized mild > absence of inflammation > moderate

inflammation; however, they were not statistically significant.

Conclusions: MIF appears to be a potential biomarker for diagnosing

gingivitis, but MAF and MCF biomarkers were not related to gingivitis

or a healthy periodontium. Furthermore, the levels of MAF, MIF, and

MCF in saliva had no relation to the clinical progression of gingivitis.

PR032: Effect of electronic cigarette and traditional
cigarette on cytotoxicity and inflammation of oral
gingival cells using a novel automated smoking
machine

L.L. Ramenzoni1, A. Schneider2, F. Stephan2, M. Meboldt2, T. Attin1,

P.R. Schmidlin1

1Clinic of Conservative and Preventive Dentistry, University of Zurich/

Center of Dental Medicine, Zurich, Switzerland, 2Department of

Mechanical and Process Engineering, Swiss Federal Institute of

Technology, Zurich, Switzerland

Background and Aim: Information about the harmful effects of elec-

tronic cigarette vaping is sparse and inconsistent. Since the use of

electronic cigarettes has become a new tool for nicotine to limit

tobacco smoking, it is urgent to establish the safety or the cytotoxicity

of the liquid vaporized as aerosol on oral tissues.

Methods: Human epithelial gingival keratinocyte cells were exposed

to smoke of traditional cigarettes or to vapor of electronic cigarette. A

novel automated smoking machine was developed and used to chal-

lenge cells to a standardized amount of smoke or vapor in order to

determine cell viability, morphology and death rate with a colorimetric

and fluorescence assays, respectively. The inflammatory cytokine

gene expression of IL-1, IL-1β, IL-6 genes was assessed by quantitative

PCR. To quantify nicotine, a two-dimensional liquid chromatography

coupled to mass spectrometry was used.

Results: Electronic and traditional cigarettes induced similar effects by

enhancing cytotoxicity and cell death, besides increasing levels of pro-

inflammatory cytokines in a dose-dependent manner. The uptake of

nicotine in oral cells was higher even when exposed to electronic
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cigarette vapor compared to traditional cigarette smoke, despite of

the lower nicotine concentration in the electronic cigarette vaping

liquid.

Conclusions: The results indicate that electronic cigarette smoking

may contribute to oral tissue-cell damage and increase of oral tissue

inflammation. As a consequence, the lower concentration of nicotine

in the vaping liquid does not translate into a healthier advantage, as

the amount of nicotine absorbed by the cells is higher than what has

been found in cells treated with conventional cigarettes.

PR033: Changes in the salivary proteome with
potential for periodontitis diagnosis and monitoring. A
systematic review

L.A. Flores-Reyna1, M. Martínez-Hernández1

1Laboratorio de Biointerfases - Divisi�on de Estudios de Posgrado e

Investigaci�on - Facultad de Odontología, Universidad Nacional Aut�onoma

de México, Coyoacán, Ciudad de México, Mexico

Background and Aim: Periodontitis is a chronic inflammatory disease

associated with the presence of a dysbiotic dental biofilm which diagnosis

is typically based on the evaluation of imaging and clinical parameters.

However, accurate, rapid, and non-invasive new diagnostic and monitoring

periodontal methods are needed that contribute to reduce the individual

and epidemiological burden of this broadly prevalent infectious disease, in

this regard the biomedical research of thewhole saliva through a proteomic

approach can contribute with the identification of specific changes in the

salivary proteome associatedwith the presence of periodontitiswith poten-

tial to be used for periodontitis diagnosis andmonitoring.

The present systematic review was performed to document the

changes in the salivary proteome associated with the presence of peri-

odontitis with the potential to be used for its diagnosis and monitoring.

Methods: The databases PubMed, EMBASE, ScienceDirect, and

Scopus were consulted from March 2020 to March 2021. The search

terms “(Whole saliva), (Salivary proteome), (Salivary protein profile), (Peri-

odontal disease), (Periodontitis), (Periodontal diagnosis), Saliva and Prote-

ome [MeSH Terms]” were used to find publications reporting changes

in salivary protein profiles associated with periodontitis. Review arti-

cles, original articles published in indexed journals, and consensus doc-

uments in English and Spanish were included.

Results: 11 articles were selected for full-text reading and analysis.

Salivary proteins like α-amylase, Cystatin-C, and Mucin-5B were

reported as upregulated by some authors, while others like Cystatin-

SN, lactoperoxidase, and Mucin-7 as downregulated comparing the

salivary protein profile from systemically-healthy-periodontitis and

non-periodontitis subjects. These results confirm the existence of

changes between both study groups which with proper knowledge

could lead to defining a proteome fingerprint of periodontitis.

Conclusions: The changes in the salivary proteome associated with

the presence of periodontitis identified in the present review could be

focused on further investigation due of its potential for periodontal

diagnosis and monitoring.

PR034: Diagnostic accuracy of furcation involvement
based on peri-apical and panoramic radiographs: An
experienced based analysis

G. Jolivet1, C. Petit1, C.-I. Gros1, O. Huck1

1Dental Faculty, Periodontology, University of Strasbourg, Strasbourg,

France

Background and Aim: Accurate presurgical diagnosis of furcation

involvement (FI) of multirooted teeth is fundamental for decision mak-

ing and to assess the prognosis of diseased molars. As two-dimension

radiographs are commonly used in clinical settings, the aim of this

study was to compare the accuracy of FI diagnosis when peri-apical

radiographs or panoramic radiographs were used.

Methods: In this retrospective study, 35 molars with furcation were

assigned for FI diagnosis with peri-apical radiographs and panoramic

radiographs. Nine specialized examiners and nine undergraduate

examiners were asked to diagnose FI for the same defects using only

the corresponding peri-apical and panoramic radiographs.

Results: When all participants were considered, horizontal extent of

FI was correctly diagnosed in 48% of the cases by peri-apical and pan-

oramic radiographs; vertical extent was correctly diagnosed in 51.91%

of the cases by peri-apical radiographs and in 48.89% of the cases by

panoramic radiographs. Diagnosis accuracy of horizontal and vertical

extension of FI was greater at the mandible than in the maxilla for

both imaging techniques. Diagnosis accuracy of horizontal and vertical

extension of FI was significantly improved for specialized examiners

when peri-apical radiographs were used.

Conclusions: Panoramic and peri-apical radiographs are relevant in

the diagnosis of FI in daily clinical practice and help the clinician to

correctly characterize FI in its horizontal and vertical component.

Gaining in clinical experience seems to improve the diagnosis of FI

with two-dimension radiographs.

PR035: Implementing of aMMP-8 point of care-test
with a modified new disease classification in Finnish
adolescent cohorts

A.M. Heikkinen1, T. Raivisto2, I. Räisänen3, T. Tervahartiala3,

N. Bostanci4, T. Sorsa3

1Clinicum, Department of Public Health and Oral and Maxillofacial

Diseases, University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland, 2City of Hämeenlinna,

Hämeenlinna, Finland, 3Clinicum, Department of Oral and Maxillofacial

Diseases, University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland, 4Karolinska Institutet,

Stockholm, Sweden

Background and Aim: From 10% to 15% (depending to the criteria) of

adolescents suffer from an early stage of periodontitis in Finland. Peri-

odontitis is a multi-factorial biofilm-induced inflammatory disease,

however, clinical and radiographic information reflects events that

have already occurred. aMMP-8 lateral-flow chair side or point-of-
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care-test (POC-test) result have also come to complement the overall

status for patient's current situation. The current study aimed to clar-

ify the usefulness of aMMP-8 chairside-test (aMMP-8 POCT) results

with cut off 20 ng/ml with stage I periodontitis according to the cur-

rent periodontitis classification system.

Methods: Total of 117 adolescents were aMMP-8 POCT tested for

elevated aMMP-8 levels and examined for full mouth and consisted of

questions concerning health behaviour, such as oral hygiene habits,

use of tobacco products, alcohol and drug.

Results: Of all 117 participants, N = 38 (32.5%) was aMMP-8 POCT

positive, and N = 34 (29.1%) had at least one 4 mm periodontal deep-

ened pocket, however only N = 16 (13.7%) had both characteristics.

The subclinical stage (N = 47) could not be classified either to gingivi-

tis or stage I. Of the participants, who did not have any deepened

periodontal pockets, 18 were test negatives and none showed test

positivity.

Conclusions: Stage I is preceded by antecedent stages that should be

tackled by oral health care prevention and personalized treatment

modalities by professionals. Elevated (>20 ng/ml), these positive

aMMP-8 POCT results, can be regarded as initial alarmer such devel-

oping risk. This should be utilized in the preventive personalized inter-

ventions by oral health professionals.

PR036: Comparison of vitamin K2 serum levels in
healthy and periodontitis patients: A controlled clinical
trial

I. Olszewska-Czyz1, E. Firkova2

1Department of Periodontology, Prophylaxis and Oral Pathology,

Jagiellonian University, Krakow, Poland, 2Department of Periodontology

and Oral Diseases, Medical University of Plovdiv, Plovdiv, Bulgaria

Background and Aim: Vitamin K2 is an essential co-factor for bone

metabolism with an osteoprotective effect. While significant scientific

research is available for the links between K2 and systemic diseases,

there is not enough data if it could possibly correlate with

periodontitis.

The aim of the study was to evaluate vitamin K2 serum levels among

patients with periodontitis and healthy subjects and to assess whether

severity, complexity, extension, and risk of progression of periodonti-

tis may be linked to it.

Methods: A single center, prospective, controlled, clinical trial was per-

formed. 100 generally healthy participants (50 diagnosed with periodonti-

tis, 50 - periodontally healthy) were enrolled. Periodontal clinical

parameters were measured, radiographs performed, staging and grading

assessed. 4 ml of venous blood from the participants was collected. Vita-

min K2 status was determined by ELISA kit (Gla-type osteocalcin, Takara).

Results: Mean serum levels of vitamin K2 were significantly lower in

patients with periodontitis (0.27 ± 0.06 nmol/L) compared to healthy

controls (0.43 ± 0.09 nmol/L; p < 0.001), irrespective of subjects' age or

sex. In periodontitis, K2 decreased consistently as the severity of peri-

odontitis increased from stage I to IV respectively: 0.37 ± 0.007 nmol/

L; 0.27 ± 0.004 nmol/L; 0.22 ± 0.008 nmol/L; 0.19 ± 0.01 nmol/L. A

significant decline of mean K2 levels from grade A to grade C was cal-

culated: 0.36 ± 0.009 nmol/L; 0.27 ± 0.006 nmol/L and 0.21 ± 0.009;

p < 0.001. Patients with generalized periodontitis had significantly

lower K2 levels (0.26 ± 0.006 nmol/L) compared to localized periodon-

titis (0.30 ± 0.01 nmol/L). Significant negative associations between

vitamin K2 levels and BoP, CAL, PPD and bone loss were found.

Conclusions: Vitamin K2 is significantly lower in periodontitis

patients, compared to healthy controls. Mean levels are negatively

associated with the stage, grade, risk of progression and major clinical

parameters. Further studies are necessary to confirm the association

of vitamin K2 and periodontitis and the role of K2 supplementation

adjunct to periodontal treatment.

PR037: Low-dose CBCT for imaging of furcation
involvement

M. Ruetters1, H. Gehrig1, T. Bruckner2, V. Bartha1, F.S. Schwindling3,

T.-S. Kim1, C. Lux4, S. Sen5

1Section of Periodontology, Department of Operative Dentistry,

University Hospital Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Germany, 2Institute of

Medical Biometry, University Hospital Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Germany,
3Department of Prosthodontics, University Hospital Heidelberg,

Heidelberg, Germany, 4Department of Orthodontics, University Hospital

Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Germany, 5Department of Orthodontics,

University Hospital Schleswig-Holstein, Campus Kiel, Kiel, Germany

Background and Aim: Three-dimensional imaging using cone beam

computed tomography (CBCT) is widely used in dentistry. Until now,

an increased radiation dose has prevented its routine use in everyday

periodontal practice. New CBCT devices can achieve a reduction in

effective radiation dose using low-dose (LD) protocols to 17% of con-

ventional protocols. One indication for LD-CBCT could be the imaging

of periodontal furcations. A three-dimensional knowledge of these is

helpful with regard to prognosis and therapy planning. The aim of the

study is to evaluate the suitability of a LD-CBCT for imaging furcation

involvement.

Methods: 59 furcation entrances of 9 upper and 16 lower molars of

6 human cadavers were investigated by one high-dose (HD) CBCT proto-

col, one LD-CBCT protocol Radiographic evaluation of degree of furca-

tion involvement (FI) (0 = no involvement, I = involvement but not

“through and through,” II = “through and through”) as well as linear mea-

surements of FI were made in both modalities twice by one calibrated

investigator and compared to intrasurgical measurements. Cohen's kappa

and Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) for intra-rater reliability were

calculated. Means were tested for significant difference by paired t-test.

Results: Cohen's kappa was 1 for comparison between HD-CBCT and

LD-CBCT FI. ICCs representing intrarater reliability concerning linear

measurements were 0.995 (HD-CBCT) and 0.994 (LD-CBCT). Inter-

modality reliability showed an ICC of 0.995. Linear FI measurements

of FI showed no statistically significant differences between HD-

CBCT and LD-CBCT (p = 0.103).
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Conclusions: LD-CBCT allows imaging of FI with low radiation doses

in this experimental setting. Further studies are needed to evaluate

the suitability of these protocols in human specimens.

PR038: Perception of the changes in the marginal
periodontium aspect in a group of young adults during
the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic

M.C. Giurgiu1, S. Paunica1, O.A. Ghetu2, R.E. Bohiltea3, I. Paunica3,

A.S. Dumitriu1

1Faculty of Dental Medicine, Periodontology, University of Medicine and

Pharmacy ‘Carol Davila’, Bucharest, Romania, 2Faculty of Dental

Medicine, University of Medicine and Pharmacy ‘Carol Davila’,

Bucharest, Romania, 3University of Medicine and Pharmacy ‘Carol

Davila’, Bucharest, Romania

Background and Aim: To determine the influence of the SARS-CoV

2 virus pandemic on periodontal status and to establish which factors

are involved in these changes.

Methods: Analysis of 50 questionnaires randomly distributed through

the google forms program, with easy-to-follow graphics and

processing of personal data while respecting confidentiality. The ques-

tionnaire included 30 questions with one or multiple answers and text

boxes for individual completion. The questions were about oral

hygiene and the gingival changes observed by participants in the first

months after the pandemic broke out, including the lockdown period.

Results: The average age of participants was between 20 and

30 years, most with higher education, from urban areas, 8.2% of them

with pre-existing periodontal diseases but only 6.3% followed a peri-

odontal treatment. 32.7% of participants tested positive for Sarcov2.

The impairments of the marginal periodontium were observed by the

increase with 9.6% (from 19.4% to 29%) of the gingival color changes,

with 16.2% (from 16.1% to 32.3%) of the gingival volume, with 23%

(from 51.6% to 74.2%) of gingival bleeding at tooth brushing and with

6.5% (from 0% to 6.5%) of dental mobility. Interest in oral health was

modified by changing the frequency and the time of tooth brushing

(less than 3 min increased with 8.2%), by reducing dental checks and

halving specialized prophylaxis. 75% of the participants noticed an

increase in stress during the pandemic, and 38.8% noticed a direct

influence of the pandemic situation on their oral hygiene.

Conclusions: The negative action of the SARS-CoV 2 virus is not lim-

ited to the direct one, the effects of the pandemic being felt in the field

of oral health, having repercussions on the condition of periodontal tis-

sues by influencing the measures of prophylaxis of these diseases.

PR039: Vitamin D levels in a population with
periodontitis in Moroccan population

S. Mikou1, S. Belfellah1, S. Chemlali1, J. Kissa1

1Faculty of Dentistry, Department of Periodontology, University HASSAN

II of Casablanca, Casablanca, Morocco

Background and Aim: The literature has focused on the anti-inflam-

matory, immunomodulatory and bone effects of vitamin D. The pur-

pose of this study is to evaluate the possible association of vitamin D

with periodontitis by describing the periodontal status of patients in

whom a Vitamin D test was done.

Methods: A cross-sectional study was conducted on 33 cases of peri-

odontitis selected from the Periodontology service of Dental Consul-

tation and Treatment Center in Casablanca, Morocco. Periodontal

variables were assessed (level of plaque, degree of gingival inflamma-

tion, probing depth, attachment loss, gingival recession, mobility and

furcation involvement and bone loss). Vitamin D serum level were

performed for biological investigation.

Results: The socioeconomic characteristics of the sample revealed a

female/male sex ratio of 2.67 and an average age of 45.3 years

(±10.47). A slight hypovitaminosis D was noticed in women compared

to men (13.7 (±5.16) ng/ml against 17.21 (±5.67) ng/ml). An hyp-

ovitaminosis was also observed in overweighted subjects (12.52

[±3.44] ng/ml). Vitamin D levels increased from 9.00 (±1.27) ng/ml to

15.54 (± 5.50) ng/ml with the presence of gingival inflammation.

Patients having an attachment loss between (0 and 4 mm) expressed

the highest level of Vitamin D (17.05 ± [3.50] ng/ml) compared to

subjects having attachment loss rang from (4 to 6 mm) and ≥6 mm

(13.56 [±5.46] ng/ml and 15.38 [±6.32] ng/ml respectively). However,

there was no significant difference in age, gender, body mass index,

periodontal variables and Vitamin D level, similarly for aggressive and

chronic periodontitis cases.

Conclusions: The data showed that all cases of periodontitis had vita-

min D insufficiency or deficiency. However, no association between

these variables was demonstrated. A longitudinal study would be

needed to investigate vitamin D levels in various periodontal profiles

in the Moroccan population.

PR040: A correlation of neopterin level in saliva with
periodontal indices

E. Michalak1, A. Dudzik1, W. Lipska1, D. Pawlica-Gosiewska2,

M. Chomyszyn-Gajewska1

1Department of Periodontology, Prophylaxis and Oral Pathology,

Jagiellonian University Medical College, Krak�ow, Poland, 2Department of

Clinical Biochemistry, Jagiellonian University Medical College, Krak�ow,

Poland

Background and Aim: Diagnosis of periodontitis is still based almost

exclusively on radiological and dental examination leading to determi-

nation of periodontal indices, which makes both diagnosis and moni-

toring of the course of the disease subjective. Therefore, it is pivotal

to look for the more objective clinical parameters which can be used

to assess the patients' periodontal status and success of their treat-

ment. Neopterin, which belongs to the group of pteridines, is syn-

thetised by the cells of the immune system upon stimulation with

cytokines and serves as an early marker of the proinflammatory

response. The aim of the study was to determine whether there is a
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correlation of neopterin levels in the saliva with selected periodontal

indices in patients with periodontitis.

Methods: The prospective study was conducted among patients visit-

ing the Periodontal Disease Clinic of the University Dental Clinic in

Krakow. The study included 40 adult patients aged 19–81 years with

periodontitis. During clinical examination of each patient, Decayed,

Missing and Filled Index (DMF), Approximal Plaque Index (API), Modi-

fied Sulcular Bleeding Index (mSBI), Gingival Index (GI), periodontal

pocket depth (PPD) and clinical attachment level (CAL) [MCG1] were

obtained. A sample of unstimulated saliva was collected for the mea-

surements of neopterin level with the Human Neopterin ELISA Kit

reagents (Abbexa, UK).

Results: The positive correlations between periodontal indices (API,

mSBI, GI, PPD) and the level of neopterin were observed. At the same

time, no statistically significant correlation was found between

neopterin and CAL and DMF index.

Conclusions: The level of neopterin may be used to monitor the

severity of the inflammatory status in the active stage of periodontitis.

However, more research needs to be done to use neopterin level in

saliva as the clinical index helpful in periodontitis diagnosis and moni-

toring disease progression.

PR041: Age- and gender-appropriate behavioural
specifics of dental patients affecting their oral care
and periodontal health status

V. Tachalov1, T. Kudryavtseva1, E. Kuchumova1, M. Pachkoriia1,

E. Shumilina1

1Therapeutic Dentistry and Periodontology Department, Pavlov First

Saint Petersburg State Medical University, St. Petersburg, Russian

Federation

Background and Aim: One of the major challenges related to preserv-

ing dental and somatic health is to improve adherence to prevention

and treatment in oral cavity. Important factors of the patient's compli-

ance to be addressed are their social status, age, and personality profile.

Methods: A total of 706 persons between 18 and 75 years of age par-

ticipated in the study. The patients filled out a questionnaire which

included items about their attitude to the prevention of dental dis-

eases, means and methods of personal oral care.

Results: The assessment of the prevention knowledge showed that all

the respondents recognized teeth cleaning as an important regular

practice: 70.6%–88.2% of the respondents from different age groups

clean their teeth twice a day. Only groups 60–75 and 18–25 differ in

the regularity of teeth cleaning (р < 0.05). In the older group, 29.4% of

the respondents take a toothbrush once a day (vs. 11.1% in the youn-

ger group).

Women are better at personal oral hygiene. 86.2% of women respon-

dents reported they cleaned teeth twice a day, whereas only 75.7% of

men respondents complied with this rule. Women more often than

men replace their toothbrush (64.7% vs. 49.7% respectively). The

statistically significant difference was revealed in the correctness of

teeth cleaning. 98.8% of women versus 94.7% of men carried out this

procedure correctly (p < 0.01).

Conclusions: The compliance level in the older age group of respon-

dents (60–75 years old) is significantly below the performance of

other groups, which applies to both personal (teeth cleaning once a

day, reluctance to use hygienic items apart from a toothbrush and

toothpaste) and professional oral care. Women are more compliant

with preventive measures in oral cavity than men.

PR042: Serum vitamin D levels in biofilm induced
gingivitis and stage ii periodontitis patients

D. Berber Noyun1, S. Dirikan Ipci2, G. Çakar2, C. Ahmedbeyli3

1Private Practice, Bursa, Turkey, 2Faculty of Dentistry, Periodontology,

Altinbas University, Istanbul, Turkey, 3Stomatology & Maxillofacial

Surgery, ADHTI, Baku, Azerbaijan

Background and Aim: Vitamin D (25 [OH] vitamin D) is a fat-soluble

vitamin and is mainly produced by human skin after its exposure to

sunlight and can also be obtained from individual's diet. It was dem-

onstrated that vitamin D with its anti-inflammatory and anti-

microbial peptide production properties, may have a positive impact

on oral health. The aim of this study was to investigate the associa-

tion between serum vitamin D levels together with clinical status of

biofilm induced gingivitis and Stage II periodontitis patients (P) in a

private practice, since investigations from private practices are

scarce.

Methods: A total of 381 patients were enrolled. 190 patients diag-

nosed with biofilm induced gingivitis whereas 191 patients were diag-

nosed with P. The periodontal evaluation comprised the recording of

probing depth, plaque index and bleeding on probing. The levels of

serum vitamin D levels were measured by using a commercial ELISA

kit. The data of vitamin D levels are expressed as nanograms per milli-

liters (ng/ml). Vitamin D concentration was classified as sufficient

between 30–100 ng/ml, insufficient between 20 and 30 ng/ml or

deficient <20 ng/ml. Comparisons between groups were made by

Mann–Whitney U test. In the analysis of categorical data, Chi-square

test was used.

Results: Mean age of study participants in biofilm induced gingivitis

and P groups were 40 (15–76) and 43 (21–67) years, respectively.

Most patients in all groups showed a deficiency in vitamin D levels.

The mean values of vitamin D levels were 26.41 (3.20–78.20) ng/ml

and 18.16 (3.30–66.30) ng/ml in biofilm induced gingivitis and P

groups, respectively. Intergroup comparison revealed significantly

lower serum vitamin D levels for P patients compared to biofilm

induced gingivitis patients (p < 0.001).

Conclusions: Vitamin D deficiency is common among patients suffer-

ing from Stage II periodontitis and biofilm induced gingivitis as well,

but more pronounced deficiency was observed in periodontitis

patients.
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PR043: Influence of oral piercings on periodontal
health – A systematic review

J.C. Difloe-Geisert1, J.S. Müller1, C. Walter2

1Department of Periodontology, Endodontology and Cariology, University

Center for Dental Medicine Basel (UZB), University of Basel, Basel,

Switzerland, 2Department of Restorative Dentistry, Periodontology,

Endodontology, Preventive and Pediatric Dentistry, University Medicine

Greifswald, Greifswald, Germany

Background and Aim: Evidence on the impact of oral piercings on

periodontal conditions is currently not systematically analyzed. Thus,

the aim of this systematic review was to evaluate the influence of oral

piercings on periodontal health.

Methods: A systematic literature search was performed for studies

published by 14 November 2021, using electronic databases

(MEDLINE, Embase via Ovid, Cochrane Library) and a hand search.

The criteria for PICO, PRISMA and risk of bias assessment were

applied. Human clinical trials including at least 10 patients wearing

one or more oral piercings and presenting data on probing pocket

depths (PPD) were considered for analysis. A synthesis of results, by

using a vote counting method, was applied.

Results: From 120 titles identified, eight studies, published

between 2007 and 2021, were eligible for inclusion. Out of these

were five case–control studies, one cross-sectional study with split-

mouth design and two case series. A total of 236 lip piercings and

236 tongue piercings in overall 408 patients were analyzed. The

pronounced heterogeneity of studies prohibited statistical meta-

analyses. In patients with tongue piercings, teeth adjacent to the

piercing compared to control teeth or sites showed increased PPD

(3 out of 5 studies), more clinical attachment loss (3 of 4 studies),

more gingival recessions (4 of 4 studies) and a higher percentage

of bleeding on probing (2 of 3 studies). In patients with lip pierc-

ings, teeth adjacent to the piercing compared to control teeth or

sites demonstrated more gingival recessions (3 of 4 studies). Time

since piercing was most frequently identified as risk factor for peri-

odontal destruction in patients with tongue and/or lip piercings

(6 of 7 studies).

Conclusions: The available evidence from eight studies suggests nega-

tive effects of tongue piercings on periodontal health of teeth adja-

cent to the piercing, while more gingival recessions were present in

patients with lip piercings.

Prospero registration number: CRD42021236027.

PR044: Gingival recessions: Digital measurement
compared to conventional methods

J. Conrad1, M. Straßburger1, S. Sälzer1, C.E. Dörfer1, C. Graetz1

1Department of Conservative Dentistry and Periodontology, Kiel

University, Kiel, Germany

Background and Aim: Present gingival recessions are a major risk fac-

tor for further displacement of the gingival margin. Hence, early diag-

nosis is necessary. Furthermore, accurate and reliable measurement is

essential for research. This study aimed to compare a new digital and

conventional measuring methods.

Methods: Gingival recessions were measured at 116 teeth using three

methods: Intra-oral measurement (IM) and measurement on cast

models (CM) using PCPUNC 15-probe and digital measurements on

virtual models of dental casts (DM) using a scale tool in the OraCheck

software (Cyfex AG, Switzerland). Descriptive statistics were per-

formed and intra-class correlation coefficients (ICC) calculated to

assess inter-method reliabilities. Bland Altman plots were plotted to

analyze the agreement between these measuring methods.

Results: Recessions expressed a mean value of 2.28 mm (±0.56 SD)

for IM, 2.10 mm (±0.73 SD) for CM and 1.84 mm (±0.80 SD) for

DM. ICC was highest between CM-DM (0.69). Lower ICCs were cal-

culated for CM-IM (0.59) and IM-DM (0.55) Bland–Altman plots illus-

trated least mean differences between CM and DM (0.27) followed

by IM and DM (0.45) and IM and CM (�0.18).

Conclusions: CM demonstrated higher reliability to DM than to IM. In

average, DM produced lower values compared to IM and CM.

PR045: Comparison of periodontal probing methods
between dental students and qualified dentists

I. Varga
1

1Department of Periodontology, University of Debrecen, Debrecen, Hungary

Background and Aim: In order to deliver the correct treatment to the

patient, periodontal diagnosis is of primary importance. The most com-

mon way to diagnose a periodontal disease is by utilizing periodontal

probes to investigate the depth under the gingival margin which cannot

be detected visibly. The periodontal measurement errors are dependent

both on the measurement method and the operator. The aim of this

study is to compare the accuracy of a student and a professional (peri-

odontal specialist) using different measurement instruments.

Methods: A conventional manual probe (CHM William's Probe) and a

digital, pressure calibrated probe (PA-ON probe [Orange Dental,

Biberach, Germany]) were used on a total of 10 patients that were

diagnosed with periodontitis. Both dental students and qualified den-

tists measured the periodontal probing depths for each patient with

the manual and electronic probe on six specific points per tooth. Sta-

tistical tests were conducted to analyse the data.

Results: There is no significant difference (based on Friedman Test

mean rank s: 2.14 and p: 2.27) between students and dentists using

manual probe. There is a significant difference (s: 2.55 and p: 3.03)

between manual and electronic probe, however it does not depend

on the user (student vs. dentist). Based on the Wilcoxon signed ranks

test analysis, the measurement results of the electronic probe were

always higher than that of the manual periodontal probe.

Conclusions: Probing depth measurements for the electronic probe

commonly showed an overestimation. If severe inflammation and
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bleeding are present, the correct value is hard to be determined by

the electronic probe. This study indicates that manual probing is

essential for revaluation of anomalous values as it consistently pro-

duced accurate and reproducible measurements. We can conclude

that it is better to use the electronic probe during the maintenance

phase due to the lower level of inflammation.

PR046: The use of laser therapy and dark background
microscope in periodontal health during orthodontic
treatment

L. Lazar1, A.P. Lazar1

1Dental Medicine, UMFST George Emil Palade din Targu Mures, Târgu

Mureş, Romania

Background and Aim: During orthodontic treatment, due to the

retention of bacterial plaque, inflammatory changes in the periodontal

tissues frequently occur. The use of the dark background microscope

permits the highlighting of bacteria based on their morphological char-

acters. The aim of our study was to evaluate the value of the use of

laser therapy and dark background microscope in maintaining peri-

odontal health during orthodontic treatment.

Methods: We included in our study 60 patients with orthodontic

treatment, to whom we applied laser therapy in order to reduce pain

and inflammatory phenomenon. One month after applying the ortho-

dontic apparatus we evaluated PI and BOP for each patient. We

divided the patients in two groups: group 1 – control and group 2 –

experimental. For each patient we collected a sample of bacterial

plaque, which was examined with the dark background microscope in

their presence. Both groups where then subjected to a training ses-

sion regarding the methods to control bacterial plaque accumulation.

Patients were then recalled to examination after 1 month.

Results: After 1 month, during which time they applied the plaque-

controlling methods the way they were trained, 26 of the 30 patients

in group 2 had lower PI and BOP values compared to initial examina-

tion. In group 1 we observed an improvement of the PI and BOP

values only in 14 of the 30 patients.

Conclusions: The patients who, with the aid of the dark background

microscope, became aware of the bacterial load from the collected

biofilm were more motivated in applying the methods of oral hygiene.

These patients understood better the importance of maintaining oral

hygiene and chose to cooperate with their dentist in the attempt to

reduce the risk of periodontal disease.

PR047: Predictors of periodontal diseases in the
student population of CIU: Study of risk factors and
oral health optimization

L. Tsitaishvili1, T. Jikia1

1Dentistry, Caucasus International University, Tbilisi, Georgia

Background and Aim: Periodontal diseases cause aesthetic and func-

tional disorders having impact on oral and general health, psychological

and social status of a person. “Unhealthy oral cavity “as a problem is

particularly painfully perceived by young patients, having concern pre-

dominantly about their appearance and personal social connections.

Migration of foreigners to Georgia has made a great impact on dental

referrals in Georgia last years. Foreign populations are different by

lifestyle, diet, dental practices and oral hygiene habits. They live, study

or work and are closely integrated into Georgian society, subse-

quently their oral health may influence periodontal diseases overall

prevalence in the country.

The aim of the study: Assessment of periodontal status of CIU

(Caucasus International University) students of different nationalities,

study of risk factors and oral health optimization by planning and

implementing preventive measures.

Methods: Randomized research was conducted on 820 students aged

18–35 including 370 Georgians and 450 Foreigners, 369 boys and

451 girls.

Results: Unhealthy periodontal tissues were observed in 46.3% of

boys and in 34.8% of Georgians and 66.4% of Foreigners were suffer-

ing from gum bleeding. BOP of II and III degrees were common in the

first (18–25) age group, (40.5% and 31.0% respectively) and I and II

degrees- in the second (26–35) age group, (39.4% and 44.9%

respectively).

Conclusions: Findings indicate a high prevalence of dental plaque-

induced gingivitis in the CIU students population. Students do not

receive adequate dental care; have negative attitudes towards oral

hygiene skills and dental services. Management of periodontal prob-

lems with emphasis on oral hygiene enhancement and promotion of

oral prophylaxis (with the help of ITOP -program) accentuates the role

of the University dental clinic providing scientific and clinical experi-

ence to the CIU students.

PR048: CBCT Assessment of maxillary sinus mucosa
thickness before and after regenerative periodontal
therapy: A pilot study

M. Barac1, J. Kuzmanovic Pficer2, J. Djoric1, K. Ostojic1, N. Nikolic-

Jakoba1

1Department of Periodontology, School of Dental Medicine, University of

Belgrade, Belgrade, Serbia, 2Department for Medical Statistics and

Informatics, School of Dental Medicine, University of Belgrade, Belgrade,

Serbia

Background and Aim: Periodontitis is an inflammatory disease which

causes destruction of tooth supporting tissues. Resorption of the alve-

olar bone in the posterior maxilla may cause the spread of infection in

the surrounding tissue and may affect maxillary sinus mucosa. Regen-

erative periodontal therapy improves alveolar bone level and prevents

further spread of infection. This study aimed to assess the impact of

regenerative periodontal therapy on maxillary sinus mucosa.
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Methods: Nine patients suffered from periodontitis were included in

the study. A total of the 15 sinus cavities, 58 posterior maxillary

teeth, and surrounded alveolar bone were analyzed on CBCT images

before and after regenerative periodontal therapy. Correlation

between alveolar bone resorption, residual alveolar bone, and sinus

mucosa thickness was analyzed. Normal mucosal thickness was set

at <2 mm.

Results: There was significant difference in the thickness of the sinus

mucosa before and after the regenerative therapy (p = 0.002). Muco-

sal thickening decreased from 86.7% to 53.3%. There was a positive

correlation between alveolar bone loss and the mucosal thickening.

The correlation between mucosal thickening and residual alveolar

bone was a moderate negative.

Conclusions: Regenerative periodontal therapy resulted in residual

alveolar bone increase and reduction in maxillary sinus mucosa

thickness.

PR049: Uncoupling protein 2 gene polymorphism
associated with severe periodontitis in Japanese
adults

N. Sugita1, S. Komatsu2, H. Lyu1, A. Yoshihara3, T. Kobayashi1,4,

K. Tebeta1

1Division of Periodontology, Department of Oral Biological Science,

Faculty of Dentistry & Graduate School of Medical and Dental Sciences,

Niigata University, Niigata, Japan, 2Sado General Hospital, Sado, Japan,
3Division of Oral Science for Health Promotion, Department of Oral

Health and Welfare, Faculty of Dentistry & Graduate School of Medical

and Dental Sciences, Niigata University, Niigata, Japan, 4General

Dentistry and Clinical Education Unit, Faculty of Dentistry & Medical and

Dental Hospital, Niigata University, Niigata, Japan

Background and Aim: Uncoupling proteins (UCP) are mitochondrial

membrane transporters which regulate energy expenditure and the

metabolism of lipids and carbohydrates. Among the six subtypes of

UCPs, UCP2 is expressed in a broad range of cells and tissues includ-

ing immune cells. We have previously reported a significant associa-

tion between the promoter polymorphism rs659366 in UCP2 gene

and severe periodontitis in postmenopausal Japanese women

(EuroPerio8). Our in vitro study revealed that UCP2 attenuated pro-

duction of reactive oxygen species and proinflammatory cytokines in

THP-1 cells stimulated with Porphyromonas-gingivalis-derived lipo-

polysaccharide (EuroPerio9). In this study, we validated the associa-

tion between the polymorphism rs659366 and severe periodontitis in

another Japanese adult population.

Methods: All outpatients of Sado General Hospital were invited to

participated in PROST (Project in Sado for Total Health), a hospital-

based cohort study that started in 2008 on Sado Island, Niigata Pre-

fecture, Japan. The final subjects of this study were composed of

115 men and 100 women (mean age 67 years). Edentulous person

and participants with missing data were excluded. Severe periodonti-

tis was defined as having ≥2 sites with probing pocket depth ≥6 mm

not on the same tooth. UCP2 rs659366 genotypes were determined

from genomic DNA.

Results: There was no significant difference of age or number of teeth

between the UCP2 genotypes. Adjusted for age, diabetes, body mass

index and smoking, The rs659366 polymorphism was significantly

associated with severe periodontitis (odds ratio = 2.50, 95% CI:

1.06–5.91).

Conclusions: The UCP2 polymorphism rs659366 was associated with

severe periodontitis in Japanese adults from a hospital-based cohort

study. The result supports the findings from our previous studies.

Since UCP2 is not only expressed in immune cells, but also in diverse

types of cells, biological functions to induce the association need to

be elucidated in future research.

PR050: Effect of electronic, conventional smoking and
non-smoker on periodontal stage, grade and
distribution of periodontal diseases

A. Sadiq1, A. Ghazi1, F. Raza Khan1

1Surgery, The Aga Khan University, Karachi, Pakistan

Background and Aim: Conventional Smoking (CS) is a known risk fac-

tor for periodontitis. It increases the severity of periodontitis as well

as negatively affects the outcome of periodontal therapy. In last two-

decades, electronic cigarettes (E-cig) or vaping is getting popular. It is

a battery-powered smoking device which heats liquid (which contains

nicotine, flavorings, and chemicals) to form the vapors that person

inhales. Literature regarding the effects of E-cigarettes on per-

iodontium is still developing. Therefore, there is a scarcity in the data

on E-cig and its comparison with CS.

The aim of the study was to compare the periodontal Stage, Grade

and Stability in the E-cig, CS and non-smoker (NS) groups presenting

at a periodontology clinic of a university hospital.

Methods: It is a cross-sectional study comprising of 45 participants in

three groups (CS, E-cig and NS). After ethical approval participants

were recruited. Six-point pocket charting, Bleeding on probing (BOP)

and radiographic presentation were assessed for periodontal staging,

grading and stability as per the 2017 periodontal classification. SPSS

23.0 was used for data analysis.

Results: Out of 45 participants, 32 (71%) were males and 13 (29%)

females. The mean age was 31.2 ± 7.9 years. Of these 45, 12 were

NS, 21 CS and 12 E-cig users. The median consumption of nicotine

among E-cig users was 30 mg/day. For gingivitis (>10% BoP) there

were no difference among the study groups. There were significantly

lower % BoP scores recorded for E-cig (20.5%) and CS (26.9%) com-

pared to NS (53%) group. Furthermore, there was statistically signifi-

cant association reported between smoking (CS and E-cig) groups

with regards to staging (p = 0.003), grading (p = 0.003) and stabil-

ity (0.05).

Conclusions: Within the limitation of our study, we conclude that E-

cig negatively affects the stage, grade and distribution of periodontal

disease and has a similar baseline presentation as the CS.
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PR051: Relationship between serum cytokine levels
and periodontal parameters in postmenopausal
women: A cross-sectional cohort study

N. Yakar1,2, G. Özdemir2, A. Türedi1, H. Atmaca3, T. Köse4, Ç. Şahin5,

N. Bostanci6, G. Emingil1

1Periodontology, Ege University, Izmir, Turkey, 2Basic and Industrial

Microbiology, Ege University, Izmir, Turkey, 3Molecular Biology, Manisa

Celal Bayar University, Manisa, Turkey, 4Medical Statistics, Ege

University, Izmir, Turkey, 5Gynecology and Obstetrics, Ege University,

Izmir, Turkey, 6Dental Medicine, Section of Oral Health and

Periodontology, Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, Sweden

Background and Aim: Changes in ovarian function during menopause

can lead to elevation in circulating cytokines which could be aggra-

vated by the presence of periodontal inflammation. This study aimed

to determine menopause-related changes in serum levels of selected

proinflammatory and anti-inflammatory cytokines and investigate pos-

sible associations with periodontal health status.

Methods: Seventy-six postmenopausal (PMW) (mean age = 54 ± 5)

and 72 premenopausal women (RMPW) (mean age = 40 ± 4) were

included in the study. Full-mouth periodontal parameters were

recorded. Serum IL-6, IL-7, TNF-α and IL-10 levels were analyzed with

enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay. Categorical variables such as

smoking statuses and periodontal diagnoses of PMW and RMPW

were compared with Pearson Chi-square test. Numerical variables

such as age, body mass index scores, probing depths and serum cyto-

kine levels of groups were compared with Mann–Whitney-U test.

Results: Age and body mass index were significantly higher in post-

menopausal women, compared to premenopausal women (p > 0.000

and p = 0.007, respectively). Prevalence of periodontitis and mean

probing pocket depths (PPD) were similar (p = 0.107 and p = 0.474,

respectively) between PMW and RMPW. IL-6, IL-7, TNF-α and IL-10

were detected in 92% of all samples. Mean concentrations per group

are given in Table1. IL-10 concentrations were significantly lower in

PMW (133.3 ± 62.6 ng/L) compared with RMPW (167.8 ± 87.1 ng/L)

(p = 0.017). Other cytokines demonstrated similar levels between the

two groups. No significant correlations were observed between mean

PPD and serum cytokine levels.

Conclusions: Women at postmenopause have low serum levels of the

key anti-inflammatory cytokine, IL-10, in comparison with women at

premenopause.

PR052: The analysis of the volatile compounds profile
and the bacterial spectrum of saliva in periodontal
patients in the light of the new classification of
periodontitis

K. Dębska-Łasut1, N. Pachura2, T. Konopka1

1Dentistry, Medical University in Wroclaw, Wrocław, Poland, 2Chemistry,

University of Environmental and Life Sciences, Wrocław, Poland

Background and Aim: Periodontitis is a common oral disorder in

the world population. It is a chronic, multifactorial inflammatory

disease of the periodontal tissues, caused by the correlation of a

genetic factor with an immune-inflammatory response in response

to the subgingival microbiome and local factors. Its progress may

vary in speed. However, there are still no markers that would allow

to predict the rate of progression of periodontitis or to exclude its

occurrence.

Methods: Patients were selected excluding patients with general dis-

eases, smoking patients, patients taking any medicaments in the last

6 months. Saliva and gingival fluid were collected. There were

assesed: plaque and inflammation indices, gingival pocket depth and

connective tissue attachment loss. Patients were divided into groups

G (with gingivitis), B (with moderate rate of disease progression) and

C (with rapid rate of progression) and compared with a group of

healthy patients.

Saliva from patients in each group was analyzed for volatile com-

pounds using a gas chromatograph coupled with a mass spectrometer

(GC–MS). Samples were analyzed using the SPME Arrow method,

where the volatile compounds are absorbed on the fiber and then

desorbed in an injector under high temperature.

The material from the gingival pockets was also assessed for the bac-

terial profile.

Results: Statistically significant parameters were obtained by compar-

ing the critical PD and CAL values between the groups. Interesting

results were obtained when comparing the numbers of

Porphyromonas gingivalis and Prevotella intermedia between the

groups, where their titer could indicate the possibility of future group

classification. Among the volatile compounds, acids, alcohols, and

aldehydes, with the predominant amount of indoles, were most often

determined.

Conclusions: The issue requires further research, but the results of

the current studies are promising in the context of searching for

markers enabling an early division of the rate of progression of

periodontitis.

PR053: Comparing two endpoints to evaluate
periodontal need treatment

C. Heitor Cunha Moreira1, G. Ortigara1, I. Perinazzo1, C. Ferreira1

1Stomatologiae, Federal University of Santa Maria, Santa Maria, Brazil

TABLE 1: Serum cytokine concentrations (ng/ml).

PMW

(mean ± SD)
(n = 68)

RMPW

(mean ± SD)
(n = 68) p-value*

IL-6 27.4 ± 11.5 28.1 ± 15.7 0.662

IL-7 130.5 ± 78.4 127.6 ± 63.1 0.858

TNF-α 127.2 ± 50.4 126.4 ± 58.5 0.676

IL-10 133.3 ± 62.6 167.8 ± 87.1 0.017

*Mann–Whitney-U test.
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Background and Aim: Defining who needs periodontal treatment or

retreatment is necessary; currently, endpoints were proposed to

answer these questions. This study aimed to compare two Endpoints;

one proposed by EFP/AAP 2018 and the other proposed by

Feres et al.

Methods: This cross-sectional study is a secondary analysis based in a

representative sample of individuals living in a rural area, which were

performed complete periodontal exams in six sites per tooth. Unstable

periodontitis individual was defined by periodontal pocket depth

(PPD) ≥5 mm or PPD ≥4 mm plus bleeding on probing (BoP). Feres

endpoint is defined by >4 sites with PPD ≥5 mm. Logistic regression

model was building for evaluating independent variables associated

with endpoints.

Results: 527 individuals (age mean = 43.36 years) with at least

10 teeth were included, 70.2% of individuals were classified as Unsta-

ble periodontitis cases based on EFP criteria. Based on Feres et al.

criteria, 44.6% were classified as unstable case. When 1 mm was

added on PPD, 39.6% and 33.6% less unstable cases were observed

by EPF criteria and Feres criteria, respectively. With less 1 mm, unsta-

ble cases increase 10% in both criteria. Skin color, dental visit fre-

quency and BoP were associated with unstable cases.

Conclusions: EFP criteria show more unstable cases than Feres.

Adding 1 mm on PPD has a significant impact in establishing an unsta-

ble case. Demographic, dental attendance frequency and BoP were

associated with more unstable cases.

PR054: Novel detection method for gingipain enzyme
activity from Porphyromonas gingivalis with a
gold-nanoparticle biosensing surface

A. Svärd1, T. Bengtsson1, D. Aili2

1Medical Sciences, Örebro University, Örebro, Sweden, 2Department of

Physics, Chemistry and Biology, Linköping University, Linköping, Sweden

Background and Aim: Periodontal diagnostics in today's clinical set-

ting is most often limited to probing pocket depth and observing

bleeding on probing. Although this is a fast and world-wide accepted

diagnostic tool it has limitations. The probing technique is not stan-

dardized, and findings vary between clinicians due to differences in

probing pressure, and so forth. Pocket depth also does not indicate

disease activity or progression. Furthermore, often there are no previ-

ous x-rays for comparison available to detect any progression as well

as bitewings only showing 2D imaging and is most often taken in dif-

ferent projections which complicates interpretation of findings.

Porhyromonas gingivalis (P. gingivalis) is very prominent in the patho-

genesis of periodontitis. P. gingivalis secretes gingipain enzymes that

are highly responsible for the destructive means in periodontal pro-

gression and is hence a relevant biomarker.

Methods: Localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) is a very sensi-

tive technique that can detect small changes in thickness of a protein

film bound to gold-nanoparticles (AuNPs). LSPR sensing does not

need any labelling. We utilize the plasmon phenomenon to detect

enzyme activity by tracking changes in refractive index when

gingipains degrade the protein film covering the AuNPs.

Results: The novel sensing strategy with immobilized AuNPs modified

with casein can detect trypsin in a concentration dependent manner

with a limit of detection (LOD) of 0.1 μg/ml (4.3 nM). Trypsin was cho-

sen as a model system due to its similar activity mechanisms as

gingipains. The biosensor can also detect purified gingipain samples

(subtype Kgp and RgpB).

Conclusions: Gingipain enzymes can successfully be detected, in the

nanomolar range, with a novel AuNP biosensing method based on the

LSPR technique.

PR055: Analysis of electronic cigarettes usage and
traditional cigarettes smoking among 14 years old
adolescents in Poland

D. Cicho�nska1, A. Maj1, A. Ciesielska1, A. Ossowska1, K. Suligowska2,

A. Kusiak1

1Periodontology and Oral Mucosa Diseases, Medical University of

Gda�nsk, Gda�nsk, Poland, 2Department of Preventive Medicine and

Education; Department of Dental Techniques and Masticatory System

Dysfunctions, Medical University of Gda�nsk, Gda�nsk, Poland

Background and Aim: Electronic cigarettes are nicotine delivery

devices, which are nowadays gaining more popularity among not only

traditional cigarettes smokers, but also people who have never

smoked before, including young adults and adolescents. This study

reports the analysis of electronic cigarettes usage and traditional ciga-

rettes smoking among 14 years old adolescents in Poland and include

intention to use electronic cigarettes and smoke traditional cigarettes

in future.

Methods: The data collection took place in October and November

2021. The study included 178 students of age 14 from 8th grade of

primary schools in Northern Poland, who were asked to answer seven

questions concerning usage of electronic cigarettes and traditional

cigarettes smoking.

Results: Among the adolescents responding to our questionnaire tra-

ditional cigarettes smoking and electronic cigarettes usage have been

declared by 17 (9.55%) participants. Only electronic cigarettes have

been used by 6 (3.37%) participants. Smoking only traditional ciga-

rettes has not been reported. Contact with both types of cigarettes

have been declared by 11 (6.18%) adolescents. Among the adoles-

cents who have never had contact with nicotine the willingness to

future traditional cigarettes smoking and electronic cigarettes usage

have been declared by 5 (2.81%) of them. Among the participants

who have had contact with nicotine the willingness to future tradi-

tional cigarettes smoking and electronic cigarettes usage have been

declared by 6 (35.29%) of them. The 96.7% of adolescents responding

to our questionnaire are aware of the adverse effects of smoking on

oral health.

Conclusions: The usage of e-cigarettes and traditional cigarettes

smoking is a problem that affects adolescents in Poland. Adolescents
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who have already had experience with electronic cigarettes or

tobacco more often declare their willingness to use them in the

future.

PR056: The effect of smoking on width and thickness
of clinically healthy gingiva

S. Golmohammadi1, N. Ziaei2

1Department of Periodontics, Borujerd Azad University, Borujerd, Islamic

Republic of Iran, 2Department of Periodontics, Kermanshah University of

Medical Sciences, Kermanshah, Islamic Republic of Iran

Background and Aim: Smoking is a known risk factor of periodontitis

with detrimental impacts on periodontium, affecting the physical and

functional properties. Knowing the increasing prevalence of smoking

and the importance of gingival thickness and width of keratinized gin-

giva in behavior of periodontium against physical and chemical stimuli,

bacterial insult or during therapeutic procedures; assessing the rela-

tionship between these two entities is becoming important. Thus, the

aim of this study was to investigate the effect of smoking on gingival

thickness and width of keratinized tissue in healthy periodontium.

Methods: 68 smokers and 68 age matched non-smoker subjects

referring to Borujerd dental clinic who met the predefined inclusion

criteria participated in this cross-sectional study. The width of

keratinized gingiva in maxillary central incisors and gingival thickness

3 mm from the gingival margin in the midbuccal area were measured

and statistically analyzed.

Results: Mean gingival thickness in the smoker group (1.20

± 0.25 mm) was significantly higher than the non-smoker group (0.85

± 0.32 mm, p < 0.001). However, mean width of keratinized gingiva in

smoker group (4.86 ± 1.24 mm) was lower than non-smoker group

(5.35 ± 1.84) and this difference was statistically significant

(p < 0.001). A positive correlation existed between the width of

keratinized gingiva and the gingival thickness in both smoker and non-

smoker groups.

Conclusions: According to the results, smoking increased gingival

thickness and decreased the width of keratinized gingiva. Besides, gin-

gival thickness was significantly correlated with the width of

keratinized gingiva.

PR057: Microbial analysis of mouthwash samples
based on multiplex real-time polymerase chain
reaction for periodontitis screening

S.-Y. Park1,2, J.U. Choi1,2, Y.-J. Hong1,2, K.-H. Kim1,2, S. Kim1,2, Y.-M.

Lee1,2, I.-C. Rhyu1,2, Y.-J. Seol1,2

1Seoul National University, Seoul, Republic of Korea, 2Seoul National

University Dental Hospital, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Background and Aim: Current diagnosis of periodontitis is based on

the periodontal parameters that present the clinical signs of the

periodontitis, including probing pocket depth, clinical attachment

loss, bleeding on probing and gingival index, in combination with

radiographic examinations. Most recent classification system of peri-

odontitis is primarily based on clinical attachment loss. However,

there are some inherent limitations. To overcome the limitations, this

study was performed to evaluate whether mouthwash sampling for

microbial diagnosis has potential to be applied in the diagnosis of

periodontitis.

Methods: A total of 114 subjects were enrolled in the study, and were

divided into three groups according to the 2017 World Workshop on

the Classification of Periodontal and Peri-implant Diseases and Condi-

tions: healthy, stage I/II, and stage III. Various clinical parameters were

evaluated from all participants, and they rinsed their mouth for 30 s

using commercially available mouthwash. Bacterial DNAs in the

mouthwash were extracted and the copy numbers of 16S rRNA genes

were quantitatively analyzed for 11 target periodontopathic bacteria

using multiplex real-time PCR.

Results: The DNA copy numbers of Porphyromonas gingivalis

(Pg) were statistically significantly different among the three study

groups. Based on this finding, logistic regression model was con-

structed. It was calculated that the patient age with 40–59, age with

60 or greater, and logarithmic transformation of the DNA copy num-

bers of Pg presented statistically significant odds ratios (65.80,

162.54, and 1.13, respectively). Sensitivity, specificity, positive predic-

tive value, and negative predictive value were computed to be

90.70%, 85.92%, 79.59%, and 93.85%, respectively.

Conclusions: Within several limitations of this study, these results

might be applied to the easy diagnosis of stage III periodontitis with-

out periodontal probing.

PR058: Tooth discoloration and impact of food,
tobacco consumption and individual tooth brushing
habits in patients with or without gingival recessions

T.R. Popescu1, J. Ullner2, N. West3, K. Jepsen2, S. Jepsen2,

R. Cosgarea2

1Clinic of Periodontology, Operative and Preventive Dentistry, University

of Bonn, Bonn, Germany, 2University of Bonn, Bonn, Germany,
3University of Bristol, Bristol, UK

Background and Aim: The aim of the study was to determine tooth

discoloration in subjects with and without gingival recessions (R); sec-

ondly, the influence of food, tooth-brushing habits and tobacco con-

sumption was analysed.

Methods: Hundred fifty subjects (80 female, 28 smoker) examined as

part of an European epidemiological study were included in this ana-

lyses. Based on patient-questionnaires, food, tooth-brushing habits

and tobacco consumption were assessed; staining intensity (I) and

area (A) at frontal teeth in the upper and lower jaw were determined

on photographs using the MacPherson-index. The mathematical prod-

uct of the values for intensity and area (Intensity � Area) was built for

each site (gingival area-G, body-B, mesial-M, distal-D). Comparison of
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staining, food, tooth-brushing habits and tobacco consumption at

teeth with and without R was determined using Mann–Whitney-

U-Test.

Results: A total of 2400 sites were analysed, of which 1760 sites

(110 patients) without and 640 sites (40 patients) with R in the frontal

maxillary/mandibular area. Higher staining scores were measured at

teeth without R; these were statistically significant higher only for B

and M areas (p < 0.0001). Additionally, statistically significantly higher

staining scores were obtained for oral sites as compared to buccal

ones for B and G areas (p < 0.0001). Male patients and had signifi-

cantly more staining (p < 0.05). No significant differences were

observed for patients using hand or electric tooth brushing, nor for

smoking, tea, smoothie or wine consumption (p < 0.05).

Conclusions: Within its limits, the present analysis shows that patients

without gingival recessions and male patients present higher staining

indexes. Secondly, oral areas, probably due to poorer accessibility,

show also more staining than buccal sites.

PR358: Development and validation of an online tool
for the diagnosis of periodontal diseases based on
2018 classification of periodontal and peri-implant
diseases and conditions

N. Hamdan1, H. Al-Waeli1, F. Tamimi2, F. Berrizbeitia3

1Faculty of Dentistry, Dalhousie University, Halifax, Canada, 2College of

Dental Medicine, Qatar University, Doha, Qatar, 3Concordia University,

Montreal, Canada

Background & Aim: The 2017 World Workshop Classification system

for periodontal and peri-implant diseases and conditions was devel-

oped to accommodate advances in knowledge derived from both bio-

logical and clinical research, that have emerged since the 1999

Classification. The new 2017 periodontal classification provides new

dimensions including different stages and grading which may add

more challenges in reaching the diagnosis. More efforts have been

made to develop and generate decision-making trees that can help

the thinking process of the clinician in reaching to a different diagno-

sis more accurately and more precise. Introducing the new classifica-

tion system effectively requires a more accurate method to generate

and assign the case to the right diagnosis. Therefore, the aim of this

study was to develop and validate a website online tool that can

curate available information from comprehensive periodontal exami-

nation and provide periodontal diagnosis based on the new 2017 peri-

odontal classification (periodontitis part).

Methods: To address the goal of our study we proposed three objectives.

The first objective is to develop a website online tool which can generate

periodontal diagnosis. The second objective is to validate the accuracy of

the website tool in assigning series of clinical cases scenarios to the cor-

rect periodontal diagnostic category. The final objective is to assess the

website usability of the participants to the website online tool.

Results: The results of this study showed that all the periodontists

participated in this study provided the correct diagnosis for all the

scenarios, while they did not achieve 100% agreement without using

the website tool.

Conclusions: The results of this pilot study indicate the feasibility of

using a website tool to interpret the clinical information that had been

collected through comprehensive periodontal examination to gener-

ate the correct diagnosis of periodontal diseases based on the 2017

classification. The users now can access the tool through this link

www.ebhnow.com/apps/0230.

PR359: Periodontal disease and factors associated
with disease progression: A 10-year longitudinal study
in an elderly population

K. Edman1, A. Holmlund2

1Odontology and Maxillofacial Surgery, Uppsala University, Uppsala,

Sweden, 2Periodontology, Specialist Care, Gävle Hospital, Gävle, Sweden

Background & Aim: The proportion of older people in many

populations is increasing rapidly. A longer life expectancy and

more retained natural teeth increases the risk for oral diseases

such as periodontitis. Maintaining good oral health requires ade-

quate oral hygiene to prevent oral health problems. This could be

especially challenging for older people living on their own if they

are dependent on others for help with, for example, their personal

hygiene.

To investigate alveolar bone loss (ABL), as an indicator of periodonti-

tis, and to identify factors associated with progression of ABL in an

elderly population between 2008 and 2018.

Methods: This longitudinal study included 273 individuals who were

65 and 75 years old at baseline in 2008, and 75 and 85 years at follow

up in 2018. A questionnaire survey and a clinical examination were

performed on two occasions ten years apart.

Results: The majority (80%) of the participants visited dental care

on a regular basis, that is, once a year or more. The proportion of

individuals with moderate ABL increased considerably over this

period of ten years, from 32% in 2008 to 58% in 2018. Subgingival

calculus visible on radiographs, increased from 28% to 46% among

the participants. The number of teeth decreased over the 10 years

with a mean of two teeth. Presence of subgingival calculus,

smoking and low level of education, were all associated with dis-

ease progression.

Risk factor OR 95% CI p value

Subgingival calculus 3.02 1.57, 5.77 .001

Smoking 1.92 1.11, 3.33 .020

Low level of education 2.51 1.09, 5.79 .031
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Conclusions: Despite regular dental visits, increased progression of

alveolar bone loss and subgingival calculus were found.

PERIODONTAL THERAPY – STEP 1: RISK FACTOR AND

SUPRAGINGIVAL BIOFILM CONTROL

PR059: Diluted home bleach as a safe effective and
inexpensive alternative to chlorhexidine as pre
procedural mouth rinse in periodontal therapy

B. Radhamoni Madhavanpillai1, H. Kanakkath2, J. T. Kizhakkel1

1Periodontology, Government Dental College, Kottayam, Kottayam, India,
2Periodontology, Government Dental College, Kozhikode, Kozhikode,

India

Background and Aim: Pre procedural mouth rinsing is a proven infec-

tion control method in periodontal practice. The ongoing pandemic

has raised concerns of dental aerosols as potential vehicles for trans-

mission of infection. Chlorhexidine (CHX), the most widely used anti-

septic mouth rinse has side effects including potential for anaphylaxis.

Sodium hypochlorite (NaoCl), the century old household “bleach” has

been shown to be effective as an antiplaque agent to combat gingival

inflammation. It is inexpensive, safe and readily available. The use of

NaOCl as a pre procedural mouth rinse is not reported. The aim of the

study was to compare the antimicrobial effect of 0.1% NaOCl pre pro-

cedural mouth rinse (diluted home bleach) with that of 0.2% CHX

among patients receiving ultrasonic scaling.

Methods: 40 systemically healthy adults (FMPS & FMBS >25%, at least

one periodontal pocket >4 mm in each quadrant) were divided into two

groups (20 each receiving 0.1% NaOCl and 0.2% CHX respectively). Both

groups received 15 ml mouth rinse for 30 s, 10 min before scaling in a

closed operatory. After 20 min following scaling, blood agar plates kept

at patient's chest and doctor's chest to collect aerosol were incubated

for 48 h and microbial colonies counted

Results: There was a statistically significant more microbial colonies in

the patient's chest area than the doctor's chest in both groups. The

NaOCl group showed less colonies on both sites compared to CHX

group, but the difference was not statistically significant. Both agents

were comparable in patient's tolerance.

Conclusions: In this first ever report, diluted home bleach was found

to be as effective as 0.2% chlorhexidine when used as mouth rinse

prior to scaling. NaOCl is safe and affordable compared to CHX. More

studies are needed to explore further the potential of NaOCl in peri-

odontal therapy as a self-care agent.

PR060: Prediction of probiotic inhibition of
pathobionts in periodontal biofilms through flow
cytometric analysis of probiotic cell free supernatant

W. Van Holm1,2, R. Carvalho1, N. Zayed1,2, N. Boon2, K. Bernaerts3,

W. Teughels1

1Oral Health Sciences, Periodontology & Oral Microbiology, KU Leuven,

Leuven, Belgium, 2Bioscience Engineering, Center for Microbial Ecology

and Technology (CMET), UGent, Ghent, Belgium, 3Chemical Engineering,

Bio- and Chemical Systems, KU Leuven, Leuven, Belgium

Background and Aim: While probiotics have shown to improve oral

health/periodontitis, several studies show no beneficial effects. Since

the causes of the disease can be diverse, not all probiotics might be

effective. In light of a more personalized health care, the effectiveness

of specific probiotic species should be evaluated before use. In this

study we evaluated a novel & rapid method to evaluate probiotic can-

didates to improve periodontal health.

Methods: Using flow cytometry, the cell free supernatant (CFS) of

probiotic candidates was used to evaluate their effect on the viability

of periodontal pathobionts after 4 h. Probiotic candidates were also

added to multispecies biofilms to evaluate their effect on biofilm com-

position. Six strains from five lactobacillus genera and four Streptococ-

cus salivarius strains were evaluated as novel probiotic candidates.

Results: The probiotic CFS inhibition of the pathobionts was generally

in line with the reductions of these pathobionts in biofilms. Within

and between the genera and species tested, the efficiency in inhibi-

tion differed significantly. Notably, the lactobacilli showed more

antagonism towards A. actinomycetemcomitans, while the S. salivarius

strains showed more antagonism towards P. intermedia, P. gingivalis

and F. nucleatum. While the CFS was predictive of the presence of

antagonism in biofilms, the magnitude of antagonism differed

between flow cytometry and biofilms, indicating presence of other

mechanisms not present in the CFS.

Conclusions: Probiotic CFS and flow cytometry could be used as a

rapid screening method to predict antagonism between probiotics and

periodontal pathobionts.

PR061: Effect of air-polishing using erythritol on
surface roughness of enamel and dentine compared to
conventional methods

A.-S. Burkhardt1, N. Schlueter2, S. Fortmeier1,2, K. Vach3, P. Ratka-

Krüger1, A.B. Kruse1

1Department of Operative Dentistry and Periodontology, University of

Freiburg, Freiburg, Germany, 2Division of Cariology, Department of

Operative Dentistry and Periodontology, University of Freiburg, Freiburg,

Germany, 3Faculty of Medicine, Medical Center, University of Freiburg,

Institute of Medical Biometry and Statistics, Freiburg, Germany

Background and Aim: Literature shows heterogenic results on the

effects of air-polishing using low-abrasive powders on dental hard tis-

sues. Aim of this ex-vivo study was to investigate surface roughness

after treatment with different professional cleaning methods and to

evaluate, whether a subsequent polish with rubber cup and polishing

paste is necessary.

Methods: Flat specimens of human enamel and dentine were pro-

duced (baseline) and treated (treatment) with curette, air-polishing
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using erythritol, rubber cup and paste or a combination of the

methods. Afterwards, all specimens were immersed in an ultrasonic

bath (ultrasonic) to remove remnants of treatment procedures. At

baseline, after treatment and after ultrasonication, profilometric mea-

surement of the surfaces was performed to obtain roughness values

sRa and sRz. Linear mixed models were used to compare group differ-

ences in roughness values adjusting for the corresponding baseline

value. Significance level was set to p = 0.05.

Results: sRa increased statistically significantly after treatment with

curette or air-polishing using erythritol on both enamel (p < 0.001)

and dentine (p < 0.001) without significant difference between

groups. The same effect was observed for sRz in dentine (p < 0.001)

but not for enamel compared to negative control. Polishing with rub-

ber cup and paste alone had no significant effect on roughness values.

In combination with other treatments the curette or the air-polishing

with erythritol dominated the effect. Roughness was not significantly

increased by ultrasonic removal of all treatment remnants.

Conclusions: In enamel, effects of treatments on roughness were

measurable, but of limited clinical relevance. In dentine and in compar-

ison to curette, air-polishing resulted in smaller increase of roughness

without the difference being significant. Polishing using rubber cup

and paste after air-polishing or curette had no effect on surface

roughness and, therefore, shows no advantage in terms of reducing

roughness as a final procedure.

This study was funded by ADIC.

PR062: Effect of toothbrushing frequency on plaque
control in adults – A systematic review

J.C. Difloe-Geisert1, C.A. Steinberg1, T. Vorherr2, C. Walter3

1Department of Periodontology, Endodontology and Cariology, University

Center for Dental Medicine Basel (UZB), University of Basel, Basel,

Switzerland, 2Department of General Dentistry, University Center for

Dental Medicine Basel (UZB), University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland,
3Department of Restorative Dentistry, Periodontology, Endodontology,

Preventive and Pediatric Dentistry, University Medicine Greifswald,

Greifswald, Germany

Background and Aim: The influence of the frequency of daily tooth-

brushing on plaque control in adults is not systematically analyzed.

Therefore, the aim of the present systematic review was to evaluate

the impact of different toothbrushing frequencies on plaque

reduction.

Methods: A systematic literature search was performed for studies

published by 28 October 2021, using three electronic databases

(MEDLINE, Embase via Ovid, Cochrane Library) and a hand search. The

criteria for PICO, PRISMA and risk of bias assessment were applied.

Human clinical trials (≥10 adults per treatment arm) recording dental

plaque in relation to different toothbrushing frequencies were included.

Results: From 734 titles identified, three cross-sectional studies and

four randomized clinical trials (RCT) presenting a total of 678 patients

were eligible for inclusion. Toothbrushing frequencies ranged from

more than twice daily to once in 3 days. While periodontal diseases

were detected among patients in cross-sectional studies, RCTs sepa-

rately investigated patients with untreated and treated periodontitis

and patients without a history of periodontitis. Due to the pro-

nounced heterogeneity of included studies, statistical meta-analyses

were not applicable and therefore not conducted. Toothbrushing

more than once daily, self-reported by patients in cross-sectional

studies, resulted in lower plaque levels compared to self-reported

toothbrushing once a day. However, data reflected incomplete plaque

removal with both toothbrushing frequencies. In addition, RCTs docu-

mented beneficial effects of instructed and trained toothbrushing at

least once a day, using a manual toothbrush and an interdental

hygiene device, on plaque reduction and gingival health in patients

with and without periodontitis.

Conclusions: Data from this analysis suggest toothbrushing frequency

of more than once daily and show beneficial effects of intensive

instruction and training.

Prospero registration number: CRD42021292130.

PR063: Can probiotics improve the oral health?

M.L. Giovannoni1, V. Lloro Boada1, V. Cárcamo Esapaña1, V. Lozano

de Luaces1, E. Chimenos - Küstner1

1Odontostomatology, University of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain

Background and Aim: Probiotics are live microorganisms whose con-

sumption in adequate quantities can provide health benefits. Prebi-

otics are selectively fermentable ingredients that allow specific

changes in the composition and/or the activity of the microbiome that

favor the growth of probiotics. According to several studies, pro-

biotics could contribute to improve gastrointestinal health and influ-

ence the maintenance of oral health.

The principal aim of this systematic review is to evaluate the effect of

probiotics as adjuvant to scaling and root planning (SRP), in terms of

plaque index, gingival index, bleeding at probing, depth of probing and

clinical attachment loss, in patients with periodontitis. And, secondly,

to analyze the effect of probiotics in the composition of the sub-

gingival microbiota and assess the possible adverse effects to the

patient, in short or long term.

Methods: Electronic research was conducted in MEDLINE (via

PubMed) of randomized clinical trials that include the effects of using

probiotics in periodontal disease published in the last 10 years and

with full text. The exclusion criteria are patients treated during the

previous 6 months, who had systemic conditions that could influence,

pregnant or breastfeeding, allergic to fermented products, smokers or

in need of prophylactic antibiotic therapy, or medicated with anti-

inflammatory drugs for a long time.

Results: Ten trials with low-risked bias were included. The clinical param-

eters evaluated of 7 of them were significantly improved in the test group

compared to placebo group. In five trials there were reported significant

reduction of periodontal pathogens; P. gingivalis and P. intermedia, and in

some cases; T. denticola, F. nucleatum and A. Acinomycetencomitans.
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Conclusions: It is suggested that the administration of probiotics as an

adjuvant treatment to periodontal treatment helps to improve the

clinical parameters at a general level, significantly decreases the con-

centration of periodontal pathogens and reduces the secretion of

proinflammatory cytokines.

PR064: Treatment of generalized gingivitis reduces
systemic inflammation and enhances oral health-
related quality of life: A randomized clinical trial

M. Peric1, S. Gennai2, U. Marhl2, C. Marruganti2,3, F. Graziani2

1Department of Surgical, Medical and Molecular Pathology and Critical

Care Medicine, University of Pisa, Sub-Unit of Periodontology, Halitosis

and Periodontal Medicine, University of Pisa, University Hospital of Pisa,

Pisa, Italy, 2Department of Surgical, Medical and Molecular Pathology

and Critical Care Medicine, University of Pisa, Pisa, Italy, 3Unit of

Periodontology, Endodontology, Restorative Dentistry, Department of

Medical Biotechnologies, University of Siena, Siena, Italy

Background and Aim: To evaluate the impact of the treatment of gen-

eralized gingivitis, that is, adoption of efficient oral hygiene habits, on

markers of systemic inflammation and on indicators of oral health-

related quality of life.

Methods: This was a randomized clinical trial with one-month follow-

up, including 140 patients affected by generalized gingivitis. The test

group comprised of 70 patients receiving intense oral hygiene instruc-

tions (OHI) as well as oral hygiene (OH) tools such as oscillating-

rotating powered toothbrush. The control group involved 70 patients

not receiving OHI or OH tools and continuing with their routine

habits. Serum samples, evaluating high-sensitivity C-reactive protein

(hs-CRP) and interleukin-6 (IL-6), and an Oral health impact profile-14

questionnaire (OHIP-14) were collected at baseline and at one-month

follow-up visit.

Results: One-hundred-and-forty consecutive patients were enrolled

and completed the study. In the test group drastic plaque and gin-

gival bleeding reduction were noted (p < 0.01). The tested protocol

determined a significant intragroup decrease in hs-CRP (p < 0.01)

and IL-6 (p < 0.01) at 1 month. This was not observed in the con-

trol group. Logistic multivariate regression model identified a

threshold for full-mouth bleeding score (FMBS) ≤ 8%, for which the

odds ratio of having both, the CRP ≤0.3 mg/dl and IL-

6 ≤ 6.4 pg/ml was 23.48 ± 9.37 (p < 0.01). Additionally, the tested

protocol resulted in a significant improvement in oral health-related

quality of life (p < 0.0001).

Conclusions: Drastic changes in plaque and bleeding on probing in

patients affected by generalized gingivitis determined a significant

decrease in systemic inflammation 1 month after treatment. Signifi-

cant improvements in oral health-related quality of life in healthy

patients were also noted. Treatment of gingivitis may determine sys-

temic health ameliorations.

PR065: Adjunctive benefits of chlorhexidine
toothpastes associated to chlorhexidine mouthrinses
versus chlorhexidine mouthrinses alone. A
retrospective study

M. Basso1, A. Dian1, J.M. Gone Benites1

1University of Milan, Milano, Italy

Background and Aim: Chlorhexidine (CHX) is still considered the

gold standard of oral antiseptics. Several substances contained in

many commercially available toothpastes (e.g., fluoride, SLS or

SLES) can potentially influence the activity of chlorhexidine, limit-

ing the antibacterial effect. The aim of the study is to identify

possible clinical advantages in the healing period following extrac-

tive surgery by prescribing a chlorhexidine-based toothpaste

together with a chlorhexidine mouthrinse, in respect to prescrip-

tion of a chlorhexidine mouthrinse without modifying the usual

toothpaste.

Methods: 63 patients have been treated for single tooth extrac-

tions of third molar. Thirty-three patients (test group) received a

post-op CHX-based mouthrinse/toothpaste antiseptic therapy

(Curasept ADS CHX 0.20%), while 30 (control group) received only

the same CHX mouthrinse without changing the usual toothpaste

(22 fluoride/1450 ppm toothpaste, six periodontal toothpaste, two

bleaching toothpaste). Plaque Index (PI), Bleeding Index (BI), Landry

Wound Healing Index (WHI) and the presence of pain (dicotomic

index Y/N) at 7 and 14 days were collected in a retrospective

analysis.

Results: At 7 and 14 days, the group which used a chlorhexidine

toothpaste associated with a chlorhexidine mouthwash showed a little

but significant (p < 0.05) improvement in plaque index in respect to

the group with the CHX mouthrinse only both at 7 (0.97 vs. 1.20) and

14 days (1.27 vs. 1.60). Not significant differences (p > 0.05) were

noted between the two groups in BI, WHI and the presence of resid-

ual pain both at 7 and 14 days.

Conclusions: Despite the influence of several substances on CHX has

been described also as clinically negligible (Van Strydonck et al, 2018),

anionic compounds and foaming agents can chemically affect chlor-

hexidine activity. The synergistic prescription of a chlorhexidine-based

toothpaste during the period of use of a chlorhexidine mouthrinse

seems to give additional benefits in reducing plaque accumulation on

surgical sites, sutures and adjacent teeth, helping in preventing poten-

tial complications.
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PERIODONTAL THERAPY – STEP 2: SUBGINGIVAL

INSTRUMENTATION AND ADJUNCTIVE THERAPIES

PR066: Comparison of two adjuvant bioactive gels in
non-surgical periodontal treatment: A randomized
split-mouth clinical trial

A. Butera1, D. Taccardi1, S. Gallo1, M. Pascadopoli1, A. Scribante1

1Department of Clinical, Surgical, Diagnostic and Pediatric Sciences,

University of Pavia, Pavia, Italy

Background and Aim: According to the literature, chlorhexidine is still

considered the gold standard product for the reactive phase of non-

surgical periodontal therapy.

Despite its effectiveness, evidence also shows several side effects: aes-

thetic (dental discoloration), functional (hypogeusia and mucosal

changes), and allergic hypersensitivity. The main aim of the current study

is to compare the clinical efficacy of an experimental bioactive gel made

with proactive products (lactoferrin, zinc, hyaluronic acid, biomimetic

hydroxyapatite and post-biotics), with 1% chlorhexidine gel, used as adju-

vants in the non-surgical periodontal treatment, in a split-mouth study.

Methods: 30 periodontal patients (severity stage I and II – degree A

and B) received non-surgical periodontal treatment at the baseline

and the application of two split-mouth gels.

Biometric indices (PPD, Recessions, BOP, PCR plaque index and Miller

Mobility) were detected at the baseline (t0) and at the follow-up t1

(1 month from t0), follow-up t2 (3 months from t0) and follow-up t3

(6 months from t0).

Each subject was asked to apply both gels at home for the 14 days

following each professional session, using blunt needle syringes or

interdental brushes.

Results: Mobility and recessions did not result significantly

improved. Indeed, the first parameter did not change, while the second

parameter has increased, from t0 to t3 in each of the tested groups.

PPD, BOP and PCR improved significantly in both groups from t0 to

t3 (p < 0.05).

According to the investigated variables there were no statistically sig-

nificant differences between the two groups.

Conclusions: From the current analysis, the clinical efficacy of the two

gels resulted comparable. In particular, the experimental gel we tested

results effective not only for a proactive approach, but it can also be

applied to boost non-surgical periodontal treatment.

PR067: The effect of medical Manuka honey in the
treatment of periodontitis: Split-mouth study

D. Opsivac1, D. Bozic1, L. Music1, M. Par2

1Department of Periodontology, School of Dental Medicine, Zagreb,

Croatia, 2Department of Endodontics and Restorative Dentistry, School

of Dental Medicine, Zagreb, Croatia

Background and Aim: Periodontitis is the most common diseases

affecting the world's population. Initial-non-surgical therapy is the first

step in the treatment of periodontitis. Besides the initial therapy, addi-

tional methods can be applied. Recently, the interest shifted to alterna-

tive treatments, from which bacteria could not develop any resistance,

and one of these could be Manuka honey. It is an endemic type of

honey produced in Australia which has a wide range of effects on bacte-

ria, viruses and fungi. Therefore, the aim of the study is to compare out-

comes of the non-surgical initial therapy with or without additional

topical application of compounds containing Manuka honey.

Methods: In this split-mouth study, a total of 12 participants with

stage III periodontitis underwent full-mouth non-surgical therapy.

Manuka honey was applied in two randomly determined quadrants of

the oral cavity. The effectiveness of Manuka honey was investigated

by measuring the clinical parameters of periodontal disease (bleeding

in probing, probing depth, plaque index, recession) at four time-points,

i.e. before the non-surgical therapy, and after 3, 6 and 12 months.

Results: Statistically significant differences in CAL gain and PPD

reduction were identified after 3, 6 and 12 months. After 3 months

PPD reduction in Manuka treated sites was 1.46 and in untreated

1.25. CAL gain was respectively 1.38 (Manuka) 1.2 (untreated). After

6 months PPD reduction was 1.71 (Manuka) 1.41 (untreated). CAL

gain 1.61 (Manuka) 1.33 (untreated). After 12 months PPD reduction

was 1.74 (Manuka) 1.55 (untreated) and CAL gain 1.64 (Manuka) 1.48

(untreated).

Conclusions: Despite the small number of participants involved in this

pilot study, the use of Manuka honey showed a promising potential

for being used as an adjunctive therapy to NST. The improvements in

outcomes were modest, but statistically significant, for sites

adjunctively treated with Manuka in terms of PPD reduction and CAL

gain after each of the follow-up time points.

PR068: In vitro comparative evaluation of
piezoelectric and magnetostrictive ultrasonic
instrumentation in the furcation area

G. Gronelli1, L. Bevilacqua1, C. Reis2, M. Relvas2, C. Cabral2

1Department of Medical, Surgical and Health Sciences, University of

Trieste, Trieste, Italy, 2Department of Oral Medicine and Oral Surgery,

University Institute of Health Sciences, IUCS, Gandra Paredes, Portugal

Background and Aim: Non-surgical periodontal therapy plays a key

role in the management of elements suffering furcation involvement.

This study has the objective to compare the effectiveness between

piezoelectric and magnetostrictive tools and the various tips in an arti-

ficial model of multiradicular tooth.

Methods: A plastic tooth, which perfectly mimics a first upper molar,

was inserted into an experimental model. This model consisting of a

container with silicone material inside, with the tooth covered from

the apex to 2 mm from furcation roof configured to simulate a grade

two furcation defect. The treating root area was covered with specific

material to simulate the presence of calculus. Pictures were taken
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before and after instrumentation. The experimental procedure con-

sists of ultrasonic roots cleaning in four groups (piezoelectric straight-

tip, piezoelectric curved-tip, magnetostrictive straight-tip, magneto-

strictive curved-tip) for a standardised time. For the vestibular, distal

and medial surfaces 3000 and 1500 for the palatal surface. The instru-

mentation operation was repeated 15 times for each group. The anal-

ysis of the amount of calculus surface before and after treatment was

performed by the analysis of the pictures using CAD software.

Results: The validity of piezoelectric and magnetostrictive instrumen-

tation in cleaning root surfaces is evident for both. All root surfaces

covered were compared before and after instrumentation and were

always statistically significant (p ≤ 0.001). It was possible to compare

the piezoelectric and magnetostrictive instrumentation with the

straight tips and the curved tips, and establish the best performance.

The magnetostrictive instrumentation, in particular with the curved

tip, reports significant values (p < 0.005).

Conclusions: With the limitations of the preliminary in vitro study, we

can conclude that modern ultrasonic instrumentation, both piezoelectric

and magnetostrictive, is an excellent tool for the maintenance of multi-

rooted teeth. Particularly the promising results of magnetostrictive ultra-

sonic scaler with curved tips will be validated with in vivo studies.

PR069: Oxidative stress in smokers with periodontitis
stage IV: A pilot study

Z. Hadži�c1, I. Puhar2

1Dentistry, Sarajevo School of Science and Technology, Sarajevo, Bosnia

and Herzegovina, 2Periodontology, University of Zagreb, Zagreb, Croatia

Background and Aim: Markers of oxidative stress:

8-hydroxydeoxyguanosine (8-OHdG), malondialdehyde (MDA), and

superoxide dismutase (SOD) have all been shown to be important

markers of damage and pathological changes in many diseases and

the aging process of the skin and the organism. There is relatively little

evidence of the involvement of oxidative stress and values of

8-OHdG, MDA, and SOD in the saliva of patients with periodontal

disease.

The study aims to determine and analyse the values of 8-OHdG,

MDA, and SOD in smokers with periodontitis stage IV before and

after supragingival and subgingival full-mouth periodontal therapy.

Methods: Standard periodontal parameters and saliva samples were

collected in 14 smoking patients with periodontitis stage IV. Patients

in the test group (n = 7) underwent supragingival and subgingival full-

mouth periodontal therapy, and the control group (n = 7) received

only supragingival therapy. Both groups received the same oral

hygiene instructions in addition to therapy. After 3 months, re-

registration of periodontal parameters and re-sampling of saliva for

analysis of 8-OHdG, MDA, and SOD were done for both groups.

Results: Statistical analysis revealed a reduction in the values of oxida-

tive stress parameters in the test group after therapy with a statisti-

cally significant reduction in the concentration of MDA (p = 0.04),

and SOD (p < 0.01) at 3 months compared to baseline. Oxidative

stress parameters were not statistically significantly reduced in the

control group 3 months after therapy. SOD was statistically signifi-

cantly lower in the test group compared to the control group 3 months

after therapy (p = 0.01).

Conclusions: This pilot study revealed decreased concentrations of

oxidative stress markers 8-OHdG, MDA and SOD in smokers' saliva

samples following the non-surgical periodontal therapy. Additional

studies are needed to establish the consistency of the values of oxida-

tive stress parameters in saliva and possible use in clinical practice as

a biomarker of periodontal disease.

PR070: Chlorin-e6 mediated antimicrobial
photodynamic therapy with blue or red-light
irradiation against multi-species biofilms related to
periodontitis

G. Garcia de Carvalho1, J.C. Sanchez-Puetate2, P.M. Maquera-

Huacho1, D.M. Palomari Spolidorio1, R.A. Chierici Marcantonio2,

D.L. Zandim-Barcelos2

1Department of Physiology and Pathology, São Paulo State University,

School of Dentistry, Araraquara, Brazil, 2Department of Diagnosis and

Surgery, São Paulo State University, School of Dentistry, Araraquara,

Brazil

Background and Aim: Scaling and root planning may be insufficient

to eliminate periodontal disease in some severe cases, when it

comes to residual pocket, additional antimicrobial strategies collab-

orate to infection resolution. This study aimed to evaluate the

effect of chlorin-e6 (Ce6) mediated antimicrobial photodynamic

therapy (aPDT) on multispecies biofilms related toperiodontal

disease.

Methods: Multispecies biofilms of S. oralis (So), F. nucleatum (Fn),

P. gingivalis (Pg) and A. actinomycetemcomitans (Aa) were developed

under appropriate conditions and subjected to treatments: DMSO 1%

(negative control), chlorhexidine (positive control), photosensitizer

(PS � 100 and 200 μM), light and aPDT (PS + light). Two wavelengths

(450 and 660 nm) exposure were tested. Analyzes were performed

using the qPCR technique.

Results: The greatest bacterial reduction was observed in the groups in

which aPDT was performed with PS and light (450 nm) for all species

tested, with significance difference observed for So (100 and 200 μM -

reduction of 1.90 log and 1.93 log geq/ml) and Pg (100 and 200 μM -

reduction of 1.65 log and 1.86 log geq/ml), compared to the negative

control. aPDT with PS at a wavelength of 660 nm also promoted a signif-

icant reduction in the So count compared to the negative control

(100 and 200 μM - reduction of 1.35 log and 1.04 log geq/ml). In this

multispecies biofilm model, the application of chlorhexidine, light or PS

with no light had no effect on viable bacterial counts.

Conclusions: The use of aPDT mediated by Ce6 at a wavelength of

450 nm promoted reduction of all bacterial species tested, this effect

was more evident for So and Pg. aPDT using Ce6 may be a promising

therapy in the non-surgical treatment of periodontal disease.
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PR071: Additional benefit of systemic antibiotics in
subgingival instrumentation of stage III and IV
periodontitis

L. Benz1, P. Winkler1, B. Dannewitz1, K. Nickles1, H. Petsos1,

T. Aldiri1, P. Eickholz1

1Center of Dentistry and Oral Medicine, Periodontology, Johann

Wolfgang Goethe-University Frankfurt am Main, Frankfurt, Germany

Background and Aim: Evaluation of subgingival instrumentation (SI) in

periodontitis stage III and IV, grade B and C with systemic antibiotics

(AB) only after subgingival detection of Aggregatibacter

actinomycetemcomitans.

Methods: The central patient archive of the Center of Dentistry and

Oral Medicine of Goethe University Frankfurt was screened for

patients that had microbiological testing between January 2008 and

December 2018. During this time all patients with untreated aggres-

sive and generalized severe chronic periodontitis were microbiologi-

cally tested and in case of subgingival detection of

A. actinomycetemcomitans SI was combined with AB, in all other cases

not (nAB). Clinical examinations were performed prior to (T0) and

3 months after SI (T1). Clinical results at T1 were assessed as achieve-

ment of “treat-to-target” endpoint of ≤4 sites with probing pocket

depths (PPD) ≥5 mm (yes/no).

Results: 427 patients (202 female, 122 smokers, 204 stage III,

223 stage IV, 92 grade B, 335 grade C) provided complete data

(AB 145; nAB 282) for T0 and T1. Both groups (AB/nAB) were similar

with regard to sex, age and grade. Amount of deep pockets (PPD

≥7 mm) at baseline and number stage III diagnoses were higher in AB

(11.5%/55%) than nAB (8.7%/44%; p = 0.011/0.028). AB resulted in

54 (37%) patients in ≤4 sites with PPD ≥5 mm, nAB in 76 (27%)

patients (p = 0.029). Logistic binary regression identified positive

association of treat-to-target endpoint with AB (p = 0.029) and nega-

tive associations with smoking (p = 0.033), stage (p = 0.033), grade

(p = 0.041) and number of teeth (p < 0.001).

Conclusions: In periodontitis stage III and IV, grade B and C

with subgingival detection of A. actinomycetemcomitans SI

with adjunctive AB resulted in higher rate of “treat-to-target” end-

point than exclusive SI in patients without subgingival

A. actinomycetemcomitans.

PR072: Novel injectable gelatine-alginate based
hydrogels loaded with antiseptic/antibiotic agents for
local treatment of periodontal diseases

I. Eshkol-Yogev1, M. Zussman2, M. Zilberman1,2

1Department of Biomedical Engineering, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv,

Israel, 2Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Tel Aviv

University, Tel Aviv, Israel

Background and Aim: Periodontitis is an infectious inflammatory dis-

ease caused and aggravated by subgingival microbiota. The effective-

ness of non-surgical treatment is limited in areas inaccessible for

mechanical instrumentation, especially in deep pockets. Local delivery

of antimicrobial agents into periodontal pockets offers fewer side

effects and improved compliance, in comparison with drugs used sys-

temically, however, they are facing challenges as administration into

the periodontal pocket and a high clearance rate of fluids from the

pocket.

This study aims to develop and characterize a novel injectable hydro-

gel system for a delivery of antiseptic/antibiotic drug (Chlorhexidine

/Metronidazole) directly into the periodontal pocket followed by in-

situ gelation.

Methods: The injectable form of an in-situ forming drug delivery sys-

tem loaded with Chlorhexidine/Metronidazole was prepared of natu-

ral polymers: gelatin and alginate known as biocompatible,

biodegradable, inexpensive, and widely available. Both were

crosslinked by N-ethyl-N-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide

(EDC). The study focused on the effects of the hydrogel formulation

on the physical properties (gelation time, viscosity, and swelling),

mechanical properties (burst strength - sealing ability, tension, and

compression properties), in-vitro biological performance (cell viability

test on human fibroblasts), and the drug release profiles of both

systems.

Results: All hydrogel systems demonstrated a combination of com-

patible gelation time (up to 10 s), good mechanical properties,

injectability, and high biocompatibility. Drug release studies indi-

cated chlorhexidine release for 6 days and metronidazole release

for up to 24 h. The drug release mechanism of both systems was

governed by diffusion assisted by hydrogels' swelling and

degradation.

Conclusions: The development of injectable antiseptic/antibiotic

hydrogels with controllable mechanical and physical properties is a

very promising novel approach. With its tunable abilities and

mucoadhesive properties, the newly developed hydrogel may serve as

an excellent candidate for local treatment of periodontal disease.

PR073: The efficacy of air polishing in the non-surgical
treatment of periodontitis and peri-implantitis: A
systematic review and meta-analysis

G.K. Grewal1, N.S. Mohamed Nazari1, N.A. Baharuddin1,

T.N. Mohd-Dom2

1Department of Restorative Dentistry, University of Malaya, Kuala

Lumpur, Malaysia, 2Department of Family Oral Health, National

University of Malaysia, Selangor, Malaysia

Background and Aim: To compare the clinical and microbiological out-

comes of air polishing to mechanical debridement with hand and/or

sonic/ultrasonic instruments in the non-surgical treatment of periodonti-

tis and peri-implantitis and to determine if its usage is cost effective.
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Methods: Electronic search of selected databases was conducted to

identify randomised and non-randomised controlled trials published

in English from January 2000 to April 2020. Hand searching of

selected journals and reference lists of included articles and relevant

published systematic reviews was also performed. Random-effects

meta-analysis was performed on the clinical outcomes of the adjunc-

tive use of air polishing in the non-surgical treatment of

periodontitis.

Results: Two studies analysed the adjunctive use of air polishing in

the non-surgical treatment of periodontitis while one study analysed

the use of air polishing compared to mechanical debridement in the

non-surgical treatment of peri-implantitis. Narrative data synthesis

identified the adjunctive use of air polishing to be equally efficacious

to mechanical debridement alone in the non-surgical treatment of

periodontitis in terms of decrease in probing pocket depth and

bleeding on probing (BOP) and gain in clinical attachment level.

These results were confirmed by the meta-analysis. The total bacte-

rial counts and relative expression levels of Porphyromonas gingivalis

were significantly lowered 1 month following treatment of periodon-

titis with adjunctive erythritol powder air polishing. At peri-

implantitis sites, a significantly greater reduction in BOP was

observed following treatment with air polishing over 12 months

(41.2 (SD = 29.5) % vs. 16.6 (SD = 33.4) %). Meta-analysis was not

possible for peri-implantitis. Cost effectiveness was not reported in

any study.

Conclusions: The adjunctive use of air polishing in the non-surgical

treatment of periodontitis is as effective as mechanical debridement

alone in influencing clinical changes. In the non-surgical treatment of

peri-implantitis, air polishing is more effective than mechanical

debridement in reducing BOP. However, complete disease resolution

is not achieved.

PR074: Expression of inflammatory and healing
biomarkers following use of antimicrobial peptide gel
as an adjunct to scaling and root surface debridement:
A pilot study

M.H. Mohd Hanifah1, S.H. Safii1, W.I. Wan Ibrahim2, M.Z. Hussin1

1Department of Restorative Dentistry, Universiti Malaya, Kuala Lumpur,

Malaysia, 2Department of Oral & Craniofacial Sciences, Universiti

Malaya, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Background and Aim: Adjunctive therapy may enhance the effect of

periodontal treatment with significant improvement of periodontal

outcomes. Commercially available locally delivered synthetic Antimi-

crobial Peptide (AMP) gel used as locally-delivered antimicrobial agent

has been reported to improve periodontal treatment outcomes. This

study aimed to investigate the expression of proteins and cytokines

following application of Ace Helper™ AMP gel as an adjunct to scaling

and root surface debridement in Stage III periodontitis patients.

Methods: This was an in vivo pilot study of a 3-month duration. Two sub-

jects with Stage III periodontitis were recruited. A randomised split-mouth

design was employed to assign the deep periodontal sites (n = 8) to test

and control groups. Periodontal parameters: periodontal pocket depth

(PPD) and clinical attachment level (CAL) were measured at baseline,

6 weeks and 12 weeks. Gingival crevicular fluid (GCF) were sampled from

teeth with PPD >6 mm using paper points at the same time points. Ace

Helper™ AMP gel was applied to the test sites following scaling and root

surface debridement. GCF samples were subjected to proteomic analysis

using liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC–MS Orbitrap).

Results: A total of 741 and 886 proteins were identified in the GCF

samples representing test and control groups, respectively. At

12-weeks, higher number of proteins related to biological processes

were found in the test group compared to the control group, however

the difference was not significant (p > 0.05). There were no significant

differences in the expressions of fibronectin (p > 0.05) and annexin

A1 (p > 0.05) over the 12-week follow-up.

Conclusions: Within the limitation of the study, a trend of higher pro-

tein expression related to the biological processes at periodontal sites

treated with adjunctive Ace Helper™ AMP gel was observed. This

could suggest increased healing activity and further studies are

warranted to confirm these findings.

PR075: Effects of oral administration of
Bifidobacterium animalis subsp. lactis HN019 on the
treatment of generalized gingivitis

F. Furlaneto1, Y. Levi1, M. Ribeiro1, P. Silva1, S. Salvador2, S. Scombatti

de Souza1, D. Palioto1, M. Taba Junior1, A. Novaes Junior1,

M. Messora1

1Oral Surgery and Periodontology, University of Sao Paulo, Ribeirao

Preto, Brazil, 2University of Sao Paulo, Ribeirao Preto, Brazil

Background and Aim: The effects of probiotics on gingivitis are depen-

dent on many factors, such as the strain used. There are no studies eval-

uating the effects of Bifidobacterium animalis subsp. lactis (B. lactis)

HN019 on the management of gingivitis. This double-blind, randomized,

placebo-controlled clinical trial evaluated the adjuvant effects of probi-

otic B. lactis HN019 on the treatment of generalized gingivitis.

Methods: Fifty-three generalized gingivitis patients were submitted to

professional supragingival prophylaxis and/or supragingival scaling.

They were randomly assigned to Test (probiotic lozenges containing

B. lactis HN019, n = 25) or Control (placebo lozenges, n = 28) groups.

Lozenges were consumed twice a day for 8 weeks. Patients were clin-

ically monitored at baseline and after 2 and 8 weeks. Data were statis-

tically analyzed (p < 0.05).

Results: After 8 weeks, both groups showed a reduction in the per-

centage of plaque index (PI), with no significant difference between

groups. Test group presented a lower percentage of bleeding on prob-

ing (BoP) and a higher percentage of sites with gingival index (GI) ≤1

when compared with Control group at the end of the study. At

8 weeks, the Test group had a greater number of patients without

generalized gingivitis than the Control group (20 and 11 patients,

respectively).
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Conclusions: The adjunct use of B. lactis HN019 promotes additional

clinical benefits to mechanical debridement since it reduces gingival

inflammation in patients with generalized gingivitis.

PR076: Probiotic alternative to chlorhexidine in
periodontal therapy: Evaluation of clinical and
microbiological parameters

A. Butera1, C. Maiorani1, A. Milone1, M. Pascadopoli1, S. Gallo1,

A. Scribante1

1Department of Clinical Surgical Diagnostic and Pediatric Sciences,

University of Pavia, Pavia, Italy

Background and Aim: Periodontitis consists of a progressive destruc-

tion of tooth-supporting tissues. Considering that probiotics are being

proposed as a support to the gold standard treatment Scaling-and-

Root-Planing (SRP), this study aims to assess three new formulations

(toothpaste, chewing-gum and mouthwash).

Methods: Eighty patients were randomly assigned to three domiciliary

hygiene treatments: Group 1 (SRP + chlorhexidine-based toothpaste)

(control), Group 2 (SRP + probiotics-based toothpaste), Group

3 (SRP + probiotics-based toothpaste + probiotics-based chewing-

gum), Group 4 (SRP + probiotics-based toothpaste + probiotics-

based mouthwash). At baseline (T0) and after 3 and 6 months (T1–T2),

periodontal clinical parameters were recorded, along with microbio-

logical ones by means of a commercial kit.

Results: As to the former, no significant differences were shown at T1

or T2, neither in controls for any index, nor in the experimental groups

for adherent gingiva and gingival recession. Conversely, some signifi-

cant differences were found in Group 2, 3 and 4 for the other clinical

indexes tested. Considering microbiological parameters, no significant

differences were detected compared to baseline values for any group,

except in Group 2, 3, 4 at T2 only for the percentage of the orange

complex pathogens and for the copies/microliter of Pre-

votellaintermedia and Fusobacterium nucleatum.

Conclusions: Accordingly, although colonization of probiotic bacteria

has not been assessed in this study, the probiotics tested represent a

valid support to SRP with a benefit on several clinical indexes and on

specific periodontopathogens. Despite this promising action, the rela-

tionship between the use of probiotics and improvement in clinical

parameters is still unclear and deserves to be further explored.

PR077: The intraseptal anaesthesia for scaling and
root planing in intercanine region of maxilla and
mandible

J. Djoric1, M. Barac1, A. Djinic Krasavcevic1, N. Nikolic Jakoba1

1Department of Periodontology and Oral Medicine, School of Dental

Medicine, University of Belgrade, Belgrade, Serbia

Background and Aim: The literature data of the intraseptal anaesthe-

sia (ISA) usage for scaling and root planing (SRP) are deficient. The aim

of present study was evaluation of ISA anaesthetic efficacy in inter-

canine region of maxilla and mandible, obtained with 0.1 ml of 4%

articaine and 1:100,000 epinephrine (4%A + Ep), using a computer

controlled anaesthetic delivery system (CCLAD) for SRP in patients

with periodontitis.

Methods: The study included 19 patients with 40 periodontal pockets

in maxilla and mandible intercanine region where periodontal probing

depths were ≥5 mm. Patients received 0.1 ml of anaesthetic for ISA.

The site specific periodontal parameters were recorded prior to

anaesthetic administration. Anaesthetic clinical parameters such as

anaesthetic success rate, onset of anaesthesia, duration of soft tissue

anaesthesia, the gingival anaesthetic field width buccally and orally

were recorded using the pinprick testing. The pain level during admin-

istration (VASa) and intensity of anaesthesia (VASi) were evaluated on

a visual analogue scale (VAS). Side effects, post interventional pain

(VASp) and analgesic consumption, were also recorded.

Results: The success rate was high, 90% in maxilla and 95% in man-

dible. The periodontal parameters among jaws were not statistically

significant. The onset of anaesthesia was immediate. The anaes-

thetic durations were 32.17 ± 8.21 in maxilla and 29.84 ± 10.71 in

mandible (in min), which was suitable for SRP. Anaesthetic buccal

field was wider in maxilla in comparison to mandible (p = 0.01).

VASa levels for ISA administration was mild (14.78 ± 6.96 and

15.00 ± 18.62 in maxilla and mandible, respectively in mm), while

29.7% reported pain during SRP (VASi). No side effects were

noticed. Six patents reported the post interventional pain, and only

one took analgesic.

Conclusions: The usage of ISA in intercanine region of maxilla and

mandible obtained with 0.1 ml of 4%A + Ep provides high success

rate and effective anaesthetic clinical parameters for SRP.

PR078: Microbiological profile in saliva of non-
smokers with periodontitis stage III and IV: A pilot
study

I. Puhar1, Z. Hadži�c2

1Department of Periodontology, University of Zagreb, School of Dental

Medicine, Zagreb, Croatia, 2Dentistry, Sarajevo School of Science and

Technology, Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina

Background and Aim: There are insufficient quantified data on the

reduction of the microbiological profile following full-mouth periodontal

therapy for periodontitis stage III and IV using saliva samples. This study

aimed to determine the values of 7 periodontal pathogens including

Porphyromonas endodontalis, Porphyromonas gingivalis, Aggregatibacter

actinomycetemcomitans, Treponema denticola, Fusobacterium nucleatum,

Prevotella intermedia, and Tannerella forsythia, in the saliva of non-

smokers with periodontitis stage III or IV before and after supragingival

and subgingival full-mouth periodontal therapy.
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Methods: Periodontal parameters were registered and saliva samples

were collected in 12 non-smokers with periodontitis stage III and

IV. Patients in the test group (n = 6) underwent supragingival and sub-

gingival full-mouth periodontal therapy, and the control group (n = 6)

received only supragingival therapy. The same oral hygiene instructions

were given to all patients. After 3 months, a new registration of peri-

odontal parameters and sampling of saliva for analysis of seven peri-

odontal pathogens were done for patients from both study groups.

Results: Statistical analysis revealed a reduction in the values of seven

periodontal pathogens in the saliva samples in the test group, with a

statistically significant reduction of Treponema denticola at 3 months

compared to baseline (from 1.73 � 106 to 2.02 � 105, p < 0.01). In

the control group, there was a statistically significant reduction of

Porphyromonas gingivalis 3 months after therapy compared to baseline

(from 3.02 � 105 to 1.55 � 105, p = 0.01). Levels of Aggregatibacter

actinomycetemcomitans, Treponema denticola, and Fusobacterium

nucleatum, were statistically significantly lower in the test group com-

pared to the control group 3 months after therapy.

Conclusions: Supragingival and subgingival full-mouth periodontal

therapy reduce the microbiological profile in the saliva of non-

smoking patients with periodontitis stage III and IV. Larger sample size

studies are needed to further expand our knowledge on this topic.

PR079: Effects of ultrasound on root surface: A
systematic review

I. El Ouadnassi1, B. El Houari1, A. Ibourk1, S. Saloui1, J. Kissa1

1Dental Medical School, Periodontics, University of Hassan II of

Casablanca, Casablanca, Morocco

Background and Aim: To evaluate the effects of ultrasound on the

root surface.

Methods: An electronic search was carried out in three databases:

PubMed, EbscoHost and Cochrane Library in order to identify the

studies related to the effects of ultrasound on the root surface. We

have retained as criteria for inclusion: clinical studies in vivo, the date

of publication of 2005–2015. We have collected six articles out of

total of 480. This systematic review has been carried out according to

the criteria Prisma (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews

and Meta analyses). Then, we determined the risk of bias of the

included studies using the tool of Cochrane collaboration.

Results: Six clinical studies in vivo have been included. Our systematic

review shows that: the ultrasounds give better results compared to

laser and hand instruments, they entail a complete elimination of all

the calculus. As regards to root surface, it seems that ultrasonic instru-

ments entail a smoother and more homogeneous surface than laser

and manual instruments. With regards to dentinal tubules exposition,

ultrasound results in less exposure of dentinal tubules comparing to

laser and hand instruments; on the other hand, magnetostriction ultra-

sonic entails more exposure of dentinal tubules than piezoelectric

ultrasonic.

Conclusions: Ultrasound entails an almost complete elimination of cal-

culus, a smooth and homogeneous root surface, and less exposure of

dentinal tubules.

PR080: Clinical and metagenomic investigation of
locally delivered synthetic antimicrobial peptide in
non-surgical periodontal treatment: A pilot study

H.S. Tan1, M.Z. Hussin1, S.H. Safii1, S. Amin Nordin2

1Department of Restorative Dentistry, University Malaya, Kuala Lumpur,

Malaysia, 2Department of Medical Microbiology and Parasitology,

University Putra Malaysia, Putrajaya, Malaysia

Background and Aim: Nonsurgical periodontal treatment with sub-

gingival instrumentation alone may not be as effective in some clinical

situations. Thus, adjunctive therapy should be considered to enhance

periodontal treatment outcomes. This study aimed to evaluate the

effect of a commercially available locally delivered synthetic antimi-

crobial peptide (AMP) gel as an adjunct in nonsurgical periodontal

treatment.

Methods: Four stage III periodontitis-affected subjects were recruited

in a split-mouth study of 12-week follow-up. After full mouth profes-

sional mechanical plaque removal and subgingival instrumentation, all

sites with probing pocket depth 6–7 mm were randomly assigned to

test (AMP) or control (normal saline) group. Clinical examination and

subgingival plaque sampling were performed at baseline, 6 weeks, and

12 weeks. Clinical data was analysed with SPSS software. Subgingival

plaque samples were analysed by 16S rRNA-gene sequencing, QIIME

pipeline, and R software.

Results: Clinical parameters were significantly improved in both

groups at 6 weeks, and 12 weeks follow-up (p < 0.05). There was no

significant difference in PPD between groups, although greater reduc-

tion was observed in the test group. Adjunctive application of AMP

demonstrated greater CAL gain (p < 0.05) at 12 weeks as compared to

the control group. Using Shannon index, alpha diversity decreased

after treatments and was significantly lower in the control group at

6 weeks. Principle coordinate analysis demonstrated a clear separa-

tion between pre-and post-treatment samples in the test group. At

the genus level, a decrease in diseased-associated bacteria and an

increase in health-associated bacteria were observed after both treat-

ments. The genus Tannerellawas significantly less abundant at

12 weeks compared to baseline in the test group.

Conclusions: Local application of AMP gel in conjunction with sub-

gingival instrumentation resulted in modest beneficial changes in clini-

cal outcome and subgingival bacterial composition, supporting its

potential as an adjunct to nonsurgical periodontal therapy.
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PR081: Enamel matrix derivative as adjunctive to non-
surgical periodontal therapy: A systematic review and
meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials

J.-C. Imber1,2, A. Roccuzzo1, A. Stähli1, D. Kloukos3, G.E. Salvi1,

A. Sculean1

1Department of Periodontology, University of Bern, Bern, Switzerland,
2Robert K. Schenk Laboratory of Oral Histology, University of Bern, Bern,

Switzerland, 3Department of Orthodontics and Dentofacial Orthopedics,

University of Bern, Bern, Switzerland

Background and Aim: To assess the potential additional benefit of the

local application of an enamel matrix derivate (EMD) on the clinical

outcomes following non-surgical periodontal therapy (NSPT) (step

2 and 3 therapy).

Methods: A systematic literature search was performed in

several electronic databases, including Medline/PubMed, Embase, The

Cochrane Register of Central Trials (CENTRAL), LILACS and Grey Liter-

ature databases. Randomized controlled clinical trials (RCTs) were eligi-

ble for inclusion. Clinical attachment level (CAL) change (primary

outcome), probing pocket depth (PPD) and bleeding on probing (BoP)

reductions (secondary outcomes) were evaluated. The Cochrane risk of

bias tool (RoB 2.0) was used to assess the quality of the included trials.

Weighted mean differences (WMDs) and 95% confidence intervals

(Cis) between test and control sites were estimated using a random-

effect model for amount of mean CAL and PD change.

Results: Six RCTs were included for the qualitative analysis, while data

from four studies were used for meta-analysis. Overall analysis of CAL

gain (three studies) and PD reduction (four studies) presented WMD

of 0.14 mm (p = 0.74; CI 95% �0.66;0.94) and 0.46 mm (p = 0.25; CI

95% �0.33;1.26) in favor of NSPT + EMD compared to NSPT alone,

respectively. Statistical heterogeneity was found to be high in both

cases (I2 = 79% and 87%, respectively).

Conclusions: Within their limitations, the present data indicate that

the local application of EMD does not lead to additional clinical bene-

fits when used as an adjunctive to NSPT (step 2 and 3 therapy). How-

ever, due to the high heterogeneity among the studies, additional

well-designed RCTs are needed in order to provide further evidence

on this clinical indication for the use of EMD.

PR082: Nutritional interventions in periodontal
therapy - a systematic review

J.P. Woelber1, K. Reichenbächer1, T. Groß1, P. Ratka-Krüger1,

V. Bartha2

1Medical Faculty, Department of Operative Dentistry and Periodontology,

University of Freiburg, Freiburg, Germany, 2Department of Conservative

Dentistry, University Hospital of Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Germany

Background and Aim: The aim of this study was to conduct a system-

atic literature review on the influence of nutritional interventions

alone or in combination with subgingival instrumentation in patients

with periodontitis.

Methods: Literature research for randomized, controlled clinical trials

(RCTs) was performed in three databases (PubMed, Cochrane Library,

and Web of Science [Thomson Reuters]). Inclusion criteria were the

application of a defined nutritional intervention (food, beverages, or

supplements) and at least one measured periodontal parameter (prob-

ing depths [PD] or clinical attachment level [CAL]).

Results: From 3307 identified studies, 13 studies could be included.

Ten studies examined dietary interventions, in the form of supple-

ments containing lycopenes, chicory extract, juice powder, micro-

nutrients, and plant extracts, omega-3 fatty acids, or vitamin D3.

Three studies used foods (kiwifruit, grapefruit, or green tea). Eight

studies showed a statistically significant reduction of PD and/or BOP.

Their interventions involved lycopene and micronutrients, chicory

extract, fruit-vegetable-berry capsules, green tea, vitamin D3, and

omega-3 fatty acids. Five studies did not find beneficial effects with

partly conflicting outcomes (kiwi fruits, grapefruits, vitamin D3, and

omega-3 fatty acids). Risk of bias assessment revealed a 79.4% (64%–

92%) quality from low risk of bias to some concerns.

Conclusions: The majority of the studies reported positive and signifi-

cant effects of the nutritional interventions on clinical periodontal and

systemic inflammation. In the context of periodontal therapy a

micronutrient- and antioxidant-rich diet should be recommended.

Long-term clinical studies with larger numbers of subjects are needed.

PR083: Social determinants are significantly improved
with volatile sulfur compounds reduction following
periodontal therapy

C. Izidoro1, J. Botelho2, V. Machado2, A.M. Reis3, L. Proença4,

R. Alves1, J.J. Mendes2

1Periodontology, Egas Moniz University Institute, Monte da Caparica,

Portugal, 2Clinical Research Unit, Egas Moniz University Institute, Monte

da Caparica, Portugal, 3Instituto de Ciências Biomédicas Abel Salazar,

School of Health and Life Sciences, University of Porto, Porto, Portugal,
4Quantitative Methods for Health Research Unit, Egas Moniz University

Institute, Monte da Caparica, Portugal

Background and Aim: Periodontitis is recognized as one of the main

etiological factors of halitosis, with negative implications for patients'

self-esteem and social relationships. Inside the periodontal pocket,

bacteria metabolize amino acids in volatile sulfur compounds (VSCs),

responsible for intra-oral halitosis. This 2-month interventional study

aimed to evaluate whether the reduction of VSCs was associated with

improved oral-health related quality of life (ORHQoL) after non-

surgical periodontal treatment (NSPT).

Methods: Periodontitis patients undergoing NSPT were assessed for

OHRQoL and VSCs before and 2 months after treatment. Probing

depth (PD), clinical attachment loss (CAL), periodontal epithelial sur-

face area (PESA) and periodontal inflamed surface area (PISA) were

measured after periodontal examination. The quantification of VSCs
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was performed through Halimeter® (Interscan Corporation). The Oral

Health Impact Profile (OHIP)-14 was administered to assess OHRQoL.

Spearman correlation was used, dividing the strength rate according

to Dancey and Reidy (2004).

Results: Twenty-nine patients completed the follow-up assessment

(14 females and 15 males). All periodontal measures demonstrated

substantial improvement (p < 0.001). Overall, VSCs demonstrated sig-

nificant strong correlation with four domains of the OHIP-14:psycho-

logical discomfort (ρ = 0.47, p < 0.001), psychological disability

(ρ = 0.45, p < 0.001), social disability (ρ = 0.48, p < 0.001) and handi-

cap (ρ = 0.49, p < 0.001). Furthermore, the “social” super-domain

showed a strong correlation with the reduction of VSC after NSPT

(ρ = 0.52, p < 0.001). Interestingly, none of the measured clinical out-

comes showed significant correlation with VSCs.

Conclusions: At 2-month follow-up after NSPT, the reduction of VSC

resulted in improved OHRQoL levels, particularly psychological and

social components. Future results exploring a larger follow-up is man-

datory to assess the consistency of this impact.

PR084: A Cochrane systematic review with meta-
analyses of full-mouth-treatment modalities (within
24 h) for periodontitis in adults

P.-M. Jervøe-Storm1, J. Eberhard2, I. Needleman3, H. Worthington4,

S. Jepsen1

1Department of Periodontology, Operative and Preventive Dentistry,

University Hospital Bonn, Bonn, Germany, 2Faculty of Dentistry, Sydney

Dental Hospital, Sydney, Australia, 3Unit of Periodontology and

International Centre for Evidence-Based Oral Health, UCL Eastman

Dental Institute, London, UK, 4Cochrane Oral Health, Division of

Dentistry, School of Medical Sciences, Faculty of Biology, Medicine and

Health, University of Manchester, Manchester, UK

Background and Aim: To evaluate clinical effects of full-mouth-

treatments (within 24 h) of periodontitis compared to quadrant sub-

gingival instrumentation (control).

Methods: Search was performed up to June 2021. RCTs of at least

3 months duration, evaluating full-mouth-treatments, with (FMD) or

without (FMS) adjunctive use of an antiseptic, compared to control were

included. RCTs of patients taking antibiotics, with systemic disorders or

the former diagnosis of “aggressive periodontitis” were excluded.

Primary outcomes: change in probing pocket depth (PPD); secondary

outcomes: change in clinical attachment level (CAL), bleeding on prob-

ing (BOP) and adverse events. Cochrane's methodological guidelines

for data extraction and analysis were followed.

Results: A total of 21 trials (981 patients) were identified and included

in the meta-analyses. Fourteen trials compared FMS versus control,

13 FMD versus control, and six FMS versus FMD. At 3–4 months

there was no evidence for a benefit for FMS over control for change

in PPD or gain in CAL. Comparing FMD versus control there was a

mean difference in the reduction of PPD (0.07 mm) favoring FMD, and

in gain in CAL (0.08 mm) favoring control. FMD reduced PPD more

(0.17 mm) and led to greater gain in CAL than FMS (0.21 mm). After

6 months, no differences were found for any comparison. There was

no evidence for a benefit for any treatment over another in reduction

of BOP at any time point. Ten studies evaluated pocket closure. Signifi-

cant improvements were found, however, there were no differences

between groups in any trial. Four studies reported an adverse event

(increase in body temperature) after FMD or FMS treatments.

Conclusions: There is no evidence that full-mouth-treatment modali-

ties (within 24 h) provide additional clinical benefits compared to con-

ventional mechanical treatment of periodontitis. In practice, the

decision to select one treatment modality over another should include

patients' preferences and risk factors.

PR085: Pocket closure after non-surgical periodontal
treatment in smoker and non-smoker patients with
stage II periodontitis

S.E. Meşeli1, D. Mamaklio�glu2, S. Karakiş Akcan2

1Periodontology, Istanbul Aydin University, Istanbul, Turkey,
2Department of Periodontology, Beykent University, Istanbul, Turkey

Background and Aim: Pocket closure was suggested for non-surgical

periodontal treatment (NSPT) success.

The aim of the study was to evaluate the closed pockets (CP) after

NSPT and the changes in clinical parameters in patients with Stage II

Grade A and Grade B periodontitis.

Methods: Systemically healthy patients with Stage II Grade A (n = 12) and

Stage II Grade B (n = 13) periodontitis were included in this study, 1296

and 1404 sites with probing depth (PD) ≤ 5 mm in single rooted teeth,

respectively. Periodontal pockets were grouped as initial PD ≤3, = 4

and = 5 mm. NSPT, which included oral hygiene instructions, scaling and

root planing was performed in three sessions, with 1 week intervals.

Plaque index, gingival index, PD, bleeding on probing (BOP) and clinical

attachment levels were measured at baseline and 12 weeks after treat-

ment. Pockets with PD ≤ 3 mm after treatment were considered as CP.

Results: There was no significant differences between the groups in

any of the clinical parameters at baseline (p > 0.05). BOP was signifi-

cantly lower in Grade A non-smoker patients after treatment (p ≤ 0.05).

All clinical periodontal parameters improved compared to baseline in

both groups, except CAL. The number of pockets with PD ≤ 3 mm after

treatment increased significantly in both groups (p ≤ 0.05). The percent-

age of CP after treatment with initial PD = 4 mm and = 5 mm was sig-

nificantly higher in Grade A patients (p ≤ 0.05). In the post-treatment

correlation analysis, a positive significant correlation was found

between baseline PD and decrease in PD (p < 0.001), while no correla-

tion was found with attachment gain (p > 0.05).

Conclusions: The findings showed there was a decrease in PD and an

increase in the number of CP, which are clinical signs of healing after

NSPT, regardless of the grade of periodontitis. In addition, our find-

ings revealed that smoking is an important risk factor with its negative

effect on healing.
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PR086: Preparation and characterization of
doxycycline and atorvastatin loaded alginate
formulations for local delivery in periodontal disease

B. Yilmaz1, Ö. Vardar2, B. Gümüştaş2, Y. Yildirim2, I. Ince3, G. Emingil1

1School of Dentistry, Department of Periodontology, Ege University, Izmir,

Turkey, 2Faculty of Science, Department of Chemistry, Ege University,

Izmir, Turkey, 3Institute of Nuclear Sciences, Department of Nuclear

Application, Ege University, Izmir, Turkey

Background and Aim: The aim of the present study was to develop an

atorvastatin (AS) and doxycycline hydrochloride (DS) loaded alginate

delivery system for local treatment of periodontal disease.

Methods: To develop this dual drug delivery system, the ionic gelation

method was used to generate AS and DS loaded alginate

nanoparticles (AS/DS-ALG) at various drug weights, such as DS:AS

ratio percent w/w, 100/0, 0/100, and 50/50. In artificial saliva at

37�C, particle size, encapsulation efficiency (EE), drug loading (DL),

zeta potential, and in vitro drug release parameters were examined.

FTIR spectroscopy, thermogravimetric (TG), differential scanning calo-

rimetry (DSC), and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) were used to

determine the chemical structure, thermal characteristics, and surface

morphology of the nanoparticles, respectively. The Malvern zeta sizer

(DLS) was used to quantify particle size and zeta potential. The

amount of AS and DS from in vitro release studies was determined by

HPLC method at detection wavelength 240 and 350 nm, respectively.

Results: The chemical structure of AS/DS-ALG was confirmed by FTIR.

The distribution of particle size was narrow and uniform, which was

measured by DLS and SEM. Particle size of prepared nanoparticles was

43.58 nm for DS-ALG, 58.22 nm for AS/DS-ALG and 70.72 nm AS-

ALG with a low polydispersity index (PI) value. The zeta potentials of

prepared AS, DS or AS/DS loaded alginate nanoparticles were ranged

between �33.91 and �24.93 mV. The AS/DS drug-loaded alginate

exhibited good encapsulation efficiency of 80%–85%.

Conclusions: DS and AS loaded alginate delivery system has been suc-

cessfully developed which might be a promising formulation as an

adjunctive therapy to non-surgical periodontal treatment in periodon-

tal pockets.

PR087: The microbial impacts of hand and ultrasonic
instruments

W. Johnston1, M. Paterson1, K. Piela1, G. Ramage1, D. MacKenzie1,

M. Goulding2, A. Sherriff1, S. Culshaw1

1Oral Sciences, University of Glasgow Dental School, Glasgow, UK,
2Dentsply Sirona, York, USA

Background and Aim: Periodontitis is a highly prevalent chronic oral

inflammatory condition. The disease arises via the formation of dys-

biotic subgingival plaque biofilms, which perpetuate an aggravated

immune response within gingival tissue. Current treatment involves

mechanical biofilm disruption using hand or ultrasonic instruments.

Despite differing mechanisms of action, instruments are used inter-

changeably with selection based largely on patient and clinician pref-

erence. This study evaluated the microbial impacts of each

instrumentation technique both in vitro and in vivo.

Methods: In vitro, 10-speices “periodontitis” biofilms were treated

using 10 strokes of hand and ultrasonic instruments. The residual bio-

film biomass and dispersal of organisms into supernatants were evalu-

ated using crystal violet staining and colony counting respectively.

Microbial outcomes following each instrumentation technique were

further investigated in vivo as a secondary outcome of a randomised-

controlled trial. Thirty-eight patients received treatment exclusively

using either hand (n = 20) or ultrasonic instruments (n = 18). Sub-

gingival plaque sampling was performed at baseline and 1, 7 and

90 days following treatment, and was analysed using 16S rRNA

sequencing on an Illumina MiSeq.

Results: Ultrasonic instruments removed more biomass from

in vitro biofilms than hand instruments (82.98% vs. 33.03%,

p < 0.01), although dispersed organisms remained viable and capa-

ble of regrowth. Comparing instrumentation techniques in vivo,

ultrasonic instruments were significantly quicker but comparable

microbial outcomes were observed at each timepoint. However,

large-scale compositional changes were observed within-groups fol-

lowing treatment. At day 1 and 7, there was a clear shift towards

an aerobe-dominated microbiota, with health-associated genera;

Streptococcus, Actinomyces and Rothia equating to >50% of the

total composition. Despite this, the subgingival plaque composition

gradually reverted back comparable to baseline in a subset of

patients.

Conclusions: Increased biofilm removal in vitro may partially explain

the quicker treatment times following ultrasonic instrumentation,

however comparable microbial outcomes are observed regardless of

instrumentation technique.

PR088: Stability of clinical parameters after
subgingival instrumentation, with or without different
adjunctive interventions (step 2 of therapy), for the
treatment of periodontitis

L. Paterno Holtzman1, N.A. Valente2, G. Vittorini Orgeas3, L. Copes4,

C. Tomasi5, M. Clementini4, M. De Sanctis4

1Periodontology and Prosthodontics, G. Eastman Dental Hospital, Roma,

Italy, 2Periodontology, Università di Cagliari, Cagliari, Italy, 3Università

Cattolica del S. Cuore, Roma, Italy, 4Periodontology, Università Vita

Salute San Raffaele, Milan, Italy, 5Periodontology, The Sahlgrenska

Academy at University of Gothenburg, Stockholm, Sweden

Background and Aim: Subgingival instrumentation aims to reduce

probing pocket depths (PPD), gingival inflammation and number of

diseased sites in periodontitis patients. The individual response to this

therapy should be assessed once periodontal tissues have healed

(periodontal re-evaluation). Despite the volume of clinical studies on
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subgingival instrumentation, no conclusive clinical data are available

on stability of clinical parameters after this therapy. Therefore the aim

of this systematic review is to describe the clinical healing dynamics

during the 6 months after subgingival instrumentation, with or with-

out various adjunctive interventions. Furthermore, the stability of clin-

ical parameters was analyzed.

Methods: Electronic and hand searches were performed to identify pro-

spective, retrospective and randomized clinical trials (RCTs) on subgingival

instrumentation with or without the following adjunctive interventions:

physical or chemical agents, host-modulating agents (local or systemic),

systemic antimicrobials, (local or systemic). Included studies had to pre-

sent at least two different time-points between 1 and 6 months of follow

up. Outcome variables were PPD reduction, BoP change, CAL gain.

Results: A total of 147 studies (5481 patients) were included, of which

5 retrospective, 11 prospective and 131 RCTs. Among the RCTs, 80 were

at low risk of bias, 40 with some concerns and 11 had high risk of bias.

Most patients were diagnosed with chronic/adult periodontitis (123 stud-

ies) while 16 studies focused on patients with aggressive periodontitis.

Sub-gingival instrumentationwas performedmechanically (155 treatment

groups TG, 4607 patients), by means of laser (5 TG), with the addition of

host modulators (4 TG) or antimicrobials (3 treatment groups). Mechani-

cal instrumentation was also combined with laser (19 TG), photodynamic

therapy (13 TG), local antibiotics (23 TG), systemic antibiotics (4 TG),

antiseptics (29 TG), host modulators (32 TG).

Conclusions: After subgingival instrumentation, changes in clinical

parameters can be detected up to 3 months. After this time interval,

clinical parameters tend to become stable.

PR089: Beneficial effects of adjunctive use of
injectable platelet-rich fibrin (i-PRF) during non-
surgical periodontal treatment - a 3-month follow-up

M. Vuckovic1, N. Nikolic2, B. Toljic2, S. Jankovic1, B. Milicic3,

Z. Aleksic1, J. Milasin2

1Periodontology and Oral Medicine, School of Dental Medicine, Belgrade,

Serbia, 2Department of Human Genetics, School of Dental Medicine,

Belgrade, Serbia, 3Department of Medical Statistics and Informatics,

School of Dental Medicine, Belgrade, Serbia

Background and Aim: The initial therapy of periodontitis (scaling and

root planing – SRP) might be insufficient in the inhibition of microbial

growth and periodontal inflammation over time. The study aimed to

evaluate the effects of injectable platelet-rich fibrin (i-PRF) as an adjunct

to SRP, 3 months after the treatment. The presence and the concentra-

tions of Aggregatibacter actinomycetemcomitans (A.a.) and Porphyromonas

gingivalis (P.g.), as well as the concentration of matrix metalloproteinase

– 8 (MMP-8) were analyzed in gingival crevicular fluid (GCF).

Methods: Using a split-mouth design, 30 patients with periodontitis

were treated either with SRP + i-PRF or with SRP alone. GCF was

sampled with paper strips (Dentsply Maillefer, Tulsa, OK, USA) at

baseline and 3 months following the therapy completion. Bacteria

detection was done by primer specific polymerase chain reaction

(PCR) and total microorganisms quantification was done by real-time

PCR, while MMP-8 levels were determined by enzyme-linked immu-

nosorbent assays (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN, USA).

Results: Compared to baseline, only the SRP + i-PRF group exhibited

a statistically significant decrease of A.a. and P.g. incidence (p = 0.004

and p = 0.039 respectively), as well as their lower concentration in

GCF (p < 0.001) after 3 months. MMP-8 reduction was detected in

both groups, but only with i-PRF this reduction was statistically signif-

icant (p < 0.001).

Conclusions: SRP in conjunction with i-PRF led to a remarkable

improvement of periodontitis therapy in terms of microbiological

parameters and the concentration of MMP-8. Therefore, i-PRF could

be used as a valuable adjunctive treatment of periodontitis.

PR090: The effects of subantimicrobial doses of
doxycycline in patients with osteoporosis and
periodontitis

I.-G. Sufaru1, S. Martu1, S.-M. Solomon1

1Periodontology, ‘Grigore T. Popa’ University of Medicine and Pharmacy,

Iasi, Romania

Background and Aim: The aim of the study was to analyse the peri-

odontal clinical changes generated by the modulation therapy of the

host inflammatory response with sub-antimicrobial doses of doxycy-

cline in patients with periodontitis and osteoporosis.

Methods: The study was conducted on 26 subjects with periodontitis

and osteoporosis, divided in study group (classical periodontal debride-

ment and sub-antimicrobial doses of doxycycline for 3 months) and the

control group (classical debridement only). We analysed the probing

depth, clinical attachment level, the PBI and PI indices at baseline, in

the last day of medication and at 3 months after the drug therapy.

Results: The reduction of the moderate and profound pockets was

higher for the study group when compared to the control group. In

the control group, the sites with an initial depth of 0–3 mm presented

a slight attachment loss at 3 and 6 months, while the same depth sites

in the study group presented a slight attachment gain.

Conclusions: The therapy with sub-antimicrobial doses of doxycycline

generated significant clinical improvement in patients with periodonti-

tis and osteoporosis, an improvement which can reduce the necessity

of surgical procedures.

PR091: Clinical and microbiological effects of single
application of a NaOCl gel in maintenance patients
treated for periodontitis stages III-IV. A triple-blind
randomized placebo-controlled clinical trial

V. Radulescu1, S.-I. Stratul1, D. Rusu1, A. Roman2, P. Surlin3,

H. Calniceanu1, O.C. Vela1, C. Boldeanu1, A. Belova1, M. Boariu4

1Periodontology, Anton Sculean Research Center for Periodontal and

Peri-implant Diseases, Victor Babes University of Medicine and
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Pharmacy, Timisoara, Romania, 2Periodontology, Applicative Periodontal

Regeneration Research Unit, Iuliu Hatieganu University of Medicine and

Pharmacy Cluj Napoca, Cluj-Napoca, Romania, 3Periodontology,

University of Medicine and Pharmacy Craiova, Craiova, Romania,
4Endodontics, TADERP Research Center, Victor Babes University of

Medicine and Pharmacy, Timisoara, Romania

Background and Aim: Adjunctive topical antimicrobials exert an anti-

microbial effect in sites inaccessible to mechanical therapy and possi-

bly suppress pathogens and interrupt further periodontal disease

progression (Eickholz et al., 2002; Dannewitz et al., 2009; Tonetti et al

2012). Sodium hypochlorite (SH) is a valuable alternative, for its broad

antimicrobial activity, fast bactericidal action, and for its non-toxicity

(Jurczyk, 2016; Slots, 2002).

To assess the clinical effects of the adjunctive subgingival administration

of a SH gel (Perisolv, Regedent, Zurich, Switzerland) in comparison to a

chlorhexidine and a placebo gel in conjunction with ultrasonic subgingival

instrumentation (USI) and air-polishing, during the first year of supportive

periodontal therapy (SPT) and to assess the stability of the effect.

Methods: In this triple-blind randomized placebo-controlled clinical

study, 62 SPT subjects with recurrent or persistent pockets were ran-

domly assigned to USI with (test) or without (control) administration

of Perisolv in four residual pockets with PD ≥4 mm and positive BOP.

Intergroup differences in PD, BOP reductions, CAL were evaluated at

3, 6, 9 and 12 months. Primary outcome was “pocket closure” (transi-
tion to PD ≤4 mm without BOP).

Results: For “pocket closure” a significant adjunctive effect for Perisolv

was observed at 12 months compared with placebo group (p < 0.05).

Mean PPD (12 months) was reduced by 0.81 ± 0.38 mm in the test

group, by 0.61 ± 0.52 mm in Chlorhexidine group, and by 0.75

± 0.58 mm in placebo group, respectively, without reaching statistical

significance. BOP sites in Perisolv group were significantly reduced

compared to Chlorhexidine and placebo groups from baseline to

12 months (p < 0.05): 12.50% versus 28.95% and 31.94%, respectively.

Statistically significant CAL gain was achieved in all three groups, com-

pared to baseline (p < 0.005). No adverse events were recorded.

Conclusions: Subgingivally administered SH gel may provide long-

term benefits in controlling inflammation and deep pockets in SPT

patients with a satisfactory level of oral hygiene.

PR092: Impact of three non-surgical full-mouth
periodontal treatments on total bacterial load and
selected pathobionts

M.M.H. Abdelbary1, F. Schittenhelm2,3, S.S. Yekta-Michael4,

S. Reichert5, S. Schulz5, A. Kasaj6, A. Braun2, G. Conrads1, J.M. Stein2,3

1Division of Oral Microbiology and Immunology, Department of

Operative Dentistry, Rheinisch-Westfälische Technische Hochschule

(RWTH) Aachen University Hospital, Aachen, Germany, 2Department of

Operative Dentistry, Periodontology and Preventive Dentistry, RWTH

Aachen University Hospital, Aachen, Germany, 3Private Practice, Aachen,

Germany, 4Department of Orthodontics, RWTH Aachen University

Hospital, Aachen, Germany, 5Department of Operative Dentistry and

Periodontology, Martin Luther University, Halle/Saale, Germany,
6Department of Periodontology and Operative Dentistry, University

Medical Center, Mainz, Germany

Background and Aim: For treatment of periodontitis stage III/IV, a

quadrant/week-wise debridement (Q-SRP) was compared with three

full-mouth approaches: full-mouth scaling (FMS, accelerated Q-SRP

within 24 h), full-mouth scaling with chlorhexidine-based disinfection

(FMD), and FMD with adjuvant erythritol air-polishing (FMDAP). The

aim of this prospective, randomised study (sub-study of ClinicalTrials.

gov Identifier: NCT03509233) was to compare the clinical and micro-

biological impacts of the treatments.

Methods: 105 patients were randomised in one of the four above

treatment groups with an allocation of n = 25, 28, 27, and 25 patients

for each group, respectively. Clinical parameters (pocket probing

depths, clinical attachment level, bleeding on probing) and real-time

quantitative PCR determined the number of total bacteria as well as of

four periodontal pathobionts (Aggregatibacter actinomycetemcomitans,

Porphyromonas gingivalis, Prevotella intermedia, and Tannerella forsythia)

were recorded at baseline, 3 and 6 months after treatment.

Results: As to the clinical outcome, all treatment modalities were

effective but with full-mouth approaches and especially FMDAP

slightly superior over Q-SRP. As to the biofilm reduction in quantity

(total bacterial load) and quality (abundance of pathobionts), FMD was

more efficient than FMS, which again was more efficient than Q-SRP.

Contrarily to clinical results, FMDAP was the least efficient protocol

here but the key-pathogen P. gingivalis could still be reduced signifi-

cantly 6 months after treatment.

Conclusions: The current data emphasise that dynamic of bacterial

colonisation does not necessarily correlate to clinical changes after

full-mouth therapies of periodontitis stage III/IV.

PR093: Development of impedance-based
measurements for real-time quantification of the
formation of bacterial biofilms for its application in
dental clinics

A. Rodríguez Muñoz1, M. Ziemyte2, M. Jordán L�opez1, M.D. Ferrer

García2, A. Mira Obrador2, A. L�opez Roldán1

1Máster Periodoncia y Osteointegraci�on, Universitat de València, Valencia,

Spain, 2FISABIO-Salud Pública, Gen�omica y Salud, Valencia, Spain

Background and Aim: Current methods used to determine antibiotic

therapy in periodontitis are indirect i.e., treatment selection is based on

the detection of a limited number of bacterial species, without consid-

ering antibiotic resistance. The aim of this study is to assess a direct

system for evaluating antibiotic susceptibility, by measuring periodontal

biofilm growth by impedance (xCELLigence RTCA system), as a method

for the selection of individualized antibiotic therapy in periodontitis.

Methods: A randomized controlled prospective clinical trial without

placebo was performed. Sixty periodontitis patients were randomly
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allocated into two groups. One group was treated with antibiotics

determined by direct real-time culture system and the other with anti-

biotics suggested by a private laboratory, based on the results

obtained with current diagnostic methods (qPCR of periodontal path-

ogens). After treatment the efficacy of antibiotic therapy was

assessed through analysis of clinical and microbiological parameters.

Results: After the drop-out of some patients, 42 were finally enrolled

in the study. Sixteen received antibiotic therapy suggested by a private

laboratory and 19 from direct real-time culture system. In seven cases,

antibiotic selection matched between groups. At 1- and 2-month

follow-up, all groups presented an improvement in all clinical parame-

ters. A similar clinical attachment level was observed in both groups.

Also, an improvement in microbiological parameters was observed, in

particular the level periodontitis associated bacteria, with a tendency to

better results from the impedance system. At present, the sample size

is being increased to determine if this difference is significant.

Conclusions: The direct measurement system suggests an antibiotic

treatment that does not agree with that recommended with the cur-

rent methods in more than 80% cases. Given that the effectiveness of

treatment is at least as good as that obtained with the current

methods while being faster and cheaper, it may be a valid method for

the selection of antibiotic therapy in periodontitis patients.

PR094: Clinical and microbiological effects of local and
systematic antimicrobials as an adjunctive therapy in
periodontitis stages 2 and 3

T. Zivanovic1, M. Jezdic1, N. Nikolic2, N. Zivkovic1, S. Jankovic1,

Z. Aleksic1, I. Milinkovic1

1Department of Periodontology and Oral Medicine, School of Dental

Medicine, University of Belgrade, Belgrade, Serbia, 2Department of

Human Genetics, School of Dental Medicine, University of Belgrade,

Belgrade, Serbia

Background and Aim: Non-surgical periodontal treatment (NSPT) is ulti-

mately based on controlling the level of inflammation in periodontal tis-

sues. Given the bacterial etiology, NSPT involves the eradication of

periodontal pathogens by various means, including pocket/root instru-

mentation (scaling and root planing, SRP) combined with the application

of chemotherapeutic agents. In contemporary protocols of NSPT, it is

proposed that scaling and root planning are combined with adjunctive

antibiotic therapy to eradicate and prevent the recolonization of the

inflammatory pathogenesis of periodontitis. This study aimed to investi-

gate the difference in clinical and microbiological effectiveness between

locally applied and systemic administrated antibiotics as adjunctive ther-

apy to the NSPT among patients diagnosed with chronic periodontitis.

Methods: This clinical prospective study included 30 patients of the

Department of Periodontics and Oral Medicine, who were diagnosed

with chronic periodontitis, stages two and three. Patients were randomly

divided into two groups of 15 patients each. Both groups were treated

with SRP, after which in the test group local antimicrobials were applied,

while the control group received systemic antibiotics prescriptions.

Clinical parameters: probing depth (PD), clinical attachment level (CAL),

tooth mobility, plaque index (PI), and gingival index (GI) were recorded at

the baseline, as well as 3 and 6 months after NSPT was done. Simulta-

neously, sampling of subgingival dental biofilm from periodontal pockets

was performed as a part of the microbiological analysis.

Results: After performing NSPT, in both groups, it has been observed sta-

tistically significant improvements of all clinical parameters each time

checked. Microbiological analysis has demonstrated similar results regard-

ing decreased microbial recolonization among patients of both groups.

Conclusions: The utilization of locally delivered antibiotics may serve

as a potential alternative to systemic antimicrobial adjunctive therapy

as part of NSPT, with no associated adverse effects.

PR095: Effects of omega-3 as an adjuvant in the non-
surgical treatment of periodontitis: A systematic
review and meta-analysis

C. Miroult1, J. Lasserre1, S. Toma1

1Periodontology, Université Catholique de Louvain, Woluwé Saint

Lambert, Belgium

Background and Aim: Promoting resolution of inflammation using

new classes of lipid mediators has been proposed for the management

of inflammatory disease. This systematic review and meta-analysis

aimed to evaluate the benefits of the use of omega-3 fatty acids as an

adjuvant in the non-surgical treatment of periodontitis.

Methods: A literature search was conducted in three databases:

PubMed, Embase and Cochrane. The search equation was based on

the PICO framework. Population (P) was constituted by human adults

suffering from periodontitis treated with conventional scaling and root

planning with (I) or without (C) the adjunction of omega-3 fatty acids.

Probing pocket depth reduction (PPD) was chosen as the primary out-

come and clinical attachment loss reduction (CAL) as a secondary out-

come. Risk of bias within studies was evaluated for each included

study using the Cochrane collaboration tool for randomized studies

(RoB Tool). A meta-analysis was performed using REVMAN 5.3.

Results: After a global search, 117 studies were selected. Inclusion criteria

included RCTs studies with omega 3 dosage available and clinical parame-

ters before and after treatment. Only seven RCTs were eligible for the

systematic review and meta-analysis. Six of seven studies showed a sig-

nificantly PPD reduction in the omega-3 fatty acids group compared to

the control group and five of seven studies also showed a significant CAL

reduction in the omega-3 fatty acids group. The meta-analysis showed a

statistically significant difference for PPD reduction (SMD �0.78 [95% CI:

�1.02, �0.54, p < 0.0001]) and CAL reduction (SMD �0.80 [95% CI:

�1.04, �0.56, p < 0.0001]) in favor of the test group.

Conclusions: After treatment, PPD and CAL reductions were

observed in both group, but the omega-3 fatty acids group demon-

strated better clinical improvements. This systematic review and

meta-analysis shows that patients suffering from periodontitis could

benefit from the use of omega-3 fatty acids to increase the clinical

effectiveness of their non-surgical treatment.
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PR357: Antimicrobial activity of honey in periodontal
disease: a systematic review

A. Hbibi1, K. Sikkou2, I. Maroui3, M. Zouhdi3, A. Bouziane1, D. Benazza1

1University Mohammed V in Rabat, Periodontology, Rabat, Morocco,
2University Mohammed V in Rabat, Rabat, Morocco, 3University

Mohammed V in Rabat, Microbiology, Rabat, Morocco

Background and Aim: Honey has shown positive antimicrobial and

anti-inflammatory actions in several dermatological studies; however,

it is unclear if it could be effective in the treatment of periodontal dis-

ease. The aim of this study is to answer the question: Does honey

have antimicrobial activity against periodontopathogens?

Methods: Publications from 6 electronic databases were screened

until January 31th (2019) to identify eligible randomized clinical trials

(RCTs) and in vitro controlled studies. The botanical origin of honey,

targeted periodontal pathogens, minimum inhibitory concentrations

(MIC), products used as a control and the clinical follow-up duration

were the main studied parameters. The risk of bias (RoB) assessment

for the selected RCTs was performed using the Cochrane Col-

laboration's RoB assessment method. The detailed design of this sys-

tematic review was carried out in accordance with PRISMA standards.

Results: 1448 publications were recorded as search results in all data-

bases queried. Sixteen eligible articles were selected including five RCTs

and eleven in vitro trials. Manuka and multifloral honeys were the most

studied varieties. The tested honeys showed significant antimicrobial

action, with different MICs, against periodontal pathogens. Four of the

five RCTs showed a high RoB, while four of the eleven included in vitro

studies showed a moderate risk of bias.

Conclusions: The tested honeys showed significant antimicrobial

activity against all targeted periodontal pathogens. Further experi-

mentations are needed to explore their full antimicrobial spectrum.

PR360: Non-surgical periodontal therapy incompletely
described in ClinicalTrials.gov: an observational study

P. Stazi�c1, D. Juri�c2, A. Turi�c3, A. Šoši�c3, A. Maruši�c4, M. Rogulji�c5

1University of Split, School of Medicine, Graduate School Biology of

Neoplasms, Split, Croatia, 2University of Split, School of Medicine,

Department of Pharmacology, Split, Croatia, 3University of Split, School of

Medicine, Study Program of Dental Medicine, Split, Croatia, 4University of

Split, School of Medicine, Department of Reserch in Biomedicine and

Health, Split, Croatia, 5University of Split, School of Medicine, Department

of Oral Medicine and Periodontology, Split, Croatia

Since there are different types of protocols for periodontal therapy it

is important that all interventions are comprehensively described in

protocols of clinical trials for better comparison and evaluation of per-

formed procedures. Recently developed Template for Intervention

Description and Replication (TIDieR) checklist was formed in order to

act as a guide for better description of interventions. However, it still

rarely used when reporting interventions in periodontology and in

dental medicine, generally. The aim of this study was to evaluate com-

pleteness of reporting protocols of non-surgical periodontal therapy,

in clinical trials using TIDieR checklist.

Methods: For this observational study, on March 18, 2021 we

retrieved clinical trials with nonsurgical periodontal therapy from

ClinicalTrials.gov. To evaluate the completeness of intervention

reporting, we adapted 12-item TIDieR checklist for subgingival instru-

mentation, oral hygiene instructions, professional mechanical plaque

removal, antiseptics and antibiotics.

Results: Out of 79 trials included in this study all trials had subgingival

instrumentation as intervention, oral hygiene instructions were given in

38 trials (48.1%), professional mechanical plaque removal was performed

in 19 trials (24.1%), antiseptics were used in 10 trials (12.7%) as well as

antibiotics (12.7%). Completeness and transparency of interventions was

very poor for all interventions. For subgingival instrumentation trials were

mostly lacking information on tailoring (98.7%), assessment of how well

intervention was delivered (93.7%), anesthetic agent (93.7%) duration of

treatment session (81.0%), number of appointments (74.7%) and interven-

tion provider (72.2%). More than half trials did not provide mode of deliv-

ery (64.6%) or type of instruments (57.0%).

Conclusions: The quality of reporting non-surgical therapy of peri-

odontitis in clinical trials is inadequate and it is essential that all inter-

ventions are reported in a way to allow its replication in order to

improve clinical practice and upgrade therapy outcomes.

PERIODONTAL THERAPY – STEP 3: PERIODONTAL SURGERY AND

PERIODONTAL REGENERATION

PR096: Prerestorative crown lengthening surgery
outcomes: Influence of periodontal phenotype

G. Malamoudi1, I. Tsachouridou2, L. Tsalikis3, G. Menexes4,

G. Mikrogiorgis5, D.N. Tatakis6

1Periodontal Clinic, 251 Hellenic Airforce Hospital, Athens, Greece, 2Private

Practice, Thessaloniki, Greece, 3Department of Preventive Dentistry,

Periodontology and Implant Biology, School of Dentistry, Aristotle University

of Thessaloniki, Thessaloniki, Greece, 4Laboratory of Agronomy, School of

Agriculture, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Thessaloniki, Greece,
5Department of Endodontology, Dental School, Aristotle University of

Thessaloniki, Thessaloniki, Greece, 6Division of Periodontology, College of

Dentistry, The Ohio State University, Columbus, USA

Background and Aim: Clinicians are often asked to restore teeth with

short clinical crowns, subgingival fractures or decay. In such cases,

crown lengthening surgery (CLS) is required.

The aim of this study was to assess the influence of periodontal phe-

notype on gingival margin position following CLS.

Methods: Thirty-two patients requiring CLS on one tooth were enrolled

in this study and divided into two groups (thick and thin phenotype),

according to gingival thickness. Clinical parameters (six sites/tooth) were

recorded on treated and neighboring teeth up to 3 months after
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prosthesis delivery. Sites were labelled as treated/adjacent/non-adjacent.

Alveolar crest levels were assessed on digital radiographs and the Early

Wound Healing Index (EHI) was recorded. Patients and practitioners

completed questionnaires regarding treatment outcomes.

Results: Immediately after surgery the gingival margin was apically dis-

placed by 1.8 ± 0.09 mm at treated, 1.22 ± 0.11 mm at adjacent and

0.32 ± 0.06 at non-adjacent sites. Average bone resection at treated

sites was 1.24 ± 0.94 mm, without any statistically significant difference

between phenotype groups (p = 0.595). Three months after prosthesis

delivery, at treated and adjacent sites, a statistically significant soft tissue

rebound was recorded, independently of phenotype. In non-adjacent

sites, statistically and clinically insignificant fluctuations occurred.

Throughout the study period, the average soft tissue rebound was 0.43

± 0.14 mm and 0.83 ± 0.11 mm, for thin and thick phenotype, respec-

tively, without significant difference between groups. Plaque and bleed-

ing indexes remained low and pocket depths were ≤3 mm for all sites

during study period. Early Wound Healing Index ranged between 1 and

3 for both groups. Alveolar crest levels remained unchanged post-opera-

tively. All patients and clinicians were satisfied with treatment outcomes.

Conclusions: CLS is an effective surgical procedure; however, significant

soft tissue rebound takes place during the first 6 weeks, regardless of

periodontal phenotype. Soft tissue rebound was approximately two times

greater for thick phenotype without reaching statistical significance.

PR097: Comparison of different artificial bone
substitutes for periodontal regeneration in a canine
1-wall defect model

S. Takeuchi1, S. Fukuba1, M. Okada1, K. Nohara1, R. Sato1, D. Yamaki1,

T. Matsuura1, T. Iwata1

1Department of Periodontology, Tokyo Medical and Dental University,

Bunkyo-ku, Japan

Background and Aim: The treatment of intrabony defects caused by

severe periodontal disease requires the regeneration of periodontal

tissue. Although various bone substitutes have been clinically applied

to vertical bone defect correction, the evaluation of these materials in

periodontal tissue remains incomplete. The purpose of this study was

to examine the periodontal regeneration ability of different types of

bone substitutes in a canine 1-wall bone defect model.

Methods: Four male beagle dogs were used in this study. The bilateral

mandibular third premolars were extracted. After a 12 week healing,

1-wall intrabony defects (width, 4 mm; depth, 5 mm) were prepared

bilaterally at the distal aspect of the second premolars, and the mesial

aspect of the fourth premolars. Each intrabony defect received one of

the three treatment groups: carbonate apatite (CO3Ap; Cytrans®

Granules), β-tricalcium phosphate (β-TCP; Osferion®), and control.

Microcomputed tomography (Micro-CT), histologic, and histometric

evaluations were performed 8 weeks post-surgery.

Results: There were no clinical signs of infection or wound dehis-

cences at all sites during the healing period. Two- and three-

dimensional micro-CT images of the specimens revealed new bone

formation and residual granules at CO3Ap and β-TCP groups. How-

ever coronal parts of the defect were not filled completely, and the

coronal surface of the bone was concave at the control sites.

In histometric analysis, alveolar bone height and formation of new

bone area rate are higher in CO3Ap group (76.9 ± 21.4%) and β-TCP

group (62.1 ± 12.3%) than control group (37.7 ± 11.7% p = 0.05).

Conclusions: These results demonstrate the beneficial effect of CO3Ap

on periodontal regeneration in a 1-wall intrabony defects in dogs.

PR098: The administration of injectable platelet-rich
fibrin for creeping attachment on gingival recessions

B. Guler1, B. Terzioglu1

1Faculty of Dentistry, Department of Periodontology, Kütahya Health

Sciences University, Kütahya, Turkey

Background and Aim: In recent years, platelet concentrates have been

used as an alternative to autogenous grafts in the treatment of gingival

recessions. In the literature, it has been stated that the application of

injectable platelet-rich fibrin (i-PRF) with the microneedling technique

may be effective in increasing gingival thickness through mechanisms of

neoangiogenesis, neocollagenesis and better wound healing. The aim of

this study is to evaluate the closure percentage of gingival recessions

(GR) and creeping attachment phenomenon after i-PRF application.

Methods: A total of 23 gingival recessions in five patients with RT1 gingi-

val recession who applied to the Department of Periodontology were

included in the study. The periodontal indexes were recorded after peri-

odontal therapy; gingival index, plaque index, probed pocket depth,

keratinized gingival thickness (KGT), keratinized gingival width (KGW),

amount of gingival recession at baseline (T0) and after third months. Before

the procedure, venous blood taken from the patient was centrifuged at

700 RPM for 3 min in glass tubes without additives. After local anesthesia

was applied to the gingival recession areas, 0.2 cc i-PRF for each tooth was

injected into the keratinized gingiva and mucogingival line with a dental

injector. This process was repeated once a month for 3 months.

Results: The mean gingival recession (GR) of the 23 included teeth was

1.73 mm at T0 and 1.32 mm at T1. The mean KGW was increased

0.44 mm at third months. Root closure and KGW were increased 1 mm

in 26.08% (6) of teeth and 0.5 mm in 30.43% (7) of teeth. Increased

KGW and root closure did not achieve in 10 teeth.

Conclusions: The case series were shown that i-PRF may be beneficial

in root closure and increasing KGW. The application of i-PRF may be

alternative non-surgical treatment for gingival recession and root closure.

PR099: Development of hesperitin nanofibers and
in vitro evaluation of their effects on inflammatory
cells and bone metabolism

P.M. Maquera Huacho1,2, A.L. Garcia Millás Massaguer3,

D.M. Palomari Spolidorio4, D. Grenier2
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1Department of Physiology and Pathology, School of Dentistry,

Araraquara, São Paulo State University (Unesp), FAPESP 2018/16540–8,

Araraquara, Brazil, 2Faculty of Dentistry, Oral Ecology Research Group,

Université Laval, Quebec, Canada, 3Soluções em Biotecnologia 3D -

Elaboração de Projetos Ltda, Campinas, Brazil, 4Department of

Physiology and Pathology, School of Dentistry, Araraquara, São Paulo

State University (Unesp), Araraquara, Brazil

Background and Aim: Nanofibers are a new class of biomaterials that

can promote greater cell/matrix-cell interactions and allow the incor-

poration of bioactive molecules in view to reinforce their biological

properties. Hesperitin has effective therapeutic properties such as

antioxidant, anti-inflammatory, and analgesic, in addition to exert ben-

eficial effects on bone metabolism. It is thus considered as a novel

and promising therapeutic agent for the treatment of periodontal dis-

ease. The aim of this study was to develop hesperitin nanofibers and

to evaluate their effects on (i) the secretion of proinflammatory medi-

ators and matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) in a macrophage model,

and (ii) the differentiation and metabolic activity of osteoblasts.

Methods: Nanofibers of PLLA (poly [L-lactide]) loaded with hesperitin

were developed by an electrospinning technique. Scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) analysis was used to evaluate the fiber diameters

and reveal eventual artifacts. To evaluate their biological properties,

macrophages were seeded on hesperitin nanofibers and stimulated

with Porphyromonas gingivalis (Pg), prior to determine the production

of proinflammatory cytokines and MMPs by ELISA. Cell proliferation

and osteoblastic differentiation of osteoblasts seeded on hesperitin

nanofibers were evaluated using a normal or osteogenic medium with

or without Pg stimulus; the cell viability, mineralization and alkaline

phosphatase (ALP) activity were assessed.

Results: PLLA nanofibers loaded or not with hesperitin appeared ran-

domly oriented and thick, and showed small interfibrillar spaces. Hesperitin

nanofibers demonstrated a capacity to significantly inhibit the production

of IL-6, IL-8, IL-1β, TNF-α, MMP-2 and MMP-9 by macrophages stimu-

lated with Pg. Moreover, osteoblasts seeded on hesperitin nanofibers

showed a significant increase in cell viability, proliferation, mineralization

nodules formation and ALP activity with and without Pg stimulus.

Conclusions: This study brought evidence that hesperitin nanofibers

possess a therapeutic potential through their anti-inflammatory and oste-

ogenesis properties, thus suggesting that they may be promising for the

treatment of periodontal disease if used in a local drug delivery system.

PR100: Clinical benefits, patients' oral health-related
quality of life and cost-effectiveness analysis in the
management of residual periodontal pockets: A pilot
study

N.Q. Salehuddin1,2, B.A. Md Sabri3, F. Ariffin1

1Centre of Periodontology Studies, Universiti Teknologi MARA, Sg Buloh,

Malaysia, 2Oral Health Division, Ministry of Health, Putrajaya, Malaysia,
3Population Oral Health and Clinical Prevention, Universiti Teknologi

MARA, Sg Buloh, Malaysia

Background and Aim: The ideal goal of periodontal treatment is to

eliminate dental biofilm and to reduce periodontal tissue inflamma-

tion in deep pocket depths and prevent further disease progres-

sion. These goals are often achieved by either non-surgical and

surgical management during active phase therapy. This study aims

to evaluate the differences between non-surgical (NS) and surgical

(S) management on residual pockets of patients with Stage III peri-

odontitis in relation to clinical endpoints, OHQoL, and cost-

effectiveness.

Methods: This prospective, single-centre, non-randomized clinical trial

consisted of 10 Stage III Periodontitis patients. Participants were

those that had undergone initial phase therapy and were recruited

from January 2019 to March 2020 based on purposive sampling

method from all clinics in UiTM Sg Buloh based on the inclusion and

exclusion criteria and were divided into NS (re-root debridement

alone) and S management (access flap surgery with re-root debride-

ment). This study examined two clinical parameters: Clinical Attach-

ment Level (CAL) and Probing Pocket Depth (PPD), two sets of

Quality-of-Life questionnaires: European-Quality of Life-Five-Dimen-

sion-Three-Level (EQ-5D-3L) and short-Oral Health Impact Profile-14

(s-OHIP-14) and the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) for

each type of treatment.

Results: A greater improvement (p < 0.05) in PPD reduction in the S

group compared to NS. However, there was no superiority between

treatment groups in terms of CAL gain and changes in total OHQoL

scores. ICER for surgical intervention to achieve one QALY gain and

one CAL gain was MYR307.37 (EUR65.01) and RM3442.61

(EUR728.15) respectively. As for the ICER for non-surgical therapy to

obtain one QATY gain is RM938.04 (EUR198.40).

Conclusions: Surgical management provides a greater outcome in

relation to PPD reduction despite no difference seen in CAL gain and

OHQoL changes between both groups. The ICER for one CAL gain

and the ICER for one QALY gain in the surgical group were highly

cost-effective when compared to GDP per capita (RM45,212.00/

EUR9562.79).

PR101: Adhesion and biofilm formation of
Aggregatibacter actinomycetemcomitans on dPTFE
membrane and dentine

G. Begi�c1, D. Kuiš2,3,4, O. Cvijanovi�c Peloza5, I. Gobin1

1Faculty of Medicine, Department of Microbiology and Parasitology,

University of Rijeka, Rijeka, Croatia, 2Faculty of Dental Medicine,

Department of Periodontology, University of Rijeka, Rijeka, Croatia,
3Faculty of Dental Medicine and Health, Department of Dental Medicine,

Josip Juraj Strossmayer University of Osijek, Osijek, Croatia, 4Clinical

Hospital Centre, Rijeka, Croatia, 5Department of Anatomy, Faculty of

Medicine, University of Rijeka, Rijeka, Croatia

Background and Aim: Biomaterials and barrier membranes are used in

periodontal regenerative procedures. Since the presence of bacteria

can affect cellular responses and biological events on materials, the
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aim was to examine the adhesion and dynamics of Aggregatibacter

actinomycetemcomitans biofilm formation on dPTFE membranes and den-

tin and possible impact of frequently used antibiotic amoxsicillin/clavulanic

acid (AMC) on antiadhesive and antibiofilm effect on this bacterium.

Methods: A suspension of A. actinomycetemcomitans at a concentra-

tion of 107 CFU/ml was added to salivary coated dPTFE membranes

and dentine discs, followed by incubation under anaerobic conditions

at 35�C. Adhesion and biofilm were quantified by determining the

number of bacteria after rinsing the planktonic bacteria and release of

bacteria from biofilm by ultrasonic treatment. The antiadhesive and

antibiofilm effect of AMC, 1/4 MIC and ½ MIC concentrations, was

determined by the same procedure. Selected subinhibitory concentra-

tions of AMC were added to the test material at the same time as the

bacterial suspension. The antiadhesive effect was examined after 4 h

and the antibiofilm effect after 72 h. The dynamics of biofilm produc-

tion and the effect of antibiotics was monitored by microscopic tech-

niques (Dead Live fluorescence and SEM).

Results: Adhesion and initial biofilm formation on dPTFE membranes

and dentine discs were equal. However, the number of bacteria in the

72 h old biofilm was significantly higher on the dentine discs. The

investigated subinhibitory concentrations of AMC had no effect on

adhesion and biofilm formation.

Conclusions: dPTFE membranes are less susceptible to

Aggregatibacter actinomycetemcomitans compared to dentin. Due to

their physical properties, dPTFE membranes could contribute in

reduction of adhesion and the formation of bacterial biofilm, and thus

yield a better outcome when used in periodontal regenerative

procedures.

PR102: Modified minimally invasive technique with
incomplete removal of granulation tissue. A novel
technique. Case series

A. Ibrahim1, H. El Nahass1, O. Tawfik1

1Periodontology, Cairo University, Cairo, Egypt

Background and Aim: Although granulation tissue removal was not

critical for optimum healing in periodontal surgery, it has been

removed routinely from infrabony defects. Infected GT extracted from

infra-bony defects contain cells with stem cell markers. These cells

have osteogenic potential. It was stated that the removal of tissues

from infrabony defects in moderate defects causes loss of

supracrestal fibers, which are important in preventing bone and

attachment loss. Our study aims to detect the clinical and radiographic

outcomes of incomplete removal of GT in pockets with infra-bony

defects treated with (M-MIST).

Methods: Seven patients with written consent were recruited. Their

Selection criteria:

1. pockets (≥5 mm) with infrabony defect (≥2 mm).

2. healthy compliant patient.

Exclusion criteria:

1. pregnancy,

2. smoking,

3. ≥grade 2 mobility.

Surgical phase: a modified or simplified papilla preservation incision then

a full thickness flap was elevated. Debridement using mini-curettes with

excision of the unattached GT, leaving well attached GT intact. Then irri-

gation before suturing with modified internal mattress suture.

Results:

Conclusions: Incomplete removal of GT with M-MIST showed clinical

improvements with no signs of bone regeneration. This study explores

the role of incomplete removal of GT in infra-bony defects.

PR103: Cytotoxicity and cytocompatibility test of two
different dermal matrices used for periodontal/peri-
implant soft tissue regeneration: An in vitro analysis of
pre-hydrated and dry form

R. Reda1, A. Zanza1, M. D'Angelo1, G. Miccoli1, D. Di Nardo1,

L. Testarelli1, R. Guarnieri1

1Oral and Maxilo-Facial Sciences, Sapienza University of Rome, Rome,

Italy

Background and Aim: The aim of the present study was to compare

the in vitro cytotoxicity and cytocompatibility of a porcine dry acellu-

lar dermal matrix (PDADM) vs. a porcine hydrated acellular dermal

matrix (PHADM) used for soft tissue regeneration, both for periodon-

tal and peri-implant regeneration.

Methods: Two standard cytotoxicity tests, namely the lactate dehy-

drogenase (LTT) and MTT (3- [4, 5-dimethyl-2-thiazolyl] -2,

5-diphenyl-2H-tetrazoliumbromide), were performed using human

stem cells. Human primary mesenchymal stem cells (HPMSCs) were

selected for this study, cultivated in eluates from matrices incubated

for 10 min, 1 h, or 24 h in serum-free cell culture medium. Two stan-

dard quantitative cytocompatibility tests, namely Trypan exclusion

method (TEM), and reagent WST-1 test (4–3- [4-iodophenyl] -2-

[4-nitrophenyl] -2H- [5-tetrazolium] -1, 3 -benzol- disulfonate) were

Data Mean p value

Age 37 ± 3.95 years —

FMPS (full mouth plaque score) 15.64 ± 2.19 —

FMBS (full mouth bleeding score) 17 ± 1.22 —

CAL 8 ± 2.08 —

RPD 7 ± 2.2 —

CAL gain 2 ± 0.87 0.062

RPD reduction 3.1 ± 0.96 0.017

Recession increase 0.85 ± 0.26 0.017

Defect depth 2.767 ± 2.3 —
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performed using HPMSCs seeded directly on a PDADM and PHADM

after 7 days.

Results: The results of Cytotoxicity levels were low for both PHADM

and PDADM, peaking in short-term eluates and decreasing with lon-

ger incubation times. However, they were lower for PDADM with a

statistically significant difference (p < 0.005), The WST and the TEM

testes revealed significantly better quantitative cytocompatibility of

HPMSCs on PHADM compared to PDADM.

Conclusions: The current study found a different biologic behavior

between PHADM vs. PDADM, proving as new evidence, the hydrate

form is a better substrate in terms of cytotoxicity and

cytocompatybility.

PR104: Long-term stability 10 years after regenerative
treatment of infrabony defects: A retrospective two-
center cohort-study

I. Koronna1, B. Schacher1, T. Ramich1, K. Nickles1, S. Sonnenschein2,

T.-S. Kim2, P. Eickholz1, H. Petsos1

1Periodontology, Center of Dentistry and Oral Medicine (Carolinum),

Johann Wolfgang Goethe-University Frankfurt/Main, Frankfurt am Main,

Germany, 2Section of Periodontology, Department of Conservative

Dentistry, Clinic for Oral, Dental and Maxillofacial Diseases, University

Hospital Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Germany

Background and Aim: Clinical evaluation of long-term stability of

attachment gain in infrabony defects (IBD) 10 years after regenerative

treatment.

Methods: Two centers [Frankfurt (F), Heidelberg HD)] invited for re-

examination 120 ± 12 months after regenerative therapy, if complete

baseline- and 12-month-examinations [plaque/gingival index (PlI/GI),

periodontal probing depths (PPD), clinical attachment level (CAL)]

were available. Re-examination included clinical examination (PPD,

CAL, PlI/GI, plaque control record, gingival bleeding index, periodontal

risk assessment) and review of patient charts [number of supportive

periodontal care (SPC) visits].

Results: Both centers included 58 patients [30 females; median base-

line age: 51.5 years; lower/upper quartile: 45.0/59.0 years;

10 smokers, F: 49, HD: 9] for analyses, each contributing one IBD.

Ten teeth were lost. For the remaining 48 teeth regenerative therapy

showed significant CAL gain after 1 (3.0; 2.0/4.5 mm; p < 0.0001) and

10 (3.0; 1.5/4.0 mm; p < 0.0001) years. CAL remained stable from

1 to 10 years postoperatively (�0.5; �1.0/1.0 mm; p = 0.540). Multi-

ple regression analyses revealed positive association of CAL at

12-month-examination and CAL gain from 1 to 10 years (p = 0.001)

as well as tooth loss (p = 0.040).

Conclusions: Regenerative therapy of IBDs showed stable results over

10 years. CAL 1 year postoperatively is associated with CAL gain and

tooth loss between 1 and 10 years.

PR105: Histological evaluation of cross-linked
hyaluronic acid-gel with or without a collagen matrix
for periodontal wound healing/regeneration of class III
furcation defects in dogs

Y. Shirakata1, T. Imafuji1, Y. Shinohara1, T. Nakamura1, M. Iwata1,

F. Setoguchi1, K. Noguchi1, A. Sculean2

1Department of Periodontology, Kagoshima University Graduate School

of Medical and Dental Sciences, Kagoshima, Japan, 2Department of

Periodontology, School of Dental Medicine, University of Bern, Bern,

Switzerland

Background and Aim: We have recently reported that cross-linked

hyaluronic acid (xHyA) induces favorable periodontal regeneration in

gingival and 2-wall-intrabony defects in dogs. However, at present, no

data is available on the potential effects of xHyA on periodontal

healing in furcation defects. Therefore, the aim of this study was to

histologically evaluate the effects of xHyA alone or combined with a

collagen matrix (CM) on the periodontal wound healing/regeneration

in class III furcation defects in dogs.

Methods: Class III furcation defects were surgically created at the

mandibular 2nd, 3rd and 4th premolars in six beagle dogs. The defects

were randomly treated as follows: open flap debridement

(OFD) + CM (CM group), OFD + xHyA (xHyA group), OFD + xHyA

+ CM (xHyA/CM group) and OFD alone (OFD group). At 10 weeks,

the animals were euthanized, and the tissues evaluated histologically.

Results: The areas of newly formed bone in the xHyA (4.37

± 1.87 mm2) and xHyA/CM (4.28 ± 1.22 mm2) groups were larger

than those in the OFD (3.23 ± 1.25 mm2) and CM (3.48 ± 2.22 mm2)

groups. The xHyA (6.65 ± 1.44 mm) and xHyA/CM (6.22 ± 1.46 mm)

groups yielded statistically significantly (p < 0.001) greater formation

of new attachment (i.e., linear length of newly formed cementum adja-

cent to newly formed bone, with inserting collagen fibers) compared

with OFD (1.68 ± 1.50 mm) group. The xHyA group demonstrated the

highest amounts of regenerated tissues, although no statistically sig-

nificant differences in any of the histometric parameters were

observed between the xHyA and xHyA/CM groups.

Conclusions: Within their limits, the present results suggest that xHyA

alone or combined with CM promotes periodontal wound healing/

regeneration in Class III furcation defects in dogs.

This study was partly funded by REGEDENT AG (Zurich, Switzerland)

and by Grants-in-Aid for Scientific Research C (No.20 K10011) from

the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science.

PR106: The effectiveness of hydroxyapatite in dental
socket preservation. A systematic review

N.S. Razali1, L.T. Younis1, M.I. Abu Hassan1

1Universiti Teknologi Mara, Sungai Buloh, Malaysia

Background and Aim: This review explored the recent reports on

hydroxyapatite fillers used in socket preservation procedures. The
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reported outcomes of hydroxyapatite (HA) on alveolar bone regenera-

tion were structurally evaluated. To the best of our knowledge, no

recent systematic reviews have previously reported the outcomes of

using HA specifically alone or in combination with other materials in

socket preservation.

Methods: English-language databases (Medline, Cochrane and

ScienceDirect) were searched for articles published from 2015 to

2021 with the terms “hydroxyapatite,” “alveolar bone height” and

“socket preservation.” The inclusion criteria were set up for human

trials with at least 10 patients. The studies must involve the measure-

ments of alveolar bone height and width clinically or radiographically,

and histological or histomorphometric analysis of bone formation.

Two independent reviewers reviewed eligible articles and extracted

the data, and their agreement was assessed by k value.

Results: The initial search identified 45 studies. After a thorough eval-

uation of the papers, 15 studies were included in this systemic review.

In 3 studies, hydroxyapatite was used solely in ridge preservation. Out

of the remaining 12 investigations, HA was combined with organic

materials in 4 studies, with inorganic materials in 6 studies, and com-

bined with both organic and inorganic materials in 2 studies. The

majority of the studies performed both clinical measurements and

dental imaging. Five studies did not implement histological and

histomorphometric investigations.

Conclusions: The use of hydroxyapatite substitute interfered with the

normal healing process, with significant differences found when the

HA fillers are mixed with organic substances. The use of multiple

methods increases the robustness of results and assure assuring the

validity of research. Synthetic HA is a non-resorbable material that

may affect healing process. This issue is probably tackled by blending

HA with other inorganic or organic materials. HA alone can produce

better results when used in the form of nano-structure fillers.

PR107: Platelet rich fibrin with or without xenograft in
the regenerative treatment of intrabony periodontal
defects in smokers and non-smokers: A randomized
clinical trial

F. Karayürek1, H. Begeç2, E.T. Kadiro�glu3, A. Gülses4, M. Ayna5,

S. Jepsen5

1Department of Periodontology, Çankırı Karatekin University, Çankırı,

Turkey, 2Private Clinic, Diyarbakır, Turkey, 3Department of

Periodontology, Dicle University, Diyarbakır, Turkey, 4Department of Oral

and Maxillofacial Surgery, Christian Albrechts University, Kiel, Germany,
5Department of Periodontology, University of Bonn, Bonn, Germany

Background and Aim: It was the aim of this study to evaluate the

effects of platelet rich fibrin (L-PRF) with or without xenograft in the

treatment of periodontal intrabony defects in smokers and non-

smokers.

Methods: Two groups of Stage III periodontitis patients (smokers, >15

cig. /day, n = 12 and non-smokers, n = 15) in need of step 3 periodon-

tal therapy underwent regenerative surgery of contralateral intrabony

defects randomly assigned in a split-mouth fashion to either PRF

alone or PRF + deproteinized bovine bone mineral. The following out-

comes were assessed by a blinded examiner at baseline and 6 months

postoperatively: plaque index, probing depth (PD), clinical attachment

levels (CAL), and radiographic bone levels (RBL). Independent samples

Results: At 6 months no differences in PD reduction were observed

between the groups. A significantly higher CAL gain was obtained fol-

lowing the combined therapy compared to PRF alone in smokers

(1.61 ± 0.53 mm vs. 0.87 ± 0.06 mm) (p = 0.032). Significantly more

radiographic bone fill (RBL at baseline – RBL at 6 months) was mea-

sured in non-smokers compared to smokers with PRF alone (2.62

± 1.16 mm vs. 1.60 ± 1.06 mm) (p = 0.019) and with PRF + xenograft

(3.90 ± 1.39 mm vs. 2.34 ± 0.94 mm) (p = 0.001). Also, in non-

smokers the difference in radiographic bone fill between PRF and

PRF + xenograft was significant.

Conclusions: Both treatment modalities (PRF with/without xenograft)

led to favorable healing in both groups of patients. The addition of a

xenograft seemed to enhance the outcomes. Overall, superior results

were obtained in non-smokers compared to smokers.

PR355: The Flap Design in Periodontal Regenerative
Procedure-A Workflow

T. Ori Nachshon1, R. A.Lev1, A. Tadir1, E. Maayan Cheifetz1, Y. Arbel1,

E. Averbuch Zehavi1, E. Shperberg Krumer1, R. Gadassi1,

S. Keshales-Shultz1, S. Via1

1Sheba Tel Hashomer Medical Center, Periodontology, Ramat Gan, Israel

Background: Periodontal regeneration procedure requires a flap that

is designed according To the bony-defect location in a manner that

preserves maximal amount of gingival tissue in order to obtain ten-

sion-free, complete coverage of the osseous defect.

The aim of this report was to describe criteria for selecting flap design

in periodontal regenerative therapy.

Description of the procedure: Work flowWe present two cases that

concisely demonstrates the principles of flap design.

The Two cases were affected by Periodontitis Stage 3/4 grade C and

were treated in our department.

Case 1

Presents An extensive crater defect involving the buccal and inter

proximal aspects of teeth no.35-36. An intra-sulcular incision was

made along the lingual and buccal aspects of the teeth with a semilu-

nar incision across the interdental area between teeth no.35-36, this

in order to avoid locating the incision directly on the defect and thus

enabling a tension free complete coverage of the defect. (Takei et al.

(1985))

Case 2

This procedure demonstrates a minimally invasive surgery under den-

tal microscope vision. Minimally invasive semilunar incision on the

buccal papilla of teeth no.41-42 was performed.

The mini-flap was raised towards the lingual side exposing the defect.
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(Cortellini et al.(1995b,1999), Cortellini and Tonetti (2007))

In both cases, after debridement, the defects were filled with enamel

matrix derivate and bone graft. The mini-flap was returned to the lin-

gual and buccal sides respectively and sutured tension free. In both

cases the healing was an uneventful.

Outcomes: The two cases illustrate the criteria for selecting the flap

design for periodontal regenerative therapy.

Conclusions: Optimal flap design can improve the success rate of

regenerative procedures.

PREVENTION AND SUPPORTIVE PERIODONTAL CARE

PR108: Oral health-related quality of life and patient-
related outcome measures after 10 years of
supportive periodontal care

H. Petsos1,2, P. Eickholz1, B. Pretzl3, L. Vogt4

1Periodontology, Center of Dentistry and Oral Medicine (Carolinum),

Johann Wolfgang Goethe-University Frankfurt/Main, Frankfurt am Main,

Germany, 2Private Practice, Soest, Germany, 3Section of Periodontology,

Department of Conservative Dentistry, Clinic for Oral, Dental and

Maxillofacial Diseases, University Hospital Heidelberg, Heidelberg,

Germany, 4Private Practice, Lennestadt, Germany

Background and Aim: Aim of this retrospective study was to evaluate

oral health-related quality of life (oHRQoL) and patient-related out-

come measures (PROMs) after 10 years of supportive periodontal

care (SPC).

Methods: Patients were re-examined 120 ± 12 months after active

periodontal therapy. Dental and periodontal status as well as oHRQoL

by completing Oral Health Impact Profile-G49 (OHIP-G49) and

PROMs by marking a visual analogue scale (VAS) for self-perceived

esthetic (VASe), chewing function (VASc), and hygiene ability (VASh)

were assessed. Patient- and tooth-related factors influencing oHRQoL

and PROMs were assessed.

Results: One hundred and eight periodontally compromised patients

(59 female, mean age 65.4 ± 10.7 years) lost 135 teeth during

10 years of SPC. At re-examination 1.8% of all sites showed PPD

>5 mm. Mean OHIP-G49 sum score was 17.6 ± 18.5, VAS achieved

76.0 ± 22.5 (VASe), 86.3 ± 16.3 (VASc), and 79.8 ± 15.8 (VASh). Lin-

ear regression analyses identified a positive correlation for private

insurance status (OHIP-G49, VASc, VASh) and adherent SPC (VASe,

VASh), and a negative correlation for active smoking (VASc) and

increasing BOP (VASh) at start of SPC.

Conclusions: After 10 years of SPC, the achieved values for oHRQoL

and PROMs express a high satisfaction of most patients with their oral

status. Insurance status, adherence, smoking status, and BOP were

identified as influencing factors.

PR109: Is there a relationship between coffee and
periodontal diseases?

M. Morris1, E. Batista1, N. Hamdan1

1Faculty of Dentistry, Periodontics Division, Dalhousie University, Halifax,

Canada

Background and Aim: Periodontitis is an inflammatory disease that

affects the hard and soft tissues of the periodontium that supports the

teeth. There have been reported health benefits to coffee consumption

and therefore, the aim of the review is to gather information from the

available literature to determine if there is a relationship between cof-

fee consumption and periodontal diseases. Coffee is one of the most

consumed beverages in the World, especially in Europe and North

America. There have been health benefits reported regarding coffee

intake due to the presence of caffeine (1,3,7-trimethylxanthine), chlo-

rogenic acid and diterpenes (cafestol and kahweol). In addition, there

have been reports of the beneficial effects of coffee on general health

and chronic diseases, of note obesity and type 2 diabetes.

The aim of the review is to gather information from the available liter-

ature to determine if coffee has an effect on periodontal diseases.

Methods: Following a comprehensive search of the literature, two

cross-sectional studies and two cohort studies were available. The

inclusion criteria included a human population with diagnosed peri-

odontitis or gingivitis. The exclusion criteria sought to eliminate con-

founding factors, for example, age, body mass index (BMI), smoking,

diabetes, alcohol consumption and other caffeinated beverages such

as tea and soft drinks.

Results: The findings were varied due to the study designs and data

collection.

Conclusions: However, coffee consumption from the available evi-

dence appears to have a beneficial effect on preventing severe

periodontitis.

PR110: Risk factors for tooth loss and progression of
periodontitis in patients undergoing periodontal
maintenance therapy in an Asian cohort

S.F.D. Siow1, X.J.E. Goh1, M.A.M. Ong1, P. Preshaw2

1Restorative Dentistry (Periodontics Unit), National Dental Centre

Singapore, Singapore, Singapore, 2School of Dentistry, University of

Dundee, Dundee, UK

Background and Aim: The aim of this study was to investigate patient,

tooth, and site-level factors that may predict tooth loss and periodon-

titis progression in an Asian patient population who had undergone at

least 5 years of periodontal maintenance.

Methods: In this retrospective cohort study, 135 patients were exam-

ined after active periodontal therapy (APT) and periodontal mainte-

nance for 5.1–8.7 years (mean 6.16 ± 0.74 years). Logistic regression
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models were applied to identify the association of risk factors with

tooth loss and disease progression.

Results: At the patient level, multivariate logistic regression analysis

identified Stage IV periodontitis as a risk factor for tooth loss

(OR = 1.52; 95% CI [1.24, 1.86], p < 0.001). At the tooth level, fac-

tors associated with tooth loss were residual PPD ≥7 mm at the end

of APT (OR = 3.01; 95% CI [1.14, 7.94], p < 0.05), Grade 1 and 2 fur-

cation involvement (OR = 2.11; 95% CI [1.1, 4.05], p < 0.05, and

OR = 2.57; 95% CI [1.1, 6.0], p < 0.05, respectively) and Grade 1, 2

and 3 mobility (OR = 4.49; 95% CI [2.36, 8.51], OR = 10.79; 95% CI

[4.87, 23.88] and OR = 35.99; 95% CI [6.34, 204.17] respectively, all

p < 0.001). At the tooth level, factors associated with disease pro-

gression were residual PPD 5 and 6 mm at the end of APT

(OR = 2.02; 95% CI [1.2, 3.4], p < 0.01) and OR = 2.41; 95% CI

[1.22, 4.76], p < 0.05, respectively) and Grade 1, 2 and 3 furcation

involvement (OR = 2.9; 95% CI [1.99, 4.23], p < 0.001, OR = 5.65:

95% CI [3.04, 10.48], p < 0.001 and OR = 4.43; 95% CI [1.03,

19.02], p < 0.05, respectively). At the site level, residual

PPD = 6 mm and ≥7 mm at the end of APT were associated with an

increased risk of tooth loss (OR = 11.74; 95% [CI 7.58, 18.19],

p < 0.001 and OR = 28.12; 95% CI [19.17, 41.24], p < 0.001,

respectively).

Conclusions: Stage IV periodontitis, residual PPD ≥7 mm at the end of

APT, furcation involvement, and tooth mobility are risk factors for

tooth loss. Residual PPD 5–6 mm at the end of APT and furcation

involvement are risk factors for disease progression.

PR111: Complex treatment of chronic gingivitis using
medicines of bioregulatory therapy

N. Bagdasaryan1, V. Erichev1, T. Aksenova1

1Kuban State Medical University, Krasnodar, Russian Federation

Background and Aim: Gingivitis against the background of a low level

of reactivity of an organism (LR) is associated with the risk of relapse

or transition to periodontitis. LR can be corrected by the use of medi-

cines with bioregulatory effects.

Aim. To evaluate the effectiveness of complex treatment of gingivitis

with the use of bioregulatory medicines.

Methods: Treatment of gingivitis in the Control group (46 humans)

was carried out in accordance with the FDI algorithm (2019), in the

Main group (56 humans - with the additional use of Traumeel C and

Coenzyme compositum bioregulatory medicines. LR (Harkavi L.H.,

2015) and the clinical picture were evaluated before treatment after

6, 12 and 24 months.

Results: The initial low LR was determined in 32.6% of patients of the

Control group. After 6 months in 60% of patients with persistent low LR

relapses were revealed in 88.8% of cases. After 12 and 24 months low

LR persisted in 40% and 20% of observed patients, correspondingly.

Relapses were revealed in 83.3% and 100% of cases, correspondingly.

An initial low LR was determined in 48.1% of patients of the Main

group. After 6 months in 88.5% of them an increase of LR to medium

and high was noted, while no cases of relapse were detected. After

12 months low LR was revealed in only one patient (3.8%), the clinical

picture matched to remission. After 24 months low LR was not

detected, only one of observed patients had a relapse.

Conclusions: In most cases, more frequent relapses are detected

against the background of traditional therapy for gingivitis, with a

persisting initial low LR.

Treatment with bioregulatory medicines promotes a stable positive

transformation of LR at all follow-up periods and a significant

decrease of the number of relapses.

[Correction added on 8 July 2022, after first online publication: The sen-

tence "Рецидивы выявлены в 83.3% и 100% случаев, соответственно."

from Result section was removed on this version.]

PR112: Using a new device for subgingival air-
polishing during supportive periodontal therapy

A.B. Kruse1, B.J. Wölki1, J.P. Wölber1, E. Frisch1,2, K. Vach3, P. Ratka-

Krüger1

1Faculty of Medicine and Medical Center, Department of Operative

Dentistry and Periodontology, University of Freiburg, Freiburg, Germany,
2Northern Hessia Implant Center, Hofgeismar, Germany, 3Faculty of

Medicine and Medical Center, Institute of Medical Biometry and

Statistics, University of Freiburg, Freiburg, Germany

Background and Aim: This randomized clinical trial investigated clini-

cal parameters using a new air-polishing device and trehalose powder

for subgingival biofilm removal compared to sonic scaling during sup-

portive periodontal therapy.

Methods: In 44 participants, 2 single-rooted teeth (pocket depth

[PD] ≥5 mm) were selected in a split-mouth design. For the experi-

mental group, one tooth was treated with a new air polishing device

(MyLunos® Pro air-polishing handpiece with Perio nozzle, Dürr Dental

SE, Bietigheim-Bissingen, Germany), while a second tooth was treated

with sonic scaling (SONICflex™ with tip Perio long, KaVo, Biberach/

Ris, Germany) for the control group. Probing depth (PD), clinical

attachment level (CAL), and bleeding on probing (BOP) were recorded

at baseline (T0) and after 3 months (T1) and 6 months (T2). For the

main outcome parameter PD, a noninferiority threshold of 0.4 mm

was determined. Pain perception of the respective method was evalu-

ated by the participants using a visual analog scale (VAS; 0 = no

pain,10 = maximal pain). Linear mixed models were used for statistical

analysis, the significance level was set to p = 0.05.

Results: PD and CAL decreased without significant group differences

(PD [mean, mm] control T0 5.96, T2 4.75; experimental T0 5.96, T2

4.8; intergroup p = 0.998; CAL [mean, mm] control T0 7.38, T2

5.84; experimental T0 7.28, T2 6.34; intergroup p = 0.368). Regard-

ing BOP there were found no group differences from T0 to T2

(reduction control 42.5%; experimental 46.5% p = 0.398). A signifi-

cantly lower pain perception was observed for air-polishing com-

pared to sonic scaling (VAS [mean, mm] control 28.8, experimental

12.56; p = 0.006).
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Conclusions: The use of the new air-polishing device showed no infe-

rior clinical effects. Air-polishing appeared significantly less painful for

participants.

This study was funded by Dürr Dental SE.

PR113: Power toothbrush: Oscillating-rotating versus
high frequency

E. van der Sluijs1, D.E. Slot1, N.L. Hennequin-Hoenderdos1,

C. Valkenburg1, F. van der Weijden1

1Periodontology, Academic Centre for Dentistry Amsterdam (ACTA), a

Joint Venture between the Faculty of Dentistry of the University of

Amsterdam and Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam, Netherlands

Background and Aim: In order to come to a better understanding of

the different potential benefits between different modes of action of

power toothbrushes, there is a need for a comprehensive review that

systematically appraises and synthesizes the published evidence from

longer-term evaluations. The aim was to establish the efficacy of

oscillating-rotating power toothbrushes (OR-PTB) compared to high-

frequency sonic power toothbrushes (HFS-PTB) on improving param-

eters of plaque and gingival inflammation. Safety and participants'

preference were secondary interests.

Methods: MEDLINE-PubMed and Cochrane-CENTRAL databases

were searched, up to April 2021. Inclusion criteria were (randomized)

controlled clinical trials that evaluated healthy humans brushing with

an OR-PTB compared to a HFS-PTB. Evaluation period of a minimum

of 4 weeks, assessing one or more of the following parameters: plaque

index scores (PI), bleeding scores (BS), number of bleeding sites (NoB),

and gingival index scores (GI).

Results: In total 32 publications involving 38 comparisons were

included after independent screening. The descriptive analysis

showed that in 54% of the comparisons, a significant difference in

favor of the OR-PTB was found for PI, BS and GI scores. The Quigley

and Hein index showed a significant difference of means (DiffM)

between the end scores (DiffM 0.13, 95% CI [0.05;0.21] p < 0.001) as

well as for the Rustogi modified Navy index (DiffM 0.01, 95% CI

[0.01;0.03] p = 0.002). This is in line with the meta-analysis for BS

(DiffM 0.09, 95% CI [0.03;0.14] p = 0.003), for which the results were

in favor of the OR-PTB and considered potentially clinically relevant.

NoB showed a significant difference in favor of the OR-PTB for the

end scores (DiffM 3.61, 95% CI [2.63;4.58] p < 0.00001). No differ-

ence in safety was indicated, 78% of participants preferred the

OR-PTB.

Conclusions: For patients who need to obtain gingival health and

improve plaque control, there is a small but significant difference

based on longer-term studies between OR-PTB and HFS-PTB. This

difference is considered as potentially clinically relevant.

PR114: Glucose metabolism enhancement prevents
periodontal disease during life

V.C.M. Neves1, L. Satie Okajima2, E. Elbahtety1, P. Sharpe1,

A. Pelegrine2

1Centre for Craniofacial and Regenerative Biology, King's College London,

London, UK, 2Periodontology, Sao Leopoldo Mandic, Campinas, Brazil

Background and Aim: Periodontitis is an host modulated inflamma-

tory disease. Bacteria continuously challenge periodontal tissues

resulting in direct and indirect (host-mediated inflammatory) damage.

Treatment and prevention for periodontitis focuses on removal of

microorganisms, however, host inflammatory processes (HIP) are not

addressed in current strategies for management of the disease. There-

fore, we are proposing a novel, and first of its kind, approach based on

inflammatory modulation and slowing biological aging.

Methods: In vitro, in vivo, and clinical trial using glucose modulatory

drugs have been performed in non diabetic models and humans.

In vivo research was done to investigate long term systemic glucose

modulation capacity to prevent periodontal disease and understand

its mechanisms. In vitro, bulk RNAseq has been performed in glucose

modulated cells to investigated the molecular profile of the effect of

glucose modulatory drugs. Finally, a double blind randomised clinical

trial is ongoing where we are systemically modulating participants glu-

cose metabolism to investigate systemic and local inflammation, as

well as periodontal parameters.

Results: In vivo, systemic glucose modulation enhances DNA damage

repair signalling in the gingiva, lowers inflammation, preventing natural

life bone loss in aged animals (18 months old). In vitro, glucose modu-

lation on cells decrease senescence. Clinical trial is ongoing.

Conclusions: Glucose modulation is of particular interest in clinical

translational research in Periodontics and healing since it influences

fundamental aging mechanisms that underlie multiple natural age-

related conditions, such as periodontitis.

PR115: The efficacy of powered toothbrushes: A
systematic review and network meta-analysis

T. Thomassen1, F. van der Weijden1, D.E. Slot1

1Periodontology, ACTA Amsterdam, Amsterdam, Netherlands

Background and Aim: Toothbrushing is considered the most efficient

way to remove dental plaque and prevent periodontal diseases. The

purpose of the present study was to systematically evaluate the avail-

able clinical evidence concerning efficacy with respect to plaque

scores following a brushing action with an oscillating-rotating (OR) or

high-frequency sonic (HFS) powered toothbrush compared to a man-

ual toothbrush (MTB) as control and synthesize this with a network

meta-analysis (NMA).

Methods: Databases were searched up to April 15, 2021, for clinical

trials that evaluated the efficacy of a PTB with an OR or HFS
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technology compared to an MTB on plaque removal after a single

brushing action and conducted with healthy adult patients. Meta-

analysis (MA) and a NMA were performed.

Results: Twenty-eight eligible publications, including 56 relevant

comparisons, were retrieved. The overall NMA results for the mean

post-brushing score showed a statistically significant difference for

the comparison between OR and MTB. The change in plaque score

data showed a significant effect of PTB over MTB and OR over

HFS. Based on ranking, the OR was highest, followed by the HFS

and the MTB.

Conclusions: Within the limitations of the present study design, it can

be concluded that for dental plaque removal there is a high certainty

for a small effect of a PTB over an MTB. This supports the recommen-

dation to use a powered toothbrush for daily plaque removal. There is

moderate certainty for a very small benefit for the use of a powered

toothbrush with an OR over an HFS mode of action. The clinical rele-

vance of the very small but significant difference in favor of OR over

HFS PTB technology needs further appraisal based on longer-term

studies.

PR116: Characteristics of drop-out patients from a
specialized university-based supportive periodontal
therapy - the role of attachment, dental fear, and
critical attitudes

R. Kowalski1, M. Cyris1, A. Geiken1, C.E. Dörfer1, J.C. Ehrenthal2,

C. Graetz1

1Clinic of Conservative Dentistry and Periodontology, University of Kiel,

Kiel, Germany, 2Department of Psychology, University of Cologne,

Cologne, Germany

Background and Aim: As data on the long-term impact of different

psychological variables on periodontitis are scarce, the aim of this

study was to investigate differences in psychological factors in

patients with periodontal disease in order to determine the reasons

for adherence and non-adherence with supportive periodontal ther-

apy (SPT) in a university setting.

Methods: A random sample of n = 119 with chronic periodontitis

(1999 Classification of Periodontal Diseases) were examined as a part

of a questionnaire-based, cross-sectional survey. All patients had

received active periodontal treatment (APT: first [T0] and last appoint-

ment with reevaluation [T1]) before 2016 in a university setting (Kiel).

Patients, who showed sufficient adherence to SPT of ≥2 years

(maximum ±6 months of deviation between setting SPT intervals,

last visit and questionnaire at T2) were assigned to the adherence

group (AG: n = 58) or, if they interrupted the SPT to the non-

adherence group (NAG: n = 61). Treatment outcomes including

oral health-related quality of life (OHrQoL) and various psychologi-

cal parameters (hierarchical anxiety questionnaire (HAQ), psycholog-

ical attachment (short version of Experiences in Close

Relationships-Revised [ECR-RD8]) were assessed and tested for

differences and associations using ANOVAs, chi-square tests and

Pearson correlation analysis.

Results: The average observation time was similar in both groups

(test/control: 15.9 (8.9)/14.9 (10.6) years). In exploratory sequential

mediation models, there was no significant direct effect of attachment

on treatment discontinuation (effect = 0.12, LLCI = �0.44,

ULCI = 0.68). However, a significant indirect path of ECR-RD8 attach-

ment anxiety on discontinuation of treatment mediated through den-

tal fear and number of critical attitudes/complaints (effect = 0.35,

LLCI = 0.10, ULCI = 1.19) could be detected.

Conclusions: Within the limitations of this study, dentists should be

aware that patients' anxiety, preferences and expectations in the

treatment of periodontal diseases may influence long-term adherence

and trigger discontinuation of SPT.

PR117: Oral health status among individuals 60 years
and 81 years in 2001 and 2014

S. Critén1, P. Andersson1, S. Renvert1,2, B. Götrick3, J. Sanmartin

Berglund2, V. Wallin Bengtsson1

1Faculty of Health and Science, Kristianstad University, Kristianstad,

Sweden, 2Department of Health, Blekinge Institute of Technology,

Karlskrona, Sweden, 3Faculty of Odontology, Malmö University, Malmö,

Sweden

Background and Aim: Oral health is an essential part of healthy age-

ing. With increasing age, the risks of diseases and disabilities increase.

It is crucial to seek awareness of ageing and oral health status among

older individuals to improve dental care and oral health interventions.

This study aimed to compare oral health status in individuals 60 years

between 2001 and 2014, and to compare oral health status in individ-

uals 81 years between 2001 and 2014.

Methods: The cross-sectional study was based on data from an ongo-

ing longitudinal population project, The Swedish National Study on

Aging and Care (SNAC). Oral health status was repeatedly examined

clinically and radiographically in 2001–2003 and 2014–2015 including

60 and 81 years old, in total 412 individuals.

Results: More individuals were dentate in 2014–2015 compared to

2001–2003 in the two age groups 60 and 81 years (p < 0.000 for

both). Mean number of teeth had increased in the 60-year-olds from

24.2 (SD ± 5.07) to 27.0 (SD ± 3.39) and in the 81-year-olds from

14.3 (SD ± 7.26) to 20.2 (SD ± 6.46). Mean number of at least one

intact tooth increased for both age groups 60 and 81 years (p < 0.000

and <0.003 respectively). In the age groups 81 years, there was an

increase in having at least one PPD ≥6 mm (p < 0.019) and bone loss

≥5 mm (p < 0.032) between the examinations. No such differences

were found in the age groups of 60 years.

Conclusions: Over 13 years, oral health improved for both 60- and

81-year-old age groups. The greatest changes were in the 81-year-old

where oral health had improved except for the periodontal status.

More natural teeth and impaired periodontal status have potentially
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an impact on oral health. Preventive care on an early stage is neces-

sary among old adults.

PR118: Intentions of Lithuanian dental hygienists to
leave the profession or emigrate

G. Rederiene1, A. Puriene2

1Lithuanian Dental Hygienists Association, Vilnius, Lithuania, 2Vilnius

University, Vilnius, Lithuania

Background and Aim: This study aimed to investigate dental hygien-

ists' intentions to leave the profession or emigrate and to find out

how it is related to work experience, workload, number of patients

treated, and education level of respondents.

Methods: After a written official inquiry to the Vilnius Regional Bio-

medical Research Ethical Committee, it was stated that ethics

approval was not required due to the low-risk nature of this anony-

mous study. Data were collected by e-mail in 2018. Analysis of the

data was then performed using standard statistical programs IBM

SPSS (version 17) and EXCEL 2017 for Windows.

Results: 14.2% (n = 82) of hygienists were planning to leave the pro-

fession, while 57.1% (N = 330) of them were determined to stay in

the profession and 28.7% were not sure about that. Intention to emi-

grate expressed 13.7% (n = 79) respondents, 48.6% (n = 281) had no

intentions to emigrate but 37.7% (n = 218) were not determined

whether to emigrate or not. More often intentions to emigrate

showed hygienists with less than 5 years work experience rather than

those with longer work experience (more than 5 years) (χ2 = 34,112,

df = 6, p = 0.000 < 0.05).

Hygienists working 20 or fewer hours per week were significantly

more tending to emigrate than those working 30 or more hours per

week. (χ2 = 20,333, df = 10, p = 0.026 < 0.05). Hygienists lacking

patients for their practice intended to emigrate significantly more than

dental hygienists with a sufficient number of patients (χ2 = 48,225,

df = 4, p = 0.000 < 0.05). Hygienists with BSc significantly more

intended to leave the profession than hygienists with MSc.

(χ2 = 13,676, df = 6, p = 0.033 < 0.05). Hygienists with less workload

intended to leave the profession more often than those having

enough patients (χ2 = 45,504, df = 4, p = 0.000 < 0.05).

Conclusions: Some dental hygienists tend to emigrate and/or

leave the profession and it is related to less work experience,

workload, number of patients treated, and education level of

respondents.

PR119: The efficacy of air polishing in supportive
periodontal therapy and implant maintenance: A
systematic review and meta-analysis

S.L. Tan1, N.A. Baharuddin1, N.S. Mohamed Nazari1, T.N. Mohd Dom2

1Faculty of Dentistry, Department of Restorative Dentistry

(Periodontology), Universiti Malaya, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, 2Faculty of

Dentistry, Department of Family Oral Health, Universiti Kebangsaan

Malaysia, Bangi, Selangor, Malaysia

Background and Aim: Patients who had undergone periodontal ther-

apy and implant placement require long-term professional monitoring

and periodic subgingival mechanical debridement during recall inter-

vals. This systematic review aims to assess the clinical outcomes,

patients' perception, and cost effectiveness of repeated periodontal

therapy with air polishing devices (APDs) in comparison with hand

instruments and/or power-driven instruments in Supportive Peri-

odontal Therapy (SPT) and implant maintenance.

Methods: Electronic and hand searches were performed to identify

human clinical trials of at least 6 months follow-up in SPT or implant main-

tenance published in English from 01 January 2000 to 30 April 2020.

Results: Repeated interventions using APDs in SPT patients resulted

in better clinical outcome for probing pocket depth (PPD) reduction.

There was statistically significant more PPD reduction in SPT patients

following the use of APDs (weighted mean difference 0.14, 95% con-

fidence interval �0.25 to �0.02, p = 0.02, I2 = 6%). For reduction of

bleeding on probing (BOP) and gain in clinical attachment level (CAL),

the results were comparable with hand instruments and/or power-

driven instruments. In terms of implant maintenance, APDs resulted in

promising clinical outcomes for PPD and BOP reduction whereas CAL

gain was comparable to the conventional treatment. Treatment with

APDs was associated with lower pain score based on the Visual Ana-

logue Scale (VAS) and higher patient acceptance in SPT studies. None

of the implant maintenance studies recorded patient reported out-

come. No studies assessed and reported on economic evaluation of

the intervention.

Conclusions: There is evidence to support that repeated subgingival

debridement using APDs in SPT has slight superiority in clinical

parameter with reference to PPD reduction and better patients' com-

fort, when compared to conventional treatments. There is limited evi-

dence to show that repeated application of APDs has higher potential

in improving clinical outcomes compared to conventional treatments

in implant maintenance patients.

PR120: In vitro evaluation of the abrasiveness of novel
bioactive glass powders (BiominF®) on ivory dentine in
air polishing procedures compared to selected
reference powders

K. Janaphan1, D. Gillam2, R. Hill3

1Dental Physical Sciences, Barts and the London School of Medicine and

Dentistry, Institute of Dentistry, Queen Mary University of London,

London, UK, 2Centre for Oral Bioengineering, Institute of Dentistry,

Queen Mary University of London, London, UK, 3Dental Physical

Sciences, Queen Mary University of London, London, UK

Background and Aim: To evaluate the abrasiveness of novel bioactive

glass powders (BiominF®) on ivory dentine compared to selected ref-

erence powders.
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Methods: Ivory dentine was used as the study sample. Bioactive

glasses (Biomin F® and Sylc® Blend) was compared with sodium bicar-

bonate, glycine, erythritol powders. Particle size analysis and powder

output rate were undertaken. The powders were applied for 5 and

10 s in a standardized procedure. Evaluation of wear depth on dentine

in μm was assessed using White Light Profilometry.

Results: BiominF®, Glycine, and erythritol powders showed similar

powder output rates. Bioactive glasses (BiominF® and Sylc® Blend)

resulted in significantly deeper wear depth compared to references

powders. There were no significant differences in wear depth

between sodium bicarbonate, glycine, and erythritol powders.

Conclusions: Bioactive glasses (BiominF® and Sylc® Blend) were sig-

nificantly more abrasive than sodium bicarbonate, glycine, and

erythritol powders.

PR121: A survey on oral health knowledge, attitudes
and practices among pregnant women attending four
general health hospitals in Switzerland

I. Lazaridi1, A. Zekeridou1, L. Schaub2, D. Prudente3, M. Razban4,

C. Giannopoulou1

1Division of Regenerative Dentistry and Periodontology, University of

Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland, 2Division of Orthodontics, University of

Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland, 3Division of Cariology and Endodontology,

University of Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland, 4Private Practice, Bulle,

Switzerland

Background and Aim: The importance of oral health maintenance,

education and treatment during pregnancy is now evident. By con-

ducting the present survey, we aimed to evaluate the knowledge and

practices of Swiss women regarding oral health during pregnancy.

Methods: Self-reported questionnaires were attributed to 385 women

from four public hospitals in French speaking part of Switzerland from

February 2015 to June 2016. The questionnaire consisted of 32 ques-

tions including demographic characteristics, oral health habits and

awareness of oral changes during pregnancy.

Results: The majority of women (64%) were at the third trimester of

pregnancy and had a university education (41%). Oral health was con-

sidered very important for half of the women (52%) and moderately

important for 38% of them. 71% of the women did not notice any

change concerning their oral health conditions. Of the remaining 29%,

bleeding was the main symptom reported, followed by gingival red-

ness and edema. Pain and sensitivity were also reported by few partic-

ipants. Most of the pregnant women were followed by a dentist but

not in a regular basis during pregnancy, mainly because of lack of time.

Almost half of the population had an adequate oral hygiene routine

and adapted their eating habits to a much healthier pattern during the

pregnancy period. An important proportion of the participants (71%)

was aware that pregnancy renders teeth and gums more vulnerable

and that oral health is related to adverse pregnancy outcomes. How-

ever, this information was rarely given by health professionals.

Conclusions: Although pregnant women in the French speaking

Switzerland seem to be moderately informed about the importance of

oral health during pregnancy, health-care professionals do not seem

to participate actively. A swift to a more informative attitude needs to

be undertaken by health professionals to actively promote oral health

prevention and care during pregnancy.

PR122: Levels of advanced glycation end products in
the skin of patients with gingivitis and periodontitis

M. Cyris1, E. Högele1, J. Schulz2,3, M. Laudes3,4,5, D.M. Schulte3,4,5,

C. Graetz1

1Clinic of Conservative Dentistry and Periodontology, University Hospital

of Schleswig-Holstein, Campus Kiel, Kiel, Germany, 2Department of Oral

and Maxillofacial Surgery, University Hospital of Schleswig-Holstein,

Campus Kiel, Kiel, Germany, 3Cluster of Excellence, Precision Medicine in

Chronic Inflammation, Christian-Albrechts-University of Kiel, Kiel,

Germany, 4Campus Kiel, Institute of Diabetes and Clinical Metabolic

Research, University Hospital of Schleswig-Holstein, Kiel, Germany,
5Division of Endocrinology, Diabetes and Clinical Nutrition, Department

of Internal Medicine I, University Hospital Schleswig-Holstein, Campus

Kiel, Kiel, Germany

Background and Aim: Although associations between periodontitis

(PE) and metabolic diseases are established, published data about the

correlation of advanced glycation end products (AGEs) and PE are

scarce. The aim of the study was to assess the AGE-levels in the skin

of patients with gingivitis (GI) or PE to evaluate a potential role as a

biomarker for disease severity and risk of metabolic comorbidities.

Methods: A random sample of n = 168 patients (GI/PE group:

68/100) in our outpatient clinic of Conservative Dentistry and Peri-

odontology was examined by FINDRISC questionnaire (Finnish-Dia-

betes-Risk-Score) and AGE measurement. AGEs were measured non-

invasively by an AGE reader in the skin of the forearm using

autofluorescence by ultraviolet light. Periodontal status was classified

using the 2018 classification. Group comparisons were performed

with the periodontal status and various variables of general/oral

health. p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant (two-sided).

Results: The mean (SD) age of the PE-patients (male/female:

n = 51/49) was 58.2 (17.5) years (GI: n = 20/48 (male/female;

p = 0.006); 39.4 (17.8) years; p < 0.001). They reported n = 0.7 (0.8)

general diseases (GI: n = 0.4{0.7); p = 0.013). In the PE-group a body-

mass-index of 26.5 (4.2) (GI: 25.0[4.6]; p = 0.014) was calculated and

a higher FINDRISC score resulted according to the questionnaire was

found for PE-patients compared to GI (PE/GI: 10.1 (5.1)/6.1 (4.9);

p < 0.001). PE-patients had 23.9 (5.8) teeth (GI: 26.4 (5.1) teeth;

p < 0.001) with a DFT-index of 7.1 (5.2) (GI: 5.7[6.0]; p = 0.070).

Higher AGE levels were found in PE (2.1[0.6]) versus GI (1.7[0.6];

p < 0.001), whereas no significant association could be identified

between the cardiovascular (CV) risk score in PE versus GI

(p = 0.196). A subgroup analysis in PE identified a positive association
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for patients with current gingival inflammation and higher CV-risk

score (p = 0.031).

Conclusions: There is a positive association between a higher CV-risk

score based on AGE levels in the skin and gingival inflammation during

a periodontal disease. Thus, the AGE reader could be a tool to assess

CV-risk non-invasively in active periodontal disease.

PR123: Is quantitative light-induced fluorescence a
reasonable approach for monitoring of lesion depth in
root caries lesions of patients with periodontal
history? An in vitro study

D. Kreher1, G. Schmalz1, K.-J. Park1, R. Haak1, D. Ziebolz1

1Cariology, Endodontology and Periodontology, Leipzig University,

Leipzig, Germany

Background and Aim: Patients with periodontal history often show

gingival recession, and thus exposition of root surfaces with a related

risk of carious lesions in this area. Therefore, especially diagnostic

approaches for monitoring of such lesions is needed. This in vitro

study aimed to assess carious lesions on root surfaces using quantita-

tive light-induced fluorescence (QLF) and to compare the readings

with axial lesion depth on μCT.

Methods: The root surfaces of 107 extracted human teeth were

included after visual-tactile inspection. For further analysis, the fol-

lowing parameters were assessed: clinical findings of the surface tex-

ture (non-cavitated: leathery or hard, cavitated), ΔF = % fluorescence

loss on QLF-image (QLF-D Biluminator 2+), and lesion depth (μm) on

μCT-images (Bruker Skyscan 1172). The shape of the undamaged

tooth surface of the cavitated lesions was virtually re-constructed

during μCT analysis. Statistical analysis: chi2-test, Spearman-Rho test,

regression analysis.

Results: ΔF was significantly lower in non-cavitated leathery (�50.37

± 15.10) and cavitated (�61.23 ± 9.92) compared to non-cavitated

surfaces with a hard texture (�17.04 ± 16.10, p < 0.01). For non-

cavitated surfaces, a negative correlation was observed between ΔF

and lesion depth in μCT images regardless of texture (�0.748,

p < 0.01). Regression analysis revealed that ΔF predicted lesion depth

in μCT for non-cavitated surfaces (β: 0.703, CI95: 0.67 to

�0.43, p < 0.01).

Conclusions: The percentage of fluorescence loss (ΔF) in QLF

predicted lesion depth of non-cavitated demineralized root surfaces.

Therefore, QLF can be recommended for estimating the lesion depth

of carious root lesions and seems to expand the possibilities of

follow-up and lesion monitoring, especially for non-cavitated surfaces.

Accordingly, QLF-based preventive care can be a reasonable diagnos-

tic approach for patients with exposed root surfaces caused by gingi-

val recession during supportive periodontal therapy.

PR124: Tooth loss during supportive periodontal care:
A prospective study

F. Hasan1, L. Nibali2, A. Akcali3, A. Magan-Fernandez4, C. Sun5,

N. Donos6

1Periodontology Unit, Centre for Host Microbiome Interactions, Faculty

of Dentistry, Oral & Craniofacial Sciences, King's College London, London,

UK, 2Periodontology Unit, Centre for Host Microbiome Interactions,

Faculty of Dentistry, Oral & Craniofacial Sciences, King's College London,

London, UK, 3Faculty of Health, Department of Periodontology, School of

Dentistry, Witten/Herdecke University, Witten, Germany,
4Periodontology Unit, Department of Stomatology, School of Dentistry,

University of Granada, Granada, Spain, 5Department of Periodontology,

Faculty of Dentistry, Suzhou Health College, Suzhou, China, 6Centre for

Oral Clinical Research and Centre for Oral Immunobiology and

Regenerative Medicine, Institute of Dentistry, Barts and The London,

School of Medicine and Dentistry, Queen Mary University of London,

London, UK

Background and Aim: The aim of this prospective study was to assess

the ability of a patient prognostic system (periodontal risk assessment;

PRA) to predict risk of tooth loss in a cohort of patients with peri-

odontitis undergoing supportive periodontal care (SPC) in a private

practice setting in UK.

Methods: A prospective observational study was performed on peri-

odontitis patients previously treated with active periodontal therapy.

They were followed by supportive periodontal care (SPC) for at least

5 years. Sociodemographic data were gathered and regular periodon-

tal examinations were performed during the follow-up period in the

SPC visits (pocket probing depth, clinical attachment loss, gingival

bleeding index, plaque index and number of teeth). The risk-profile

(low, moderate, high) of each patient based on PRA scoring was evalu-

ated and tooth loss rate was analyzed. PRA was tested for its associa-

tion with tooth loss and disease progression using logistic and Poisson

regression analysis.

Results: Two hundred patients were included in the study and

140 had 5-year data available for analysis. Excluding third molars,

65 teeth in total were extracted during SPC with an overall aver-

age tooth loss of 0.07 ± 0.14 teeth/patient/year. The majority of

patients who had teeth extracted belonged to the PRA high-risk

group, which presented a rate of 0.10 ± 0.15 teeth/patient/year,

while patients in the low-risk group lost fewer teeth, presenting a

rate of 0.05 ± 0.13 teeth/patient/year. Multivariable analysis

showed that patient prognosis based on PRA, baseline periodontal

diagnosis and smoking were significantly associated with tooth loss

during SPC.

Conclusions: Within the limitations of this study, it was concluded

that the periodontal risk assessment model (PRA) predicted periodon-

tal disease progression and tooth loss. Overall, the tooth loss rate of

periodontitis patient in this prospective cohort study under SPC in pri-

vate practice was low. The PRA model can be useful in customized

the risk of patients and adjusting recall intervals.
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PR125: Probiotic strain lactobacillus salivarius LS-33
SD5208 in the management of inflammation, as a
supplementary mean in the non-surgical treatment of
periodontitis

A. Gatou1, A.-E. Doufexi1, M.S. Kalamaki2

1Department of Periodontology and Implant Biology, School of Dentistry,

Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Thessaloniki, Greece, 2Department of

Science and Technology, American College of Thessaloniki, Pylaia, Greece

Background and Aim: Considering the strain, probiotics can promote

health or even act as a supplementary therapeutic agent. This double-

blind control clinical trial, aims to quantify the supplementary clinical

effect and antimicrobial properties of the probiotic strain Lactobacillus

salivarius LS-33 SD5208, as an adjunct in the non- surgical treatment

of periodontitis.

Methods: 32 systemically healthy patients, suffering from Stage III

- Grade B and C periodontitis where included. Clinical measure-

ments for bleeding on probing (BoP), plaque index (PI), probing

pocket depth (PPD) and clinical attachment level (CAL) were taken

and gingival crevicular fluid (GCF), at the baseline and 12 weeks

after scaling and root planing. Each patient was classified either to

the test group, that was administered the probiotic lozenges which

contained 4.5 � 109 CFU Lactobacillus salivarius LS-33 SD5208 or

to the control group that was administered the placebo lozenges.

Each participant was instructed to take one lozenge per day for

30 days. Quantification of P. gingivalis was performed using real

time- PCR.

Results: Statistical significant reduction of BOP, PI and PPD indexes

as well as statistical significant gain for CAL index was observed for

the intra- group comparisons. The comparison between the two

groups revealed non statistical significant results for any of the com-

parisons tested, apart from the CAL gain, whereas a 0.2 mm improve-

ment was detected for the control group. NΔCt, as a measure of the

DNA counts for P. gingivalis, revealed a statistical significant change

for intra- group analysis over the control group.

Conclusions: The present study did not show a significant difference

of using probiotics as an adjunct to non-surgical treatment of peri-

odontitis. Further studies are needed using larger sample sizes and a

longer reevaluation periods, in order to confirm any beneficial role of

probiotics as a supplementary therapeutic agent.

PR126: Surface pre-reacted glass-ionomer (S-PRG)
eluate protects gingival epithelium from penetration
by lipopolysaccharides and peptidoglycans

H. Takeuchi1, A. Atsuo2

1Preventive Dentistry, Osaka University Dental Hospital, Suita, Japan,
2Preventive Dentistry, Osaka University Graduate School of Dentistry,

Suita, Japan

Background and Aim: Surface pre-reacted glass-ionomer (S-PRG) filler

is bioactive and produced by PRG technology for use with various den-

tal materials, and known to release ions from a glass-ionomer phase

during its formation. Previously, we identified junctional adhesion mole-

cule 1 (JAM1) and coxsackievirus and adenovirus receptor (CXADR),

tight junction-associated proteins, located in the epithelial barrier of

gingival epithelium. In the present study, the tissue protective effects

of an S-PRG eluate prepared with S-PRG filler were investigated using

a three-dimensional human gingival epithelial tissue model.

Methods: Immortalized human gingival epithelial cells were

maintained in Humedia KG-2 (Kurabo). S-PRG eluate was provided

from SHOFU Inc. (Kyoto, Japan). Shigyakusan (Kyushin), a transcrip-

tion factor EB (TFEB) inhitibor, was prepared as previously described

(Ikari et al., PLoS One, 2021). A plasmid encoding shRNA against

CXADR was constructed by ligation of linear DNA into pSIREN-

RetroQ (Clontech). Cell and three-dimensional cultures, confocal

microscopic analyses, reverse transcriptional PCR, preparation of

FITC-labeled tracers, and epithelial barrier function assays were per-

formed, as previously described (Takeuchi et al., PLoS Pathog, 2019).

Results: S-PRG eluate induced CXADR expression, but not JAM1, at the

transcriptional level of messenger RNA as well as the protein level, and

also nuclear translocation of TFEB in gingival epithelial cells. Shigyakusan

markedly canceled induction of CXADR protein by S-PRG eluate. Addi-

tionally, gingival epithelial permeation by 40-kDa dextran, lipopolysac-

charide, and peptidoglycan in the 3D-tissue models were prevented by

the eluate, with those effects abrogated by knockdown of CXADR.

Conclusions: S-PRG eluate increases CXADR expression via the TFEB

pathway, inhibiting penetration of lipopolysaccharide and peptidogly-

can into subepithelial tissues.

PR127: “In vitro” study of four toothpastes for dental
sensitivity treatment

B. Gi�on Guerra1, I. Iborra1, F. Gil-Loscos1, A. L�opez-Roldán1

1Departamento de Periodoncia, Universidad de Valencia, Valencia, Spain

Background and Aim: Dental sensitivity is the most prevalent dental

pain and it is commonly treated with specific toothpastes and mouth-

washes. The hydrodynamic theory explains its pathogenesis so based

on it the aim of these dental products is to seal the dentin tubules

exposed to the external environment and resist the oral acids action.

The main toothpastes used are: calcium phosphosilicate FsCa

(Sensodyne repair and protect), stannous fluoride FSn (oral B Pro-

Expert), hydroxyapatite nanoparticulate Hap-np (Desensin Repair) and

arginine Arg (Colgate Sensitive). The purpose of this study is to evalu-

ate the dentin tubules sealing “in vitro” of these toothpastes and their

resistance to the acid action.

Methods: Two hundred thirty-two dentin disc samples were prepared

from extracted healthy molars and were divided in four study groups.

The perfusion of the tubules was studied with the Pashley machine.

Every sample was brushed for 1 min with the toothpaste at the same

pressure and perfused for 1 h. Then, it had been applied the acid
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challenge introducing the sample in Coca-Cola for 1 min and perfused

for 1 h. Finally, the samples were observed with SEM for verify the

grade of tubule seal at the different times.

Results: Perfusion results after toothpaste application:

• FSn reduces tubules permeability to 71.4%.

• Arg reduces permeability to 74.3%.

• Fs - Ca reduces permeability to 50.7%.

• Hap - np reduces permeability to 56.2%.

Perfusion results after acid challenge:

• FSn reduces tubules permeability to 66.2%.

• Arg reduces permeability to 85.2%.

• Fs - Ca reduces permeability to 67.0%.

• Hap - np reduces permeability to 55.1%.

SEM: open tubules were observed in all samples. None of the tooth-

pastes made a complete sealing.

Conclusions: The four toothpastes reduced the perfusion but the best

result was obtained with the calcium phosphosilicate. Although the

acid challenge affect to all the samples sealing, hydroxyapatite

nanoparticulate was the most resistant.

PR128: In vitro efficacy of an amine fluoride + zinc
lactate containing mouthwash

L. Schaeffer-Korbylo1, Y. Yang1

1Early Research Oral Care, Colgate-Palmolive Co., Piscataway, USA

Background and Aim: A new mouthrinse containing AmF and

ZnLactate was developed for plaque and gingivitis benefits. Prior to

clinical testing, we completed a comprehensive battery of in vitro

tests to understand the efficacy of this formula with regards to oral

bacteria and soft tissues. The AmF provided an antimicrobial effect, in

addition to acting as a fluoride source, while ZnLactate acted as an

antimicrobial and provided soft tissue benefits.

Methods: We used a traditional short-interval kill test to confirm the

antimicrobial efficacy of the mouthwash formula. In addition to tradi-

tional planktonic methods, we used a model salivary biofilm to under-

stand the anti-plaque potential of this formula, as well as an in vitro

plaque glycolysis method to study the effect on bacterial acid produc-

tion. The Limulus Amebocyte Lysate (LAL) method was used to quan-

tify LPS neutralization relative to both E. coli and P. gingivalis LPS.

Finally, the delivery of Zn to model soft tissues was measured using

inductively coupled plasma (ICP) analysis.

Results: The in vitro antimicrobial efficacy of this formulation was com-

parable to a marketed mouthwash containing cetylpyridinium chloride

(CPC) and ZnLactate. This formula was able to inhibit the metabolic

activity of oral microbial communities following both single and multiple

treatments. This formula was able to neutralize bacterial endotoxins. A

significant amount of Zn was delivered to model oral soft tissues.

Conclusions: The new AmF + ZnLactate mouthwash formula delivers

significant antimicrobial activity in vitro and is a good candidate for

plaque and gingivitis control. Additionally, we added support and defi-

nition around the way in which AmF contributes to the effectiveness

of this formula.

PR129: Determining an accurate prognostic score for
smoking using the Miller-McEntire periodontal
prognostic index (MMPPI)

D. Gopalakrishnan1, P. Miller2

1Periodontology, Dr. D.Y. Patil Dental College and Hospital, Dr. D.Y. Patil

Vidyapeeth (Deemed to be University), Pune, India, 2Department of

Stomatology, Division of Periodontics, Medical University of South

Carolina, Charleston, USA

Background and Aim: Determining the need for an accurate peri-

odontal prognosis on molars is extremely important as it is one of the

keys for determining a quantitative and accurate score. The purpose

of this prospective study is to determine a statistically validated prog-

nostic score for smoking as a prognostic factor on molars using the

Miller-McEntire Periodontal Prognostic Index.

Methods: By evaluating evidence based statistically validated data on

816 molars on 102 patients, Miller et al presented an accurate method

for determining periodontal prognostic index that was quantitative

and statistically validated. In the original study by Miller et al, he

developed a periodontal prognostic index to determine an accurate

score for age, molar type, probing depth, furcations, smoking, mobility

and diabetes. Since this was a retrospective study by Miller et al, he

was not able to determine how much patients smoked, or how long

they smoked, or if they quit smoking.

Results: Smoking was by far the most impactful factor in determining

an accurate periodontal prognosis. Using smoking data from the origi-

nal study including the fact that smokers had a 246% greater chance

of loosing teeth than non-smokers, with the same level of periodontal

disease, patients were given brief smoking cessation counselling. This

resulted in 85% of patients quitting smoking and 15% patients mark-

edly reduced smoking after 6 years.

Conclusions: Our study evaluated and has determined a more accu-

rate smoking score over a 6 year period and it validates the findings

of the original study by Miller et al. As healthcare professionals, given

these results, some level of smoking cessation counselling should be

provided to every patient with periodontal disease who smokes.

PR130: Do air polishing devices present better
patient-related outcomes in supportive periodontal
therapy? A systematic review

D. Santos Silva1, A.R. Costa1, E. Domingues1, I. Poiares Baptista1,

S. Matos1, T. Rôlo1, O. Martins1
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1Faculty of Medicine of University of Coimbra, Periodontology Institute,

Coimbra, Portugal

Background and Aim: The aim of this review was to compare air-

polishing devices with conventional periodontal therapy (hand instru-

mentation and/or ultrasonic debridement), in terms of patient related

and clinical outcomes.

Methods: An online database search was performed to identify stud-

ies published between January 1987 and March 2021. Selection, data

extraction and assessment risk of individual bias were conducted by

two independent reviewers. The PICO method was employed to for-

mulate the question: “In patients undergoing periodontal maintenance

therapy/supportive periodontal therapy, do air polishing systems

result in better patient related and clinical outcomes than ultrasonic

instrumentation or manual scaling?”
Results: The electronic search yielded 501 references of which

14 were included in this review. A meta-analysis was not performed

due to great heterogeneity within the studies. Air polishing devices

presented better results in terms of patient related outcomes in the

14 studies analysed. However, air polishing devices and conventional

periodontal therapy presented similar clinical results.

Conclusions: Air polishing devices are a safer, faster, and more com-

fortable option for the patients undergoing supportive periodontal

therapy. Both air polishing devices and conventional techniques dem-

onstrated similar clinical efficacy.

PR131: Impact of glycine and erythritol/CHX powder
on human gingival fibroblasts: An in vitro study

J. Weusmann1, J. Deschner1, J.-C. Imber2, A. Damanaki1, P.S. Cerri3,

N.D.P. Leguizam�on4, A.V.B. Nogueira1

1Department of Periodontology and Operative Dentistry, University of

Mainz, Mainz, Germany, 2Department of Periodontology, University of

Bern, Bern, Switzerland, 3Department of Morphology, São Paulo State

University, School of Dentistry at Araraquara, Araraquara, Brazil,
4Department of Diagnosis and Surgery, São Paulo State University,

School of Dentistry at Araraquara, Araraquara, Brazil

Background and Aim: Supra- and subgingival air-polishing has been

used in periodontitis and gingivitis therapy for years. Low-abrasive

powders have facilitated the application in subgingival areas. This

study examined the cellular effects of a glycine powder and an

erythritol/CHX powder on human gingival fibroblasts (HGF).

Methods: HGF were obtained from sound gingiva of three healthy

donors. After 12 and 24 h of incubation time, cell viability testing and

after 24 and 48 h, cell proliferation assay was conducted. Additionally,

the individual components erythritol and CHX were investigated for

cell viability. In vitro wound healing was monitored for 48 h and SEM

analysis was performed after 24 h. Statistical analysis was accom-

plished by ANOVA and post hoc Dunnett's and Tukey's

tests (p < 0.05).

Results: Erythritol/CHX powder and in a lower extent, glycine powder

decreased cell viability and cell proliferation. The negative effect of

CHX/erythritol was mainly based on the CHX component. Wound

healing was negatively influenced in both powders compared to con-

trol. Cell size was altered in both test groups, whereas cell morphology

only in the erythritol/CHX group.

Conclusions: Subgingivally applicable powders for air-polishing

devices can influence cell viability and proliferation. Due to the possi-

ble effect of different subgingival powders, the influence on clinical

outcomes has to be investigated.

PR132: The probiotics in correction of
microbiocenosis and cytokine balance of the oral
cavity of patient with chronic inflammatory disease of
periodont

Y. Ovcharenko1, L. Maryanenko2, N. Bondarenko2, V. Nizhnik2,

V. Erichev2, T. Aksenova2, N. Bagdasaryan2

1Department at the Faculty of Advanced Training and Professional

Retraining, Kuban State Medical University, Krasnodar, Russian

Federation, 2Dentistry Department at the Faculty of Advanced Training

and Professional Retraining, Kuban State Medical University, Krasnodar,

Russian Federation

Background and Aim: A long-term inflammation in the oral cavity,

unreasonable treatment of periodontal patients with antibiotics cause

imbalance between certain types of fungal-bacterial associations accom-

panied by oral dysbiosis and change of local immune status. So, develop-

ment and application of new comprehensive diagnosis and treatment

techniques in periodontal patients, use of products for correction of

microbiota and local immunity are a current and a long-term task.

To optimize the comprehensive treatment protocol of inflammatory

periodontal diseases by introducing probiotics and evaluation of oral

microbiome and cytokine profile.

Methods: 120 patients were examined. Of these 50 patients had

chronic generalized plaque-induced gingivitis and 50 patients suffered

from moderate chronic generalized periodontitis. Bacterial and fungal

microbiome was assessed and the host immune response was evalu-

ated in all patients before and after the treatment. Half of the patients

were treated conventionally and the other half were treated according

to a modified scheme: probiotic “Bifidumbacterin Forte” was added.

Results: A large number of yeast-like fungi Candida and commensal

bacteria were detected in periodontal pockets of patients with chronic

generalized plaque-induced gingivitis and moderate chronic general-

ized periodontitis. That correlates with a significant increase of pro-

inflammatory cytokines (TNF-α, IL-8), decrease of concentration of

INF-γ and increase of anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-4.

Conclusions: Changes in clinical, microbiological and immunological

values during a modified combination therapy with a probiotic and

during a conventional treatment demonstrated that effectiveness of

treatment of chronic gingivitis and chronic periodontitis increased by

45% and 39% respectively.
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PR133: Miswak or Salvadora persica and its extracts
on oral health. A systematic review

G. Bontà1, M. Shafique1, G. Campus2, M.G. Cagetti1

1Department of Biomedical, Surgical and Dental Sciences, University of

Milan, Milano, Italy, 2Universitty of Bern, Bern, Switzerland

Background and Aim: Salvadora persica (SP), also known as miswak

or siwak, is a small tree that grows in India and Africa. Its antibacterial

property is related to benzyl isothiocyanate contained in the roots of

SP. This systematic review aimed to evaluate the effectiveness of mis-

wak and its extracts on oral health.

Methods: Randomized and controlled clinical trials, clinical studies,

cross-sectional studies, cohort studies, comparative studies, validated

studies reporting the use of miswak in relation to oral health indices

such as plaque index (PI), bleeding index (BI) or caries and oral health

indices (DMFT/dmft-CIPTN) were searched on PubMed, Scopus and

Embase, using a search strategy with single keywords and search

strings. Only papers published in English on humans and with no age

limits up to December 2020 were selected.

Results: A total of 576 potentially eligible articles were identified and,

after removal duplicates/not-pertinent papers, 68 papers were

selected. After reading the full-text format, 19 papers were included.

Fourteen papers evaluated the effectiveness of the miswak stick on

gingival health and 13 were evaluated (one was discharged as no

numerical results was reported). The effect size ranged between 0.00

and 2.40. The sample size of studies ranged between 15 and 240 sub-

jects. Meta-regression model with random-effects displayed a residual

heterogeneity of tau2 < 0.01 with a I2statistics of 39.64 and the test

of homogeneity equal to Q = c2(12) = 36.35 p < 0.01. The majority

of the papers investigated the use of miswak after 3 weeks of use.

Five papers reported caries data, but the different study designs and

the high heterogeneity prevented the comparison of outcomes.

Conclusions: Miswak as stick or extracts seems to be effective in

plaque and gingivitis control.

PR134: An exploratory RCT to evaluate the effect on
plaque control of pictorial reports in combination with
oral hygiene instruction compared with oral hygiene
instruction alone

J. Seong1, J. Holloway1, D. Davies1, N. Hellin1, I. Khan2, N. West1

1Periodontology, Bristol University, Bristol, UK, 2University of Warwick,

Warwick, UK

Background and Aim: Periodontitis is a common oral disease reported

to affect 45%–50% of adults globally and it is preceded by gingivitis.

Gingivitis is both preventable and reversible therefore, the key to

preventing periodontitis is preventing gingivitis occurring or by gingi-

vitis treatment if present. The aim of the study was to determine

whether personalised Oral Hygiene Advice (OHA) using an intra-oral-

scan (IOS) combined with the standard of OHA provided in the gen-

eral dental services reduces plaque levels after 4 weeks over and

above the provision of standard OHA.

Methods: This was a parallel, randomised examiner-blind,

2-treatment, pilot study in 22 adult participants diagnosed with gingi-

vitis. Participants completed questionnaires about their home-care

oral hygiene habits and attitudes to oral health, an IOS was taken and

their plaque, gingival and bleeding scores were recorded. Test group

participants received both standard and bespoke OHA with IOS to

indicate areas for improvement, control group participants received

standard OHA. Questionnaires and plaque, gingival and bleeding

scores were repeated after 4 weeks. The IOS was accessed for plaque

scoring.

Results: Lifestyle habits, attitudes to oral health and plaque and bleed-

ing scores were similar at baseline. After 4 weeks, plaque scores

improved more in test as compared to control group 39.4 versus

20.6%, p < 0.05, while gingival and bleeding scores approached signifi-

cance. There was no difference in lifestyle habits between groups, but

the test group reported significantly greater confidence in adhering to

their oral health plan. There was good agreement between the clinical

and IOS plaque scores.

Conclusions: The use of IOS further personalises the prevailing stan-

dard of oral hygiene advice and generates great patient engagement

with pictorial reports to facilitate a more in-depth patient explanation

of their gingival health, resulting in significant plaque reduction and

improved gingival health compared to the standard OHA alone.

PR135: Correlation between self-perceived oral health
and clinical findings in a population of general practice
patients in Lekenik, Croatia

D. Matančevi�c1, D. Plančak2, I. Puhar2, L. Musi�c2, D. Vraži�c2

1Private Dental Practice, Zagreb, Croatia, 2School of Dental Medicine,

Department of Periodontology, University of Zagreb, Zagreb, Croatia

Background and Aim: A large proportion of individuals affected by

periodontitis are unaware of the condition. Gingival bleeding, the

leading symptom of periodontal inflammation, may have a negative

impact on quality of life. Given that inflammatory periodontal diseases

are preventable, this study aimed to assess patients' self-perceived

oral health and their ability to detect early signs of gingival inflamma-

tion, which may lead to seeking timely help from healthcare

professionals.

Methods: Two hundred consecutive patients attending recall appoint-

ments (18–65 years of age; 55% female) in a general, primary care

dental practice in Lekenik, Croatia (October 2015–May 2016) were

included in this study. Self-perceived oral health and impact on

OHRQoL were evaluated with a 33-item self-designed questionnaire,

and Oral Impact on Daily Performance (OIDP) and Oral Health Impact

Profile (OHIP-14), respectively. Comprehensive oral examination was

conducted, DMFT index was recorded, and full-mouth bleeding score

was calculated.
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Results: 126 (63%) of participants reported satisfaction with their oral

health. Only 28 (14%) participants attended regular recall appoint-

ments for professional mechanical plaque removal every 6 months.

85 (43%) reported that their gums never, or almost never, bleed. Anal-

ysis of variance showed a statistically significant correlation between

DMFT scores and self-perceived oral health status (p < 0.001), and

self-perceived gingival bleeding and FMBS scores (p < 0.05).

Conclusions: Patients' self-perceived oral health and gingival bleeding

seem to correlate well with clinical indicators. Patient education and

rise in oral health self-awareness may contribute to the prevention

and earlier diagnosis of periodontal cases.

PERIODONTAL PLASTIC SURGERY

PR136: Tunnel approach versus coronally advanced
flap in treating gingival recessions: A systematic
review

N.S. Mohamed Nazari1, S.H. Safii1, J.F. Japri2, M.M. Shahrizad2

1Department of Restorative Dentistry, Universiti Malaya, Kuala Lumpur,

Malaysia, 2Universiti Malaya, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Background and Aim: The tunnel technique (TUN) in periodontal

plastic surgery has gained traction since it has been touted to

have superior clinical and aesthetic outcomes. However, limited

literature has been published with the aim of comparing the clini-

cal and aesthetic outcomes of TUN and coronally advanced

flap (CAF).

The aim of this systematic review was to compare the clinical and aes-

thetic outcomes between TUN and CAF in treating gingival recession.

Methods: Electronic literature search was conducted on PubMed,

MEDLINE Complete, Cochrane Library and SCOPUS from January

2010 to January 2020 to obtain the relevant randomised controlled

clinical trials investigating TUN and CAF as root coverage procedures

in treating gingival recessions. Hand-searching of renowned Periodon-

tology journals and bibliographies of related systematic reviews were

also performed. Meta-analysis comparing the outcomes of TUN and

CAF was performed.

Results: 331 sites in 176 patients from six articles were included in

the systematic review. The mean root coverage (mRC) of CAF and

TUN were 90.91% and 86.81%, respectively after 6 months follow-up

(p < 0.05). TUN and CAF demonstrated no difference in mRC and

complete root coverage (p > 0.05) after 12 months. TUN exhibited

better keratinised tissue thickness by a mean difference of 0.42 mm

after 12 months (p < 0.05). Meta-analysis could not be done for the

aesthetic outcomes due to insufficient data. Statistical significances

were seen in some of the parameters under investigation, but no clini-

cal significances were noted in terms of clinical and aesthetic

outcomes.

Conclusions: Within the limitations of this systematic review and

meta- analysis, TUN serves as an equally reliable alternative to CAF.

This provides clinicians with more options to treat gingival recession

cases.

PR137: Assessing the effect of thickness of xenogenic
dermal matrix in treating multiple adjacent gingival
recessions

R.R. Miremadi1

1Private Practice, Antwerpen, Belgium

Background and Aim: Acellular dermal matrix has been used as a via-

ble substitute for connective tissue graft in treating multiple adjacent

gingival recessions, as one can avoid a wound at donor site. However,

such matrixes are commercially available in different thicknesses and

the data regarding the optimal thickness is scarce. The aim of this

study was to define how the thickness of otherwise two identical

matrixes can affect the treatment outcome.

Methods: 24 patients with at least three adjacent gingival recessions

of lower incisors and canines (Miller class I and II) yielding a total num-

ber of 79 recessions of at least 2 mm deep, underwent gingival aug-

mentation. The procedure was carried out via coronally positioned

flap using acellular dermal matrix with either (A) 0.9 mm (n = 46) or

(B) 2 mm (n = 33) thickness. Primary outcome variable was complete

root coverage and secondary outcome variable was mean root cover-

age. The measurements were performed at the baseline and at

6 months post-operatively.

Results: Healing was uneventful in all patients of group A in compari-

son to group B, whereas two patients of group B (n = 7) experienced

premature loosening of some ligatures and resulting partial membrane

exposure. Complete recession coverage amounted to 46.2% of group

A in contrast to 25.5% in group B. Mean gain in root coverage was

74.9% (SD: 19%) in group A, whereas group B scored 44.9%

(SD: 22%).

Conclusions: It seems that a thin matrix (0.9 mm) is probably a better

choice for treating multiple adjacent recessions. Thicker matrix means

higher stiffness which further complicates the clinical handling.

Although increasing the gingival thickness has a favorable effect on

recession coverage, thicker membrane resulted less than optimal

adaptation of the flap margins which probably was the more decisive

factor for a predictable healing. This might have been a significant

issue here, given the big size of required matrix for covering multiple

recessions.

PR138: Positive relationship between the dimensions
of clinical gingival recessions and associated alveolar
bone dehiscences – A biometric study

M. Saminsky1, H. Meir1, A. Sebaoun1, H. Tal1

1Department of Periodontology and Oral Implants, Goldschleger School

of Dental Medicine, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel
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Background and Aim: To analyze the relationships between the

dimension of clinical gingival recession and of the actual bone

dehiscence.

Methods: Data included measurements taken before and during root

coverage surgical procedures. General health, smoking status, previ-

ous orthodontic treatment, probing depth (PD), clinical measurements

taken on gingival recessions and the exposed alveolar bone dehis-

cences were recorded. Data were analyzed using descriptive statistics

and linear regression model.

Results: Twenty-three patient files were available. Mean age was

31.3 ± 12.1 years (range 13–51). Eight had previous orthodontic

treatment. Incisors, canines and premolars recessions amounted to

9, 8 and 6 teeth respectively. Deepest recession per patient was

recorded. Mean alveolar bone dehiscence depth was 6.78 ± 1.2 mm

(range 5–9). Patient related or systemic findings, preceding orthodon-

tic treatment and tooth type were not correlated with alveolar bone

dehiscence dimensions. A significant association was found between

clinical recession and the alveolar bone dehiscence depths (p < 0.001,

Fischer's exact test). On average, each 1 mm increase in clinical reces-

sion depth involved an increase of 1.45 mm in alveolar bone dehis-

cence depth (p < 0.001, linear regression). The ratio between the

clinical recession depth and width was significantly associated with

the depth of the bone dehiscence (p = 0.007, Fischer's exact test).

Conclusions: Within the limitations of the size of this study, clinical

recession depth and width dimensions may help to predict the under-

ling bone dehiscence magnitude.

PR139: Collagen tissue matrix versus connective
tissue graft with modified coronally advanced tunnel
technique in the multiple gingival recessions
treatment: Split-mouth study with 5-year of follow-up

I. Milinkovic1, D. Rakasevic1, N. Nikolic-Jakoba1, S. Jankovic1,

Z. Aleksic1

1Department of Periodontology and Oral Medicine, School of Dental

Medicine, University of Belgrade, Belgrade, Serbia

Background and Aim: Multiple adjacent gingival recessions (MAGR)

have still remained the challenge for periodontal plastic surgery.

Diverse biomaterials are being developed as a substitute to the con-

nective tissue graft (CTG), to minimize patient morbidity, provide

complete root coverage (CRC), keratinized tissue width (KTW) and

thickness. The aim of this study was to assess clinical outcomes of col-

lagen tissue matrix (CM) and CTG combined with modified coronally

advanced tunnel technique (MCAT) for the management of MAGR,

using the split-mouth design with a 5-year follow-up.

Methods: A total of 20 patients (mean ages 30.5 ± 7.9) with multiple

bilateral gingival recession type I were randomly treated using either

CM or CTG combined with an MCAT. Clinical parameters including

mean recession coverage (MRC), CRC, KTW, gingival tissue thickness

(GTT), and clinical attachment level (CAL) were assessed at 1-year and

5-year follow-ups.

Results: 15 patients with 76 MAGR completed the 5-year study

period. All clinical parameters remained stable over 5 years as com-

pared to 1 year of follow-up, showing no significant difference

between the treatment procedures in terms of MRC, KTW and CAL

(p < 0.05). In CM-treated site, GTT gain was 0.78 ± 0.32 mm at

1-year, and 0.80 ± 0.23 mm at 5-years, while in CTG-treated site GTT

was 0.7 ± 0.34 mm at 1-year, and 0.79 ± 0.56 mm at 5-year follow-

up, showing no statistical differences between groups at 5-year

follow-ups. CRC was significantly higher at the CTG-treated site

(57%) than the CM-treated sites (39%) 5 years postoperatively

(p = 0.036).

Conclusions: The 5-year outcomes indicate that CM may be an effec-

tive alternative to CTG in MAGR treatment, in terms of satisfactory

aesthetic and clinical results, as well as surgical chair-time, postopera-

tive morbidity, and complications' decrease.

PR140: The evaluation of two different graft
positioning techniques in free gingival graft operations
on creeping attachment-case series

B. Guler1, S. Eken1, B. Terzıoglu1, S. Karakıs Akcan2

1Faculty of Dentistry, Department of Periodontology, Kütahya Health

Sciences University, Kütahya, Turkey, 2Dentopia Dental Clinic, Istanbul,

Turkey

Background and Aim: These case series were aimed to compare to

root closure ratio and increased creeping attachment following place-

ment of apical or coronal positioning of free gingival graft (FGG).

Methods: Thirteen patients (mean age = 40.21 ± 0.70) and 27 teeth

suffering from gingival recession and insufficient width of keratinized

gingiva were included the study. The participants were randomly

divided into two groups. Participants in which FGG was placed api-

cally were defined as Group A, and patients in which FGG was placed

coronally were defined as Group B. Clinical measurements such as

keratinized gingival width (KGW), keratinized gingival thickness (KGT),

gingival recession height (GRH) and gingival recession width (GRW),

vestibule sulcus depth, plaque index, gingival index, periodontal

pocket depth, recipient area width/height, graft dimensions, palatal

region thickness were recorded at baseline (T0), 1 month (T1),

3 months (T3) and 6 months (T6).

Results: Six patients and 12 gingival recession were included in

Group A and, 7 patients and 15 gingival recession were included in

Group B. Mean KGW value was 1.25 ± 2.21 mm in T0 for Group A;

and was found to be 6.56 ± 1.0 mm in T6. For Group B, KGW value

was 1.96 ± 1.41 mm at T0 and 5.58 ± 1.6 mm at T6. While the GRH

value was 3.20 ± 1.76 mm at T0, and decreased to 2.25 ± 0.76 mm

at T6 in Group A. GRH value was 3.19 ± 0.70 mm at T0 in Group B,

it decreased to 1.91 ± 1.29 mm in T6. Gingival recession clossure

ratio was recorded as 31% and 40% in Group A Group B,

respectively.

Conclusions: In this study, in which the rates of root closure with

creeping attachment were evaluated by apical and coronal placement
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of the FGG; higher creeping attachment amount and root closure level

were detected in the coronally placement of FGG. Longitudinal stud-

ies with large data sets are needed.

PR141: Root coverage at lower incisors: Clinical and
aesthetic outcomes

G. Lombardo1, N. Zuffellato1, A. Signoriello1, P. Liboni1, G. Corrocher1

1Department of Surgery, Dentistry, Paediatrics and Gynaecology,

University of Verona, Verona, Italy

Background and Aim: This study aimed to evaluate clinical and aes-

thetic results of two surgical root coverage techniques: the modified

Coronally Advanced Flap with Connective Tissue Graft (mCAF +-

CTG) and the modified-Free Gingival Graft sec. Miller (mFGG), both

performed to treat single Miller Class I and II gingival recessions

with a depth greater than 2 mm in the anterior areas of the

mandible.

Methods: Thirty-five patients (10 males and 25 females) with one sin-

gle recession were treated: mCAF + CTG and mFGG were respec-

tively performed in 20 (57%) and 15 (43%) patients. Main outcomes

included: recession reduction (ΔREC), keratinized tissue gain (ΔKT),

complete root coverage (CRC) and mean percentage of recession cov-

erage (MRC). Root coverages were finally evaluated with the Total

Clinical Score (TCS) and the modified-Root coverage Aesthetic Score

(m-RES).

Results: MRC was 88.2% ± 0.5 for mCAF + CTG and 72% ± 0.1 for

mFGG. CRC was reached in 11/20 cases (55%) with mCAF + CTG

and in 5/15 cases (33%) with mFGG. KT increased to 3.76 ± 3.4 mm

for mCAF + CTG and 4.29 ± 2.5 mm for mFGG. TCS was 10.72

± 2.21 in mCAF + CTG and 10.54 ± 1.78 in mFGG. The m-RES was

eight points (8.07 ± 2.05) for mCAF + CTG and 6 points (6.12 ± 2.04)

for m-FGG.

Conclusions: Better clinical and aesthetic results were shown by

mCAF + CTG technique, compared to mFGG technique. Outcomes

demonstrated highest potential for mFGG in increasing both height

and thickness of KT, and in the apical repositioning of the frenula. On

the other hand, mFGG technique revealed poorer aesthetic results,

due to the misalignment of the mucogingival junction and the forma-

tion of scars.

PR142: Root coverage at upper incisors: Clinical and
aesthetic outcomes

G. Lombardo1, M. Tandurella1, A. Signoriello1, N. Tomizioli1, J. Pighi1

1Department of Surgery, Dentistry, Paediatrics and Gynaecology,

University of Verona, Verona, Italy

Background and Aim: This study aimed to assess clinical and aesthetic

results of four different surgical techniques: the modified Coronally

Advanced Flap (mCAF), with or without Connective Tissue Graft

(CTG), the Subepithelial Connective Tissue Graft (SECTG) and the

Subpedicle Connective Tissue Graft (SPCTG), for the treatment of sin-

gle Miller Class I and II gingival recessions in the aesthetic areas of the

upper maxilla.

Methods: Forty patients (12 males and 28 females), with 42 single

recessions, were treated with mCAF (10 cases), mCAF + CTG

(8 cases), SECTG (9 cases) and SPCTG (13 cases). Main outcomes

included: recession reduction (ΔREC), keratinized tissue gain (ΔKT),

complete root coverage (CRC), and mean percentage of recession

coverage (MRC). The clinical cases were evaluated aesthetically with

the Root coverage Aesthetic Score (RES).

Results: After the surgery, CRC was achieved in 36/42 cases (86%).

Overall values of Recessions coverage, MRC and KT were respec-

tively: 3.8 ± 2.1 mm, 96% and 1.8 ± 1.08 mm. All techniques demon-

strated high values of MRC: 98%, 100%, 98% and 96% for mCAF,

mCAF + CTG, SECTG and SPCTG respectively. Bilaminar techniques

demonstrated higher KT gain, leading, in some cases, to cheloid for-

mation due to tissue overgrowth. The average RES score for the

entire sample was 8.7 (range 6–10).

Conclusions: The best aesthetic results were achieved by mCAF, com-

pared to the worst ones, shown by SPCTG. The mCAF + CTG was

the best surgical technique which seemed to reach both aesthetic and

clinical outcomes.

PR143: Laterally closed tunnel combined to
connective tissue graft for treatment of mandibular
gingival recessions: A case-series

G. Jolivet1, M. Vilar Doceda1, P.-Y. Gegout1, M. Gavriiloglou1,

E. Ibrahim1, A. Larderet1, C. Petit1, O. Huck1

1Dental Faculty, Periodontology, University of Strasbourg, Strasbourg,

France

Background and Aim: Gingival recession is characterized by an apical

displacement of the gingival tissues, leading to root surface exposure.

The primary indication to treat isolated recession is to increase soft tis-

sue thickness and stability to facilitate plaque control and prevent fur-

ther periodontal loss. Recently, laterally closed tunnel technique has

been proposed to treat such recession. The aim of this case-series was

to evaluate laterally closed tunnel technique outcomes at short-term in

terms of root coverage but also to identify potential predictive factors.

Methods: Twelve adult patients presenting one isolated RT1 or RT2

mandibular recession in the anterior area were included. All included

patients were non-smokers, systemically healthy and exhibited a full

mouth plaque score <20% and a full mouth bleeding score <10%.

After oral hygiene instructions, recessions were treated by laterally

closed tunnel technique combined with subepithelial connective tis-

sue graft harvested from the palate and treatment outcomes were

evaluated after 3 months. Recession depth and width were measured

at baseline and during the follow-up.

Results: No significant postoperative pain and discomfort were

observed in all treated cases. Prior to surgery, the mean recession
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depth was 3.71 ± 1.29 mm (max = 6 mm, min = 2 mm) and mean

recession width was 2.68 ± 0.64 mm (max = 4 mm, min = 2 mm). After

3 months, root coverage was obtained in all treated patients (p < 0.05)

with an average root coverage of 74.7%. The mean recession gain was

of 2.83 ± 1.44 mm and the measured recession width was of 1.13

± 1.05 mm. Regression analysis showed that root coverage was

influenced by the recession depth and by width at baseline (p < 0.05).

Conclusions: The results of this case-series sustained the use of laterally

closed tunnel combined to connective tissue graft for the treatment of

mandibular gingival recessions. This technique is reliable and with low

rate of complications especially in the management of RT1 recessions.

PERIODONTOLOGY AND OTHER SPECIALTIES IN DENTISTRY:

AESTHETICS, ORTHODONTICS, ENDODONTICS, PROSTHESIS…

PR144: The prevalence of periodontitis on
cardiovascular diseases

A. Bonafé1, C. Francois2, I. Bonafé2, V. Orti1, F. Roubille3

1Periodontology, CHU Montpellier, Montpellier, France, 2CHU

Montpellier, Occlusodontics, Montpellier, France, 3Cardiology, CHU

Montpellier, Montpellier Cedex 5, France

Background and Aim: To systematically review the prevalence of peri-

odontitis in patients with cardiovascular diseases. Cardiovascular dis-

eases are responsible for 17.9 million deaths per year worldwide and

3.9 million deaths in Europe. Periodontitis, the sixth most common

human disease, has a high prevalence of 45%–50%, with the most

severe form affecting 11.2% of the world's population.

Methods: A systematic research was conducted in the Medline data-

base for studies published till November 1st 2021.

A consesus report in 2019, organized jointly by the European Federa-

tion of Periodontology and the World Heart Federation, reported the

latest evidence on the associations between periodontitis and inciden-

tal cardiovascular diseases.

It was based on four epidemiological papers that systematically investi-

gated the evidence for associations between periodontitis and inciden-

tal cardiovascular diseases, periodontal bacteria trains and systemic

inflammation mechanisms involved, and periodontal treatment results.

Results: Severe periodontitis is associated with an increased risk of a

first coronary event, myocardial infarction or stroke and with an

increased cardiovascular mortality rate. Periodontitis patients have an

endothelial arterial dysfunction, with a significantly greater carotid

intima-media thickness and elevated arterial calcification scores linked

to an increased risk of cardiovascular events.

There is a significant body of evidence to support the link between

periodontitis and cardiovascular diseases. The limitations of previous

clinical studies published on this association are numerous, maily on

the odontologic side: changing disease classification, moving inclusion

or exclusion criteria definitions.

Conclusions: The link between periodontitis and cardiovascular dis-

ease has now been acknowledged. The aim of our pilot study, drawn

in conjunction with the cardiology department of the Montpellier Uni-

versity Hospital, is to set up a rigorous dental protocol in order to

assess more precisely the prevalence of periodontal disease on differ-

ent cardiovascular disease subtypes.

PR145: Relocation of ankylosed teeth using
orthodontic bone stretching technique: Preliminary
results of a prospective clinical study

P. Bousquet1, C. Artz2, M. Vignon1, C. Bertheas1, L. Delsol2

1Periodontology, Montpellier University, Montpellier, France,
2Orthodontics, Montpellier University, Montpellier, France

Background and Aim: Ankylosed teeth can conduce to infraclusion,

and aesthetic problems during the alveolar growth. At adulthood,

when dental implant are indicated, after extraction of the ankylosed

tooth, the bone level is often decreased, requiring vertical augmenta-

tion. The aim of this study (C.T.govID: NCT02337153) is to evaluate

the ankylosed teeth movement during orthodontic bone stretching

surgery (OBS) and the bone level augmentation after treatment.

Methods: Fifteen patients scheduled for orthodontic treatment with

an akylosed tooth were enrolled. The orthodontic treatment, exclud-

ing ankylosed tooth, was performed for the dysmorphosis correction

before treatment by OBS. Position measurements were taken clini-

cally and radiographically Before surgical treatment and at the end of

the movement. The infraposition index was noted according to the

Malmgren classification.

Results: Seventeen teeth were evaluated: two molars, four canines

and 11 incisors. After a period of 3–9 months, all ankylosed teeth

have been moved. Ten teeth were completely repositioned (with a

movement from 4 to 9.5 mm), four had an index improvement and

the movement was limited for three. Five teeth required a second sur-

gery. The analysis showed that the movement began after a minimal

period of 3 weeks. Clinical and CBCT controls did not indicate peri-

odontal pathology and showed tooth repositioning without any prob-

lems after OBS. Moreover, the bone moved with the ankylosed tooth

at the same time and in the same direction. The bone stretching

movement led to a vertical bone augmentation. The time of treatment

depends more on the distance between the incisal edge and the

occlusal plane than on the traction strength.

Conclusions: In the limit of this study, OBS technique associated to

orthodontic movement, seems to be a viable procedure for the reloca-

tion of ankylosed teeth, the use of this technique before extraction

allows vertical bone ridge augmentation, which would also facilitate

prosthetic or implant rehabilitation.
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PR146: Under pressure - mechanisms and risk factors
for orthodontically-induced inflammatory root
resorption: A systematic review

H.M. Dawood1, A.T. Kroeger1,2, V. Chavda1,2, I. Chapple1,2,

M. Kebschull1,2,3

1School of Dentistry, Institute of Clinical Sciences, College of Medical &

Dental Sciences, University of Birmingham, Birmingham, UK,
2Birmingham Community Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust,

Birmingham, UK, 3Division of Periodontics, Section of Oral, Diagnostic

and Rehabilitation Sciences, Columbia University College of Dental

Medicine, New York, USA

Background and Aim: Literature shows that orthodontic forces affect

teeth and result in root resorption due to chronic inflammatory

response. However, there is a lack of conclusive evidence on associ-

ated risk factors or changes at the genomic level of underlying patho-

logical process.

Objective: This systematic review aims to assess current literature

regarding potential risk factors and the underlying mechanism of

orthodontically induced inflammatory root resorption (OIIRR) and

periodontal tissue response.

Methods: We conducted a systematic search on four databases for

studies investigating orthodontic forces on subjects with or without

risk factor. The main outcome of in vivo studies was the incidence of

root resorption. The additional outcomes include gingival index, peri-

odontal disease incidence, mobility, biomarkers, histological finding

and patient-related outcomes. Main outcome of in vitro studies were

genetic expression patterns.

Results: 106 articles met the eligibility criteria. Studies varied consid-

erably in methodology, reporting results, and had a variety of risks of

bias judgements.

Current literature supports the association of applied mechanical

forces with root surface resorption. It increases in severity with cer-

tain risk factors (including malocclusion, previous trauma, tooth shape,

low bone turnover, and corticosteroids). Other factors seem to

decrease the rate of OIIRR: oral contraceptives, baicalin, high caffeine,

and root-filled teeth. In addition, various studies show that mechanical

loading leads to changes in molecular expression patterns of affected

periodontal ligament cells in line with chronic inflammatory processes.

Conclusions: Root resorption is an inevitable sequel to orthodontic

force with different risk factors modifying its severity. Mechanical

forces are associated with many molecular expression changes in peri-

odontal cells that activate or inhibit multiple pathways giving clues

about the underlying mechanisms. Nonetheless, it must be noted that

the available eligible literature had a varying risk of bias results and

had high heterogeneity regarding methodology.

PR363: Quantitative assessments of the dimensional
changes following excessive gingival display surgery: a
method study

B. Ak1, O. Etoz2,3

1Mersin University Faculty of Dentistry, Periodontology, Mersin, Turkey,
2Mersin University Faculty of Dentistry, Prosthodontics, Mersin, Turkey,
3Gazi University, Faculty of Dentistry, Periodontology, Ankara, Turkey

Background and Aim: Excessive gingival display (EGD) classification

and indications for treatment modalities are based on vertical dimen-

sions of the gingival display. Characteristics of smile line may be dif-

ferent and also the characteristics of EGD will be different in these

types of smile lines. Pink area calculations from 2D photographs and

3D face scans will present more reliable data for further studies. This

study demonstrates quantitative assessments of the dimensional

changes following lip repositioning surgery (LR) using both maximum

smile 3D facial scans and 2D profile photographs.

Methods: 28-year-old female patient evaluated in this method study.

3D facial scans, ruler measurements, and 2D photographs were taken

before surgery, 4 months and 2 years after surgery. Vertical ruler mea-

surements in the anterior region of the maxilla were recorded as

described in gummy smile classification. ImageJ software used to mea-

sure pink area surface in photographs. 3D facial scans were captured

using Planmeca Proface Mid system. Facial scans were used for super-

impositions and point-to-point measurements.

Results: Vertical measurements before surgery were 4.1 mm, 4 months

later 1.8 mm and 2 years later 2.1 mm. Calculated treatment ratios were

%43.9 for 4 months and %51.2 for 2 years. 2D area measurements were

289.7 mm2, 89.7 mm2 and 92.5 mm2 respectively. Calculated treatment

ratios were %30.9 and %31.9 respectively. 3D scans give surgery data

in three dimensions that can evaluate lip thickness changes, position

changes, and area of the gingival display. 3D scans can also be sup-

erimposed and used for volumetric changes of the smile lines.

Conclusions: In patients with appropriate indications, LR is a non-

invasive effective surgical technique.In this study, the change in the

gingival display is evaluated as a rate. Due to anatomical differences,

it will be possible to compare the gains obtained in each patient with

each other. 3D measurements and 2D area calculations are reliable

and reproducible methods compared to ruler measurements.

PERIODONTAL DISEASES AND SYSTEMIC DISEASES

PR147: Is there any relationship between polycystic
ovarian syndrome and gingivitis?

G. Cesur1, H. Atmaca _Ilhan2, V.Ö. Öztürk1

1Periodontology, Aydin Adnan Menderes University, Aydin, Turkey, 2Celal

Bayar University, Manisa, Turkey
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Background and Aim: Systemic inflammatory mediators may contrib-

ute to polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS) by affecting inflammatory

parameters in biofluids. This cross-sectional study aims to evaluate

the possible association between PCOS and gingivitis via clinical and

biochemical parameters.

Methods: 33 PCOS and 33 systemic healthy control women were

included. All patients' periodontal parameters were recorded and

serum and saliva samples were collected. The IL-6, TREM-1 and

PGLYRP1 levels were analyzed in patients' biofluids using by ELISA

method. Data were analyzed with parametric and non-parametric

methods.

Results: Serum PGLYRP1 levels of PCOS patients' were found signifi-

cantly lower than the control group. (p < 0.0001). Salivary IL-6,

PGLYRP1 and TREM-1 levels were significantly increased in patients

with PCOS than in the control. (p = 0.001, p = 0.039, p = 0.001)

When participants were compared in terms of periodontal circum-

stances, a statistically significant difference was observed in serum

PGLYRP values between control gingivitis and test periodontally

healthy participants and also between the control periodontal healthy

patients and test gingivitis patients (p = 0.01, p = 0.01). A significant

difference was determined in salivary IL-6 levels between the control

gingivitis and test periodontal healthy patients. (p = 0.05). A positive

correlation was observed between serum IL-6, PGLYRP1 and TREM-1

values in both control and test groups.

Conclusions: Inflammatory response seems to be more pronounced in

women with PCOS. The increase of biomarker levels suggests a syner-

gic interaction between PCOS and gingivitis.

PR148: Effect of subgingival instrumentation on
neutrophil elastase and C-reactive protein in grade B
and C periodontitis: An exploratory analysis

M. Schröder1, P. Eickholz1, A. Asendorf1, B. Schacher1, G.M. Oremek2,

R. Schubert3, M. Wohlfeil1, O. Zuhr4

1Department of Periodontology, Center for Dentistry and Oral Medicine

(Carolinum), Johann Wolfgang Goethe-University, Frankfurt/Main,

Germany, 2Department of Laboratory Medicine, Centre for Internal

Medicine, Hospital of the Johann Wolfgang Goethe-University, Frankfurt/

Main, Germany, 3Department for Children and Adolescence, Division for

Allergy, Pneumology and Cystic Fibrosis, Goethe-University, Frankfurt/

Main, Germany, 4Private Practice Hürzeler/Zuhr, Munich, Germany

Background and Aim: Periodontitis may lead to elevated levels of sys-

temic inflammatory serum markers. Therefore, the purpose of this

study was to assess the effect of subgingival instrumentation (SI) on

systemic inflammation in periodontitis grades B (BP) and C (CP).

Methods: In this prospective cohort study 8 BP and 46 CP patients

received SI. Data were collected prior to and 12 weeks, blood was

sampled prior to, 1 day, 6, and 12 weeks after SI. Neutrophil elastase

(NE), C-reactive protein (CRP), leukocyte count, lipopolysaccharide

binding protein, interleukin 6 (IL-6) and IL-8 were assessed.

Results: Both groups showed significant clinical improvement. NE was

lower in BP than CP at baseline and 1 day after SI, CRP at baseline

(p < 0.05). NE and CP had a peak 1 day after SI (p < 0.05). Between

subjects effects due to CP (p = 0.042) and PISA (p = 0.005) occurred.

Within subjects NE change was confirmed and modulated by grade

(p = 0.017), smoking (p = 0.029), number of teeth (p = 0.033), and

PISA (p = 0.002). Between subjects effects due to BMI (p = 0.008)

were seen. Within subjects PISA modulated change of CRP over time

(p = 0.017).

Conclusions: This exploratory analysis failed to show SI reducing any

of the investigated systemic inflammatory parameters.

In untreated CP NE and CRP were higher than in BP. SI results in bet-

ter PPD and PISA reduction in BP than CP.

PR149: Periodontitis and metabolic associated fatty
liver disease correlation in obese patients - preliminary
results of a cross-sectional study

D. Čolak1,2, A. Cmok Kučič1,2, T. Pintar1,3, J. Salobir1,3, B. Gašpirc1,2,

R. Gašperšič1,2

1Faculty of Medicine, University of Ljubljana, Ljubljana, Slovenia,
2Department of Oral Diseases and Periodontology, Dental Clinic,

University Medical Centre Ljubljana, Ljubljana, Slovenia, 3Department of

Abdominal Surgery, University Medical Centre Ljubljana, Ljubljana,

Slovenia

Background and Aim: Metabolic associated fatty liver disease

(MAFLD) is one of the most prevalent liver diseases, with a distressing

influence on individuals' health. It may progress from steatosis

through steatohepatitis to fibrosis, eventually ending up in liver cir-

rhosis. MAFLD has multifactorial ethology (genetics, intestinal micro-

biome, obesity, metabolic syndrome…). In addition, other

inflammatory disorders, like periodontitis, may further contribute to

the disease burden. The study explores the relationship between liver

pathology and periodontal fitness in obese patients.

Methods: Twenty-four (n = 24) patients with obesity (BMI > 35 kg/m2)

underwent liver biopsy during bariatric surgery. Based on Kleiner's clas-

sification, we classified pathophysiological changes of liver tissue to

determine non-alcoholic steatohepatitis activity score (NAS) (stages 0–

8) and fibrosis level (0–4). We used the NAS to establish diagnose of

non-steatohepatitis (0–2), borderline-steatohepatitis (3,4) or

steatohepatitis (5–8). We did a detailed periodontal examination before

the bariatric surgery to determine the diagnoses of periodontitis

(EFP/AAP 2018 classification), ascertaining the staging (I-IV) and grad-

ing (A-C) of periodontitis patients. We collected general health and

demographic data from the records. Descriptive statistics and Spe-

arman's rank correlation coefficient (alpha = 0.05) were used for

analyses.

Results: In the sample (gender 79% females; mean (SD): age 47 (8.3)

years; BMI 43.6 (8) kg/m2) steatohepatitis (NAS 5–8) prevalence was

42%, borderline-steatohepatitis (NAS 3–4) 38%, while fibrosis stage

1 was most common (67%). The prevalence of periodontitis was 67%,
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while the other patients manifested gingivitis. In the whole sample,

NAS and BMI showed a positive correlation (rho 0.45, p < 0.05), while

in the periodontitis subgroup, NAS correlated with periodontitis stage

(rho 0.54, p < 0.05), and bleeding on probing (rho 0.5, p < 0.05). Other

correlations were not notable.

Conclusions: The findings suggest a potential association

between MAFLD and periodontitis. A larger sample and inclusion of

confounding factors are needed to substantiate such an association

further.

PR150: DMFT/S scores in adults with diabetes:
A systematic review and meta-analysis

L. Weijdijk1, D. Slot1, G. van der Weijden1

1Department of Periodontology, ACTA, Amsterdam, Netherlands

Background and Aim: Evidence supports an increased risk of dental

caries incidence and prevalence in patients with Diabetes Mellitus

(DM). The aim of this SR is to summarize the available scientific evi-

dence to determine caries experience among adults with DM as com-

pared those without DM disease.

Methods: MEDLINE-PubMed and Cochrane-CENTRAL databases

were searched up to July 2021 to identify studies evaluating DMFT/S

scores for adult patients with DM compared to individuals without.

All studies were independently screened by two reviewers and the

reference lists of the selected studies were reviewed to identify addi-

tional potentially relevant studies. Included papers were critically

appraised using pre-designed forms and the risk of bias was assessed

using the Newcastle-Ottawa Scale (NOS) tool for non-randomized

studies. Data as means and standard deviations (SD) from the included

studies were extracted. It was decided “a priori” to perform a sub-

analysis on type I and II DM. A descriptive data presentation was used

for all studies. If quantitative methods were feasible, a meta-analysis

was performed. Recommendations based on the body of evidence

were formulated using the GRADE-approach.

Results: A total of 932 studies were found and screening resulted in

13 eligible observational studies. A descriptive analysis of the compar-

isons demonstrated that eight studies provide data and indicate signif-

icantly higher DFS (1/2), DMFS (2/3) or DMFT (5/8). This was

confirmed by the meta-analysis mean difference of 3.01 (95% CI

[1.47;4.54], p = 0.0001). Subgroup analysis show that this is

irrespective of the type of DM (DiffM = 3.09; 95% CI[2.09;4.09],

p < 0.00001).

Conclusions: There is moderate certainty for a higher DMFT/S value

in DM-patients as compared to those without DM disease.

PR151: Evaluating the prevalence and severity of
periodontal disease in patients with haemodialysis-
dependant chronic kidney disease

R. Ridout1, M. Shah1, K. Kotecha1, D. Randall1, V. Sousa2,

L. Nanayakkara3

1Royal London Hospital, Barts Health NHS Trust, London, UK, 2King's

College London, Guy's and St Thomas' NHS Foundation Trust, London,

UK, 3Queen Mary, University of London, London, UK

Background and Aim: Haemodialysis is a life-sustaining treatment for

patients with end stage chronic kidney disease (CKD). This study aims

to evaluate whether patients receiving haemodialysis have an

increased severity of periodontal disease and assess confounding fac-

tors which may increase their susceptibility to periodontitis.

Methods: Patients undergoing haemodialysis across four dialysis units

in London were invited to participate in this study. Consenting

patients completed a self-reported questionnaire about their medical

and dental status, social history and oral hygiene routine. Bedside

dental examinations using disposable dental kits and an overhead light

were carried out on 127 patients by three calibrated clinicians.

Targeted preventive and oral hygiene advice was given. A periodontal

diagnosis was made based on maximum probing depth, degree of

tooth mobility, tooth loss due to periodontitis, and furcation involve-

ment. Grade modifiers included HbA1c-levels and smoking-status.

Patients were classified into 20 different periodontal diagnoses, which

were divided into five groups and two severity classifications. Data

was analysed using SPSS (version 27).

Results: 127 patients were examined. 69.5% of haemodialysis patients

presented with periodontitis. 63.7% of these patients were registered

with a dentist, but only half attended regularly for dental examina-

tions. Additionally, patients from poorer areas were less likely to

attend for regular dental examinations and more likely to have severe

periodontal disease (Stage III and IV). Significant correlation was found

between the severity of periodontitis and age (p = 0.010), smoking

status (p = 0.046), eligibility for free dental care (p = 0.036) and

employment status (p = 0.025). BAME patients presented with an

increased severity (p = 0.053) of periodontal disease.

Conclusions: There is a significantly high prevalence of severe peri-

odontal disease in patients undergoing haemodialysis. The burden of

haemodialysis treatment combined with a lower socio-economic

background has been found to affect these patients' access to dental

care despite being registered with a dentist. Further research is

needed to establish the aetiopathogenesis between CKD and

periodontitis.
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PR152: Impact of occlusal trauma on periodontal
parameters in subjects with stage IV periodontitis.
A pilot study

E. Zasčiurinskienė1, K. Skarulis2, A. Matuzas3, J. Vazgytė2,

N. Basevičienė2

1Department of Orthodontics, Faculty of Odontology, Lithuanian

University of Health Sciences, Medical Academy, Kaunas, Lithuania,
2Department of Dental and Oral Pathology, Faculty of Odontology,

Lithuanian University of Health Sciences, Medical Academy, Kaunas,

Lithuania, 3Faculty of Odontology, Lithuanian University of Health

Sciences, Medical Academy, Kaunas, Lithuania

Background and Aim: Lack of scientific evidence exists whether mal-

occlusion has impact on periodontal parameters in patients with peri-

odontal disease (PD). Study aim was to assess if occlusal trauma

(OT) has impact on periodontal probing depth (PPD), clinical attach-

ment level (CAL) and alveolar bone level (ABL).

Methods: A prospective study included 22 patients (18 female, 4 male)

with stage IV periodontitis, who were examined by cone beam com-

puted tomography (CBCT) for orthodontic treatment planning. All

patients underwent comprehensive periodontal and orthodontic

examination. Anterior teeth experiencing OT (fremitus) during maxi-

mum intercuspation were registered. ABL measurements (CEJ–

marginal ABL) in buccal, mesial, distal and lingual/palatal surfaces of

maxillary and mandibular anterior teeth were performed. PPD, CAL

and ABL of teeth with PD experiencing OT were compared with teeth

with PD and without OT.

Results: 34 maxillary and 32 mandibular teeth with OT and 19 maxil-

lary and 34 mandibular teeth without OT were recorded. Mean PPD

(3.79 mm; 95% CI: 3.43–4.16) was significantly higher (p = 0.002) in

maxillary teeth with OT compared with mandibular teeth with OT

(2.68 mm; 95% CI: 2.33–3.03) and maxillary teeth without OT

(2.98 mm; 95% CI: 2.58–3.37) (p = 0.0001). Site analysis showed sig-

nificantly higher mean PPD of maxillary teeth compared with mandib-

ular anterior teeth with OT in all surfaces (p < 0.01) except buccal.

Significantly higher mean CAL loss was found in mandibular teeth

with OT on buccal and lingual surfaces compared to maxillary teeth

with OT (p < 0.01). Mean ABL loss was significantly higher in mandib-

ular teeth (6.30 mm; 95% CI: 5.77–6.83) compared to maxillary teeth

(5.32 mm; 95% CI: 4.82–5.83) in OT (p = 0.04).

Conclusions: Higher PPD in maxillary teeth with OT was found com-

pared with mandibular teeth with OT and maxillary teeth without

OT. Mandibular teeth experiencing occlusal trauma had higher CAL

on buccal and lingual surfaces and mean ABL loss compared with

maxillary teeth with OT.

PR153: Anemia and chronic inflammation in old age:
What is the role of periodontitis? PARAN Study

A.M. Blasi1, G. Röhrig2, A. Kunnel3, P. Pape3, S.H.M. Derman1,

A.G. Barbe1

1Department of Operative Dentistry and Periodontology, Centre of

Dental Medicine, University of Cologne, Köln, Germany, 2Department of

Health - Interdisciplinary Pain Management, European University of

Applied Sciences EUFH, Köln, Germany, 3Clinic for Early Neurological and

Interdisciplinary Rehabilitation, St. Marien-Hospital, Cologne, Germany

Background and Aim: Anaemia of inflammation (AI) is a cytokine-

mediated anaemia and the most common form of anaemia in geriatric

patients. Mainly, it is associated with chronic inflammatory diseases.

However, causes of AI cannot always be identified in the affected

patients supporting the theory of a subclinical chronic inflammatory

process. In addition, periodontitis as a chronic inflammatory disease is

highly prevalent in geriatric patients. Especially for this vulnerable

group, it has not yet been clarified whether chronic periodontitis

might serve as a risk indicator for AI.

Methods: A prospective case–control study of N = 30 consecutively

recruiting geriatric inpatients >70 years is performed (clinically diag-

nosed periodontitis patients as cases (n = 15) versus n = 15 patients

without periodontitis as controls according to sample size calculation.

Inclusion criterion is the absence of other relevant chronic diseases.

Study participants will undergo a clinical oral examination and an anal-

ysis of sulcular aMMP8 and calprotectin levels. In addition,

haematological parameters of the routine laboratory and neu-

rogeriatric parameters from the patient record such as the Barthel

index, current medication, principal diagnosis, and comorbidities are

examined.

Results: Recruitment of patients and investigation started in 10/2021

and is to be completed by 03/2022.

Conclusions: The results of this study will certainly help to describe

possible associations between highly prevalent oral health problems

and common systemic diseases among geriatric patients, underscoring

the need for interdisciplinary care of these patients.

PR154: Clinical and periodontal evaluation of the
effectiveness of a probiotic-based toothpaste in
periodontal patients with type 1 diabetes

A. Butera1, E. Mutti1, S. Gallo1, M. Pascadopoli1, A. Scribante1

1Department of Clinical, Surgical, Diagnostic and Pediatric Sciences,

University of Pavia, Pavia, Italy

Background and Aim: In the medical-dental line, the strong correla-

tion between diabetes and periodontal disease is now known.

With the advent of the use of probiotics in dentistry, the question is:

will their beneficial effect also occur in the management of diabetes

as well as in the management of periodontal disease?
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The general objective of this research is to verify whether professional

oral hygiene sessions with the aid of ozonated water and home aids

containing probiotics influence periodontal disease.

It is hypothesized to appreciate a reduction of the value in % of gly-

cated haemoglobin in the blood and of the periodontal indices.

Methods: A group of 40 subjects affected by type 1 Diabetes Mellitus

who did not present clinical conditions were enrolled, they were

divided into two groups and underwent: quarterly blood sampling to

monitor Glycated Haemoglobin, Quarterly recalls for the professional

oral hygiene. In the active group, home subsidies based on probiotics

were used.

Biometric indices (PPD, Recessions, BOP, PI and HbA1c) were

detected at the baseline (t0) and at the follow-up t1 (3 month from t0)

and follow-up t2 (3 months from t1).

Results: For all the indexes evaluated there was a statistically signifi-

cant reduction (p < 0.05) which is appreciated more in the active

group than in the control group and more between T0 and T1 than

the interval between T1 and T2.

Conclusions: The reduction in the indexes analysed is probably due to

an improvement in home oral hygiene techniques associated with the

periodontal treatment to which the patients underwent.

However, the most significant improvement found in Group 1 suggests

that the use of probiotics was more helpful in the treatment of these

patients.

PR155: Evaluation of smoking confounding in the
association between periodontitis and cardiovascular
disease

F.V. Bitencourt1, F.R.M. Leite1, E. Raittio2, G.G. Nascimento1

1Department of Dentistry and Oral Health, Section for Periodontology,

Aarhus University, Aarhus, Denmark, 2Institute of Dentistry, University of

Eastern Finland, Kuopio, Finland

Background and Aim: Smoking is a well-known confounder of the

relationship between periodontitis and cardiovascular diseases (CVD).

No study has yet systematically investigated the role of adjustment

for smoking in this relationship. Thus, this systematic review aimed to

examine how smoking was considered in studies investigating the

relationship between periodontitis and CVD and how different

aspects of smoking confounding affected the estimates on the

relationship.

Methods: PubMed, Scopus, Embase, Web of Science, and grey litera-

ture were searched to May 15, 2021, for longitudinal cohort studies

in the field. Two reviewers independently screened studies, extracted

data, and performed the risk of bias assessment with the Newcastle-

Ottawa Scale. Random-effects meta-analysis was used to summarize

the results and perform subgroup analyses according to smoking

assessment aspects (adjustment for smoking, and acknowledgement

for residual confounding, cautious results interpretation, and limita-

tions or uncertainty due to smoking).

Results: Of the 3678 records identified, 35 cohort studies were

included; of these, 29 were included in the meta-analysis, comprising

504,136 participants from eight countries and a median follow-up of

14 years. The pooled adjusted risk ratio (RR) revealed that periodonti-

tis was associated with a 30% higher CVD risk (95% CI 1.2;1.4). How-

ever, in four studies that properly accounted for smoking (as a

cumulative measure), the RR dropped to 1.2 (95% CI 1.0;1.6).

Irrespective of the smoking aspect considered, subgroup analysis rev-

ealed a steady RR of 1.1 across the analyses, with respective 95% CI:

acknowledgement of the possibility of residual confounding (95% CI

0.9;1.4), limitations or uncertainty due to smoking (95% CI 1.0;1.3)

and urge for a cautious results interpretation due to smoking (95%

CI 0.9;1.3).

Conclusions: Deficient adjustment for smoking may explain the associ-

ation between periodontitis and CVD. Therefore, residual confounding

(especially for smoking) should be appropriately addressed before a

causal relationship is claimed (PROSPERO #CRD42020178494).

PR156: Comparison of oral health and quality of life in
patients with controlled and uncontrolled diabetes: A
questionnaire-based study

E. Rokaitė1, J. Žekonienė1

1Vilnius University, Vilnius, Lithuania

Background and Aim: The purpose of this study is to assess the link

between control of diabetes mellitus, oral health and its quality of life

outcomes.

Methods: Study had focused on patients from Lithuanian Diabetes

Association that were aware of value of glycated haemoglobin in the

last 6 months. They were asked about the impact of diabetes control

to oral health and the quality of life related to it. Descriptive statistics,

chi-square test, Spearman correlation were used for statistical analysis

(statistical significance was set at p ≤ 0.05).

Results: It was found that patients with poor blood glucose control

were more likely to experience clinical and functional diabetes-related

oral disorders (p = 0.001) and were prone to lower psychoemotional

status (p = 0.027) compared to those with good control. The most

common clinical disorders related to oral health in both groups were

teeth sensitivity (62.73%), dry mouth (58.18%), and halitosis (57.28%).

A statistically significant difference was found between impaired taste

perception (7.27% in HbA1c < 7% and 29.09% in HbA1c > 7%), diffi-

culty in speaking (9.09% in HbA1c < 7% and 25.45% in HbA1c > 7%)

and swallowing (10.91% in HbA1c < 7% and 29.09% in HbA1c > 7%

groups). Avoidance or embarrassment to communicate due smiling are

also statistically more common among people with uncontrolled diabe-

tes (16.36% in HbA1c < 7% and 41.82% in HbA1c > 7% groups).

13.64% of all patients were aware of the benefits of treating periodon-

tal disease for glycaemic control. 26.87% received a recommendation

to visit a dentist from a family doctor or endocrinologist. 55.59% men-

tioned the Internet, newspapers, etc. as the primary source of informa-

tion about the impact of diabetes on periodontal health.
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Conclusions: Individuals with poor blood glucose control are more

likely to experience clinical and functional diabetes-related oral lesions

and are prone to lower psychoemotional status compared to those

with good control.

PR157: Comparison of oxidative stress biomarkers in
GCF, saliva and blood serum between healthy
pregnants and pregnants with gestational diabetes

O. Kaya Şimşek1, Ü. Başer1, O. Demirci2, F. Cömert1, Ö. Özgünler1,

O. Öz1, F. Yalçın1

1Istanbul University, Istanbul, Turkey, 2Istanbul Zeynep Kamil Gynecology

and Pediatrics Education and Research Hospital, Istanbul, Turkey

Background and Aim: The aim of this study is to compare oxidative

stress biomarkers in saliva, Gingival Crevicular Fluid (GCF) and, serum

between healthy pregnant and pregnants with gestational diabetes

mellitus (GDM).

Methods: The study group consisted of 80 healthy pregnants and

80 pregnants with GDM. After medical and dental anamnesis, plaque

index (PI), gingival index (GI), bleeding on probing (BOP), probing

depth (PD) and clinical attachment level (CAL) measurements were

performed. GCF, saliva and, blood samples were collected. Total Oxi-

dant Status (TOS) and Total Antioxidant Status (TAS) were analyzed

to evaluate local and systemic oxidant-antioxidant mechanisms.

Results: PI, GI, BoP, PD and, CAL, Stage I and Stage II periodontitis were

significantly higher in the GDM group compared to the control group.

Serum and saliva TAS, TOS U/ml and, TAS/TOS were significantly

lower in the GDM group than in the TAS, TOS U/ml and, TAS/TOS

control group (p = 0.0001). The mean GFC TAS U/ml and, TAS/TOS

of the GDM group were statistically significantly lower than the con-

trol group, and the GFC TOS U/ml was significantly higher than the

control group (p = 0.0001).

Conclusions: The increase in OS in GDM caused worsening of local

and systemic markers together with periodontal disease. An associa-

tion between periodontal disease and oxidative stress in GDM were

observed.

PR158: Influence of periodontitis on levels of
autoantibodies in rheumatoid arthritis patients: A
systematic review

N. Nik Eezammuddeen1,2, R.D. Vaithilingam1, N.H. Mohamad-Hassan1

1Department of Restorative Dentistry, University of Malaya, Kuala

Lumpur, Malaysia, 2Centre of Comprehensive Care, Universiti Teknologi

MARA, Sungai Buloh, Malaysia

Background and Aim: Periodontitis (PD) has been associated with the

development of rheumatoid arthritis (RA) but the evidence concerning

PD and the development of autoantibodies in RA patients are obscure

given that the studies have been reporting contradicting results.

Therefore, a systematic review was conducted to assess the overall

effect of concurrent PD on levels of autoantibodies in the serum,

saliva and gingival crevicular fluid (GCF) of RA patients.

Methods: Relevant literature was searched from PubMed, Web of Sci-

ence, Scopus and Ebscohost databases as well as manually through per-

tinent journals from inception until 31 August 2020. The quality of

each study was determined based on the Newcastle-Ottawa Scale

assessment tool. Random-effect meta-analyses were presented as sum-

mary estimates of odds ratios (ORs) for seropositivity and standardised

mean difference (SMD) of autoantibody levels with 95% confidence

intervals. Sensitivity test and meta-regression were performed to assess

the robustness of the results and potential cause of heterogeneity.

Results: Twenty-nine published observational studies were included

in the qualitative analysis. Most studies reported on anti-citrullinated

peptide autoantibodies (ACPA) and rheumatoid factor (RF) levels

between RA with PD group and RA without PD group. Meta-analysis

of the pooled data revealed the association between the diagnosis of

PD with ACPA and RF seropositivity in RA patients (OR for ACPA:

1.82; 95% CI: 1.13, 2.93) (OR for RF: 1.53; 95% CI: 1.05, 2.24). The

results from meta-regression suggested the high heterogeneity could

be partially ascribed to the unstandardised case definition of PD and

laboratory testing of autoantibodies. Apart from ACPA and RF in

serum, studies which have reported on other RA-related autoanti-

bodies, as well as autoantibody levels in saliva and GCF were scarce.

Conclusions: There is evidence that RA patients tend to have greater

ACPA and RF levels in their serum when they have PD.

PR159: Salivary antioxidant profile in patients with
systemic sclerosis and periodontitis

S. Sredojevi�c1, S. Pavlov Dolijanovi�c2, J. Kuzmanovi�c-Pfi�cer3,

Z. Aleksi�c1, S. Jankovi�c1, N. Nikoli�c Jakoba1

1Dental Medicine Faculty, Clinic for Periodontology and Oral Medicine,

University of Belgrade, Belgrade, Serbia, 2Faculty of Medicine, University

of Belgrade, Belgrade, Serbia, 3Dental Medicine Faculty, University of

Belgrade, Belgrade, Serbia

Background and Aim: Systemic sclerosis (SS) is a rare autoimune sys-

temic disease that is characterized by tissue fibrosis and vasculopaty

of skin and major internal organs. The most important pathogenic fea-

ture that scleroderma and periodontitis have in common is inflamatory

mediated tissue destruction that finally results in loss of function. For

both diseases, presence of unneutralized reactive oxygen species

(ROS) is considered to be responsible for tissue destruction either by

direct reaction with cells or via release of proinflamatory cytokines.

The goal of the present study was to compare periodontal status and

antioxidant profile in unstimulated saliva of systemic sclerosis patients

with periodontitis and systemically healthy periodontitis patients.

Methods: Twenty-two patients with established diagnoses of sys-

temic sclerosis (SS group) and 20 systemically healthy individuals with

periodontitis (P group) were enrolled in the study. Clinical periodontal

parameters (CAL, PPD, GI, PI) and concentration of uric acid (UA),
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superoxide dismutase (SOD) and glutathione peroxidase (GPX) in

unstimulated saliva samples were assessed.

Results: There were no statistically significant differences in the peri-

odontal parameters between the groups, except CAL which was

higher in SS group (4.8 ± 0.21 mm vs. 3.18 ± 0.17 mm; p = 0.000).

Significantly higher level of GPX (p = 0.000) and SOD (p = 0.000) in

unstimulated saliva were detected in SS group compared to the CP

group. Significant increase in the UA specific activity was identified in

CP group (p = 0.031).

Conclusions: The results may indicate higher periodontal destruction

and antioxidant perturbations in unstimulated saliva of systemic scle-

rosis patients with periodontitis compared to systemically healthy

periodontitis patients.

PR160: Periodontitis as a risk factor for preeclampsia -
systematic review and meta-analysis

S. Sridhar1, S. Sharma1, M. Messow1, D. Darczuk2, A. McIntosh1,

M. Czesnikiewicz-Guzik1,2

1University of Glasgow, Glasgow, UK, 2Jagiellonian University, Krakow,

Poland

Background and Aim: Periodontal diseases are a prevalent, chronic

inflammation located in the oral cavity, known to cause systemic acti-

vation of the immune system with elevated inflammatory markers that

profoundly affect general health. A growing body of evidence shows

periodontal diseases as a risk factor for preeclampsia. However, the

existing studies are small and therefore lack statistical power. Investi-

gating the causal association between periodontitis and preeclampsia

is pivotal for planning the prevention strategies of preeclampsia which

is very dangerous complication of pregnancy both for the mother and

the baby.

Methods: The systematic search and meta-analysis of relevant publi-

shed articles up to March 2020 in five online databases (Prospero ID:

CRD420201731070) have been performed. Primary objectives

included assessment of the prevalence of preeclampsia among women

with periodontitis, severity and progression of periodontitis among

women with preeclampsia, and effect of non-surgical periodontal

therapy on the risk of preeclampsia among pregnant women. Fifty-

one studies were selected based on inclusion criteria, out of which

22 observational studies were included in the quantitative analysis.

Results: Periodontitis was strongly associated with preeclampsia (OR:

3.11, 95% CI: 2.05–4.70, p < 0.00001, I2: 83%). Women suffering from

preeclampsia endured more severe periodontitis documented by peri-

odontal indexes: bleeding on probing (WMD: 14.56%, 95% CI: 9.58–

19.54, p < 0.00001, I2: 100%), probing depth (WMD: 0.81 mm, 95% CI:

0.46–1.15, p < 0.00001, I2: 98%) and a more advanced form of the dis-

ease described by clinical attachment loss (WMD: 0.66 mm, 95% CI:

0.28–1.04, p < 0.00001, I2: 97%) compared to normotensive pregnant

women. The evidence regarding the effect of non-surgical periodontal

therapy on preeclampsia remains inconclusive due to a limited number

of publications meeting inclusion criteria (one publication).

Conclusions: The summary of the data from observational studies

demonstrated periodontitis significantly increases risk for preeclamp-

sia. However, more interventional randomized controlled trials are

needed to confirm the causal association between periodontitis and

preeclampsia.

PR161: Impact of bariatric surgery on the periodontal
status of obese subjects: A pilot study

N. Oyarzo1,2, N. Quezada3, D. Turiel3, R. Valenzuela1, L. Isbej1,2

1Escuela de Odontología, Pontificia Universidad Cat�olica de Chile,

Santiago, Chile, 2Programa de Farmacología y Toxicología de Facultad de

Medicina, Pontificia Universidad Cat�olica de Chile, Santiago, Chile,
3Departamento de Cirugía Digestiva, Escuela de Medicina, Facultad de

Medicina, Pontificia Universidad Cat�olica, Santiago, Chile

Background and Aim: Obesity has been proposed as a risk indicator for

the development of periodontal disease (PD). However, weight loss has

not been associated with clinical improvement of PD. Surprisingly, bar-

iatric surgery (BS) may have a role on the improvement of PD, but the

relation between BS and PD has not been fully elucidated. The aim of

this pilot study is to describe the impact of BS on the periodontal status

of patients undergoing this type of surgery.

Methods: Ten obese subjects submitted to BS were recruited for this

study. Subjects were evaluated in the pre-operative period and 6 months

after BS. Clinical evaluation consisted in of Body Mass Index (BMI) calcu-

lation, periodontal Probing depth (PD), clinical attachment level (CAL),

bacterial plaque index (PI) and bleeding on probing (BOP). The statistical

analysis was performed with the non-parametric Wilcoxon test.

Results: After 6 months, subjects had a significant decrease in BMI from

39.5 to 29.0. Regarding PD parameters, only probing depth showed a

significant increase from 2.4 to 2.7 mm, SD: 2.5 mm (p = 0.013).

Conclusions: Our study suggests that obese subjects undergoing BS

may have a deleterious impact on PD evolution. We strongly believe

that our study warrants further studies to elucidate this clinical corre-

lation and potential mechanisms. Also, if this correlation is confirmed,

preventive measured must be taken in this specific population.

PR162: Severe asthma influence on dental and
periodontal status: An observational study

L. Alaux1, L. Guilleminault2,3, C. Nabet1,4, A. Didier2,3, S. Laurencin-

Dalicieux1,4, A. Vinel1,4

1Faculté de Chirurgie Dentaire, Université Toulouse III - Paul Sabatier,

Toulouse, France, 2Faculté de Médecine, Université Toulouse III - Paul

Sabatier, Toulouse, France, 3Pneumology, CHU Toulouse, Toulouse,

France, 4Dental Medicine, CHU Toulouse, Toulouse, France

Background and Aim: Despite their inflammatory component and a

direct communication between the oral cavity and lungs, little is

known about the relationship between severe asthma and periodontal
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status. The aim of this study was to describe oral status of patients

suffering from severe asthma.

Methods: Patients consulting in Toulouse University Hospital for

severe asthma between August 2019 and June 2021 received a stan-

dard medical and oral examination from a trained dental practitioner.

The investigator noted the number of missing teeth, gingival index

(GI), plaque index (PI), and the presence of periodontal pockets. Oral

hygiene habits and periodontal risk factors were checked. Asthma

parameters (inhaled corticoids amount, exacerbations, biotherapy)

were extracted from patients' medical files.

Results: The study included 30 patients, 14 women (46.7%) and

16 men (53.3%), mean age 50.9 ± 17.06 years (from 16 to 77 years);

22 patients (73.3%) had a BMI≥25. Regarding asthma treatment,

14 subjects (46.7%) were treated with biological therapies. 19 patients

(63.3%) had at least one asthma exacerbation within the past year.

Regarding periodontal risk factors, only 3 patients (10%) were

smokers, the others being either non (63.3%) or former smokers

(26.7%). 11 subjects (36.7%) performed oral hygiene once a day or

less and 19 (63.3%) at least twice a day. Oral examination showed that

half patients had sufficient oral hygiene (PI = 0/1) and only 7 (23.3%)

had healthy gums (GI = 0) while 16 (53.4%) had light to moderate gin-

givitis (GI = 1/2) and 7 (23.3%) had severe gingivitis (GI = 3). Most of

them had no periodontal pockets (90%).

Conclusions: This pilot study showed that most of severe asthmatic

patients are free of periodontitis but most of them lack oral hygiene

and suffer from gingivitis. It will be followed by a much larger study to

precise those results.

PR163: Impact of mandibular advancement appliance
on periodontal health: A systematic review of the
literature

N. Mansour1,2, F. Mora1, S. Kerner1, P. Bouchard1, M.C. Carra1

1Service of Odontology, Universite de Paris, Rothschild Hospital and

University of Paris, Paris, France, 2EFP Postgraduate Program in

Periodontology in Implant Dentistry, Universite de Paris, Paris, France

Background and Aim: The use of mandibular advancement appliance

(MAA) is an efficient treatment option for mild to moderate obstruc-

tive sleep apnea (OSA). It prevents upper airway collapse by advanc-

ing the mandible and the associated soft tissues. Overall, MAA is well

tolerated but to be effective it needs to be worn during sleep every

day and for lifelong. Thus, side effects, mainly dental movements, may

be observed. Among these, it is not clear whether MAA may induce or

contribute to changes on periodontal tissue and influence periodontal

health.

The present systematic review aims to assess periodontal side effects

associated with use of MAA in patients with OSA.

Methods: An electronic search was performed in MEDLINE, Cochrane

Database, Google Scholar Beta, Scopus. Human studies published

until September 2021 were analyzed, without language restrictions.

Randomized controlled trials (RCT), cohort studies, case control

studies, case series and cross-sectional studies investigating MAA side

effects in adult patients with at least 2 years of follow-up were

considered.

Results: Nineteen studies with a follow up between 2 and 6 years

were selected. Of these, 14 were RCTs. The MAA-related side effects

most frequently reported were: hypersalivation, xerostomia, occlusal

problems, temporomandibular joint pain. No periodontal side effect

was reported. Only four studies indicated periodontal conditions as a

contraindication for MAA treatment and 11 RCTs considered peri-

odontitis as an exclusion criteria for patient selection.

Conclusions: There is no evidence in the literature to confirm that

MAA treatment may significantly impact on the OSA patient's peri-

odontal status. However, this aspect appears to be under-evaluated in

the pertinent literature and should be further investigated in relation

to the type of MAA, the duration of treatment, and in patients with a

history of periodontitis.

PR164: Periodontal status of individuals with
congenital neutropenia of different genetic causes: A
case series of 31 patients

C. Messeca1, J. Donadieu2, C. Bellanné-Chantelot3, M. Biosse

Duplan1,4

1Hopital Bretonneau, APHP, Service de Médecine Bucco-Dentaire, Paris,

France, 2Hôpital Armand Trousseau, APHP, Centre De Référence Des

Neutropénies Chroniques, Registre National Des Neutropénies

Congénitales, Service d'Hémato-oncologie Pédiatrique, Paris, France,
3Hôpital Pitié-Salpêtrière, APHP, Département de Génétique Médicale,

Paris, France, 4Université de Paris, UFR Odontologie, Montrouge, France

Background and Aim: Congenital neutropenia (CN) covers a group of

rare diseases that predispose to severe infections and frequently leads

to early-onset and severe periodontitis. CN is a highly heterogeneous

genetic disorder, with over 30 identified genes and variable risks of

infections. The aim of our study was to assess if all types of CN cause

periodontitis and if the severity of periodontitis varies according to

the CN genetic origin.

Methods: We conducted a monocentric retrospective study of all

patients with CN. Age, sex, genetic mutation, gingival inflammation,

alveolar bone loss, premature tooth loss were compiled and analyzed.

Need for long-term antibiotic use and frequency of recombinant human

G-CSF injections were used to assess the systemic impact of CN.

Results: Thirty-one patients were included, aged 5–55 years old

(mean 22.4), with 52% males. Eight different causative genes were

present (CXCR2 (n = 1), CXCR4 (1), ELANE (15), G6PC3 (1), JAGN1 (2),

SBDS (3), SLC37A4 (5), SRP54 (3). All individuals presented with gener-

alized gingival inflammation and 90% with generalized periodontitis

(stage II to IV, grade B to C); 39% had experienced premature tooth

loss and 13% were edentulous.

We could not determine whether the genetic origin correlates with

periodontitis severity because of the limited number of individuals for

several genes and because of the heterogeneity within larger groups
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(ELANE, SLC37A4). However, all groups combined, the number of

weekly injections of G-CSF was statistically higher in patients with

moderate or severe bone loss compared to patients with no or minor

bone loss (2.2 vs. 0.8, p < 0.05).

Conclusions: In this large case series of children and adults with CN,

periodontitis was very frequent. Periodontitis severity varied between

the different forms of CN, but also within groups with the same

mutated gene and correlated well with that of the systemic disease,

as indicated by the frequency of G-CSF injections.

PR165: Periodontal status in a group of ischemic
stroke patients

I.C. Micu1, A. Soanc�a1, C. Andreea1, O. Diana1, S. Alina1, A. Roman1

1Department of Periodontology, Iuliu Haţieganu University of Medicine

and Pharmacy Cluj-Napoca, Cluj-Napoca, Romania

Background and Aim: Periodontitis is a chronic inflammatory disease

induced by the complex interactions between the oral dysbiotic

microbiota and the host's immune-inflammatory response. Severe and

extended forms not only cause major oral functional impairments but

are also considered risk factors for systemic health. Several reviews

reported a positive association between periodontitis and stroke. The

aim of this study was the assessment of the periodontal status in

ischemic stroke patients using the AAP/EFP 2018 periodontitis case

classification and to identify potential risk factors for severe forms of

periodontitis.

Methods: The current study was conducted at the Neurology

Department of the Clinical Rehabilitation Hospital (Cluj-Napoca),

after receiving approval from the Institutional Ethics Committee.

Patients with ischemic stroke were selected for the study. Demo-

graphic data (age, gender, environment), risk factors (smoking and

alcohol consumption) and periodontal parameters were collected

from medical charts. A full mouth clinical periodontal examination

with the recording of bleeding on probing (BOP) score, oral

hygiene (OH) score, probing depth, gingival recession and clinical

attachment loss at six sites per tooth, excluding third molars, was

performed. Periodontitis was diagnosed according to the EFP/AAP

2018 Classification of Periodontal and Peri-Implant Diseases and

Conditions.

Results: A total of 141 patients aged 63.34 ± 11.33 participated in the

study. According to the 2018 EFP/AAP classification, the prevalence of

periodontitis was 97.87% and of stage III/IV periodontitis was 96.45%.

The mean BOP and OH score for periodontitis patients was 44.36

± 28.35 and 75.23 ± 30.45, respectively. All patients diagnosed with

stage III/IV periodontitis were smokers and 97.5% alcohol consumers.

The subgroup of stage III/IV periodontitis patients was significantly older

than those with less severe forms and no periodontitis (p > 0.05). No

other significant differences between these subgroups were identified.

Conclusions: Periodontitis was highly prevalent in the group of stroke

patients. Stage III/IV periodontitis was detected in most ischemic

stroke patients.

PR166: Periodontal status of patients with multiple
sclerosis in polish population

M. Raczkowski1, J. Wencel2, R. Kaźmierski2,3, M. Wyganowska-

Świątkowska1, A. Kowalska4

1Department of Dental Surgery and Periodontology, Pozna�n University of

Medical Sciences, Pozna�n, Poland, 2Department of Neurology and

Cerebrovascular Disorders of Nervous System, Pozna�n University of

Medical Sciences, Pozna�n, Poland, 3Department of Nervous System

Diseases, Orthopedics, Traumatology and Oncology of the Locomotor

System, University of Zielona G�ora, Zielona G�ora, Poland, 4Institute of

Human Genetics, Polish Academy of Sciences, Pozna�n, Poland

Background and Aim: Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a chronic, inflamma-

tory and demyelinating neurological disease with a multifactorial etiol-

ogy. Genetic, environmental and infectious factors play a role in its

pathogenesis. So far, it has not been conclusively proven whether

there is a link between multiple sclerosis and periodontitis. Objective

of the study was to assess periodontal status and oral hygiene in the

population of patients with relapsing–remitting multiple sclero-

sis (RRMS).

Methods: The study group included 170 patients with RRMS:

123 women and 47 men aged 26–66 and control group consisted of

50 subjects: 33 women and 17 men aged 23–61 years. Probing depth

(PD), gingival bleeding (mSBI), approximal plaque index (API) and

CPITN index were assessed in all patients. Disability status of patients

with MS was determined by EDSS score.

Results: In the study group, 104 (63%) patients had healthy periodon-

tal tissues, 50 (30.3%) gingivitis, 11 (6.7%) periodontitis, and 5 patients

were edentulous. The values of the CPITN index were as follows:

CPI = 0 was observed in 28.8% of patients, codes 1 and 2 in 60.6%,

code 3 in 6.5%, and 4 in 1.2%. The mean mSBI index was 11.84%, API

32.59%. Patients with higher EDSS scores had higher API and mSBI

scores. Higher values of API and mSBI indices were observed in

patients aged over 50 and in patients with lower education. In the

control group, periodontitis was significantly more frequent

(p = 0.02713) and higher value of the API was recorded - 45.85%

(p < 0.0001).

Conclusions: Periodontitis in the group of patients suffering from MS

occurred less frequently than in the general population. Poor hygiene

and more frequent bleeding from the gums occur in elderly, less edu-

cated and more disabled patients.

PR167: A case control study on oral microbiota and
local inflammatory biomarkers in Parkinson's disease

A. Zekeridou1, V. Fleury2,3, V. Lazarevic4, N. Gaïa4, C. Giannopoulou1,

L. Genton5, J.A. Cancela1, M. Girard4, R. Goldstein2, J. Bally6,

A. Mombelli1, J. Schrenzel4,3, P. Burkhard2,3

1University of Geneva, University Clinic of Dental Medicine, Division of

Regenerative Dental Medicine and Periodontology, Geneva, Switzerland,
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2Division of Neurology, University of Geneva, Geneva University

Hospitals, Geneva, Switzerland, 3Faculty of Medicine, University of

Geneva, CMU, Geneva, Switzerland, 4Service of Infectious Diseases,

University of Geneva, Genomic Research Laboratory, Geneva,

Switzerland, 5University of Geneva, Clinical Nutrition, Geneva University

Hospitals, Geneva, Switzerland, 6Service of Neurology, University of

Lausanne, Lausanne University Hospital, Lausanne, Switzerland

Background and Aim: Parkinson's disease (PaD) is the second most

common neurodegenerative disorder. Microbiota could be a new

player in the pathogenesis of PaD because of its key role in the pro-

tection of the host from pathogenic organisms. The aim of our study

was to compare the composition of the oral microbiota and the

degree of oral inflammation in PaD patients versus healthy con-

trols (HC).

Methods: This is a single center case–control study including 20 PaD

patients and 20 healthy controls matched for age and sex. Each partic-

ipant was examined with a thorough neurological assessment. We

performed full mouth periodontal and dental examination, Gingival

Crevicular Fluid (GCF) sampling, hygiene motivation and full mouth

scaling. Five cytokines in the GCF (IL1b, IL1ra, IL6, IFNg, TNFa) were

analyzed using the Bio-Plex Suspension array system. Two months

later, neurological and nutritional assessments as well as saliva and

dental plaque collection were performed. Bacteria profiles, measured

by 16S rRNA gene sequencing, were compared between groups.

Results: Dental and periodontal parameters did not differ between

the groups. IL1b and IL-1ra were significantly higher in the PaD group.

Streptococcus mutans, Kingella oralis, Actinomyces AFQC s,

Veillonella AFUJ s, Scardovia, Lactobacillaceae, Negativicutes and

Firmicutes were more abundant in patients, whereas Treponema

KE332528 s, Lachnospiraceae AM420052 s, and phylum SR1 were

less abundant. The diversity of the microbiome in the plaque samples

of the HC was significantly higher.

Conclusions: Although a similar clinical oral status between cases and

controls was observed, significant differences were found in the

microbiome and some inflammatory factors in the GCF.

Within the limitation of this study, microbiome might play a role in

PaD but larger scale studies are needed to verify this assumption.

PR168: Evaluation of the relationship between
periodontitis, diabetes mellitus and lens
autofluorescence test

B. Guler1, A.N. Koyluoglu2, A.G. Terzioglu1, B. Terzioglu1, S. Eken1

1Faculty of Dentistry, Department of Periodontology, Kütahya Health

Sciences University, Kütahya, Turkey, 2Faculty of Medicine, Department

of Ophthalmology, Kütahya Health Sciences University, Kütahya, Turkey

Background and Aim: Diabetes is a risk factor for periodontal disease,

there is a higher prevalence, more common and severe periodontitis

in diabetic patients. Excessive amounts of advanced glycosylation end

products (AGE) are formed because of hyperglycemia. The increased

AGE level makes the periodontal support tissues more prone to

destruction. The lens autofluorescence screening test has provided

the accumulation level of AGE for whole life. The aim of this study

was to evaluate the relationship between periodontitis, diabetes

mellitus (DM) and lens autofluorescence (LA) value.

Methods: Thirty-nine patients (24 female, 15 male) with a mean age

of 52.2 (18–83) who applied to the Department of Periodontology

were included in the study. The presence and severity of periodontitis

of the patients were diagnosed by panoramic radiography and peri-

odontal indexes. Diabetic retinopathy evaluation was performed in

ophthalmology clinic. Fasting blood glucose and HbA1c values of the

patients were recorded. Noninvasive lens autofluorescence measure-

ment was performed with a biomicroscope (ClearPath DS-120) that

rapidly measures green fluorescence through the lens of all patients.

The patients were divided into two groups according to the presence

of DM, four groups (Stage I-IV) according to the severity of periodon-

titis, and four groups (1–4) according to LA values.

Results: Thirty-one participants (79.4%) were diagnosed as DM and

28 (71.7%) had severe (Stage III-IV) periodontitis. Four (12.9%) DM

participants had diabetic retinopathy, and 12 (38.7%) DM participants

had a high LA measurements. 7 (25%) of patients with severe peri-

odontitis showed high LA value. It was found that 53.8% (21) of the

patients had both DM and severe periodontitis, and 25.6% (10) had

an high LA value additionally.

Conclusions: Periodontitis is related with Type II DM and AGE accu-

mulation can be evaluated as non-invasive with lens autofluorescence

value. LA value may increase in relation to severe periodontitis and

uncontrolled DM.

PR169: Periodontal conditions in people with
eating disorders: Systematic review and
meta-analysis

P. Reyes Garita1,2, A. Hayon2,3, P. Colon2,4, N. Godart5,6,

P. Bouchard1,2,7, H. Rangé1,2,7

1Periodontology, Université de Paris, EFP Postgraduate Program, Paris,

France, 2Assistance Publique-Hôpitaux de Paris, Rothschild Hospital,

Paris, France, 3Université de Paris, Paris, France, 4Université de Paris,

Restorative Dentistry Endodontics, Paris, France, 5Université Versailles

Saint Quentin en Yvelines, UFR Simone Veil, Versailles Saint Quentin,

France, 6Fondation Santé des Etudiants de France, Service Hospitalo-

Universitaire de Santé Mentale pour les Adolescents et Jeunes Adultes,

Paris, France, 7Université de Paris, UR 2496 Laboratory of Orofacial

Pathologies, Imaging and Biotherapies, Montrouge, France

Background and Aim: Eating disorders (ED) are serious mental dis-

eases with well-known oral complications: erosive tooth wear and

dental caries. There is also emerging evidence for poor periodontal

conditions notably gingivitis and gingival recessions. Starvation, self-

induced vomiting, gastric reflux, psychotropic medications characteriz-

ing ED patients may lead to hyposalivation. In addition, obsessional

personality traits might mean such patients are more fastidious in
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their oral hygiene leading to traumatic toothbrushing. The hypothesis

of this study is that hyposalivation and inappropriate toothbrushing

behavior increase the periodontal risk in ED patients. The aim of this

study was to analyze evidence on hyposalivation, toothbrushing

habits and periodontal conditions in ED patients.

Methods: Electronic databases were systematically searched from

their earliest records to September 2021. Primary outcome was oral

health status. Periodontal conditions were assessed by plaque index,

bleeding index, Community Periodontal Index (CPI), or clinical attach-

ment level. Secondary outcomes: toothbrushing frequency and sali-

vary flow were only assessed in studies reporting the primary

outcome. A random-effect model using standardized mean differences

(SMD) was used to estimate the pooled data in the meta-analysis

(p < 0.05).

Results: Eighteen studies (14 case–control; four cross-sectional)

were included in the qualitative synthesis and assessed by the

modified Newcastle-Ottawa Scale. Adolescent, adult or mixed sam-

ples ranged from 33 to 650 subjects. Mostly female inpatients with

a clinical diagnosis of Anorexia Nervosa or Bulimia Nervosa were

found, but some studies included outpatients and other diagnoses

of ED. For the quantitative analysis, five and four studies were

included for hyposalivation and periodontal status, respectively. ED

patients presented significantly less healthy CPI sextants [(SMD:

�1.22; 95% CI: �1.95, �0.48); p < 0.0003] compared to controls.

In addition, the pooled unstimulated salivary flow rates were signif-

icantly lower among patients with ED [(SMD: �0.49; 95% CI:

�1.53, 0.55); p < 0.00001].

Conclusions: ED patients exhibit lower salivary flow rates and poor

periodontal conditions compared to controls.

PR170: Weight gain is associated with alveolar bone
loss among males

P. Tegelberg1, T. Tervonen1, M. Knuuttila2, T. Saxlin3,4, P. Ylöstalo1,2

1Research Unit of Oral Health Sciences, Faculty of Medicine, University

of Oulu, Oulu, Finland, 2Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery,

Oulu University Hospital, Oulu, Finland, 3Institute of Dentistry, University

of Eastern Finland, Kuopio, Finland, 4Department of Oral and

Maxillofacial Diseases, Kuopio University Hospital, Kuopio, Finland

Background and Aim: Obesity is known to cause inflammation and an

altered immune response which contribute to the development of

metabolic complications. Several cross-sectional studies have

reported an association between obesity and periodontitis, but only a

few longitudinal studies have used clinical attachment loss or alveolar

bone loss as periodontal variables for measuring chronic disease. We

investigate whether obesity, central obesity, and weight gain, defined

by body mass index and waist circumference, are associated with

alveolar bone level (BL).

Methods: A non-diabetic population (n = 1318) of the Northern

Finland Birth Cohort 1966 was studied. The study population was cat-

egorized based on body mass index (BMI: participants with normal

weight, overweight, and obesity) and waist circumference (WC: partic-

ipants without central obesity, and with central obesity) at ages

31 and 46. The categories were combined to define whether the par-

ticipants stayed in the respective BMI and WC categories or passed

on to a higher category (weight gain). Alveolar bone level data were

collected at age 46. Relative risks (RRs) and 95% confidence intervals

(CI) were estimated using Poisson regression models.

Results: Obesity and weight gain were weakly associated with BL

≥5 mm in the total population (n = 1318) whereas for males (n = 613)

who moved from the overweight category to the obesity category, RR

for BL ≥5 mm was 2.2 (95% CI 1.6–2.9). When the weight gain was

measured with WC, males who moved from the normal weight cir-

cumference category to the central obesity category, RR for BL

≥5 mm was 1.3 (95% CI 1.1–1.6). Corresponding figures for those

males who had never smoked (n = 303) were 1.8 (95% CI 1.2–2.7)

and 1.5 (95% CI 1.1–2.1), respectively. No associations were found

between obesity and BL ≥5 mm among females.

Conclusions: Weight gain was associated with alveolar bone loss

among males.

PR171: The use of ultrasonic dopplerography as a
method for dynamic diagnosing periodontal diseases
in patients with diabetes

E. Grinenko1, L. Orekhova1, E. Loboda1, N. Iamanidze1, R. Musaeva1,

E. Kuchumova1

1Academician I.P. Pavlov First St. Petersburg State Medical University,

Saint Petersburg, Russian Federation

Background and Aim: Microcirculatory blood flow of periodontal tis-

sues is an active zone of body's hemodynamics which undergoes

pathological changes much earlier than vessels of other organs among

diabetes mellitus (DM) patients. Ultrasound dopplerography examina-

tion of periodontal vessels among patients with DM allows predicting

dynamics of changes in blood flow and is a new promising direction in

modern dentistry.

To evaluate the hemodynamic data of periodontal vessels among

patients with type 1 DM and without DM before and after conserva-

tive periodontal therapy.

Methods: There was a dental examining of 50 patients aged 20–

30 years (M ± m - 24 ± 0.5), 25 of them had a DM type 1 (group 1)

and 25 patients formed a control group, which had no pathology of

endocrine system (group 2). All patients underwent a complex evalua-

tion of hygienic and periodontal status, ultrasound dopplerography

and professional oral hygiene complex. The second examining was

performed in 1 month after therapeutic measures.

Results: Hygienic and periodontal status of 1 group patients was sig-

nificantly worse than among control group patients, but after per-

formed hygienic measures there was an improvement of indices,

which was more pronounced in DM group. Evaluation of periodontal

blood flow indices in 1 month after professional oral hygiene complex

revealed an increase of microcirculation rate in periodontal tissues
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among patients with type 1 diabetes (V am.- 0.464 + �0.027 cm/s, Q

am �0.028 + �0.002 ml/min), while in control group values changed

insignificantly - (V am �0.687 + �0.015 cm/s, Q am �0.036 +-

�0.004 ml/min).

Conclusions: Significant improvements of hygienic and periodontal

status as well as positive shifts of hemodynamic parameters of peri-

odontal vessels among patients with DM in comparison with control

group were revealed, that testifies to necessity of special personalized

approach in complex treatment and periodontal diseases diagnose

using ultrasound dopplerography among patients with DM.

PR172: The influence of overweight on the
manifestations of inflammatory periodontal disease in
patients with diabetes

E. Loboda1, L. Orekhova1, E. Grinenko1, I. Berezkina1, A. Kropotina1

1Academician I.P. Pavlov First St. Petersburg State Medical University,

Saint Petersburg, Russian Federation

Background and Aim: Overweight is becoming more common prob-

lem in countries with high standard of living in large metropolitan

areas, especially among the younger population. This pathology

affects state of blood vessels and contributes to development of car-

diovascular diseases, as well as diabetes mellitus (DM), which are seri-

ous risk factors for development and progression of periodontal

pathology.

To assess the effect of overweight on periodontal tissues state among

patients with type 1 DM and to analyze the effectiveness of profes-

sional oral hygiene complex as a stage of initial periodontal therapy.

Methods: We examined 85 patients with type 1 DM aged 25 to 45 years,

40 of whom were overweight and 45 were of normal constitution. All of

them had chronic generalized periodontitis of mild and moderate severity.

After assessing the dental status, all subjects underwent a complex of

professional oral hygiene. Re-examination was made in 4 weeks.

Results: Among patients with DM and overweight, clinical manifesta-

tions of inflammatory periodontal diseases were more pronounced

(API = 72.68 ± 5,77%, PMA = 32.55 ± 3.23%, BOP = 33.96 ± 6,56%),

and the severity was higher than among patients of normal constitution

(API = 68.6 ± 3.94%, PMA = 35.48 ± 2.23%, BOP = 30.8 ± 4.40%).

Differences were revealed in response of periodontal tissues to mea-

sures taken in examined groups, which indicates the pathological effect

of excess body weight on the effectiveness of conservative periodontal

therapy (API = 63.08 ± 4.55%, PMA = 31.64 ± 3.47%,

BOP = 26.12 ± 6.49%).

Conclusions: Differences in effectiveness of prophylactic measures in

surveyed groups prove the importance of overweight as an aggravating

factor among patients with inflammatory periodontal disease and type

1 DM and indicate the need for more detailed examination of this

parameter in treatment of patients in this group, and also dictate the

need to develop a special approach in their complex treatment and pre-

vention, which includes analysis of body mass index, survey of psycho-

logical characteristics and increasing level of motivation and compliance.

PR173: Periodontal profile and microbiome in patients
with inflammatory bowel diseases: A case–control
study (preliminary results)

K. Hadjisavva1,2, P. Challita1,2, A. Boillot1, L. Baugerie3,4,5,6,

H. Sokol3,4,5,6, P. Bouchard1,2,7, H. Rangé1,2,7

1Université de Paris, Periodontology, EFP Postgraduate Program, Paris,

France, 2Assistance Publique-Hôpitaux de Paris, Rothschild Hospital,

Paris, France, 3Faculté de Médecine Pierre et Marie Curie, Sorbonne

Université, Paris, France, 4Assistance Publique-Hôpitaux de Paris, Hôpital

Saint Antoine, Paris, France, 5Centre de Recherche Saint Antoine,

INSERM U 938, Paris, France, 6Paris Center for Microbiome Medicine,

FHU PaCeMM, Paris, France, 7UR 2496 Laboratory of Orofacial

Pathologies, Imaging and Biotherapies, Université de Paris, Montrouge,

France

Background and Aim: To date, no study has investigated the relation

between the subgingival, oral and gut microbiome in individuals with

and without IBD according to their periodontal phenotype. The objec-

tives of this case–control were:

1. to compare the periodontal profile between IBD patients and con-

trols and

2. to assess the relationship between the subgingival, oral, and gut

microbiomes.

Methods: 100 IBD patients and 60 sex and age matched controls

were included. Biological (white cells count, C-reactive protein, lacto-

ferrin) and intestinal data were assessed for the patients. All the par-

ticipants underwent a full-mouth examination to collect salivary,

dental, and periodontal data: plaque index (PI), bleeding on probing

(BOP), probing pocket depth, and clinical attachment level.

Unstimulated saliva, subgingival biofilm, and stool samples were col-

lected from all the participants. Bacterial and fungal microbiome ana-

lyses of the salivary, plaque and stool samples will be conducted

through next generation sequencing of the 16S RNA gene and the

panfungal internal transcribed spacer gene.

Results: Among IBD patients (59% females, mean age 41 years),

66 presented Crohn disease (CD) and 34 ulcerative colitis (UC). No

difference was found for the smoking status (20% vs. 23% of smokers,

respectively). No difference was shown for erosive tooth wear, dental

caries, masticatory units, salivary pH and flow rate in IBD patients

compared with controls. Significant differences were found in IBD

patients and controls for PI (68.0 ± 24.4% vs. 48.2 ± 26.3%,

p < 0.001) and BOP (9.9 ± 10.2% vs. 6.4 ± 7.9%, p = 0.03). The preva-

lence of periodontitis (moderate to severe) was 60% in the IBD group

(59.1% in CD patients, 61.8% in UC patients) and 45% in the control

group (p = 0.06).

Conclusions: While the oral health of IBD patients may slightly differ

from healthy individuals, metagenomics data will be useful to further

explore the relationship between the oral and gut diseases through

subgingival, oral, and gut microbiomes.
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PR174: Periodontal therapy reduces cardiovascular
risk in severe hypertensive patients: Results of a
10-years follow up study

F. Vidal1, R. Fischer2, L. de Souza Gonçalves3

1Periodontology, Estácio de Sá University, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 2Rio de

Janeiro State University, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 3Estácio de Sá University,

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Background and Aim: Recent data has shown the association between

periodontitis and hypertension via an inflammatory pathway. In addi-

tion, the joint consensus report by the EFP/WHF on the relationship

between periodontitis and cardiovascular diseases, highlighted the pos-

sible benefits of periodontal therapy in the reduction of cardiovascular

risk. The present study aimed to assess short and long-term impact of

periodontal therapy and periodontal maintenance on the cardiovascular

risk of severe hypertensive subjects.

Methods: 174 severe hypertensive individuals were included in the

study. At baseline, periodontal parameters were assessed (PPD, CAL,

BoP), as well as blood pressure; pulse wave velocity; IL-6; CRP; fibrin-

ogen and the impact of oral health in patient's quality of life.

Fourty-eight patients with stage 3 generalized periodontitis under-

went non-surgical periodontal therapy until clinical periodontal param-

eters (BoP and PPD) were controlled. All parameters were reassessed

after 6 months, patients enrolled in a periodontal maintenance pro-

gram and followed up for 10 years.

Results: Results of our study indicate that periodontal therapy may

reduce cardiovascular risk in hypertensive patients, in agreement with

previous data from our group and recent studies on the topic.

In the present cohort studied, periodontitis was highly prevalent and asso-

ciated to higher blood pressure levels (OR= 2.38, 95%CI: 1.04; 4.56).

Non-surgical periodontal therapy significantly reduced pulse wave

velocity (p < 0.002) and blood pressure levels (p < 0.0001), as well as

CRP, IL-6 and fibrinogen (p < 0.0001) after 3, and 6 months (Table 1).

Additionally, the self-reported quality of life of the patients was

improved with reduction of OHIP-14 scores.

Compliance to periodontal maintenance was associated with the

reduction in cardiovascular events (HR 0.43; 95% CI 0.22–0.87).

Conclusions: Periodontal therapy and compliance to maintenance had

a positive impact in a group of severe hypertensive patients, reducing

cardiovascular risk and improving self-reported quality of life.

PR175: Clinical periodontal conditions and
microbiological findings on driveline of patients with
left-ventricular assist devices (LVAD) – Results of a
clinical cohort study

D. Ziebolz1, P. Zöbisch1, J. Garbade2, R. Haak1, C. Binner3, S. Eifert3,

G. Schmalz1

1Department of Cariology, Endodontology and Periodontology, University

of Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany, 2Department of Cardiac Surgery, Klinikum

Links der Weser, Bremen, Germany, 3Department of Cardiac Surgery,

Heart Center Leipzig University, Leipzig, Germany

Background and Aim: Different potential mechanisms (direct and indi-

rect) were described to explain the causal relationship of periodontitis

and systemic disease or complications, for example, chronic heart dis-

ease. Aim of this retrospective study was to investigate whether there

would be an association between periodontal disease parameters and

positive bacterial findings at the driveline of patients with severe

heart failure and left-ventricular assist device (LVAD).

Methods: Patients with LVAD, who underwent a full oral examination

and microbiological analysis of the drivelines were included. Clinical oral

examination contained: record of number of remaining teeth and peri-

odontal condition, including periodontal probing depth (PPD), clinical

attachment loss (CAL) and bleeding on probing (BOP) at six measure-

ment points per tooth with a periodontal probe (PCP 15, Hu-Friedy).

Based on periodontal findings (PPD, CAL, BOP), the periodontitis sever-

ity (stage: I–IV, grade: A–C) was determined and periodontal inflamed

surface area (PISA) was evaluated. Microbiological analysis was per-

formed from swabs of the driveline, whereby different bacterial species

were cultivated and analyzed. Statistical analysis: Mann–Whitney-U-

test and Chi-Square- or Fisher-test; level of significance: p < 0.05.

Results: 73 LVAD patients were included. Most patients had a peri-

odontitis stage III-IV (80.9%). The mean determined PISA was 284.78

± 352.29 mm2. The majority of participants (80.8%) had at least one

positive bacterial finding. The most often detected species were Staph-

ylococcus aureus (16.4%) and Staphylococcus epidermidis (16.4%). No

associations were found between periodontal disease parameters and

bacterial findings in general, bacterial findings at the day of oral exami-

nation as well as 12 months prior/after oral examination (p > 0.05).

Conclusions: Periodontitis is not associated to cultivated microbiologi-

cal findings at the driveline of patients with LVAD and thus appears

not to be a risk indicator for driveline colonization. Nevertheless, the

high periodontal burden in LVAD patients underlines the need for

their improved periodontal care.

PR176: MMP-8 levels in the crevicular fluid in
end-stage chronic kidney disease patients with
periodontal disease

A.M. Andronovici1, L. Hurjui2, I.-D. Caruntu1, R. Braescu1, L. Foia3

1University of Medicine and Pharmacy ‘Gr. T. Popa’, Iasi, Romania,
2Physiology, University of Medicine and Pharmacy ‘Gr. T. Popa’, Iasi,

Romania, 3Biochemistry, University of Medicine and Pharmacy ‘Gr.

T. Popa’, Iasi, Romania

Background and Aim: Periodontal disease (PD) is a multifactorial dis-

ease frequently diagnosed in patients with end-stage chronic kidney

disease (CKD). Systemic increase of inflammatory biomarkers nega-

tively alters the kidney function. Matrix metalloproteinase-8 (MMP-8)

is the key collagenase in PD, but data regarding its crevicular
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expression in CKD are missing. Our study focuses on the analysis of

MMP-8 in gingival crevicular fluid (GCF), in dialysis patients with PD.

Methods: The patients were divided in: group 1 (n = 59) with end-

stage CKD and PD, and group 2 (n = 20) with PD, but otherwise

healthy individuals. Periodontal clinical examination was carried out,

the assessed parameters being: dental mobility, bleeding, gingival

hyperplasia, gingival recession, pocket probing depth, and clinical

attachment loss. GCF was sampled from the sulcus and MMP8 was

determined using ELISA-type immunoassay. Statistical analysis was

performed to compare the periodontal indices and MMP-8 levels in

the two groups.

Results: In group 1, clinical examination identified four patients with

early stage of PD, 22 with a moderate phase and 33 with a severe

stage. Bleeding was present in 49 cases and gingival hyperplasia – in

31 cases. In group 2, 15 patients had moderate form of periodontitis,

three patients - early stage and only two - a severe form. Bleeding

was present in 15 patients, gingival hyperplasia in 6 patients. Statisti-

cal analysis showed significant differences (p = 0.000) between

groups for dental mobility, gingival recession, probing depth and clini-

cal attachment loss. Median MMP-8 levels were higher in group

1 (18.8 ± 27.7546 ng/ml), compared to group 2 (5.35

± 0.3720 ng/ml), with statistical significant differences between

groups (p = 0.00007).

Conclusions: To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report on

crevicular MMP-8 levels in dialysis patients with PD. Despite this evi-

dence that sustains MMPs connection with PD and CKD pathogeny,

this potential route is far to be confirmed.

PR177: Management of dental care in patients under
immunotherapies: A survey on practices of French
specialists and general dentists

A. Bourgoin1, K. Agossa2, R. Seror3, M. Fumery4, L. Radoi5,6,

M. Gosset1,7

1Hospital Charles Foix APHP, Ivry/Seine, France, 2Faculté de Chirurgie

Dentaire, Université de Lille, Lille, France, 3Rheumatology, Hospital

Bicetre, APHP, Le Kremlin Bicetre, France, 4Gastroenterology, Amiens

University Hospital, Amiens, France, 5Faculté de Sané - Odontologie,

Université de Paris, Montrouge, France, 6Hospital Louis Mourier,

Colombes, France, 7Faculté de Santé Odontologie, Université de Paris,

Montrouge, France

Background and Aim: Periodontists and general dentists treat fre-

quently patients with chronic immune mediated inflammatory disease

(IMIDs) under immunosuppressive drugs. Today, in France, recom-

mendations for the management of invasive procedures in the oral

sphere for patients treated with targeted biologics (TB) (also called

therapeutic antibodies) and/or immunosuppressants (ID) diverge and

are not evidence-based. The aim of this survey was to provide an

overview of the practices of French dental practitionners and to com-

pare general dentist (GDs) and specialists (SDs) concerning the man-

agement of patient receiving TB and/or ID.

Methods: We solicited the members of French scientific societies, col-

leges of dentistry teachers and the Network of clinical research in lib-

eral dentistry to distribute the survey via mailing lists over 3 months.

The responses of 105 practitioners to an online questionnaire on the

periprocedural management of patients under TB and/or ID were

included.

Results: Patients with chronic IMIDs were treated by either SDs or

GDs (no difference in average number of patients received/month).

SD more frequently performed invasive surgical procedures than

GDs (osseous surgery; implant placement, preimplant surgery,

mucogingival surgery) while GDs are more prone to provide non-

invasive care (e.g., scaling and root planning). Regarding partici-

pant's knowledge, SDs are more aware of the recommendations

(SDs:68.52% vs. GDs:49.18%) and feel more informed (SDs:61.1%

vs. GDs:37.7%) of management of patient under TB. Post-operative

complications of patients under TB are significantly more frequent

in SDs practice compared to GDs (19.23% vs. 5%). For both SD

and GD, patients are managed without stopping treatment, and

pre- and post-operatively antibiotics are usually prescribed (›75%
of patients).

Conclusions: This survey shows that patients under TB are differen-

tially managed by French SDs and GDs. SDs more frequently perform

treatments that are more invasive. SDs also report more postopera-

tive complications, despite their greater knowledge of recommenda-

tions for managing these patients.

PR178: Severe periodontitis and levels of vitamin D in
Kosovo population, a preliminary study

Z. Sllamniku Dalipi1, F. Dragidella1, S. Disha Ibrahimi1, G. Begolli2

1Medical Faculty Dentistry School, Department of Periodontology and

Oral Medicine, University of Prishtina, Prishtina, Albania, 2Medical

Faculty, Department of Biochemistry, University of Prishtina, Prishtina,

Albania

Background and Aim: Periodontal disease is a chronic inflammatory

condition initiated by microbial biofilms that is characterized by the

destruction of periodontal attachment loss of the supporting tissues

of the teeth, and, if untreated, leads to tooth loss. Several studies have

found an association between low serum Vitamin D levels and chronic

destructive periodontal disease.

The study's aim was to evaluate radiographic bone levels and Serum

25-hydroxyvitamin D (25 (OH) D) levels in Kosovo periodontitis patients.

Methods: Serum 25-hydroxyvitamin D (25 (OH) D) levels were mea-

sured in order to determine vitamin D status, and radiographs of patients

seeking dental treatment were recorded. A total of 105 individuals aged

≥28 years (56 males and 49 females) were divided into five groups based

on their serum vitamin D levels (deficient: 0–25 ng/ml; adequate: 25–

39 ng/ml; optimal: 40–59 ng/ml; therapeutic: 60–100 ng/ml, excess:

greater than 100 ng/ml) and alveolar crest height (ACH).

Results: The t-test was used to compare mean differences. The mean

ACH was 3.8 mm for group with mean serum 25 (OH) D levels lower
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than 30 ng/ml, the mean ACH was 2,7 for group with mean serum

25 (OH) D levels 30–39 ng/ml. The differences between the groups

showed statistical significance p < 0.05.

Conclusions: Vitamin D levels were shown to be significantly associ-

ated with the prevalence of periodontitis, as evaluated by radiographic

bone loss in Kosovo population. These findings showed that assessing

serum vitamin D levels might be useful in periodontitis screening.

PR179: The markers of systemic inflammation in
healthy and periodontitis patients

S. Cicmil1, A. Cicmil1, J. Lecic1, M. Stanojevic1

1Faculty of Medicine Foca, Department of Oral Rehabilitation, University

of East Sarajevo, Foca, Bosnia and Herzegovina

Background and Aim: As periodontal disease is chronic inflammatory

disease, available literature data from numerous studies indicate its

association with increased systemic levels of inflammatory markers,

such as high - sensitivity C reactive protein (hs-CRP), fibrinogen, and

leukocyte count.

The aim of the study was to determine and compare the levels of

inflammatory markers in the serum of people with chronic periodonti-

tis and a person with healthy periodontium.

Methods: The study included 78 subjects, divided into two groups.

The first group consisted of 39 patients with chronic periodontitis,

while the second group consisted of 39 subjects with healthy per-

iodontium. Plaque index (PI), gingival index (GI), bleeding on probing

(BOP), probing depth (PD) and clinical attachment level (CAL) were

recorded for all subjects. Venous blood sampling was performed by

standard venipuncture from the cubital vein on an empty stomach.

Hs-CRP concentrations were determined spectrophotometrically on

an Architect Plus instrument 4100 by Abbott (USA). The fibrinogen

concentration was determined on the Start Diagnostica Stago appara-

tus, while the number leukocytes was determined on an automatic

biochemical analyzer Sysmex KX-21 N.

Results: Data analysis showed statistically significantly higher values

of hs-CRP in subjects with chronic periodontitis compared to the con-

trol group of subjects (p < 0.001). Fibrinogen and leukocyte values

were higher in the group of subjects with periodontitis, but no statisti-

cally significant difference was observed after comparison between

the groups (p > 0.05). We also observed a significant positive correla-

tion between all periodontal parameters and hs-CRP (p < 0.001),

fibrinogen with PD and CAL (p < 0.01). No correlation was observed

between the number of leukocytes and periodontal status (p > 0.05).

Conclusions: The results of the study indicate that inflammation in

the periodontium may affect the increase in the value of hs-CRP in

serum as well as a significant correlation of periodontal status with

hs-CRP and fibrinogen values.

PR180: Microbiological and clinical periodontal
evaluation of gastric cancer patients

F.M. Nicolae1, V.M. Surlin2, B.S. Ungureanu3, M. Ghilusi4,

D.N. Gheorghe1, D.M. Popescu1, I. Jelihovschi5, S. Ramboiu2,

S. Patrascu2, M. Cucu6, A.C. Didilescu7, D.I. Gheonea3, P. Surlin1

1Faculty of Dental Medicine/Periodontology, University of Medicine and

Pharmacy of Craiova, Craiova, Romania, 2Faculty of Medicine,

Department 1st of Surgery, University of Medicine and Pharmacy of

Craiova, Craiova, Romania, 3Faculty of Medicine, Department of

Gastroenterology, University of Medicine and Pharmacy of Craiova,

Craiova, Romania, 4Department of Pathology, Clinical County Emergency

Hospital of Craiova, Craiova, Romania, 5Department of Microbiology,

‘Grigore T. Popa’ University of Medicine and Pharmacy, Iasi, Romania,
6Faculty of Medicine, Genetics, University of Medicine and Pharmacy of

Craiova, Craiova, Romania, 7Department of Embriology, University of

Medicine and Pharmacy Carol Davila of Bucharest, Bucharest, Romania

Background and Aim: Current evidence suggests correlations between

periodontal disease (PD) and systemic diseases, such as diabetes

mellitus and even cancers of the gastro-intestinal tract, promoting its

growth. Our aim was to show a possible association between the levels

of Porphyromonas Gingivalis and Fusobacterium Nucleatum, the peri-

odontal status of the patient and the characteristics of gastric cancer.

Methods: We examined 26 patients suffering from gastric cancer, and

divided them in two groups, with periodontal disease (PGC) and with-

out periodontal disease (GC). The patients were clinically evaluated

regarding their periodontal status. Samples of gingival crevicular fluid

were collected from the deepest pockets and in periodontal-healthy

patients from a tooth of every quadrant. The samples were analyzed

using quantitative real-time polymerase-chain-reaction, searching for

the presence of Fusobacterium Nucleatum and Porphyromonas Gingivalis.

Correlations were made regarding the clinical parameters for PD, the

bacterial strains identified and the characteristics of gastric cancer.

Results: Our results showed that the abundance of Fusobacterium

Nucleatum and Porphyromonas Gingivalis was positively correlated

with tumor dimension (TD) in PGC (p < 0.05). The number of absent

teeth was higher in PGC (p < 0.05). Gingival bleeding index (GBI) was

positively correlated with TD in both groups, but in controls GBI was

statistically not significant (p > 0.05).

Conclusions: The results suggest a possible association between the

oral microbiota implicated in periodontal disease and the evolu-

tion of GC.
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PR181: Role of periodontitis in Alzheimer disease. Is
there any association?

M.L. Giovannoni1, V. Lloro Boada1, I. García García1, V. Lozano de

Luaces1, E. Chimenos-Küstner1

1Odontostomatology, University of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain

Background and Aim: Periodontitis is one of the most prevalent dis-

eases worldwide and has been shown to cause an increased risk of

cardiovascular disease. However, it is not clear if this pathology is

related to the risk of suffering from neurodegenerative diseases.

The purpose of this review is to assess whether periodontitis is

related to neurodegenerative diseases and how the periodontal micro-

biota affects the central nervous system.

Methods: To carry out this review, a search was in three databases:

PubMed, Scopus and Cochrane, between December 2020 and April

2021. Observational studies in humans and experimental studies in

animals were included. Articles that were not written in English or

Spanish were excluded.

Results: Nine articles were included in the review; three case controls

and six experimental studies in animals. Only one looked for the corre-

lation of periodontal disease with Parkinson's, the rest focused on the

link between Alzheimer's disease and periodontitis.

Conclusions: It seems that is evidence that Alzheimer's and

Parkinson's disease are related to periodontitis and that

Porphyromonas gingivalis is linked to neuroinflammation.

PR182: Prevalence of IL-1 gene polymorphisms and
their association with chronic periodontitis

A. Brodzikowska1, A. Mielczarek1

1Department of Conservative Dentistry, Medical University of Warsaw,

Warsaw, Poland

Background and Aim: The aim of this study was to determine the prev-

alence of genetic polymorphisms at IL-1A-889 and IL-B + 3953 loci in

chronic periodontitis patients and periodontally healthy subjects.

Methods: The study included 60 patients with moderate to severe

chronic periodontitis and 35 periodontally healthy controls. Clinical

parameters such as oral hygiene index, gingival index and clinical

attachment loss (CAL) were evaluated for each patient. IL-1A and IL-

1B gene polymorphisms were determined using buccal swab-derived

DNA by means of the GenoType PST test.

Results: No significant differences were found between periodontitis

patients and controls in frequencies of IL-1A-889 or IL-B + 3953

alleles. However, frequency of individuals carrying IL-1B + 3953 allele

2 was significantly higher in periodontitis group. Frequencies of differ-

ent IL-A-889 genotypes did not differ significantly between groups.

IL-B + 3953 ½ genotype was significantly more prevalent in peri-

odontitis patients than in controls, whereas 1/1 genotype prevalence

was significantly lower. Composite genotype consisting of at least one

IL-A-889 and IL-B + 3953 allele 2 occurred significantly more fre-

quently in periodontitis patients. In contrast, frequency of double IL-

A-889 and IL-B + 3953 1/1 homozygotes was significantly increased

in healthy controls.

Conclusions: Periodontitis in the study group is associated with IL-

B + 3953 allele 2. A decreased susceptibility to periodontal disease

may be associated with IL-A-889 and IL-B + 3953 1/1 homozygosity.

PR183: The effect of full mouth disinfection on
periodontal wound, periodontal inflammatory burden
and serum C-reactive protein level

E. Skaleric1, N. Hropot Pleško1, U. Skalerič1

1Department of Oral Diseases and Periodontology, University of

Ljubljana, Ljubljana, Slovenia

Background and Aim: The aim of our study was to investigate

whether full mouth disinfection decreases the size of periodontal

wound and periodontal inflammatory burden and also whether it

lowers the serum levels of C-reactive protein.

Methods: We included 20 subjects (11 women and 9 men) 30–

68 years (average 48-years) old with generalised periodontitis (stage

3, grade C) in our study. The size of the periodontal wound and peri-

odontal inflammatory burden was measured with the application Peri-

odontal wound on the basis of measurements of average teeth neck

circumferences, and probing depths and bleeding on probing assesed at

six sites around each tooth in the oral cavity. The levels of CRP were

measured with an immunochemical method. All three parameters were

measured before treatment and 3 months after therapy. The full mouth

disinfection included removal of plaque and calculus with ultrasonic

and hand instruments in one session. Furthermore, the tongue was

brushed with a 1% chlorhexidine gel for 1 min and the mouth was

rinsed with a 0.2% chlorhexidine solution for 2 min. All pockets were

rinsed with 0.2% chlorhexidine. After periodontal therapy, patients

were advised to rinse with 0.2% chlorhexidine twice a day for 2 weeks.

Results: The results showed a decrease in periodontal wound size (for

8.74 cm2) and periodontal inflammatory burden (for 7.41 cm2) and

lower CRP levels (for 0.5 mg/ml) 3 months after therapy.

Conclusions: Full mouth disinfection leads to a smaller periodontal

wound and periodontal inflammatory burden and also to a decrease in

the levels of serum CRP.

PR184: Biomarkers in periodontitis positively
influenced by systemic psoriasis treatment

M. Patyna1, J. Breyer1, S. Zimmer2, P. Staubach-Renz2

1Department of Periodontology and Operative Dentistry, University

Medical Center, Mainz, Germany, 2University Medical Center,

Department of Dermatology, Mainz, Germany
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Background and Aim: The aim of this pilot study was to evaluate the

presence of periodontitis in patients with psoriasis and to investigate

the potential impact of psoriasis therapy on the gingival inflammatory

parameters.

Methods: In this prospective study, 53 included psoriasis patients

(50.66 ± 9.5 years; 5 females, 48 males) were assigned into three

groups. Group 1 (n = 25) including patients under ongoing

antipsoriatic systemic therapy, group 2 (n = 21) including systemic

therapy-naïve patients before initiation systemic therapy and group

3 (n = 7) including patients starting anti-interleukin-17 treatment.

Follow-up visit after 3 months.

The clinical parameters assessed were PASI (Psoriasis Area and Sever-

ity Index) to evaluate the disease activity. Subsequently, Periodontal

Screening Index (PSI), bleeding on probing (BOP), and subgingival

microbiological samples (Pado Test, IAI, Switzerland) were analyzed at

baseline and 3 months after start of psoriasis therapy.

Results: Periodontitis (PSI code 3/4) was present in 53% of the

psoriasis patients, newly diagnosed in 59.4% of patients with

severe psoriasis. At baseline, a higher prevalence of periodontitis

was demonstrated in patients with a PASI >10 (group 2: 71.4%,

group 3: 71.4%) compared to patients with a PASI <10 (group 1:

32%). Even BOP was more distinct in groups 2 + 3 at baseline. A

decrease of 33% in BOP was demonstrated in Group 2 and 3 in

the follow-up compared to group 1. Regarding microbiological out-

comes, group 2 + 3 showed a significant reduction in total bacte-

rial load (�28.2% TBL) under treatment after 3 months compared

to group 1.

Conclusions: The results of this pilot study expands current knowl-

edge on the association between periodontitis and psoriasis, showing

a trend that periodontitis and its disease burden can be positively

influenced under systemic psoriasis therapies. Periodontal treatment

should be added to the interdisciplinary therapy concept in order to

use beneficial effects of dermatological treatment.

PR185: The relationship between the severity of
periodontal lesions, magnitude of the systemic
inflammatory response and the ankle-brachial index as
an indicator of atherosclerosis

A. Cabała1, Z. Oruba1, D. Darczuk1, M. Cze�snikiewicz-Guzik1

1Periodontology and Oral Pathology, Jagiellonian University Collegium

Medicum, Krak�ow, Poland

Background and Aim: To evaluate the severity of periodontal lesions

the intensity of the patients' systemic inflammatory response mea-

sured with cytokines IL-1, IL-6, IL-8, TNFα concentrations. Also to

compare the degree of progression of atherosclerosis in its clinically

asymptomatic period in the study and control groups.

Methods: Study group consisted of 47 people with previously

untreated periodontitis, and control group of 50 people without peri-

odontitis. In both groups, the patients' systemic inflammatory

response with cytokines IL-1, IL-6, IL-8, TNFα concentrations and the

ankle-brachial index (ABI) was measured. In study group extensive

periodontal examination was performed. To assess the risk of bacter-

emia, dependent on the severity and extent of periodontal lesions,

PIRI index was determined.

Results: The progression of clinically asymptomatic atherosclerotic

lesions was significantly higher in periodontal patients. It was shown

in an inverse relationship between the ABI values and the concentra-

tion of pro-inflammatory cytokines, with an increase in cytokine con-

centrations accompanied by a decrease in the observed ABI values. In

patients with periodontitis a positive correlation between the severity

of the disease and the concentrations of cytokines was found (PIRI/

IL-1 correlation: R = 0.4892; p = 0.0005, PIRI/IL-6: R = 0.1249;

p = 0.4029, PIRI/IL-8: R = 0.4439; p = 0.0018. Correlation between

PIRI and the cumulative average level of cytokines: R = 0.95;

p = 0.0001).

Conclusions: The study confirms that there is strong relationship

between the severity of periodontitis, the intensity of the inflamma-

tory reaction, and development of atherosclerotic lesions in periodon-

tal patients.

PR186: Assessment of periodontal ligament in
systemic sclerosis patients: A case–control study

M. Gavriiloglou1, O. Huck1, S. Jung1

1Dental Faculty, Periodontology, University of Strasbourg, Strasbourg,

France

Background and Aim: Systemic sclerosis (SSc) is a rare multisystem

connective tissue disorder characterized by the triad fibrosis,

vasculopathy and immune dysregulation. It has been demonstrated

that SSc has a significant impact on the orofacial region. Periodontal

ligament widening is one of the most common radiologic findings in

SSc. Some authors have suggested that it could constitute an early

sign of the disease. The aim of this study was to evaluate if SSc is

associated with volumetric modification of the periodontal ligament.

Methods: Adult patients diagnosed with SSc fulfilling ACR/LeRoy and

Metzger criteria and healthy controls were included in this study

(AAPJC 2014 GIRCI Est, HUS n�6026). Oral examination and cone-

beam computed tomography were performed and data were com-

pared using ANOVA test.

Results: Forty SSc patients and 40 healthy patients were enrolled in this

study. The mean age of patients was 51.66 yo. SSc Patients had reduced

mouth opening as well as increased periodontal indexes including plaque

score, gingival index and clinical attachment loss. Moreover, an enlarge-

ment of the periodontal ligament space was measured with a mean ratio

“surface of the ligament/ surface of the root” of 0.19 versus 0.15 for

healthy controls related to posterior teeth at the mandible (p < 0.05).

Conclusions: SSc impacts negatively periodontal parameters. As peri-

odontal ligament widening can be detected on cone-beam computed

tomography in SSc patient, oral examination could be an interesting

tool to evaluate the activity of the disease. Future studies should eval-

uate if it can constitute an early marker of the disease.
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PR187: Mitochondrial respiration in intact epithelial
cells of oral mucosa as biomarker of enhanced oral
inflammation in patients with ischemic stroke

P. Bober1, S. Michalak2, J. Biernacka-Łukanty2, J. Rybacka-

Mossakowska2, A. Surdacka1, A. Kowalska3

1Department and Chair of Conservative Stomatology and Endodontics,

Pozna�n University of Medical Sciences, Pozna�n, Poland, 2Department of

Neurochemistry and Neuropathology, Chair of Neurology, Poznan

University of Medical Sciences, Pozna�n, Poland, 3Department of Nucleic

Acids Function, Institute of Human Genetics Polish Academy of Sciences,

Pozna�n, Poland

Background and Aim: Stroke is a main cause of mortality and mor-

bidity worldwide. There are several lines of evidence of a link

between periodontal disease and stroke. Mitochondria are well

established as the place of ATP synthesis via oxidative phosphoryla-

tion; they are also the major cellular sources of reactive oxygen spe-

cies (ROS). Recently, mitochondrial dysfunction has been recognized

as a hallmark in ischemia/ reperfusion neural damage. Aim of the

study was to carry on a pilot evaluation of metabolic activity of oral

mucosa epithelial cells in patients with cerebral circulation

disturbances.

Methods: The study included 30 patients with ischemic stroke (age

67.52 ± 10.22) and 7 healthy age-matched controls. The assessment

of periodontal and dental status in all examined subjects was per-

formed. Oral cavity swabs (mainly from gingival surface) were taken

and epithelial cells isolated from flocked swabs. Metabolic activity of

intact epithelial cells were analyzed by high-resolution respirometry

using ROUTINE, LEAK, ETS, ROX protocol (Oxygraph-2k; Oroboros

Instruments, Innsbruck, Austria). Mitochondrial mass in epithelial cells

was evaluated using MitoTracker Green and MitoTraker DeepRed in

inverted microscope.

Results: Significant differences were observed between patients and

controls in a distribution of CAL (5.21 ± 1.83 mm vs. 3.85

± 1.05 mm, p < 0.0001) and BOP > 30% (97.88% of the whole

patient's group vs. 18.85% of control group, p < 0.001) values. Like-

wise, a metabolic activity of intact epithelial cells of oral mucosa in

patients with ischemic stroke was increased in comparison with con-

trol subjects.

Conclusions: Enhanced mitochondrial respiration in intact epithelial

cells of oral mucosa from patients with ischemic stroke seems to be

caused by inflammatory processes stimulated by periodontal lesions.

The increase of metabolic activity of oral mucosa epithelial cells prob-

ably leads to an excessive generation of ROS and a subsequent oxida-

tive stress which play a crucial role in a pathogenesis of both

periodontitis and stroke.

PR188: Periodontal health and vitamin D levels in
patients with colorectal carcinoma

D. Vraži�c1, M. Živkovi�c2, I. Puhar1, L. Musi�c1, A. Badovinac1, M. Nikoli�c2

1School of Dental Medicine, Department of Periodontology, University of

Zagreb, Zagreb, Croatia, 2Department of Gastroenterology, Sestre

Milosrdnice University Hospital Centre, Zagreb, Croatia

Background and Aim: Colorectal carcinoma presents an increasing

public health problem and a significant cause of morbidity and mortal-

ity throughout the world. Since it is a common and preventable dis-

ease, effort should be placed on early detection. Aim of this cross-

sectional study was to investigate the presence of periodontal disease

(PD) in patients diagnosed with colorectal carcinoma, and to evaluate

the vitamin D levels because of its known risk association with CRC

and possible with PD.

Methods: Subjects were recruited from patients examined at Univer-

sity Hospital Centre that had to undergo lower gastrointestinal endos-

copy due to their primary symptoms. Complete blood tests were

performed, including vitamin D levels. Afterward, the extensive clinical

periodontal examination included periodontal indices measured at six

sites and radiographic analysis. The test group consisted of CRC

patients and the control group of patients without CRC.

Results: From 122 patients that were examined, 70 (57.4%) had CRC and

83 (68.1%) had periodontal disease. Both groups did not demonstrate sig-

nificant statistical difference considering the presence of periodontal dis-

ease (all stages) (p = 0.351). The test group with CRC had 71.4% while

the control group without CRC had 63.7% periodontitis cases. Observed

vitamin D levels were within normal parameters and lower in CRC group

measuring 42.03 ± 21.66 nmol/L and 47.27 ± 22.79 nmol/L in the group

without CRC (p = 0.142). Similar results for vitamin D were in periodon-

tally healthy group measuring 40.82 ± 19.36 nmol/L and 45.87

± 23.38 nmol/L in a group with periodontitis (p = 0.387).

Conclusions: Possibly due to the low number of patients examined so

far, we could not establish a positive association of periodontitis and

colorectal carcinoma. Further investigation on a larger sample is

required.

PR189: Management of patients on antibody agent
therapy in dental surgery: Systematic review of the
literature

H. Ouertani1, R. Masmoudi2, H. Jegham1, M.B. Khattech1

1Faculty of Dentistry/Military Instruction Hospital of Tunisia, Medicine

and Dental Surgery, University of Monastir, Tunis, Tunisia, 2Faculty of

Dentistry/Military Instruction Hospital of Tunisia, Medicine and Dental

Surgery/Periodontology Unit, University of Monastir, Ariana, Tunisia

Background and Aim: During these last years antibody agent therapy

have revolutionized the therapeutic arsenal for auto-immune diseases
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and cancers. However, they have unrecognized effects and repercus-

sions on the oral cavity.

This systematic review was carried out with the aim of exploring

biothérapies and their areas of prescription while weighing the risks faced

by patients receiving these treatments and their potential complications.

Methods: We searched for all human studies on biological treatments

and their oral manifestations between November 2009 and

November 2021, by exploring the electronic databases MEDLINE (via

Pub Med), Google Scholar and Cochrane virtual library.

Results: This search yielded 723 articles. Only 20 were included in this

review. Different effects of antibody agent therapy in the oral cavity

have been revealed. Certain beneficial effects at the periodontal level

have been demonstrated (such as improvement in the gingival index

and the bleeding index for patients under anti TNF α or anti IL-6),

other harmful effects such as osteonecrosis mainly associated with

anti-angiogenic ages, have been reported. In addition to these effects,

a risk of infection and hemorrhage as well as delayed healing to be

feared in these patients.

Conclusions: Faced with these risks, any dentist must be vigilant with

regard to patients subject to or receiving such therapies. In the litera-

ture there are no specific recommendations to be followed in these

patients, but a complete oral assessment before starting a course of

this type of therapy as well as regular checks during treatment can

reduce the incidence of certain complications.

PR190: Medical residents and intern's knowledge,
opinions and practice behaviours regarding the
relationship between periodontal disease and
systemic health

N. Khlil1, S. Boukhris2, C. Bouajaja2, J. Kissa1, S. Chemlali1

1Faculty of Dental Medicine, Periodontology, University Hassan II of

Casablanca, Casablanca, Morocco, 2Private Practice, Casablanca,

Morocco

Background and Aim: An association between oral conditions such as

periodontal diseases and systemic conditions is noted. Few studies

have evaluated the attitude and behaviour of medical practitioners

toward periodontal diseases.

The aim of this study is to assess the knowledge of medical interns

and residents on the association between periodontal diseases and

general health and their willingness to advise their patients to seek

dental treatment.

Methods: Medical interns and residents (n = 433) practicing in Casa-

blanca university Hospital were interviewed through a questionnaire

survey about their knowledge of periodontal diseases and the effects

of these diseases on systemic health. Statistical analysis was carried

out using EPI INFO 7.

Results: Most of the doctors have the basic knowledge about the

signs and symptoms of periodontal disease (89.3%) and its relation-

ship with diabetes and cardiovascular diseases but they are less aware

of the fact that periodontal disease has potential effect on preterm

birth. The majority of respondents (54.5%) considered their knowl-

edge of the relationship between periodontal diseases and general

health to be limited. Only 20% of respondents always refer their

patients to dentists.

Conclusions: It is important for educators in higher education to

examine the need for inter professional education and collaboration

between medicine and dentistry.

Diagnosing and treating a potential patient to minimise the deleteri-

ous effects of the periodontal disease on systemic health represent

both an unprecedented challenge and opportunity to our profession.

PR191: Relationship between sleep duration and
periodontitis: A systematic review

S. Kang1, E.L. Batista Jr.1, N. Hamdan1

1Department of Dental Clinical Sciences, Dalhousie University, Halifax,

Canada

Background and Aim: Sleep is an essential biological process. Sleep

duration recommendations have ranges, or zones of optimal sleep.

This suggests the relationships between sleep duration and some

adverse health outcomes are U-shaped, with both extremities (sleep

durations that are too short or too long) associated with negative

effects on health. The three aspects of the pathogenesis of periodon-

tal disease – infection, immunity, and inflammation – all have a poten-

tial role and impact on a wide range of systemic diseases. Since

immunity and inflammation is characteristic of both sleep duration

and periodontitis, sleep duration may have effects on periodontitis,

and vice versa. The aim of this systematic review was to assess the

scientific evidence on the relationship between short and long sleep

duration and periodontitis.

Methods: An electronic search was conducted in MEDLINE,

Embase, Web of Science, and CINAHL, up to 31 May 2021. Man-

ual search was also conducted. The titles and abstracts, then full

texts were screened according to the eligibility criteria. Data were

extracted, and methodological quality was assessed for each

included study.

Results: Of the 33 studies identified, 8 studies met the eligibility

criteria and were included in the qualitative review. All eight

included studies were cross-sectional studies. Sleep duration was

subjectively measured via self-reported questionnaires. Significant

heterogeneities were observed among the studies with regards to

the categories of sleep duration (in hours) and the case definitions

of periodontitis. Of the eight studies, five studies showed statisti-

cally significant relationship between either shorter or longer sleep

durations and periodontitis. The included studies showed

moderate-to-high risk of bias.

Conclusions: There is weak scientific evidence supporting the rela-

tionship between sleep duration and periodontitis in the current liter-

ature. Further advances to our knowledge in sleep and periodontitis,

as well as methodologically sound longitudinal studies, are warranted

in order to better elucidate this complex relationship.
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PR192: Prospective observational study on
preoperative management/periprocedement of
antithrombotic drugs in the “real world”

M. González Zamora1, A. Molina1, N. Ambrosio1, M. Sanz Alonso1,

D. Herrera González1, E. Figuero Ruiz1

1Complutense University of Madrid, Madrid, Spain

Background and Aim: The objective of this study was to analyze the

incidence of cardiovascular and/or hemorrhagic adverse events during

the first 30 days post-intervention in anticoagulated/antiplatelet

patients undergoing dental procedures with risk of bleeding.

Methods: An observational, prospective study was carried out with

clinical follow-up in patients undergoing chronic antithrombotic treat-

ment who required a dental procedure with a risk of bleeding in the

Master's Degree in Periodontics of the Faculty of Dentistry of the

Complutense University of Madrid (UCM) and in the Master's Degree

in Oral Surgery of the Rey Juan Carlos University (URJC). The study

consisted of two face-to-face visits (in which the eligibility of the

patients was checked, the informed consent was signed and the

patient underwent the corresponding dental procedure) and a tele-

phone visit, in which a 30-day postintervention follow-up was carried

out in order to evaluate adverse cardiovascular and/or hemorrhagic

adverse events. Descriptive statistics were performed.

Results: Seventy-four patients were included. Regarding the main var-

iable, the appearance of cardiovascular and/or hemorrhagic adverse

events during the first 30 days postintervention, these were recorded

in 2 of the patients (1.48%). Regarding antithrombotic drug manage-

ment in terms of discontinuation of antithrombotic medication and

institution of bridging therapy with heparin, the drug was discon-

tinued in a total of 7 patients (5.18%), bridging therapy with heparin

was instituted in 1 patient (0.74%) and dose reduction was instituted

in 1 patient (0.74%).

Conclusions: The frequency of cardiovascular and/or hemorrhagic

adverse events in this sample of anticoagulated/antiplatelet

patients undergoing dental procedures with risk of bleeding is

low (<2%).

PR193: Does non-surgical periodontal treatment
reduce inflammatory markers in patients with
cardiovascular disease? A systematic review and
meta-analysis.

A. Makni1

1Periodontology Department, Université Catholique de Louvain, Bruxelles,

Belgium

Background and Aim: The aim of this study is to assess the effect of

non-surgical periodontal treatments (NSPT) on three inflammatory

markers involved in the formation of the atheroma plaque, therefore

leading to cardiovascular diseases (CVD).

Methods: Three databases (The Cochrane Library, Embase, PubMed)

and the grey literature were screened. RCT studies comparing test

groups (receiving non-surgical periodontal treatments) and control

groups (receiving dental prophylaxis and oral hygiene instruction only)

were compared. The following outcomes were measured at baseline

and between 2 and 12 months after the beginning of the studies:

hsCRP, IL-6, fibrinogen, PPD and CAL.

A total of nine studies met eligibility criteria and were included in the

present review.

Results: Meta-analyses showed a statistically significant effect of peri-

odontal treatment on levels of hsCRP (SMD: �2.36 mg/L [�3.64,

�1.08],CI: 95% and p-value = 0.0003), IL6 (SMD: �1.93 pg/ml

[�3.78, �0.08] with p-value of 0.04), and fibrinogen (SMD: �19.48

[�26.70, �12.27], 95% CI, p-value <0.00001), especially in patients

with co-morbidities.

Conclusions: NSPT reduces levels of inflammatory biomarkers, espe-

cially in patients with CVD and co-morbidities, but only during a mod-

erate period of time.

PR194: The effect of sword bean extract on the
relationship between periodontitis and atherosclerosis

S. Yanase1, Y. Furuichi1

1Division of Periodontology & Endodontology, Health Sciences University

of Hokkaido, Hokkaido, Japan

Background and Aim: Recently, the association between periodontitis

(PD) and atherosclerosis (AS) has been reported. We previously

showed that sword bean extract can treat PD in rats. Here, we inves-

tigated the relationship PD and AS and the effects of SBE in an exper-

imental mice model.

Methods: in vivo study, PD was induced in ApoE�/� mice by oral

administration of P. gingivalis (P. g) and tooth ligature (Lig). Each group

was administered SBE. Alveolar bone resorption, periodontal tissue

inflammation, lesion of atherosclerotic plaque and mRNA expression

in the heart were assessed. In vitro study, we used mice macrophage

cells (RAW264.7). The mRNA expression of IL-6, TNF-α and iNOS

were assessed by RT-PCR and the amount of NO production was

assessed.

Results: in vivo study, the alveolar bone resorption was significantly

higher in the PD group compared with the Con group, and signifi-

cantly lower in the administration of SBE. In the aorta, atherosclerotic

plaque cross sectional area was significantly higher in the PD group

compared with the Con group, and significantly lower in the adminis-

tration of SBE. In addition, the mRNA expression of IL-6, TNF-α, iNOS

and the amount of NO production were significantly higher in the LPS

group compared to the Con group, and significantly lower in the SBE

group.

Conclusions: It was suggested that the presence of PD promoted AS

and SBE could suppress PD and AS.
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PR195: Candidate inflammatory markers associated
with periodontal health status in obese patients

S. Patel1, N. Gkranias1, D. Chatzopoulou1, R. Batterham2, N. Donos1,

E. Hagi-Pavli1

1Centre for Oral Immunobiology and Regenerative Medicine, Institute of

Medicine and Dentistry, Queen Mary University of London, London, UK,
2UCLH Bariatric Centre for Weight Management and Metabolic Surgery,

University College London Hospitals, London, UK

Background and Aim: To investigate candidate saliva biomarkers

which are associated with periodontal health status, as described by

Basic Periodontal Examination (BPE) scores in an obese population.

Methods: A cohort of obese patients (n = 35) underwent BPE, and

donated saliva samples. An initial semi-quantitative cytokine array

assessed 8 of the samples for 105 different inflammatory markers in

order to identify specific analytes of possible interest. From the initial

results, nine specific analytes were selected for further assessment of

the 35 samples using quantitative Magnetic Luminex Assays; three

established inflammatory biomarkers (IFN-γ, IL-6 and MMP9) associ-

ated with periodontitis, and six novel inflammatory markers

(Angiopoietin-2, BDNF, Dickkopf-1, EMMPRIN, Endoglin, IL-19).

Results: DKK-1, IL-6 and MMP9 reached statistical significance when

comparing BPE0,1,2 group versus BPE3,4 with p values of 0.035,

0.0061 and 0.0012 respectively. EMMPRIN approached statistical sig-

nificance (p = 0.066). Angiopoietin showed a statistically significant

correlation with gender (p = 0.0007) and EMMPRINN came close to

statistical significance (p = 0.086) with male subjects having higher

expression of both analytes over females. MMP9 was significant when

the sample was categorised by smoking status into smokers/former

smokers and never smokers (p = 0.035). IL-6 came close to statistical

significance when the cohort was assessed by smoking status

(p = 0.09). Statistical significance was identified when DKK-1 and IL-19

were plotted against age with p values of 0.037 and 0.039 respectively.

Conclusions: Within the limitations of the study, we identified a signifi-

cant difference on the levels of DKK-1, IL-6 and MMP9 in obese patients

with BPE 0–2 versus obese patients 3–4. Furthermore, we identified cor-

relations of angiopoietin with gender, andMMP9 levels with smoking sta-

tus. Reproducing the analysis with a larger sample and including a healthy

control population will be required to establish a role of these analytes in

the association between periodontal health status and obesity.

PR196: Edentulism among diabetes patient compared
to non-diabetic controls: A systematic review and
meta-analysis

L. Ziukaite1, L Weijdijk1, J Tang1, D. Slot1, G. van der Weijden1

1ACTA, Amsterdam, Netherlands

Background and Aim: This systematic review determines the preva-

lence of edentulism among diabetes patient and non-diabetics based

on a systematic evaluation of the available literature.

Methods: MEDLINE-PubMed, Cochrane-CENTRAL and EMBASE

databases were comprehensively searched up to January 2021 to

identify appropriate studies. The prevalence of edentulism was evalu-

ated in populations with and without diabetes mellitus. Based on the

extracted data a meta-analysis was performed.

Results: Independent screening of 449 unique titles and abstracts rev-

ealed six publications that met the eligibility criteria. Study size ranged

from 293 to 15,943 participants. Data of all six studies were suitable

for meta-analysis. Overall 8.7% of the studied population was edentu-

lous. The weighted mean prevalence of edentulism among diabetes

patients and non-diabetics was 14.1% and 7.5% respectively. The

overall odds ratio for diabetes patients to be edentulous as compared

to non-diabetics was 2.49 (95% CI: [1.75;3.54], p < 0.00001).

Conclusions: Among individuals diagnosed with diabetes the preva-

lence of edentulism is higher than among non-diabetics.

PR197: The effect of periodontal treatment on oral
health and salivary cytokine levels in patients with
rheumatoid arthritis

C. Fei1, K. Eriksson1, G. Fei2, S. Syed1, L. Jansson3, T. Lindberg1

1Department of Dental Medicine, Karolinska Institutet, Huddinge,

Sweden, 2Center of Rheumatology, Stockholm, Sweden, 3Department of

Periodontology, Eastman Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden

Background and Aim: Periodontitis (PD) and rheumatoid arthritis

(RA) are both chronic inflammatory diseases that are associated with

destruction of bone and supporting tissues. These two diseases share

several clinical and pathological features as well as risk factors. This

study aimed to investigate the effects of intensive non-surgical peri-

odontal treatment on oral health and levels of cytokines in saliva of

RA patients with moderate and severe PD.

Methods: The study included 38 patients with established RA and PD

(moderate or severe PD). The participants were divided into two

groups: treatment and control group. Participants in both groups

underwent periodontal examination and sample collection and

received initial periodontal treatment with oral hygiene instructions at

baseline. The treatment group (n = 19) continued to receive non-

surgical periodontal treatment at 3 and 6 months, which included scal-

ing, root planning and oral hygiene instructions. The control group

(n = 19), on the other hand, only underwent periodontal examination

and sample collection at 3 and 6 months, without additional treat-

ment. The cytokine levels in saliva were analyzed using immunoassay

kits (Bio-Rad, Sweden).

Results: The results showed a significant (p < 0.05) reduction in the

treatment group after 6 months of intensive non-surgical periodontal

treatment in the mean values of the periodontal variables including

plaque index (PI), bleeding index (BoP) and probing pocket depth

(PPD) ≥4 mm with BoP. In contrast, no significant difference was

found in the corresponding periodontal variables in the control group.

In the saliva samples, the level of the cytokines IL-6 and IL-8
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decreased significantly (p < 0.05) in the treatment group whereas no

differences were observed in the control group.

Conclusions: In conclusion, non-surgical periodontal treatment

improved oral health in terms of PI, BoP and PPD ≥4 mm with BoP

and reduced the salivary levels of IL-6 and IL-8 in patients with

established RA and periodontitis.

PR198: Exploring the link between gingival
inflammation, monocyte platelet aggregates (MPAs),
and thrombotic risk: An exploratory analysis

S. Luthra1, P. Gill2, M. Orlandi1, A. Smith2, F. D'Aiuto1

1Unit of Periodontology, Eastman Dental Institute, University College

London, London, UK, 2Unit of Microbial Diseases, Eastman Dental

Institute, University College London, London, UK

Background and Aim: Monocytes have been established as the

main drivers of atherosclerotic and other thrombotic complications.

The crosstalk between monocytes and platelets results in the for-

mation of monocyte-platelet aggregates (MPAs), a link between

inflammation and thrombosis. MPAs influence the phenotypic

change of subsets of monocytes from CD14+ to CD16+ which

exhibit increased endothelial adhesiveness and cardiovascular event

risk. Little is known about MPAs and gingival inflammation. Our

aim was to characterize MPAs in a group of systemically healthy

volunteers with gingivitis.

Methods: Participants were identified based on BPE scores (0–2 only)

and not relevant medical history. Bleeding on probing was recorded

for each participant. Fasting blood samples were collected. Monocytes

were isolated after red cell lysis, fixation, and centrifugation. Further

monocytes subsets were identified by surface expression of CD 14+

and CD16+ to be sub-grouped as classical (CD14+/16�), intermedi-

ate (CD14++/16+), and non-classical (CD14+/16+) types. Platelets

were identified as cells positive for CD 42b. MPAs were identified as

cells double positive for CD14 and CD42b. All samples were analysed

using flow-cytometry and FlowJo software.

Results: Three volunteers, between 28 and 32 years, gender distribu-

tion 2:1 (M: F) presented with localized gingivitis. The participants

exhibited monocytes subtypes of 85% belonging to the classical sub-

group, 14% of the non-classical and only 1% as intermediate. MPAs

were identified in all participants) within a range of 2.25 ± 0.92 to 2.81

± 1.18%. MPAs formation was highest in the classical subgroup (41%)

versus the other two groups (non-classical: 31%; intermediate: 28%).

Conclusions: Monocyte subsets in volunteers with localized gingivitis

were predominantly of the classical (phagocytic) group. Further stud-

ies should examine MPA is patients with generalized gingivitis, peri-

odontitis, and compare MPAs composition to otherwise healthy

controls. This could give us an insight on the impact of periodontal

diseases on the risk of thrombosis and acute vascular events.

PR199: Is periodontitis associated with preterm birth?
A synthetized data and meta-analysis

A. Dziedzic1, D. Kuglin2, M. Tanasiewicz1

1Conservative Dentistry with Endodontics, Medical University of Silesia,

Katowice, Poland, 2Woman and Children Health Center, Zabrze, Poland

Background and Aim: The high prevalence of maternal periodontitis,

a chronic inflammatory oral disease, may have an impact on adverse

pregnancy outcome, including preterm birth (PB). This study was

aimed to determine a relationship between maternal periodontitis and

preterm birth in women of childbearing age based on quantitative

data synthesis of existing evidence.

Methods: The quantitative meta-analysis and data synthesis com-

prised the results of case–control, cohort, and cross-sectional studies,

evaluating the association between maternal periodontitis and pre-

term birth. PRISMA protocol and strict inclusion criteria were

implemented.

Results: Of the 3210 articles, 24 met the quality criteria and were eli-

gible for further meta-analysis using random-effects model. The

apparent high heterogenicity of assessed studies results was found,

with obtained I2 value = 81%. The estimated odds ratio (OR) = 1.65;

95% CI [1.51–1.81] indicate a positive association between periodon-

titis and PB. Studies were incoherent regarding estimated weights

(0.3%–25.2%). Funnel plot analysis suggested a publication bias which

can be related to the fact that adjustment for confounders was not

achieved and diagnostic criteria of periodontitis were inconsistent in

some studies.

Conclusions: The evidence at moderate risk of bias suggests that peri-

odontitis may be associated with adverse pregnancy outcome and

hypothesis that periodontitis is linked with preterm birth cannot be

ruled out. However, the existing evidence is not sufficient to indicate

periodontitis as an independent risk factor of preterm birth. Consider-

ing the quality of synthetized results, the magnitude of this relation-

ship remains unclear.

PR364: Periodontal status and glycosylated
hemoglobin level in advanced periodontal disease
patients with diabetes mellitus-on going case series

T. Ori Nachshon1, A. Tadir1, R. A. lev1, E. Maayan-cheifetz1,

R. Gadassi1, E. Shperberg Krumer1, Y. Arbel1, E. Averbuch Zehavi1,

S. Keshales-Shultz1, S. Via1

1Sheba Tel Hashomer Medical Center, Periodontology, Ramat Gan, Israel

Background and Aim: Diabetes and periodontitis are complex chronic

diseases with an established bidirectional relationship. There is long-

established evidence that Hyper-glycaemia in diabetes is associated

with adverse periodontal outcomes. Severe periodontitis is associated

with increased HbA1C in individuals with type 2 diabetes

mellitus (DM2).
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Reduction in HbA1C is an established outcome measure of successful

diabetes treatment. Evidence derived from randomized controlled tri-

als (RCTs) shows that anti-infective periodontal therapy results in a

mean reduction in HbA1C of 0.36% at 3 months After therapy.

The aim of this report is to present the outcome of anti-infective ther-

apy in terms of HbA1c level changes in 7 cases of patients with peri-

odontitis stage 3/4 grade C and DM2.

Methods: This report is a part of an ongoing case series. A total of 7

patients, all suffering from periodontitis stage 3/4 grade C and type 2

DM were followed from baseline to 1 year and were treated in our

clinic.

The patients had received clinical and radiographic periodontal exami-

nations. All patients received anti-infective, periodontal treatment

including oral hygiene instructions, scaling and root planning and

extraction of hopeless teeth.

Bleeding on probing (BOP), plaque index, periodontal pocket depth

(PPD) and clinical attachment level were recorded at baseline, 3

months and 1-year after anti-infective therapy. HbA1c was recorded

at baseline and in the end of the anti-infective phase.

Results: 6 of the 7 patients showed reduction in HbA1c levels with a

mean value of 1.44 ± 1.27% after 1 year follow-up. A major reduction

was also seen in: FMPS, FMBS and in the number of pockets with

PPD ≥ 6 mm.

Conclusions: Anti-infective periodontal therapy improved periodontal

inflammatory conditions, Probing pocket depths and Glycemic condi-

tion in 6 out of 7 patients.

COVID AND PERIODONTOLOGY

PR200: Inhibitory effects of toothpaste and
mouthwash ingredients on SARS-CoV-2 infection
in vitro

K. Tsutsumi1, R. Tateyama-Makino1, M. Abe-Yutori1, T. Iwamoto1,

M. Tsuji2, S. Morishita1, K. Kurita1, E. Nishinaga1, Y. Yamamoto1,

K. Tsukinoki3

1Research & Development Headquarters, Lion Corporation, Tokyo, Japan,
2Institute of Molecular Function, Saitama, Japan, 3Division of

Environmental Pathology, Department of Oral Science, Kanagawa Dental

University, Kanagawa, Japan

Background and Aim: Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is cau-

sed by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-

2). Recently, some reports indicate that the severity of COVID-19 is

associated with periodontal disease. SARS-CoV-2 host cell entry is

mediated by viral spike protein binding to the host angiotensin-

converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) and its cleavage by transmembrane pro-

tease serine 2 (TMPRSS2). ACE2 and TMPRSS2 are expressed in the

oral cavity including periodontal pocket epithelium, tongue and saliva

glands. Therefore, we hypothesized that inhibiting these two factors

may prevent SARS-CoV-2 infections. This study aimed to investigate

the inhibitory effects of general ingredients in commercially available

toothpaste and mouthwash on SARS-CoV-2 infection.

Methods: We evaluated the effects of 30 toothpaste and mouthwash

ingredients on the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein-ACE2 interaction and

TMPRSS2 protease activity using enzyme-linked immunosorbent

assay and an in vitro enzyme activity assay, respectively. We also

investigated whether the ingredients were in the presence of saliva. In

addition, the binding state of each ingredient to the inhibitor-binding

site of ACE2 or TMPRSS2 was evaluated by molecular docking simula-

tion to understand the mechanisms involved.

Results: Sodium tetradecene sulfonate, sodium N-lauroyl-N-methyl-

taurate, sodium N-lauroylsarcosinate, sodium dodecyl sulfate, and

copper gluconate inhibited both spike protein-ACE2 interaction and

TMPRSS2 activity. Furthermore, these ingredients also showed inhibi-

tory effects on both spike protein-ACE2 interaction and TMPRRS2

activity in the presence of saliva. Molecular docking simulations

suggested that these ingredients could bind to the inhibitor-binding

site of ACE2.

Conclusions: Our findings suggest that five ingredients in commercial

toothpaste and mouthwash could inhibit the entry points of SARS-

CoV-2 and could help to prevent SARS-CoV-2 infection.

PR201: Assessment of dental emergency management
at the Rothschild hospital during the first lockdown
due to COVID-19 pandemic

Y. Saade1,2, M. De la Dure Molla1, B.P.J. Fournier1, S. Kerner1,

E. Chatzopoulou1,2, B. Philippe1, P. Colon1, M.C. Carra1

1Universite de Paris, Service of Odontology, Rothschild Hospital and

University of Paris, Paris, France, 2EFP Postgraduate Program in

Periodontology in Implant Dentistry, Universite de Paris, Paris, France

Background and Aim: Many obstacles have risen during the lockdown

period due to the COVID-19 pandemic, including the provision of urgent

dental care. The Rothschild hospital had to establish a balance between

providing a core service and limiting patient admission through a fair

sorting system. This study aims to assess the efficacy of the dental emer-

gency protocol implemented during the first lockdown.

Methods: The protocol was applied for patients who arrived at the hospi-

tal between March 18 and May 11, 2020. First, they underwent a sorting

diagnosis (A) based on self-reported symptoms. If deemed as urgent, they

were oriented towards dental professionals, who performed an intraoral

examination leading to a clinical diagnosis (B). Diagnoses (A and B) were

categorized into four groups: infectious, prosthetic, traumatic, and other

emergencies. The agreement between diagnoses A and B was tested

(Cohen's Kappa score). Positive predictive value, negative predictive value,

sensitivity and specificity among diagnostic categories were assessed to

evaluate the performance and efficacy of the sorting diagnosis.

Results: Out of 1651 dental visits, 1064 were included for this analy-

sis. The most frequent reported symptom at the sorting diagnosis was

pain (40%), whereas the most frequent clinical diagnosis was end-

odontic emergency (30%). Periodontal emergency concerned 6% of
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patients. Tooth extraction was required in 32% of cases; systemic

antibiotics were prescribed for 49.2% of patients. Infectious emer-

gency diagnosis had the higher sensitivity (94.2%), whereas prosthetic

emergency diagnosis had the higher specificity (99.1%). The level of

agreement was substantial (kappa > 0.6) for the majority of diagnoses.

No Covid-19 contamination occurred.

Conclusions: This study demonstrates that the implemented protocol

during the first COVID-19 lockdown to manage dental emergencies

was effective, establishing an appropriate patient orientation prior to

clinical examination to minimize the risk of COVID-19 exposure whilst

safeguarding professionals and patients.

PR202: Triage and urgent dental care for COVID-19
patients in the Hospital District of Helsinki and
Uusimaa

M. Mikkola1, J. Gästgifvars1, J. Helenius-Hietala1, J. Uittamo1,

J. Furuholm1, H. Välimaa2, H. Ruokonen1, K. Nylund1

1Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Diseases, University of Helsinki

and Helsinki University Hospital, Helsinki, Finland, 2Department of

Virology, University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland

Background and Aim: When COVID-19 pandemic broke out, there

was a need to set up an urgent dental care (UDC) clinic where

COVID-19 infected, suspected, exposed, or quarantined patients

could be treated safely. The aim of this study is to report UDC clinic's

triage and the patient-specific characteristics, reasons to seek for care

and the given treatments from March to December 2020 at the UDC

clinic in the Hospital District of Helsinki and Uusimaa (HUS), Finland.

Methods: The triage and the treatment protocol were based on the

existing scientific data. Questionnaire and assessment of the treat-

ment needs were done by dental specialists as gatekeepers. Staff was

educated to follow the treatment protocol, which aimed to avoid the

transmission of SARS-CoV-2 while providing adequate treatment for

the patients. Patient files were evaluated from HUS electronic data

base. Modified Total Dental Index and the number of teeth were

assessed from the panoramic tomography and used to determine the

overall oral health of the patients.

Results: There were 1114 consultations and 257 visits at the clinic.

Most of the patients (63.2%) were generally healthy with a mean age

of 35. The most common reason for seeking for care was toothache

(78.6%). Respiratory symptoms were present in 63.4% and 6.8% of

the patients had COVID-19 infection. The most frequent given treat-

ment was tooth extraction (65.8%), mostly due to caries (66.5%). Peri-

odontal problems were reason for 4.7% of the visits. Statistically

significant differences between COVID-19 infected and other

patients occurred in age (45 vs. 34 years-of-age, p = 0.009) and num-

ber of teeth (25 vs. 28, p = 0.031). No SARS-CoV-2 infection trans-

mission chains were traced to the clinic.

Conclusions: Triage worked well and patients were treated safely and

effectively. Patient-specific characteristics revealed no new data on

COVID-19 and visits were typical for UDC.

PR203: Reducing the viral load of SARS-CoV-2 in the
saliva of patients with COVID-19

T.C. Guimarães1, B.B.F. Marques1, M.V. de Castro2, D.A. Secco2,

L.C.M.S. Porto2, J.M.M. Tinoco2, E.M.B. Tinoco1, P. Fletcher3,

R.G. Fischer1

1Periodontology, Rio de Janeiro State University, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil,
2Rio de Janeiro State University, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 3New York

University College, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Background and Aim: Concerned by the alarming levels of spread and

severity, on March 11, 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO)

declared the outbreak of COVID-19 a pandemic. The disease has

spread worldwide and there have been 65.8 million reported cases

and 1.5 million deaths as of insert date. Dental professionals and

patients may be exposed to pathogenic microorganisms, including

bacteria and viruses that may infect the oral cavity. The aim of this

study was to evaluate the reduction of the salivary viral load using oral

antiseptic mouthwashes in patients testing positive for COVID-19.

Methods: Sixty-three individuals were recruited after testing positive

for COVID-19 by real-time RT-PCR assay and divided into five groups.

Group 1 received sterile water, group 2 received 1.5% hydrogen perox-

ide solution (HP), group 3 received 0.12% chlorhexidine (CHX), group

4 received 0.1% sodium hypochlorite solution (NaClO), and group

5 received sequential rinses using CHX and HP. After collecting the ini-

tial saliva sample, individuals were asked to use the designated mouth-

wash for 1 min. Additional saliva samples were collected immediately

after rinsing, 15 and 30 min after rinsing. Real-time RT-PCR assays for

RNA detection of SARS-CoV-2 were performed on the saliva samples.

Results: Compared to the baseline values, there was a significant

reduction in the number of copies of SARS-Cov-2 after 30 min in

Group 2, and immediately after the initial mouthwash in Group

4. There were no significant differences among the experimental

groups and the control group in any period.

Conclusions: Although the mouthwashes containing 0.1% NaClO

or 1.5% HP reduced the viral load compared to the baseline

values, there were no significant differences compared to the control

group.

PR204: Knowledge, sources and clinical practice of
university students in relation to COVID-19 (Spain)

M.F. Escobedo Martínez1, E. Barbeito Castro1, S. Olay García1,

L.M. Junquera Gutierrez1, S. Junquera Olay1

1Oviedo University, Oviedo, Spain

Background and Aim: The pandemic caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus

has generated a social, economic, health and educational collapse of

unsuspected dimensions, paralyzing teaching in dental schools around

the world and modifying their clinical protocols.
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To evaluate the knowledge of the students of the University Clinic of

Dentistry of the University of Oviedo (CLUO) about the infection by

SARS-CoV-2.

Methods: A descriptive observational study was carried out through a

survey made in “GOOGLE FORMS.” Five sections were included:

demographic data, questions about the acquisition of knowledge

about COVID-19, questions about general knowledge of COVID-19,

questions about knowledge of COVID-19 in dentistry and resolution

of clinical COVID-19 cases.

Results: A total of 110 surveys were collected. The predominant age

range was 18 to 28 years (82.7%) and female the predominant sex

(72.6%). Television and the internet were the media where they were

first informed about the pandemic. The general knowledge about

Covid-19 of the surveyed students (67.93% correct) was higher than

the specific knowledge (COVID-19 in dentistry) (27.5% correct). At

the clinical cases, the area of less knowledge about the specific

COVID-19 management was those applied to Periodontology.

Conclusions: Our results indicate that the students had a moderate

knowledge about COVID-19, suggesting the need to increase basic

training on infection control and promote workshops on protection

measures based on the risks inherent to the specific dental practice.

PR205: Post-COVID-19 lockdown: A process audit of
standard operating procedures in the department of
periodontology

M. Haseeb1, N. Khalid1, Z.A. Khan2

1Periodontology, University College of Dentistry, University of Lahore,

Lahore, Pakistan, 2Department of Periodontology, FMH College of

Dentistry, Lahore, Pakistan

Background and Aim: This study aims to audit the process of patient

management with aerosol generating procedure (ultrasonic scaling)

while adherence to the guidelines for healthcare workers during the

COVID-19.

Methods: Audits records at the Department of Periodontology at Uni-

versity College of Dentistry Hospital Lahore – Pakistan were collected

(prospectively) over the period of 1 October to 30 November 2020

(1st cycle) and 14 December 2020 to 12 February 2021 (2nd cycle).

The audit was divided into three components based on the guidelines:

(i) Physical environment, (ii) patients/appointments and (iii) COVID

SOPs related to HCWs.

Results: The recommended physical layout and procedural factors, as

suggested by the guidelines for dental clinics, were observed during

the first cycle of audit, and discrepancy of ventilation system was

fixed after the first cycle. Only one house officer got COVID positive

(PCR) on 3rd day of house job. There were four procedural slots per

day with three fallow time of half an hour each in the first cycle. Audit

team reported the observance of fallow time three times daily, which

revealed that 83.3% observance of fallow time.

Later in the 2nd cycle when the extra oral high volume air evacuator

was installed, the fallow time was reduced to 15 min and not only we

did five procedural slots per day but our fallow time was also

observed 100% of the time.

There were few occasions in each cycle where the appointed patients

had to wait more than 10 min before they were seated, and waiting

time decreased in the cycle 2 when the dental staff were sensitized

with its importance repeatedly as part of our weekly dissemination of

knowledge.

Conclusions: Following the standard guidelines resulted in more effi-

cient working environment and lesser risk for health care workers

while performing aerosol-generating procedures.

PERIODONTOLOGY/PERIODONTICS – MISCELLANEOUS

PR206: Occluding effect of Nd: YAG laser and Gluma
desensitizing agents on human dentinal tubules: A
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) study

A. Alzarooni1, B. Rahman1, H.M Al-Damanhoury2, S. Sheela2

1Periodontology-Preventive and Restorative Dentistry, University of

Sharjah, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates, 2Preventive and Restorative

Dentistry, University of Sharjah, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates

Background and Aim: To study in vitro the occluding effect of the

Nd: YAG laser in comparison to Gluma desensitizing agents on

human dentinal tubules and to do elemental analysis to determine

calcium and phosphorus content in % weight of dentin in each

group.

Methods: A total of 25 dentin specimens were obtained from freshly

extracted, non-caries, sound human third molars and randomly divided

into five groups:

Group 1: (Control group) treated with 37% phosphoric acid.

Group 2: GLUMA desensitizer.

Group 3: Nd:YAG laser.

Group 4: GLUMA desensitizer then irradiated with Nd:YAG laser.

Group 5: Nd:YAG laser, then treated with GLUMA desensitizer.

All specimens were evaluated under the scanning electron microscopy

SEM, and five images were taken from each sample at �2000 magnifi-

cation. The specimens were analyzed through Image J 1.52v software,

by which the count, total area, average size, and area percentage of

open dentine tubules were calculated. GraphPad Prism 5 version 5.03

software was utilized for statistical analysis. The data were analyzed

by One-way ANOVA, and Tukey tests

Results: Scanning electron microscopy of the specimens showed that

the counts of dentinal tubules decreased significantly in laser and

combination groups compared to those in control and Gluma groups

(p < 0.0001). However, the control and Gluma groups did not show

any significant differences in this study. Furthermore, there were no

statistically significant differences in dentinal tubules counts between

laser and combination groups.

Evaluation of the total area, the average size of the tubules, and the

percentage area revealed a significant difference between the control

group and the other four groups (Gluma, laser, Gluma + laser,
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Laser + Gluma). In contrast, it was not statistically significant between

these four groups

Conclusions: Nd:YAG laser and combination treatments were found

to be more effective than the Gluma in occluding the dentinal tubules.

PR207: The relationship between gingival biotype and
gingival width and different crown morphology among
adult residents of United Arab Emirates

F. Alnuami1, C.A. Murray1, B. Rahman2

1Periodontology-Preventive and Restorative Dentistry, University of

Sharjah, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates, 2Perio-Preventive and

Restorative Dentistry, University of Sharjah, Sharjah,

United Arab Emirates

Background and Aim: Gingival biotype is defined as gingival thickness

in the faciopalatal dimension. The gingiva can be categorized into thick

or thin biotype which differ in their responses to inflammation and

trauma. Gingival biotype is becoming recognized as a key factor affecting

the success and failure of aesthetic dental treatment. The study aim was

to determine if there was differences in gingival biotype between adult

residents within United Arab Emirates. Patients were examined using a

novel biotype probe (Hu-Friedy colourve biotype probe, USA). Second-

ary objectives were to assess the association between gingival biotype

and gingival width, crown morphology and plaque accumulation.

Methods: Seven clinical parameters were measured in 63 healthy gin-

giva subjects: crown width/crown length ratio, contact surface/crown

length ratio, periodontal probing depth, papilla height, gingival width

and gingival biotype and plaque index using a Modified Quigley-Hein

Plaque Index. Gingival biotypes were assessed using a novel method

(Hu-Friedy colourvue biotype probe)

Results: 54% of study participants had thick gingival biotype. No sta-

tistically significant association was detected between the gingival

biotype and tooth shape for tooth 11 (p = 0.824). However, tooth

21 had a significant association between biotype and tooth shape

(p = 0.048). No statistically significant association was found between

gingival biotype and gingival width. In regard to plaque index, Kruskal-

Wallis test showed no significant difference between Plaque Index by

different gingival biotypes (p = 0.992).

Conclusions: No significant differences were observed between gingi-

val biotypes in relation to tooth shape and plaque index. However,

thick gingival biotype was associated with increased gingival width.

PR208: Correlation of self-perceived halitosis with
volatile sulfur compounds measurements in the oral
breath of residents in the United Arab Emirates

S. Al Qaydi1, C.A. Murray2, B. Rahman1

1Periodontology-Preventive and Restorative Dentistry, University of

Sharjah, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates, 2Preventive and Restorative

Dentistry, University of Sharjah, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates

Background and Aim: Halitosis is an unpleasant odor released from

breath regardless of the origin, whether from oral or non-oral sources.

It is a common oral problem. Unfortunately, some people are unaware

they have halitosis, and others may complain of it without under-

standing its underlying cause.

The objectives were to compare self-perception of halitosis to clini-

cally quantifiable amounts of Volatile Sulfur Compounds and to record

any association between oral malodor, oral hygiene practices, tongue

coating and periodontal condition.

Methods: This study was conducted on a sample of 102 residents

in UAE who answered a set of closed questions relating to

sociodemographic data, medical, dental history, and oral hygiene

habits. Self-evaluation of halitosis was included in the questionnaire

as a general question on a dichotomous scale. Thereafter, a second

self-assessment of halitosis was performed by participants and

followed by measurements of VSCs using Oral Chroma (CHM-2). A

clinical examination had been performed to assess oral health

parameters, including gingival bleeding, periodontal pockets, and

tongue coating. Periodontal pathogen on the tongue's dorsum was

investigated using an N-benzoyl-DL-arginine-B-naphthylamide

(BANA) test.

Results: 61.8% of participants were females, and 38.2% were male.

44.1% of clinical halitosis was observed in 63.7% of participants. The

second self-perceived halitosis and clinical oral malodor were signifi-

cantly correlated with tongue coating, BANA test, gingival bleeding

index, number of caries teeth, and number of sites with pocket prob-

ing depths ≥4 mm. Spearman's rho correlation demonstrated a statisti-

cally significant correlation between BANA test and VSCs. A

significant correlation was found between self-perceived halitosis and

clinical halitosis: H2S (rs = 0.51), CH3SH (rs = 0.44), and CH3

(2S) (rs = 0.34 (p < 0.01).

Conclusions: Based on the results of this study Self-evaluation of hali-

tosis might be helpful as a means of assessing one's bad breath. Self-

judgment of halitosis by participants correlated significantly with the

objective assessment of halitosis.

PR209: Expression of inflammatory mediators and
histological changes of 3D oral mucosal model in
response to yttria stabilized nano-zirconia

N.A. Nasarudin1, M. Razali1, V. Goh1, A. Muchtar2

1Unit Periodontology, Department of Restorative Dentistry, Faculty of

Dentistry, Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia,
2Department of Mechanical & Manufacturing Engineering, Faculty of

Engineering & Built Environment, Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia, Bangi,

Malaysia

Background and Aim: Monolithic zirconia developed from the nano-

zirconia powders are having superior translucency and mechanical

properties than the commercially available zirconia for dental restora-

tions. However, there is a concern of nanotoxicity which may express

as gingival inflammation. This study aimed to assess the pro-
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inflammatory mediators released from the 3-dimensional oral mucosal

model (3D-OMM) in response to yttria-stabilized nano zirco-

nia (3-YZP).

Methods: The 3D OMM was constructed using human gingival fibro-

blasts and immortalized human oral keratinocyte cell lines (OKF6/

TERT-2), co-cultured on an acellular dermal matrix. After 4 days of

model development and 7 days at the air-liquid interface, tissue

models were exposed to 3-YZP (test) and Sirona-in-coris (control) for

72 h and a blank 3D-OMM. The supernatant of all models was

assessed for IL-1ß and IL-6, and the 3D-OMM were fixed with 10%

formalin for histopathological evaluation. The mean surface roughness

of the discs was measured using atomic force microscopy (AFM).

Results: The surface roughness of both samples was not significantly

different (p-value = 0.49). Both supernatant of 3-YZP and Sirona-in-

coris expressed IL-1ß and IL-6. However, the concentration of the

selected inflammatory mediators was not statistically different

between the two materials and the blank (p-value < 0.05). Histologi-

cally, stratification of epithelial cells was formed without evidence of

cytotoxic damage of any models.

Conclusions: The excellent biocompatibility of nano zirconia as evi-

dent from multiple endpoint analyses of the 3D-OMM may indicate

the potential for its clinical application as a superior restorative

material.

PR210: Thymoquinone-regulated expression of toll-
like receptors in gingival stem cells

M. Mekhemar1, J. Tölle1, Y. Hassan1, C. Dörfer1, K.M.F. El-Sayed1

1University of Kiel, Klinik für Zahnerhaltungskunde und Parodontologie,

Kiel, Germany

Background and Aim: Recently, gingival mesenchymal stem/progenitor

cells (G-MSCs) exhibited unique regenerative and immunomodulative

capacities with consequent successful therapeutic results. Toll-like

receptor (TLR) expression of MSCs can be regulated by different fac-

tors, including the activation by natural phytochemicals and their

active constituents as Nigella sativa oil and Thymoquinone. The aim of

the present investigation is to characterize the Thymoquinone-

mediated modulation of TLR expression in G-MSCs.

Methods: Cells were isolated from the free gingival margin (n = 5) and

immunomagnetically sorted by anti-STRO-1 antibodies. Subsequently,

cells were seeded out and grown in basic culture-medium to form col-

ony forming units (CFUs). G-MSCs' multilineage differentiation poten-

tial was verified, besides the flow-cytometric expression of MSC-

markers CD14, CD34, CD45, CD73, CD90, CD105 and CD146. To

examine the effect of Thymoquinone stimulation on G-MSCs' TLR-

expression, 1 μg/ml Thymoquinone, was added for 24 h and a control

group was left unstimulated. G-MSCs in both groups were conse-

quently characterized for the expression of TLRs 1–10 on m-RNA and

protein levels by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and flow cyto-

metry (FACS).

Results: G-MSCs displayed all predefined stem/progenitor cell criteria

and expressed the investigated TLRs on protein and m-RNA levels.

Stimulation by Thymoquinone increased the expression of TLRs 3, 4,

6, 7, 8 and 10 and downregulated TLRs 1, 2 and 9 on protein level

with similar PCR results.TLR5 showed no expression in both groups.

Stimulated G-MSCs showed a significantly lower expression of

TLR1 (17.6136, 11.6273/19.6647) and higher expression of TLR3

(24.1686, 10.0862/32.1546) compared to the control groups TLR1

(21.8163, 18.3802/31.1601) and TLR3 (24.1686, 10.0862/32.1546)

in flow cytometric analysis (Median fluorescence intensity,

Q25/Q75; p < 0.05).

Conclusions: The current investigation presents for the first time the

unique Thymoquinone-mediated modulation of TLR expression in G-

MSCs with potential immunomodulative outcomes on therapeutic

applications. Targeted activation of G-MSCs by Thymoquinone might

allow better regulation of G-MSC-treatments in future medical

applications.

PR211: Thymoquinone-mediated stemness regulation
in gingival stem cells

Y. Hassan1, M. Mekhemar1, J. Tölle1, C. Dörfer1, K.M. Fawzy El-

Sayed1

1Klinik für Zahnerhaltungskunde und Parodontologie, University of Kiel,

Kiel, Germany

Background and Aim: Lately, gingival mesenchymal stem/progenitor

cells (G-MSCs) presented important tissue regenerative abilities and

promising therapeutic outcomes. Stemness/regenerative features of

MSCs can be altered by different factors, including stimulation by nat-

ural chemotherapeutics as Thymoquinone. The aim of the present

investigation is to characterize the Thymoquinone-mediated stemness

regulation in G-MSCs.

Methods: After cell isolation from the free gingival margin (n = 5) and

immunomagnetic sorting by anti-STRO-1 antibodies, cells were seeded

out and cultured in basic medium to attain colony forming units (CFUs).

G-MSCs were characterized for their multilineage differentiation poten-

tial, as well as for the expression of CD14, CD34, CD45, CD73, CD90,

CD105 and CD146 by flow-cytometry. To test the effect of

Thymoquinone stimulation on G-MSCs' stemness, Thymoquinone, was

added for 24 h at the concentrations of 1 μg/ml and 2 μg/ml and a con-

trol group was left unstimulated. m-RNA was extracted from stimulated

and unstimulated groups and inspected for the expression of stemness-

associated genes NANOG, SOX2, OCT4, MSX1, REX1 and KLF4 by

polymerase chain reaction (PCR).

Results: G-MSCs presented all predefined stem/progenitor cell char-

acteristics. On m-RNA level, stimulation by Thymoquinone increased

the expression of all investigated genes as seen in (Table 1). A signifi-

cantly higher expression of NANOG (0.14, 0.06/0.18) compared to

the control group (0.00, 0.00/0.00) was observed in 1 μg/ml

Thymoquinone-stimulated G-MSCs (Median gene copies/PGK1 cop-

ies, Q25/Q75; p < 0.05, Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test).
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Conclusions: The current investigation displays the distinctive

Thymoquinone-mediated regulation of stemness/regeneration-

associated factors in G-MSCs with a possible impact on therapeutic

applications. Targeted stimulation of G-MSCs might allow better con-

trol of G-MSC-therapies in future clinical applications.

PR212: A new approach to evaluation of alveolar
morphotype using three-dimensional visualization at
the stage of orthodontic treatment planning in
patients with periodontal diseases

Y. Ovcharenko1, V. Erichev2, T. Aksenova2, N. Bagdasaryan2,

I. Maychub2, E. Vinichenko2, T. Severina2

1Department at the Faculty of Advanced Training and Professional

Retraining, Kuban State Medical University, Krasnodar, Russian

Federation, 2Dentistry Department at the Faculty of Advanced Training

and Professional Retraining, Kuban State Medical University, Krasnodar,

Russian Federation

Background and Aim: Currently, the issues of the influence of ortho-

dontic constructions on the alveolar morphotype in the process of

orthodontic treatment with periodontitis are relevant.

To increase the efficiency of dynamic evaluation of alveolar mor-

photype when planning the treatment of chronic periodontitis on

aligners using 3D-visualization of tooth movement with the imposi-

tion of cone-beam tomography.

Methods: 100 patients (25–35 years old) without systemic disease

took part. 25 humans - control group, 75 humans - with chronic peri-

odontitis, who were divided into 3 groups of 25 humans each, who

were treated with aligners, vestibular and lingual brackets.

X-ray diagnosis of the jaws was carried out using dental tomography

(Vatech) before and 12 months after the treatment, expressed in

Hounsfield units (HU).

3D visualization of tooth movement was used in combination with vir-

tual integration of computed tomography (CT) data to study the dynam-

ics of alveolar bone changes when planning orthodontic treatment.

Results: X-ray analysis showed that the density of alveolar bone in

humans with periodontitis (1750 HU) was 24% lower than in healthy

humans (2300 HU). The density data of alveolar bone after treatment

with lingual and vestibular brackets increased by 5% and 7%, aligners

- by 18% after 12 months of using aligners for periodontitis.

3-D imaging with CT overlay shows that 85% of patients with peri-

odontitis have critical zones of alveolar morphotype, in the area of

which the movement of teeth should be due to rotation, inclination

and intrusion, minimizing the risk of deformation of alveolar bone.

Conclusions: 12 months after treatment with removable aligners in

patients with periodontitis, the density of alveolar bone is 18% higher

than when using bracket systems. 3-D imaging of tooth movement

with CT imposition increases the efficiency of orthodontic treatment

planning by 40% with a forecast of alveolar morphotype changes after

finishing treatment.

PR213: Viridans-streptococci in the subgingival biofilm
after professional mechanical plaque removal and
subgingival instrumentation

H. Jentsch1, A.-C. Rodloff2, M.K. Gerweck2, C.-S. Stingu2

1Centre for Periodontology, Universitätsklinikum Leipzig AöR, Leipzig,

Germany, 2Institute for Medical Microbiology and Virology,

Universitätsklinikum Leipzig AöR, Leipzig, Germany

Background and Aim: There is reduced knowledge how the composi-

tion of the subgingival biofilm improves by mechanical instrumenta-

tion. The aim of the study was to verify how the prevalence of

viridans-streptococci is changed by professional mechanical plaque

removal (PMPR) and subgingival instrumentation (SI).

Methods: 19 individuals (age 59.3 ± 11.84 years) with moderate to

severe periodontitis (equivalent stage 2 and 3, grade B), with no ante-

rior periodontal treatment and with no intake of antibiotics within the

last 3 months underwent 2 appointments of PMPR and full-mouth

treatment of SI within 24 h. At the site with the highest PD per quad-

rant subgingival biofilm was collected with paperpoints before and

after the session of PMPR as well as after SI. After transfer in brain-

hart-infusion bouillon and dilution the samples were cultivated on

Columbia blood agar for 48 h. For the statistical analysis non-

parametric tests (Friedman/Wilcoxon and chi-square test) were used.

Results: The prevalence of S. mitis decreased after 2 appointments of

PMPR (37–23, p = 0.013) and again after SI (23–6, p < 0.001).

S. anginosus decreased after 2 appointments of PMPR from 15 to

3 (p = 0.002). The number of positive results for S. oralis increased from

62 to 70 after the first appointment of PMPR (tendency, p = 0.055), for

S. gordonii from 6 to 14 (p = 0.055). After SI14 sites were positive for

S. gordonii (p = 0.052). The mitis-group was significantly reduced from

63 to 52 after the total treatment (p = 0.004). The sanguinis-group was

reduced from 27 to 16 (p = 0.040) and the anginosus-group was

reduced from 17 to five (p = 0.005) after 2 appointments of PMPR.

Conclusions: The reduction of the anginosus-streptococci reflects the

improvement of periodontal health after 2 appointments of PMPR.

On the other hand no tremendous increase of specific streptococci

related to the carious process in the subgingival biofilm occurs.

PR214: Knowledge on antibiotic prescribing in
periodontology among undergraduate and
postgraduate students

B. Impram1, T. Tekin1, B. Biyikoglu1, I. Ozenci1, S. Dirikan Ipci1,

G. Cakar1

1Department of Periodontology, Altinbas University, Istanbul, Turkey

Background and Aim: Antibiotics are indicated for the treatment and

prophylaxis of bacterial infections. According to the World Health

Organization (WHO), antibiotic resistance is accelerated by the misuse

and overuse of antibiotics. The aim of this survey is to assess the
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possible difference in the knowledge and attitude of undergraduate

students in the 5th year of dentistry and post-graduate students of

periodontology programs, with regards to antibiotic use in the treat-

ment of periodontal conditions.

Methods: A survey of 18 questions on general and prophylactic use of

antibiotics in periodontal therapy was created using Google Forms and

distributed to target student groups via email. A total of 120 subjects

were enrolled for this survey, comprising of periodontology post-

graduates (n = 57) and undergraduate students (n = 63). Also, demo-

graphic data consisting of any personal information were collected.

Results: All participants of the postgraduate group claimed knowledge

of antibiotic resistance, whereas 9.5% of undergraduate students

responded negatively to this question (p < 0.05). Regarding the need

for antibiotic prophylaxis in the prevention of infective endocarditis

for periodontal treatment, post-graduates and undergraduates dif-

fered significantly (89.5% and 42.9%, respectively, p < 0.05). There

were no differences between the groups regarding their knowledge of

systemic antibiotic use adjunctive to conventional periodontal ther-

apy. The distribution related to knowledge of appropriate timing of

antibiotic intervention was wide, particularly regarding prescribing at

the first visit of non-surgical periodontal therapy, with postgraduates

(63.2%) and undergraduates (38.7%) knowledgeable (p < 0.05).

Conclusions: Both undergraduate and postgraduate students appear

to have good general knowledge on systemic antibiotic usage in peri-

odontology, however, undergraduate students are challenged by more

detailed and specific questions. Based on the results of the current

survey, it may be concluded that clear and definitive guidelines are

needed to improve the knowledge of undergraduate students.

PR215: Development and validation of a questionnaire
for assessing patient satisfaction with periodontal care

A. Ballieu1, M. Potier1, T. Nicolas1, G. Lemaire1, K. Agossa1, M. Dubar1

1Department of Periodontology, University of Lille, Lille, France

Background and Aim: Patient satisfaction is a key outcome that needs

to be further investigated to improve the quality of dental care in a

person-centered model of care, and this requires validated instru-

ments. Our main objective was to assess the psychometric properties

of a satisfaction questionnaire (PSQ) designed for periodontal

patients. In addition, we investigated the dimensions underlying

patients' satisfaction and we explored the factors associated with sat-

isfaction with care.

Methods: 500 patients who underwent periodontal treatment in our

hospital department (CHU Lille, France) were asked to complete an

online survey on their satisfaction with this experience of care. A struc-

tured self-questionnaire of 35 questions (average completion time 5 min)

previously developed in our group based on the literature was used.

Results: 256 (51.6%) completed questionnaires were analyzed. The

internal consistency was very good to excellent with Cronbach's alpha

values ranging from 0.605 to 0.852. A confirmatory factor analysis

revealed that a model with five sub-constructs provided an acceptable

fit to the data (>50% of variance explained). The major drivers of

patients' satisfaction were, in decreasing order of importance,

(i) welcoming/respect,

(ii) treatment outcomes,

(iii) counseling,

(iv) appointments/equipments,

(v) record keeping/accessibility of care.

Scores ranged from 0.62 ± 1.19 to 1.51 ± 0.72 (�2 and + 2 being the

lowest and highest possible scores, respectively). A multiple linear

regression indicated that age, gender, and type of patient referral dif-

ferentially affected the patient satisfaction.

Conclusions: This instrument may be useful in monitoring the quality

of care in periodontal departments and could contribute to a better

understanding of how periodontal care delivery could be improved.

Prospects for this work include investigating the potential relationship

between patient satisfaction and compliance.

PR216: Arenicola marina's haemoglobin (M101)
reduces P. gingivalis induced inflammation and hypoxia
in vitro and in vivo

F. Batool1,2, C. Petit3, C. Stutz2, H. Özçcelik2, E. Delpy4, F. Zal4,

E. Leize-Zal4, O. Huck3

1Faculty of Health Sciences, University of Strasbourg, Strasbourg, France,
2INSERM 1260, Strasbourg, France, 3Dental Faculty, Periodontology,

University of Strasbourg, Strasbourg, France, 4Hémarina, Morlaix, France

Background and Aim: Periodontitis is characterized by deep peri-

odontal pockets associated with dysbiotic flora and hypoxic microen-

vironment that exacerbates inflammation and tissue degradation.

Arenicola marina's hemoglobin (M101) has an excellent oxygen carry-

ing potential and antioxidant capacity and, recently, has demonstrated

anti-inflammatory and anti-bacterial properties. The aim of this study

was to evaluate the role of M101 in reducing hypoxia and oxidative

stress in vitro and in vivo.

Methods: In vitro, Oral epithelial cells (EC) in 2D and 3D culture were

infected with P. gingivalis (MOI = 100) or exposed to cobalt chloride

CoCl2 at 1000 μM to induce hypoxia and oxidative stress, and treated

with M101 (1 g/L) for 24 h. Hypoxia was evaluated using fluores-

cence microscopy and quantification of the expression of key hypoxia

markers HIF-1α, Glut-1, Glut-3 through RT-qPCR and Western Blot.

In vivo, experimental periodontitis was induced for 3 weeks and

lesions were treated with M101 hydrogel application. Healing was

assessed by histomorphometric analysis and TRAP staining 3 weeks

post-treatment. Immunofluorescence studies were carried out on the

histological samples to assess the expression of hypoxia and associ-

ated tissue degradative factors such as HIF-1α, nuclear factor kappa-B

(NF-κB) and matrix metalloproteinase-9 (MMP-9).

Results: In EC, M101 (1 g/L) treatment reduced P. gingivalis and cobalt

chloride induced-hypoxia and oxidative stress. After 6 h of treatment,

the relative gene expression of key hypoxia markers induced by

P. gingivalis and CoCl2 (HIF-1α, Glut-1, Glut-3) was decreased by 1.6
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folds, 2 folds and 1.5 folds respectively (p < 0.05). In vivo,

histomorphometric analyses showed improved clinical attachment

(p < 0.05) and reduced osteoclastic activity in mice treated with M101

gels versus untreated controls. Immunofluorescence analysis also rev-

ealed decreased HIF-1α, NF-κB and MMP-9 expression in periodontal

tissues of M101 treated groups.

Conclusions: M101 is a highly promising molecule capable of amelio-

rating hypoxia triggered inflammation and tissue degradation induced

by P. gingivalis. Therefore, it presents a significant therapeutic poten-

tial in the management of periodontitis.

PR217: 3D bioprinting: Perspectives in gingival tissue
engineering

R. Smirani1,2,3, M. Rémy4, Y. Lauverjat1,2, C. Sedarat1,5,

R. Devillard3,6,7, A. Naveau3,8,9

1Periodontology, University of Bordeaux, Bordeaux, France, 2Oral

Medicine and Surgery - Periodontology, University Hospital of Bordeaux,

Bordeaux, France, 3Laboratoire BioTis (Bioingénierie Tissulaire), University

of Bordeaux, INSERM U 1026, Bordeaux, France, 4Chimie et Biologie des

Membranes et des Nanoobjets (CBMN), University of Bordeaux, U 5248

CNRS, Pessac, France, 5Oral Medicine and Surgery - Periodontology,

University Hospital of Bordeaux, Pessac, France, 6Endodontics, University

of Bordeaux, Bordeaux, France, 7Oral Medicine and Surgery -

Endodontics, University Hospital of Bordeaux, Bordeaux, France,
8Prosthodontics, University of Bordeaux, Bordeaux, France, 9Oral

Medicine and Surgery - Prosthodontics, University Hospital of Bordeaux,

Bordeaux, France

Background and Aim: Despite an efficient regenerative potential, gin-

gival tissue loss needs a surgical increase of tissue quantity and/or

quality. Autologous graft is the gold standard but possesses three dis-

advantages: morbidity and limited quantity of tissue among the donor

site and a slow vascular connection of the graft to the recipient site.

3D bioprinting is a promising tissue engineering technique because it

enables precise cell positioning and large-scale production. The aim of

this research was to produce a gingival connective tissue substitute

that contains pre-vascularisation, using extrusion-based bio-

printing (EBB).

Methods: The model was composed of: cells that were human gingival

fibroblasts (hGF) from explant primary cultures and human umbilical

vein endothelial cells (HUVEC); a composite hydrogel to get the clos-

est to native gingiva properties while permitting cell printing and via-

bility; and no bioactive molecule in addition to those in culture media

and secreted by cells. The 3D Discovery micro-extrusion bioprinter

(RegenHU) was used. Bioprinted substitutes were cultivated in vitro

during at least 28 days without bioreactor. Cell viability, activity, char-

acterisation (flow cytometry and immunocytochemistry) and pref-

ormed vessels quantification were performed.

Results: The development of hGF/HUVEC cocultures allowed to dis-

cover unusual properties of some fibroblasts which displayed a peri-

vascular cell behaviour. This made possible the organisation and

stabilisation of pseudo-vessel networks in vitro for 30 days. Then,

these cocultures were 3D bioprinted and vessel organisation within

constructions was followed throughout time in vitro, showing high

viability and vessel stability during at least 30 days.

Conclusions: Connective substitutes containing a pre-vessel network

that remains throughout time without bioreactor were obtained using

EBB. It is necessary to perform in vivo experiments in order to vali-

date a faster and more efficient connection to the host vasculature

with the pre-vascularised 3D bioprinted constructs. Then, it could be

possible to complexify the constructions to get closer to clinical

applications.

PR218: Self-reported oral health knowledge, attitude
and behaviour of preclinical and clinical dental
students

C.P. Gunes1, M.A. Uysal1, I. Ozenci1, B. Biyikoglu1, G. Cakar1,

S. Dirikan Ipci1

1Periodontology, Altinbas University, Istanbul, Turkey

Background and Aim: Oral health care professionals have a major role

in the oral health well-being of the public. The knowledge, attitude

and behavior of dental students, who will eventually provide public

service on oral health is important. This study was performed to eval-

uate and compare oral health knowledge, behavior and attitude of

preclinical and clinical dental students.

Methods: The cross-sectional survey was conducted on 214 voluntar-

ily participated students (127 preclinical, 87 clinical) of the Faculty of

Dentistry, Altinbas University in the year of August–October, 2021.

The questionnaire was adapted from Hiroshima University- Dental

Behavioral Inventory (HU-DBI) and questions related to student's oral

health knowledge and behavior also included. Descriptive statistics

were derived, with mean scores, standard deviations and frequency

distribution attained. The chi-square and Fisher's exact probability

tests were used to compare frequencies and percentages between

the groups. Mann–Whitney U, t-test and correlation analysis were

performed to evaluate and compare the variables.

Results: The oral health knowledge, behavior and attitude between

preclinical and clinical students was found to be statistically significant

different (p < 0.05). All clinical students responded correctly to the

question related to systemic disease and periodontal disease interac-

tions (p < 0.05). Regular dental visits were significantly higher in the

preclinical group (p < 0.05). Even though both groups were aware of

negative effects of smoking in oral health (p > 0.05), smoking status

was significantly lower in clinical group (p < 0.05). Powered tooth-

brush usage was higher in clinical group (p < 0.05).

Conclusions: The progress in the knowledge, attitude and behavior of

dental students develop as passing through their education from first

to final year as well as their self-care regimen. To serve as a better

model for community and family members, oral health management

courses might be included in the first year of dental curriculum.
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PR219: Microbiological testing of clinical samples
before and after periodontal treatment. A comparative
methodological study between real-time PCR and real-
time-PCR associated to propidium monoazide

M. Sereti1, A. Zekeridou1, J. Cancela1, A. Mombelli1, C. Giannopoulou1

1Division of Regenerative Dentistry and Periodontology, University of

Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland

Background and Aim: Propidium monoazide (PMA) coupled with

quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction (qPCR) has been successfully

used for detection of viable bacteria in different types of samples. The

aim of the present methodological study was to evaluate the discrep-

ancies in the detection of a number of periodontally involved patho-

genic bacteria obtained from clinical samples by two methods: the RT-

qPCR and the RT-qPCR combined with pre-treatment by PMA.

Methods: Plaque and saliva samples were obtained from 30 subjects:

20 subjects with periodontitis stage III-IV in need of periodontal ther-

apy with or without antibiotics and 10 subjects in Supportive Peri-

odontal Treatment (SPT). The clinical samples taken before treatment

(BL) and 1 month later (M1), were divided in two aliquots: one was

immediately treated with PMA while the other was left untreated. All

samples were further analyzed with qPCR after DNA extraction, for

the detection of Aggregatibacter actinomycetemcomitans (Aa),

Porphyromonas gingivalis (Pg), Tannerella forsythia (Tf), Treponema

denticola (Td), Parvimonas micra (Pm) and Prevotella intermedia (Pi).

Results: Large inter-individual variations were observed in the con-

centration of the studied bacteria. At both instances (BL and M1) and

for the 3 groups, significantly lower counts of bacteria were depicted

when plaque and saliva samples were pre-treated with PMA as com-

pared to those without treatment. Periodontal treatment resulted in

significant decreases in the number of bacteria, mainly in the plaque

samples. However, these changes were almost similar in the 3 groups

independently of the method of detection used (PMA-qPCR

vs. q-PCR).

Conclusions: Removal of DNA from non-viable cells with PMA treat-

ment is an easily applied step added to the classical qPCR that could

give accurate information on the presence of viable bacterial load and

evaluate the response to periodontal treatment.

PR220: Oral halitosis patients' quality of life
evaluation: A clinical trial

A. Dudzik1, E. Michalak1, M. Chomyszyn-Gajewska1, I. Olszewska-

Czyz1

1Periodontology, Prophylaxis and Oral Pathology Department,

Jagiellonian University Medical College, Krakow, Poland

Background and Aim: Halitosis is considered to be one of the most

unattractive aspects of social interactions thus individuals with this

condition often experience psychological consequences and poor

quality of life. The main research concern was to evaluate whether

oral halitosis may impact patients' mental and physical components of

health. In order to evaluate the patients' quality of life the Halitosis

Associated Life-Quality Test (HALT) was used.

Methods: Sixty generally healthy adult participants complaining about

oral malodor and diagnosed with oral halitosis were enrolled in the

study. For halitosis diagnosis a gas chromatography analysis (GC) by

Oral Chroma portable device was used. Patients were asked to fill in a

survey. The survey was based on the Polish version of the HALT

Survey.

Results: There was a statistically significant correlation between hali-

tosis levels and HALT results (p < 0.05). The mean values obtained by

women and men do not differ significantly (p > 0.05).

For the main components analysis, the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin test's

value was 0.875, what indicates the sampling was adequate.

According to the analysis 68.84% of the HALT's strength is based on

three main components:

• Feeling of shame,

• Social withdrawal,

• Material and personal losses.

Conclusions: The results of the study reveal correlation between hali-

tosis and the quality of life. The strongest relation was found in three

components of quality of life: feeling of shame, social withdrawal,

material and personal losses.

PR221: Perceived stress, sleep quality and oral
hygiene habits in students of biomedical sciences at
the University of Zagreb, Croatia

A. Badovinac1, K. Deškovi�c2, L. Musi�c1, L. Plančak3, M. Par4,

D. Plančak1

1Department of Periodontology, School of Dental Medicine University of

Zagreb, Zagreb, Croatia, 2Private Dental Practice, Split, Croatia, 3School

of Dental Medicine University of Zagreb, Zagreb, Croatia, 4Department of

Endodontics and Restorative Dentistry, School of Dental Medicine

University of Zagreb, Zagreb, Croatia

Background and Aim: Poor sleeping habits, increased levels of stress,

and bad oral hygiene have been shown to influence the quality of life.

So far, sleeping habits, levels of stress, and oral health behavior have

not been investigated between the students of biomedical sciences.

Therefore, the aim of our study was to investigate the self-reported

stress, quality of sleeping, and oral hygiene habits in students of bio-

medical sciences at the University of Zagreb, Croatia.

Methods: An online questionnaire was distributed to all undergradu-

ate students of biomedical sciences at the University of Zagreb,

Croatia. The questionnaire consisted of three parts. Stress was mea-

sured by the Perceived Stress Scale (PSS), the quality of sleep was

measured by Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI), and oral hygiene
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was assessed by Hiroshima University Dental Behavior Inventory

(HU-DBI).

Results: A total of 639 students (187 medical, 142 dental, 140 phar-

macology, and 170 veterinary) completed the questionnaire and the

mean age was 21.67 ± 2.10 (527 female, 112 male).

Dental medicine students had the highest value of the HU-DBI mean

score (7.81 ± 1.56, p < 0.001), followed by pharmacology students

(6.56 ± 1.63), medical (6.47 ± 1.52), and veterinary students (6.31

± 1.40). The highest perceived stress score was recorded by veteri-

nary students (21.05 ± 6.48), and the lowest by medical students

(18.32 ± 6.05). The worst sleep quality was reported by veterinary

students (7.85 ± 2.84). While statistically significant linear correlations

were found among stress, quality of sleeping, and oral hygiene scores,

a practically significant positive correlation with R = 0.49, p < 0.001

was identified only between stress and quality of sleeping scores.

Conclusions: The results pointed out that some kind of stress man-

agement should be considered for the curriculum of biomedical

faculties.

PR222: The profile of adult attenders in oral health
services: Who has periodontal treatment based on oral
health examination

A. Haukka1,2, J. Haukka1, M. Kaila3, A.M. Heikkinen4

1Department of Public Health, University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland,
2Social Services and Health Care, City of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland, 3The

Finnish Medical Society Duodecim, Helsinki, Finland, 4Department of Oral

and Maxillofacial Diseases, Head and Public Health, University of

Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland

Background and Aim: The oral health examination includes an assess-

ment of all oral tissues, a diagnosis, a treatment plan and a determina-

tion of the interval for the next assessment. A periodontal treatment

could have started immediately at the first appointment. However,

usually a patient makes a new appointment for periodontal treatment

to a dentist or a dental hygienist. We were interested how many

patients with periodontal need actually utilised periodontal treatment

in our study

Methods: The study population was 42,529 adults (18–89 years),

who had visited the municipal oral healthcare clinics for oral health

examinations during 2009 (1.1.-31.12.2009) in Helsinki City Social

Services and Health Care. The follow-up was the first year after oral

health examination N = 42,226 and the exclusion criteria was as fol-

low: edentulous patients. The health of periodontium was recorded

by full mouth recorded CPI (Community Periodontal Index) and the

maximum value of individual were used. The variables of register-

based study included age, gender, socioeconomic status. The infor-

mation of treatment was gained by national oral health periodontal

treatment codes, which reflected treatment measures in oral

health care.

Results: There were 40,226 (94.6%) adults who needed treatment.

Periodontal treatment at least once actualised for 35,103 (87.3%)

adults including N = 431 adults who have CPImax = 0. The levels of

CPI were higher when mean age of population was higher

(CPImax = 4, mean age was 58.8 [SD 13.67]). The probability for peri-

odontal treatment were four times higher when CPImax-levels were

2–4 than CPImax = 0 (for example CPImax = 2 RR 4.23 [95% CI

3.89–4.60]). Any association was not observed with age, gender and

socioeconomic status. The treatment was not actualised for

N = 5554 (13.8%).

Conclusions: The possibility to gain periodontal treatment after oral

health examination is important for better oral health. Our study con-

firmed that patient took appointment for periodontal treatment by

dentist or dental hygienist according one's needs.

PR223: Optimizing the periodontal conditions around
the impacted upper buccal canine?

J.-M. Dersot1

1Periodontology, Dental University - Paris 5, Montrouge, France

Background and Aim: In a private practice, between 2010 and 2020,

1142 successive impacted teeth were exposed for orthodontic pur-

poses by the a unique operator. 838 (73.38%) were upper canines,

present in 678 patients with a mean age, at the time of the surgery, of

15 years and 3 months (7 years and 10 months to 45 years and

1 month). The objective of this clinical observation was to propose a

surgical decision tree to optimize the periodontal conditions around

the buccal impacted upper canine, according to its vertical position

(high, medium, low) or transversal position (in the eruption corridor,

on the buccal aspect of the lateral incisor).

Methods: The gender distribution for the 838 upper canines was

60.7% (female) and 39.3% (male). Among the 838 upper canines,

274 (32.7%) were buccal and 563 (67.3%) were palatal. The objective

of the periodontal exposure surgery for the upper buccal impacted

canine was to allow the orthodontist to insert the impacted canine in

the periodontal corridor with all the four components of the

periodontium.

Results: According to the vertical position of the buccal impacted

upper canine, a one-step surgical strategy with an opened technique

was used for a low canine. For a high positioned canine, a 2-step sur-

gical strategy was used, first with a closed technique and a traction

of the tooth, blindly behind the soft tissue curtain, and when the

canine has been traced in a low position, an open technique was

done to expose the crown and create a band of keratinized adherent

gingiva.

Conclusions: As a tooth moves with all the periodontium when the

four components are present, a distinction was made between the

tooth movement with the periodontium and the movement

through the periodontium. Finally, a surgical decision tree was

proposed.
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PR224: Halitosis management in France: A 15-years
clinical retrospective study

Y. Reingewirtz1, H. Tenenbaum1, O. Huck1

1Dental Faculty, Periodontology, University of Strasbourg, Strasbourg,

France

Background and Aim: Halitosis has been described as a major factor

of family and social exclusion and is a common symptom mentioned

by patients at the dental office. However, halitosis is often considered

as an aboo symptom and its management remains challenging. The

aim of this study was to evaluate the care pathways and diagnosis

information of patients treated between 2004 and 2019 in a French

population attending a specialized halitosis consultation.

Methods: The files from patients attending a specialized halitosis con-

sultation at the Department of Periodontology, University Hospital,

Strasbourg between 2004 and 2019 were retrieved. Adult patients

having attended the specialized halitosis consultation were considered

eligible for this study. Periodontal data, periodontal diagnosis and

organoleptic scores measured by oralchroma and halimeter were col-

lected. Anamnesis related to the halitosis symptoms and care path-

ways (number of specialists consulted, type of practitionners, …) was

considered in the analysis. Linear or logistic regression was used to

test the correlations between recorded parameters.

Results: Ninety-seven consecutive patients (49 male, 48 women)

were included in this retrospective study. 85% have visited at least

one specialist before, mainly ear/nose/throat specialist and gastroen-

terologist (47 and 40, respectively). Mean duration of the complaint

before the halitosis consultation was 12.3 years. Periodontal examina-

tion exhibited mostly stage II grade A and B, and stage III grade B and

C (respectively 14%, 54%, 22% and 10%). Correlations with Organo-

leptic Score (OS) was only set for stage III grade C. Aetiology was

mainly from oral source (67%), ear/nose/throat (10%), extra-oral hali-

tosis (5%) and pseudo-halitosis (16%). Mean duration of the complaint

was 12.3 years and patients consulted an average 1.7 medical

practitionners before attending the specialized consultation.

Conclusions: The frequent unnecessary care pathway before consult-

ing, as well as the duration of the complaint of patients, require a pre-

cise diagnostic and therapeutic quality level from medical practitioners.

PR225: Human gingival fibroblasts behaviour to dental
composites

B. Ghezzi1, B. Matera1, S. Lumetti1, E. Manfredi1, A. Toffoli1,

E. Calciolari1,2, F. Rossi3, G.M. Macaluso1,3

1Dipartimento di Medicina e Chirurgia, Università di Parma, Centro

Universitario di Odontoiatria, Parma, Italy, 2Institute of Dentistry, Barts

and The London School of Medicine and Dentistry, Queen Mary

University of London, Centre for Oral Clinical Research & Center for Oral

Immunobiology and Regenerative Medicine, London, UK, 3IMEM-CNR,

Parma, Italy

Background and Aim: Carious/Non-carious cervical lesions associated

with gingival recessions may require both dental and periodontal

reconstructive therapy. Therefore, flaps/grafts may be placed in con-

tact with a dental filling material, usually a resin-based composite.

Human Gingival Fibroblasts (HGF) responses during the early phase of

healing could vary according to the procedures employed to cure and

polish the dental composite (DC). Moreover, oxygen diffusion into DC

inhibits the polymerization reaction, thus creating an oxygen-inhibited

layer (OIL) that presents residual unpolymerized monomers after cur-

ing. The aim of this study was to assess the effect of different

polishing techniques and of the presence of the OIL on HGF.

Methods: Disks of G-Aenial AnteriorA2 (GC-Italia s.r.l.) were prepared

with the following finishing methods:

• SM:smooth, polimerized on a flat surface, OIL presence

• SMG:smooth with glycerin layer, OIL absence

• DR:one-step diamond rubber

• AD: abrasive discs

• TCB:tungsten carbide burr.

Physical characterization was performed through the analysis of wet-

tability and surface micro-topography. Biological response of HGF

was assessed with a proliferation assay.

Results: AD and TCB were more hydrophilic than DR and SM. Surface

micro-topography underlined that AD and DR polishing produced a

regular groove pattern that was lacking on SM, SMG and TCB; DR

grooves height was significantly deeper than ADs. Cellular prolifera-

tion at 14 days was higher in all the groups when compared to SM,

with DR presenting the highest proliferation rate of HGF. SMG

improved the proliferation activity of HGF compared to surfaces with

OIL (SM).

Conclusions: Composite post-curing processes heavily influenced

HGF behavior. The uncomplete polymerization peculiar to OIL had a

negative impact on HGF and should be avoided. DR, the surface with

the highest roughness among the tested polishing methods, induced

the highest HGF proliferation rate.

Understanding HGF behavior can help identifying the best candidate

finishing treatment for direct composite restoration of carious/non-

carious cervical lesions associated with gingival recessions that require

both dental and periodontal reconstructive therapy.

PR226: Dental students' perception and attitudes
about the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the
practical training and clinical work

M.D. Bali�c1, A. Badovinac2, L. Musi�c3, L. Plančak4, M. Par5, D. Vraži�c2,

D. Plančak6

1Private Dental Practice, Zagreb, Croatia, 2Department of

Periodontology, School of Dental Medicine, University of Zagreb, Zagreb,

Croatia, 3Department of Periodontology, School of Dental Medicine,

University of Zagreb, Zagreb, Croatia, 4School of Dental Medicine,

University of Zagreb, Zagreb, Croatia, 5Department of Restorative Dental
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Medicine and Endodontics, School of Dental Medicine, University of

Zagreb, Zagreb, Croatia, 6Department od Periodontology, School of

Dental Medicine, University of Zagreb, Zagreb, Croatia

Background and Aim: Coronavirus pandemic has caused unpredictable

changes in dental education and healthcare system worldwide. In March

and April 2020 due to the COVID – 19 outbreak, University of Dental

medicine Zagreb, Croatia, temporary closed its door to its students.

However, theoretical parts of the curriculum were held online, but prac-

tical training was canceled to reduce the risk of infection. This research

aimed to assess student's attitudes and perception towards importance

of practical training and their preparedness for the work as a clinician.

Methods: This cross-sectional observational study was conducted

using an online survey on a population of undergraduate students

enrolled in academic year 2019/20.

Results: 352 students participated and completed the survey. 186 stu-

dents (65%) were students who were supposed to start clinical courses

of which 52 (14.3%) were students of the last year of the school. The

loss of clinical courses in summer semester of the academic year

2019/20 will not affect preparedness and self-confidence when work-

ing with patients in only 5.2% students of 4th and 5th year. Regardless

of the extraordinary period caused by the pandemic, 56.7% students of

4th and 5th year and 46.2% students of the last year are looking for-

ward to start clinical courses and work with patients. However, fear

and discomfort with regards to start to work with patients at a time of

a pandemic felt 9.6% students of the last year.

Conclusions: Practical courses that were canceled because of emer-

gency measures impacted on all of students, especially the ones who

were about to start with clinical work. Although practical skills are

trained on mannequins as well, working with patients is irreplaceable

part of education for future dentists.

PR227: JAK Inhibition reduces bone resorption and
inflammation in experimentally induced periodontitis
in rats

M. Araújo Godoi1, A. Camilli1, V. Costa1, K. Gonzales1, W. Venâncio1,

S. Vieira1, M. Stabili1

1Department of Diagnosis and Surgery, School of Dentistry at

Araraquara, São Paulo State University (UNESP), Araraquara, Brazil

Background and Aim: Many cytokines with biologically relevant func-

tions in inflammatory diseases such as periodontal disease, perform

their biological functions through the JAK–STAT signal transduction

pathway. Activated JAKs phosphorylate the receptor's cytoplasmatic

domain by inducing activation of its substrates, especially proteins

known as STATs. The activation of this pathway is, therefore, essen-

tial for the signaling of cytokines and other stimuli that regulate

inflammatory gene expression, and thus, it seems to have a critical

role in the pathogenesis of inflammatory diseases. A significant

improvement in the signs and symptoms of the disease has been asso-

ciated with the use of the inhibitor in patients with the disease.

Considering the pathogenesis of periodontal disease, this study

assessed the effects of JAK inhibition in the destruction of mineral-

ized and non-mineralized tissue during the progression of periodontal

disease in vivo through the evaluation of extent of bone loss and by

determining the relative volumetric density of the cellular infiltrate,

collagen matrix, and blood vessels in a region of interest in the gingival

tissues.

Methods: Rats (n = 50) with ligature-induced periodontal disease

received administration (orally) of JAK inhibitor (CP-690-550, Cay-

man) daily for 7 days. Control animals were treated with drug dilution

vehicle or distilled water and received or not ligation placement. After

euthanasia, the mandibles were decalcified and processed to obtain

two hemi-mandibles. One side was fixed in paraformaldehyde for

24 h, transferred to ethanol and stored for evaluation of bone loss by

computerized microtomography. The other side was decalcified and

processed to obtain histological sections to perform stereometric tis-

sue analysis.

Results: JAK inhibition significantly reduced periodontitis-associated

bone resorption, as well as the cellular infiltrate (p < 0.05).

Conclusions: Inhibition of JAK suppressed the alveolar bone resorp-

tion and the inflammatory process during the progression of peri-

odontal disease, suggesting that modulation of this signaling pathway

may be a therapeutic approach to disease.

PR228: Elucidating the antibacterial activities of
home-grown Peperomia pellucida on Aggregatibacter
actinomycetemcomitans

M. Masud1, F.H. AL Bayaty1

1Faculty of Dentistry, Periodontology, Universiti Teknologi MARA, Sungai

Buloh, Malaysia

Background and Aim: Periodontitis, a common disease of microbial

origin, is a major cause of tooth loss in adult humans. The bacteria

associated with this disease are predominantly gram-negative anaero-

bic bacteria among others Porphyromonas gingivalis and

Aggregatibacter actinomycetemcomitans (AA). The continuous presence

of these bacteria on tooth surfaces, gingival crevicular fluid, and the

epithelium junction results in a progressive inflammatory process lead-

ing to the destruction of the periodontal tissues. The elimination of

these microorganisms may improve periodontal health. Many herbs

have been used against oral diseases and the homegrown Peperomia

pellucida (PP) known locally in Malaysia and Indonesia as “sirih cina,”
known to have anti-inflammatory action. However, PP has not been

reported to have antibacterial activities on periodontal microorgan-

isms and to be more specific on AA.

This study aims to determine the antibacterial activities of PP against

AA by measuring the antibacterial susceptibility testing (AST), mini-

mum inhibitory concentration (MIC) and minimum bactericidal con-

centration (MBC).

Methods: For antibacterial screening, MIC, and MBC, ethanolic

extract of PP at selected concentrations of 6.25 mg/ml, 12.5 mg/ml,
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20 mg/ml, 25 mg/ml, 30 mg/ml, and 50 mg/ml were used on the

AA. The positive control was 0.12% chlorhexidine digluconate (CHX)

and the negative control was distilled water.

Results: The anti-bacterial screening showed that the extraction of

50 mg/ml has an inhibition effect on AA, with MIC at 6.25 mg/ml and

MBC at 50 mg/ml with other concentrations of PP having a bacterio-

static effect.

Conclusions: PP has proven to exhibit antibacterial activity against AA

and further studies on other periodontal microorganisms would shed

light on the therapeutics effects and potential usefulness of PP as a

herbal medicine in the adjunct treatment of periodontal disease.

PR229: Dental hygienist's approach and probiotics for
periodontal disease in pregnant women. A 10-year
retrospective study report on Japanese people

M. Wakumoto1, K. Yodoe2, K.-i. Kamoi3

1Wakumoto Dental Clinic/Showa University, Tokyo, Japan, 2BioGaia

Japan, Hiroshima, Japan, 3Periodontology, Nippon Dental University,

Tokyo, Japan

Background and Aim: In recent years, it has become clear that sys-

temic diseases develop and worsen due to periodontal disease. In par-

ticular, it has been reported that periodontal disease in pregnant

women not only worsens the condition of the mother but also affects

the foetation. This time, we evaluated the therapeutic effect of peri-

odontal disease with probiotics in pregnant women and compared the

birth time and birth weight of newborns.

Methods: The subjects were 89 pregnant women with broad-type

periodontitis stage II grade B or higher who underwent a periodontal

disease screening for pregnant women with public assistance from

April 2011 to November 2020. After the first examination, signing the

consent form, the subjects took a probiotics (DSM17938) tablet daily

at the same time as the dental hygienist continued to monthly treat-

ment for periodontal disease. PPD was performed monthly for each

subject to evaluate the therapeutic effect. Next, after giving birth, we

interviewed the condition, the week of pregnancy at the time of deliv-

ery, and the weight of the newborn baby.

Results: The treatment effect was evaluated by the CPITN score.

While many subjects showed a tendency to improve their condition

after the start of treatment, some did not improve their scores. As for

newborn babies, 3 preterm births and 6 underweights were observed.

Among the low birth weight infants, there were two multiple births.

Mothers of newborns who were premature and underweight did not

show any improvement in their CPITN scores.

Conclusions: This result showed a tendency to be lower than the sta-

tistical preterm birth and low birth rate of Japanese children. This ten-

dency is presumed to be related to the progress of taking probiotics in

order to improve the effect of periodontal disease treatment.

PR230: Calcium sulfate revisited as biomaterial in
periodontal regeneration: A historical and current
review

I.H. Mohamad1, F. Ariffin1, M.F. Nasruddin2

1Centre of Periodontology Studies, Universiti Teknologi MARA, Sungai

Buloh, Malaysia, 2Centre of Comprehensive Care Studies, Universiti

Teknologi MARA, Sungai Buloh, Malaysia

Background and Aim: Periodontal disease is an inflammatory disease

characterized by the loss of soft and hard tissues around the tooth.

Routine scaling and root surface debridement are not sufficient to

repair the bone loss caused by the disease. Various type of bone sub-

stitute has its drawback which prompts the use of other alternatives

which are alloplastic materials. Calcium sulfate is one of the oldest

alloplastic materials that had a long history in regenerative medicine.

This narrative review aims to study the available evidence which

regards to the use of alloplastic materials especially calcium sulfate

and its potential use in periodontal regeneration treatment

Methods: Data search was done using databases PubMed, Cochrane,

Scopus, and Google Scholar. A total of 28 papers (including 13 hand-

picked) were selected for aiding in the discussion.

Results: The result from this review shows the superiority and versatil-

ity of calcium sulfate in different fields of dentistry including barrier for

graft material, treating gingival recession, and a good drug delivery

agent. Studies prove the ability of calcium sulfate to induce differentia-

tion and proliferation of dental-derived stem cells towards osteogenic

lineage. The porosity of calcium sulfate makes it even better as it can

be combined with other materials as well (i.e., chitosan) to enhance its

properties for an ideal periodontal regenerative material.

Conclusions: The use of calcium sulfate is without a doubt a well-

established material in the field of medicine including dentistry itself.

Properties such as biocompatibility, osteoconductive, and osteoinductive

make it an ideal candidate for periodontal regenerative material. Further

studies are needed to explore the capacity of calcium sulfate in stimulat-

ing the proliferation and differentiation of periodontal ligament stem cells.

PR231: Characterization of MyD88 isoform expression
in Sjögren's syndrome

B. Farkas1, A. Szabadi1, T.A. Rauch1, Á. Bán1

1University of Pécs, Pécs, Hungary

Background and Aim: Sjögren's syndrome (SS) is a systemic autoim-

mune disease characterized by lymphocyte infiltration into the secre-

tory glands including the salivary and lacrimal glands. Chronic

inflammation associated with SS ultimately leads to destruction of

glandular cells causing dry mouth and eyes. The etiology of SS is

unknown and predominantly affects women (female-to-male ratio

9:1). Signaling pathways mediated by Toll-like receptors (TLRs) play

key role in the pathogenesis of SS. MyD88 is an adapter protein,
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which is an integral element of TLR-based signaling cascades. Due to

alternative splicing, the MyD88 gene encodes a number of MyD88

isoforms with unknown functions. The aim of our study was to inves-

tigate gene expression pattern of MyD88 isoforms in healthy human

tissues including minor salivary gland (MSG) samples and biopsies

from patients with primary SS.

Methods: Gene expression of MyD88 isoforms was examined in

20 healthy human tissue samples using end-point PCR with isoform-

specific primers. In addition, expression of the MyD88 isoforms was

examined in control (healthy) MSG samples and in biopsies from SS

patients.

Results: We observed that the expression of MyD88 isoforms is not

mutually exclusive. Multiple MyD88 isoforms may be present in a

given tissue type and their expression patterns may be specific to that

tissue.

Conclusions: SS-associated MyD88 isoform expression pattern can be

indicative regarding SS pathogenesis, however, encreased number of

control and diseased samples must be investigated. Accordingly,

examination of MyD88 isoforms in Sjögren's syndrome may provide

information on the etiology, pathomechanism, and exacerbation of SS.

PR232: Performance indicators to assess the quality of
periodontal care: A preliminary study

M. Potier1, E. Delcourt-Debruyne1, T. Nicolas1, F. Gressier1,

C. Moutier1, M. Dubar1, K. Agossa1

1Periodontology, University of Lille, Lille, France

Background and Aim: Given the high prevalence and impact of peri-

odontal disease, improving continuously the quality of care delivered

to periodontal patients is a priority. This supposes first being able to

define and evaluate what is good care.

This work aims:

i. to propose a set of performance indicators (PIDs) reflecting the

different dimensions of quality of care in a periodontal service,

ii. to test the accuracy of these indicators in a pilot study at the Uni-

versity Hospital of Lille.

Methods: An extensive literature review first provided the basis for

identifying/generating PIDs covering the 6 dimensions of quality

according to the framework of the Institute of Medicine (IOM). Subse-

quently, 100 consecutive patient records were retrospectively evalu-

ated against the proposed PIDs. A self-questionnaire survey was

additionally administered to generate PIDs related to patient

satisfaction.

Results: This resulted in a set of 12 indicators including 6 major PIDs,

namely:

i. the percentage of incomplete records for safety of care (9%);

ii. the treatment success rate for efficacy (26% after initial therapy);

iii. the average waiting time to start periodontal treatment for acces-

sibility (95 days from the 1st visit);

iv. compliance rate for the patient-centered approach (26%);

v. missed appointment rate for efficiency (11.5%);

vi. proportion of patients receiving government financial assistance

for medical insurance for equity (6.8% in the department of peri-

odontics vs. 12.1% for the service of dentistry as a

whole, p < 10�9).

The survey revealed three dimensions of satisfaction, namely treat-

ment outcome, welcoming/respect and functioning/organization of

the service.

Conclusions: This preliminary study shows the applicability and rele-

vance of PIDs to assess the quality of periodontal care in terms of

structure, process and outcome. Future prospects may include a

large-scale, rigorous process involving policy makers, administrators,

and health care professionals to build consensus on a core set of peri-

odontal care quality measures.

PR233: Periodontal characteristics of patients visiting
a halitosis clinic in Belgium

J. Robben1, J. Dadamio1, A. Castro Sarda1, C. Dekeyser1,

M. Quirynen1, W. Teughels2

1Periodontology, KU Leuven, Leuven, Belgium, 2KU Leuven, Leuven,

Belgium

Background and Aim: A relation between periodontitis and halitosis

has been already reported in the literature. Patients suffering from

periodontitis (pocket probing depth of 4 mm or more) presents a

higher amount of volatile sulphur compounds (VSC), as is the methyl

mercaptan/hydrogen sulfide ratio. However, it remains partially

unclear why not all patients with periodontitis suffer from halitosis

and vice versa.

Therefore, the aim of this study was to assess with a large database of

patients the association between patients with halitosis complaints

and clinical signs of periodontitis.

Methods: Data from patients visiting a halitosis clinic (UZLeuven,

Belgium), between August 2018 and July 2021, was retrieved and ret-

rospectively analyzed.

Each consultation consisted of a questionnaire, breath odor evalua-

tions and an examination of the oral cavity. A trained and calibrated

judge performed an organoleptic evaluation.

Volatile sulphur compounds (VSCs) were measured by Halimeter and

OralChroma (CHM-2). The periodontal status as defined by the DPSI

(Dutch Periodontal Screening Index) and the presence of tongue coat-

ing (TC) were also recorded.

For initial analysis the population was divided into two groups, namely

patients with a healthy periodontium or gingivitis (DPSI score 0, 1 and

2) and patients with periodontitis (DPSI score 3�, 3+ and 4). Relevant

parameters were compared between groups. Statistically significant

differences were defined as p < 0.05.
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Results: The dataset included 315 healthy adults with halitosis com-

plaints. Breath samples of patients with periodontitis showed statisti-

cally significant higher organoleptic scores. Levels of methyl

mercaptan and the methyl mercaptan/hydrogen sulphide-ratio were

statistically significant higher in periodontitis patients. Though the dif-

ference in TC was less clear, the presence of spirochetes was signifi-

cantly higher in patients with periodontitis.

Conclusions: This study with a large sample size seems to confirm the

association between the presence of probing pocket depth of ≥4 mm

and halitosis. DPSI screening may be a valuable tool during a halitosis

consultation.

PR234: Association between oral malodour and
tongue coating: Clinical and autofluorescent
evaluation – A pilot study

J. Bukowski1, Z. Oruba2, A. Cabała2, D. Darczuk2, M. Cze�snikiewicz-

Guzik2

1Department of Periodontology, Prohylaxis and Clinical Oral Pathology -

Student Research Group, Jagiellonian University Medical College,

Krak�ow, Poland, 2Department of Periodontology, Prophylaxis and

Clinical Oral Pathology, Jagiellonian University Medical College, Krak�ow,

Poland

Background and Aim: Halitosis is a significant multifactorial oral

health problem affecting gravely the patient's quality of life. It is cau-

sed most commonly by volatile sulphur compounds (VSCs) excreted

by bacteria colonising the dorsal surface of the tongue. These bacteria

also contain endogenous porphyrins in their cell wall responsible for

emitting a detectable red-orange glow under blue light from

autofluorescence examining devices.

The aim of the study was to investigate if there is an association

between tongue coating, assessed conventionally and by

autofluorescence examination and the intensity of oral malodour in

the organoleptic and chromatographic evaluation.

Methods: Twenty three systemically healthy and non-smoking volun-

teers were enrolled to the study. Participants were asked to withhold

from food consumption and brushing teeth for 12 h prior to the exam-

ination. Tongue coating was assessed in the conventional oral exami-

nation using Winkel's tongue coating index (WTCI) and by

autofluorescent imaging (VELscope) and expressed as a percentage

surface area of the tongue covered with red-orange autofluorescence.

Oral malodour was evaluated by means of Rosenberg's organoleptic

score (OLS) and gas chromatography identifying VSCs in the exhaled

air (Oral Chroma).

Results: There was a positive, statistically significant correlation

between the concentration of hydrogen sulphide (H2S) in the exhaled

air and the percentage area of the dorsal tongue surface covered with

orange-red autofluorescence. In turn, no significant association

between conventional evaluation of tongue coating and the severity

of halitosis was found.

Conclusions: The clinical application of autofluorescence imaging may

be beneficial in the diagnostic process of oral malodour as well as in

monitoring its treatment progress. Further microbiological research

may valuably support the outcomes of this pilot study.

PR235: Observational analysis on macroscopic
periodontal anatomy in individuals affected by
ectodermal dysplasia. A case-series study

I. Santini1, L. Valeriani1, S. Bagattoni1, G. Piana1, M. Montevecchi1

1School of Dentistry - Department of Biomedical and Neuromotor

Sciences - Unit of Dental Care for Patients with Special Needs and

Paediatric Dentistry, University of Bologna, Bologna, Italy

Background and Aim: The term “Ectodermal Dysplasia” (ED) defines a

vast and heterogeneous group of rare genetic disorders inducing

anomalous development of two or more structures of ectodermal ori-

gin. No description of the periodontal anatomy in ED affected people

is reported in the literature. Due to the oligodontia that frequently

characterises ED people and due to the very common implant rehabil-

itation they go through when adults, it is strongly important to fill this

lack of knowledge.

This study aims to clinically analyse periodontal anatomy in young-

adults affected by ED.

Methods: At the baseline, dental and periodontal parameters (plaque

index, gingival index, probing depth, bleeding on probing and tooth

mobility) were collected on 11 individuals affected by ED. After that

all subjects underwent to a session of professional oral hygiene, which

included specific motivational instructions.

The biometric parameters were re-evaluated after 7–10 days, and a

standardized analysis of the periodontal phenotype thickness was car-

ried out using specific chromatic probes (Colorvue® Biotype Probes,

HuFriedy).

Results: All biometric parameters underwent to a statistically signifi-

cant improvement, functional to the following periodontal analysis. A

strong prevalence of thin phenotype was recorded: 105 sites out of

the 114 examined. A peculiar feature of the keratinized tissue was

identified. A very smooth surface with frequent vessels in transpar-

ency and a particular laxity are just some of the characteristics

observed, not describable by means of the ordinary periodontal

indexes.

Conclusions: On the basis of the etiopathogenesis of ED and there-

fore of the embryogenetic process of oral tissues, the results obtained

seem to confirm a characteristic feature of the periodontal complex.

Future investigations supported by specific histological considerations

are strongly recommended.
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PR236: In vivo application of Raman spectroscopy for
bone evaluation in oral reconstructive/regenerative
surgery

E. Gatin1,2, P. Nagy3, S.M. Iordache4, A.M. Iordache4, C.R. Luculescu5,

P. Windisch3, C. Cosconel6

1Biophysics, UMF Carol Davila, Bucharest, Romania, 2aculty of Physics,

Material Science, University of Bucharest, FMagurele, Romania, 3Faculty

of Dentistry, Periodontology, Semmelweis University, Budapest, Hungary,
4INOE, Magurele, Romania, 5CETAL, Magurele, Romania, 6UMF Carol

Davila, Bucharest, Romania

Background and Aim: The aim of this study is to evaluate the bone

quality, to evidence the different phases for calcified tissues according

medical status with or without the history of periodontitis by using

in vivo Raman spectroscopy.

Methods: A group of 10 patients was selected for the study. Investi-

gation method was mainly based on Raman spectroscopy. Measure-

ments were performed in vivo during surgery for the whole group of

patients and then ex vivo for the harvested bone samples from the

same group of patients.

Results: The specific peaks for the Raman shift (including assignments)

were traced for reference calcium phosphates compounds and bone

samples, as follow: 430–450 cm�1 (ν2, PO4
3�), 955–960 cm�1 (imma-

ture bone, amorphous bone), 960–965 cm�1 (mature bone, mineral

bone), 1023 cm�1 (P2 O7
4�, PPi - inorganic pyrophosphate) and

1070–1080 cm�1 (mineral bone).

Conclusions: A complete evaluation of the processed spectra offers a

quantitative/qualitative information for patients' bone tissue. We con-

clude that Raman spectroscopy can be considered a viable investiga-

tion method for an in vivo and quick bone quality assessment during

oral and periodontal surgery. The spectra intensity variation, related

to the specific bone constituents' concentrations, is reflecting the

bone quality according to the patient medical status (before dental

surgery and after healing period).

PR237: A systematic review of in vitro three
dimensional (3D) gingival model in periodontal
research

Z. AlFatlawi1, M. Huang1, D. Chau2, F. D'Aiuto1

1Periodontology Unit, University College London, Eastman Dental

Institute, London, UK, 2Division of Biomaterials and Tissue Engineering,

University College London, Eastman Dental Institute, Royal Free Hospital,

London, UK

Background and Aim: Varieties of 3D gingival models have been

developed using different techniques with substrates/scaffolds and

implemented in periodontal research. However, the capability of these

models in mimicking the native human gingival tissue has not been

compared and evaluated. The aim of this study is to systematically

review the available in vitro 3D gingival models in periodontal

research.

Methods: This study involved a systematic review of 19 literatures

obtained from five electronic databases: MEDLINE-OVID, EMBASE,

EBSCOhost, Web of Science Core Collection and LILACS, as well as a

hand search of eligible articles.

Results: Among these 19 included studies, 25 models were

described. All these 25 models were prepared by using 3D

organotypic cell culture technique with a combination of different

scaffolds and cellular sources. Only one study applied dynamic per-

fusion bioreactor in the culture system. And two studies examined

human gingival biopsy as a control. The formation of epithelium con-

nective tissue layers were characterised in 16 models. The numbers

of epithelial layers were measured in seven models. It ranged from

6 to 16 layers, with the highest of 12–16 layers reported in one

model where primary cells with rat tail collagen as a substrate were

used. The expression of keratinocytes differentiation markers (K4,

K5, K10, K13, K14, K16, K17, K18, K19, Involucrin, Laminin5, prolif-

eration marker Ki67) and Type I, II and IV collagen produced by

fibroblasts were investigated in 18 models. However, the results rev-

ealed a high heterogenicity.

Conclusions: In conclusion, the current available evidence is not suffi-

cient to conclude whether these gingival models can entirely recapitu-

late the human gingival tissue and provide predictable outcome in

periodontal research. Further studies are expected to focus on charac-

terize, test, and refine these models in more details from the morpho-

logical to phenotypic aspects in comparison to native gingival tissue.

PR238: Patient autonomy and preference for dental
decision-making with periodontitis patients

J.-Y. Jung1, J.-S. Lee1, K.-A Ko1, J.-H. Kim2

1Department of Periodontology, Research Institute of Periodontal

Regeneration, Yonsei University Dental Hospital, Yonsei University

College of DentistryInnovation Research and Support Center for Dental

Science, Seoul, Republic of Korea, 2Yonsei University College of Dentistry,

Seoul, Republic of Korea

Background and Aim: Decision-making of tooth extraction is evalu-

ated with state and prognosis of tooth and patient's preferences. This

study was designed to observe patients' autonomy and preferences

with a survey regarding dental decisions.

Methods: A consecutive sample of 96 patients was recruited for the

survey in the dental university hospital. The patients were sorted into

three different groups. Group 1 was for the patients who had no

experience of decision making for extraction with periodontitis, Group

2 was for the patients who experienced decision making for extrac-

tion with periodontitis and got the periodontal treatment and Group

3 was for the patients who experienced decision making for extrac-

tion with periodontitis and got tooth extraction. Autonomy Prefer-

ence Index (API) was used for all groups to respond to each item on a

five-point Likert scale. Response choices ranged from “strongly
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disagree” to “strongly agree” to the question of dental circumstances.

Control Preferences Scale (CPS) was modified for dental circum-

stances into 5 different preferred roles from active roles, a collabora-

tive role to passive roles. Information-seeking preference scale, Adult

Oral Health Standard Set (AOHSS), demographic characteristics, and

oral hygiene-related factors were also assessed by patients.

Results: The responses of API tended to differ depending on the groups

with demographic variables. Distinctly, when the question assumed that

the patient was sick and the illness became worse, the majority of

patients let the decisions be proceeded by a clinician rather than making

the decision by themselves. In CPS, a collaborative role was most fre-

quently answered in all groups. The preferences for information-seeking

showed similarly high scores regardless of the groups.

Conclusions: The collaborative model which shared the responsibility

equally between patients and dentists in decision-making had shown

to be the most desirable model. The results clarified that patients

want to involve in decision-making along more actively.

PR239: Papilla suture technique affects post-surgical
papilla dimensions

A. Eden1, D. Polak1, R. Asher1

1Periodontology, Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Jerusalem, Israel

Background and Aim: Post-surgical sutures may affect long term tis-

sue dimension after healing. The current prospective, randomized,

controlled clinical trial aimed at comparing the impact of vertical mat-

tress sutures (VM) versus simple sutures (S) on volume and height of

interdental papilla after periodontal surgery using a novel 3D intraoral

scanning technique.

Methods: 20 periodontally healthy patients that were scheduled for oral

implant surgery were included in the study. For each case, at the surgical

site, two adjacent papillae (each between teeth only) were randomly

assigned to VM or S sutures. All sutures were done by one surgeon and

were done using silk 5/0 suture. Prior to surgery and 12 weeks post-

surgery the surgical site was scanned using a 3-dimensional intraoral

scanner. The two 3D scans for each case were super-imposed using a

specialized software and differences in papilla dimension was measured

between the two scans at the tip of the papilla, the base of the papilla

and midway between theses points. Also, changes in gingival recession

at the buccal site adjacent to each papilla was measured.

Results: A clear and significant difference in papilla height was found

between the test groups with less reduction in papilla dimension in

the VM group compared with the S group. Also, measurement of the

buccal recession adjacent to the sutured papilla show greater reces-

sion next to the S site than next to the VM site. Overall, the use of

intraoral 3D scanning showed the ability to measure differences in

measurements at high resolution.

Conclusions: The results suggest that using vertical mattress sutures

of the interdental papilla following oral surgery has a positive impact

on the post-surgical height and volume of the papillae as well as on

the recession adjacent to the vertical mattress suture.

PR240: Oxidative stress biomarkers in experimentally
induced periodontitis in hyperglycaemic Wistar rats
treated with two natural antioxidants

H. Calniceanu1,2, A. Popa3,4, A. Belova2, G. Iova5, D. Rusu1,2,

A. Roman6, P. Surlin7, M. Boariu8,9, O. Marcu5, V. Radulescu1,2,

O. Vela1,2, S.-I. Stratul1,2

1Periodontology, Victor Babes University of Medicine and Pharmacy,

Timisoara, Romania, 2Anton Sculean Research Center for Periodontal and

Peri-implant Diseases, Faculty of Dental Medicine, Victor Babes

University of Medicine and Pharmacy, Timisoara, Romania,
3Orthodontics, Victor Babes University of Medicine and Pharmacy,

Timisoara, Romania, 4Orthodontics Research Center (ORTHO-CENTER),

Victor Babes University of Medicine and Pharmacy, Timisoara, Romania,
5Dental Medicine, University of Oradea, Oradea, Romania,
6Periodontology, ‘Iuliu Hatieganu’ University of Medicine and Pharmacy,

Cluj-Napoca, Romania, 7Periodontology, University of Medicine and

Pharmacy, Craiova, Romania, 8Endodontics, Victor Babes University of

Medicine and Pharmacy, Timisoara, Romania, 9Research Center TADERP,

Victor Babes University of Medicine and Pharmacy, Timisoara, Romania

Background and Aim: There is a growing interest in the correlation

between antioxidants and periodontal disease. The aim of the study

was to investigate the effect of oxidative stress and the impact of two

antioxidants, curcumin, and rutin, respectively, on experimentally

induced periodontitis in diabetic rats.

Methods: Fifty Wistar albino rats were randomly divided into five

groups (one control and 4 test) and were experimentally induced as

follows: diabetes mellitus, periodontitis, and placebo (DPP); diabetes

mellitus and periodontitis treated with curcumin (DPC); diabetes, and

periodontitis treated with rutin (DPR); diabetes, and periodontitis

treated with curcumin and rutin (DPCR). Malondialdehyde (MDA) as a

biomarker of oxidative stress, reduced glutathione (GSH), oxidized

glutathione (GSSG), GSH/GSSG and catalase (CAT) as biomarkers of

the antioxidant capacity in blood were evaluated. MDA and CAT

activities were also evaluated in the gingival tissue. Data were statisti-

cally analyzed using ANOVA with Scheffe's test to compare the levels

of significance between the control and experimental groups.

Results: MDA mean levels, in groups DPC, DPR, DPCR were 3.1,

3.18, and 3.08 nmol/mg respectively, and were significantly decreased

compared to the placebo group (3.73 nmol/mg). (p < 0.05). Statisti-

cally significant reductions were found in GSSG mean levels. GSH and

GSH/GSSC mean levels in groups DPC, DPR, DPCR were 9.84, 9.7,

and 9.67 nmol/mg respectively, and were significantly increased com-

pared to the placebo group (8.18 nmol/mg). (p < 0.05). CAT activities

mean levels in groups DPC, DPR, DPCR were 358.9, 353.5, and

363.3 U/mg prot and were significantly increased compared to the

placebo group (285.22 U/mg prot). (p < 0.05).

Conclusions: Preliminary results show that the oral administration of

curcumin and rutin, single or combined, could reduce oxidative stress

and enhance the antioxidant status in hyperglycaemic

periodontitis rats.
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PR241: The relation of masticatory efficiency with
dementia risk: A population based matched case–
control study

K. Ko1, J. Park1, J.S. Lee1, U. Jung1, S.H. Choi1, J. Cha1

1Department of Periodontology, College of Dentistry, Yonsei University,

Seoul, Republic of Korea

Background and Aim: The aim of this study was to investigate the

relation between the change of masticatory function and dementia

risk by analyzing the retrospective longitudinal data from older Korean

patients.

Methods: Patients aged over 60 years with dental records between

2005 to 2010 (Baseline; T1) and 2014 to 2020 (follow up; T2) were

selected in a single medical center. Based on the dementia diagnosis

after T2, the cohort was classified into two groups, the dementia

group (n = 122) and the control group (n = 5775). For each dementia

patient, three control patients were randomly matched by age and sex

using propensity score matching. The changes of masticatory function

were calculated by total functional tooth unit (T-FTU) in both groups.

The incidence of extraction (%) and following rehabilitation character-

istics during the period were also evaluated.

Results: In the dementia group, the T-FTU at T2 were significantly

decreased compared to T1 (9.81 ± 2.78 and 9.11 ± 3.16, respec-

tively, p < 0.05), while no significant change were observed in the

control group. There was a significant difference in the number of

teeth lost and missing teeth neglected to restore between the

groups.

Conclusions: This study showed that oral masticatory function were

reduced in the dementia group than in the control group before the

onset of dementia in older Korean patients. The reduced Total-FTU

might be increased risk of the dementia, and maintenance of these

factors may be importance for promoting healthy oral masticatory

function. Within the limitation of this retrospective study, the findings

of this study should help the planning of future oral health care guide-

lines with renewed emphasis on maintenance of oral masticatory

function.

PR242: Sensitivity and specificity of the novel 3D-like
bitewing plus technology for the detection of caries
lesions – An ex vivo study

K. Becker1, H. Ehrlich1, M. Hüfner1, A. Pliska1, N. Rauch2, B. Schwarz-

Herzke3, D. Drescher1, J. Becker2

1Department of Orthodontics, University Clinic Dusseldorf, Düsseldorf,

Germany, 2Department of Oral Surgery, University Clinic Dusseldorf,

Düsseldorf, Germany, 3Department of Anatomy II, University of

Dusseldorf, Düsseldorf, Germany

Background and Aim: Whereas bitewing (BW) radiography is still the

gold standard in caries diagnostics, lesions may be missed owing to

overlapping teeth on projection images. Therefore, the study aimed at

comparing the sensitivity and specificity of a novel 3D-like

tomosynthetic extraoral approach (BW+) with different conventional

imaging modalities, that is, intra- and extraoral BW, and cone beam

computed tomography (CBCT).

Methods: Freshly frozen human cadavers were utilized and missing

teeth in the posterior region were replaced by transplanting donor

teeth. BW radiographs and CBCT images were recorded with differ-

ent combinations of settings, and caries severity (grade C1-C4) was

scored by 10 experienced investigators. At day 1, every observer

scored 96 different teeth on 10 different imaging modalities. The day

after, 20% of the radiographs were shown again to assess intrarater

reliability. MicroCT was utilized as reference.

Results: The mean experience of the observers amounted to 11.5

± 12.7 years. The intrarater reliability was 0.80 ± 0.04. The interrater

agreement was fair, with a Fleiss-Kappa measure of 0.373. Highest sensi-

tivity was found for C4 lesions (45.39%); 76.11% of the lesions were seen

at least by one of the observers. No significant difference was seen among

imaging modalities. Sensitivity for C3 lesions amounted to 26.83%;

56.59% of the lesions were seen by at least one observer. Significant dif-

ference among imaging techniques was found (p < 0.001), and highest

contribution in caries detection was identified for the novel BW+. For C2

and C1 lesions, sensitivity ranged from 13.51% to 10.92% and intraoral

sensors or CBCT revealed the highest contribution. The overall specificity

was 84.75%, and no imaging modality was found to be superior.

Conclusions: Within the limitations, BW+ may be superior for caries

lesions of grade C3. Despite of the long-lasting experience, a high per-

centage of caries lesions was missed, and translatability to the clinic

remains to be confirmed.

PR354: Prevalence, extension and severity of
periodontal disease in adult populations of Northern
Portugal

M. Relvas1, C. Cabral1, A.C. Braga2, P. L�opez1, J.J. Pacheco1,

F. Salazar1

1IUCS- UNIPRO, UNIPRO - IUCS - CESPU, Paredes, Portugal, 2U Minho,

Produção e Sistemas, Braga, Portugal

Background and Aim: Oral diseases are considered one of the main

public health problems worldwide. Periodontal disease is a common

oral inflammation/infection that affects the tissues that surround and

support teeth. To date, very little data have provided a comprehensive

assessment of the periodontal status of the Portuguese population.

This study aims to study the prevalence, extent and severity of peri-

odontal diseases in a population of adults in Northern Portugal.

Methods: This study collected data from clinical records of patients

who attended the University Clinic of School of Dental Medicine

between January 2018 and December 2020.

This is a cross sectional observation study which analyzes 1207

patients with ages 16-85 years.
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Data from these patients were collected from anamnesis (gender, age,

smoking habits, oral hygiene habits and diabetes mellitus) and a com-

plete periodontal clinical record (number of absent teeth, number of

teeth with mobility, pocket depth (PD), gingival recession (REC), clini-

cal attachment loss (CAL), Plaque Index (IP) and Bleeding Index (BoP).

Data were processed using SPPS software version 27.0.

Results: The prevalence of stage III severe periodontitis was 51.2%, more

frequent in males, and in the age group from 61 to 70 years. Gingivitis

was more prevalent in females, in the age group between 31 and 40

years; for both diseases, the most predominant extension was the gen-

eralized one. The prevalence of severe periodontitis in this study was

lower than that obtained in other countries such as Germany (88%), Croa-

tia (83%), Nepal (73%), Taiwan (73%), but higher than the results found in

studies from Japan (29, 8%) and Lisbon (24%).

Conclusions: This study revealed a high prevalence of generalized

periodontitis stage III in this in adult populations of Northern Portugal.

According to the outcomes, public health campaigns should be devel-

oped and alerts to the importance of periodontal diseases in the

populations of European countries.

PR362: Erbium laser with adjunct sodium hypochlorite
and peroxide reduces bacterial viability in-vitro for
root-cariogenic bacteria

K. Grzech-Leśniak1, N. Reddi2, T. Kitten3, C. Carrico4, J. Golob Deeb5

1Wroclaw Medical University, UMED, Laser Laboratory, Oral Surgery

Department, Wroclaw, Poland, 2Virginia Commonwealth University, VCU,

Department of Periodontics, Richmond, United States, 3Virginia

Commonwealth University, VCU, Oral and Craniofacial Molecular

Biology, Richmond, United States, 4Virginia Commonwealth University,

VCU, Dental Public Health and Policy, Richmond, United States, 5Virginia

Commonwealth University, Department of Periodontics, Richmond,

United States

Er:YAG laser and adjunctive antimicrobials reduce several peri-

opathogenic bacteria. Root caries is frequently encountered in

patients with periodontitis. The aims of this study were to evaluate

the effectiveness of the Er:YAG laser in conjunction with hydrogen

peroxide (H202) and sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl) on the viability of

bacteria associated with root caries: Streptococcus mutans (Sm),

Streptococcus sanguinis (Ss), and Enterococcus faecalis (Ef).

Methods: Bacterial samples were grown in an anaerobic chamber in

Brain Heart Infusion (BHI) broth at 37�C. Cultures were diluted to an

optical density (OD) at 660 nm of 0.5 corresponding to a cell density

of 109 CFU/ml. Antimicrobials were added to bacterial cultures and

irradiated with Er:YAG using parameters: 40mJ; 40Hz; 1.6W, 60 sec-

onds. Experiment was repeated four times. Treatment groups con-

sisted of:

1. no treatment,

2. 3% H202,

3. 5.25% NaOCl,

4. Er:YAG,

5. Er:YAG with 3% H202,

6. Er:YAG with 5.25% NaOCl.

Viable colonies were counted, converted to CFU/ml and log trans-

formed for statistical analysis. For each bacterium and treatment

modality, the effects on the logCFU bacteria count were assessed

using ANOVA models. Post hoc pairwise comparisons were adjusted

using Tukey’s adjustment.

Results: The application of diluted antimicrobial irrigants in combina-

tion with an Er:YAG resulted in a more effective reduction of bacterial

numbers compared to any monotherapy. The most effective reduction

for Sg was observed with the Er:YAG and 0.5% H202 or 0.5% NaOCl.

Laser with NaOCl killed significantly more Sm, Ss and Ef; than NaOCl

alone (P < 0.0001) and significantly more than the use of the laser

alone (P < 0.0001). Er:YAG was most effective for Sm and Ss.

Conclusions: There is a synergistic effect when combining the Er:YAG

laser with antimicrobials in reducing bacterial survival compared to

either alone. This can be an effective treatment protocol with mainte-

nance appointments in high root caries risk periodontal patients.

BASIC CONCEPTS, DIAGNOSIS AND RISK FACTORS IN IMPLANT

DENTISTRY

PR243: Assessment of anterior maxillary labial bone
thickness using cone beam computed tomography: A
retrospective analysis

F. Al Ali1, M.A. Atieh1,2, H. Hannawi1,3, M. Jamal1, N. Al Harbi4,

N.H.M. Alsabeeha5, M. Shah1

1Hamdan Bin Mohammed College of Dental Medicine, Mohammed Bin

Rashid University of Medicine and Health Sciences, Dubai,

United Arab Emirates, 2Faculty of Dentistry, Sir John Walsh Research

Institute, University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand, 3Emirates Health

Services, Dubai, United Arab Emirates, 4Healthpoint, Abu Dhabi,

United Arab Emirates, 5Prosthetic Section, Ras Al-Khaimah Dental

Center, Ministry of Health and Prevention, Dubai, United Arab Emirates

Background and Aim: To measure the labial bone thickness (LBT) in

relation to six anterior maxillary teeth at different levels along the long

axis of teeth and the distance between cementoenamel junction and

coronal bone crest (CEJ-BC) based on Cone-Beam Computed Tomog-

raphy (CBCT) scans retrieved from patients' records and identify any

association with patients' characteristics.

Methods: One calibrated examiner evaluated 100 CBCT scans. The

thickness of labial bone was measured perpendicular to the long

axis of the tooth at 1-, 3- and 5 mm from the alveolar crest

(LBT-1, LBT-3, LBT-5 respectively) and CEJ-BC using medical imag-

ing viewer.

Results: CBCT scans of 58 females and 42 males were included with a

mean age of 39.7 ± 9.5 years. A high variation of CEJ-BC was

observed (range 0.55–3.90 mm). Statistically significant higher CEJ-
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BC values were associated with males and increased age (>50 years).

The overall means of LBT-1 were 0.76 ± 0.26, 0.79 ± 0.26 and 0.83

± 0.37 mm; LBT-3: 0.92 ± 0.36, 1.05 ± 0.46 and 1.03 ± 0.48 mm;

LBT-5: 1.17 ± 0.52, 0.80 ± 0.45 and 0.81 ± 0.40 mm for central-, lat-

eral incisors and canines, respectively. The LBT was less than 1 mm in

74.2% of all maxillary anterior teeth with central incisor being the

worst site (85%). No significant association between LBT and patient

characteristics was observed.

Conclusions: The CEJ-BC distance is greater in males and increases

with age, particularly in those over 50 years old. The LBT in the six

maxillary anterior teeth is predominantly thin (<1 mm) and has no cor-

relation to age or gender. An increased LBT was observed at 3 mm

level when compared with LBT-1 and LBT-5. Such variability should

be taken into consideration when planning for immediate implant

placement.

PR244: Sealing efficacy of the original and third-party
custom – Made abutments – Microbiological in vitro
pilot study

R. Bjelica1, I. Smojver2, A. �Cati�c3, M. Vuleti�c1, V. Prpi�c3, L. Markovi�c4,

D. Gabri�c1

1Department of Oral Surgery, School of Dental Medicine University of

Zagreb, Zagreb, Croatia, 2Private Hospital St. Catherine, Zagreb, Croatia,
3Department of Fixed Prosthodontics, School of Dental Medicine

University of Zagreb, Zagreb, Croatia, 4Private Dental Clinic, Pula,

Croatia

Background and Aim: Implant-abutment connection (IAC) is a key fac-

tor for long-term success and stability of implant – borne prosthetic

restoration and its surrounding tissues. Misfit between prosthodontic

abutment and implant at the IAC leads to mechanical and biological

complications. Two kinds of custom-made abutments are currently

available on the market: original and third-party abutments. The aim

of this pilot study is to indirectly check the internal fit (gap) at the

implant – abutment interface depending on the abutment fabrication

method based on microbial leakage in static conditions and the need

for the use of the gap sealing material.

Methods: 80 dental implants and respective abutments were used in

this study. Two groups of 40 implants were formed relative to the

type of abutment (original and third party). Group A consisted of

20 GC Aadva Standard implants (GCTech.Europe GmbH, Breckerfeld,

Germany) and 20 Zimmer Tapered Screw - Vent implants (Zimmer

Biomet Dental, Palm Beach Gardens, Florida, USA) connected to

respective original factory – made prosthodontic abutments. Group B

consisted of same number and type of implants, but connected to

respective third party custom – made abutments. In each of the

groups, two test subgroups of 10 implants in each were formed. The

GapSeal (Hager and Werken, Duisburg, Germany) was applied in test

subgroups. The implant – abutment assemblies were contaminated

with a solution containing Staphylococcus aureus and Candida albicans

for 14 days under an aerobic conditions.

Results: This study showed that there was no statistically significant

difference (p > 0.05) regarding microleakage between original and

third-party custom – made abutments regardless of the use of sealing

material.

Conclusions: The abutment fabrication method has no significant

influence on sealing efficacy regarding the bacterial and fungal leak-

age in static conditions.

PR245: Effect of very heavy smoking on hard and soft
tissue parameters: A randomized prospective
controlled clinical trial

Y. Mayer1, J. Horwitz1, E. Regev1, J. Khoury1, H. Zigdon-Giladi1,

E.E. Machtei1

1Department of Periodontology, School of Graduate Dentistry, Rambam

Health Care Campus, Haifa, Israel

Background and Aim: Smoking has been implicated in many adverse

systemic outcomes, including tooth loss, marginal alveolar bone loss

and dental implant failure. Tobacco smoking decrease PMN activity,

lower rate of chemotactic migration and reduce phagocytic activity.

Conversely, the use of platform switching design have been shown to

result lesser vertical bone loss around dental implants. Thus, the aim

of this prospective clinical trial was to examine and compare peri-

implant tissue changes between very heavy smokers (20 Cig/

d > 5 years) and non-smokers, 12-months post loading.

Methods: Twenty-six patients (8 smokers and 18 nonsmokers)

received 26 platform switching conical connection implants (Ø

3.75 mm.). Titanium abutments and monolithic zirconia crowns were

delivered 6 months later. Implants probing depth (IPD), Bleeding on

probing (BOP), gingival recession (REC), radiographic bone height

(mesial and distal) were measured during the installation (T0),

15 weeks (T1), 24 weeks (T2) and 12 months (T3). Implants' stability

using resonance frequency analysis were measured at T0-T2. Statisti-

cally, a paired t-test for the intra-group changes analysis and analysis

of variance between the two groups were calculated.

Results: All 26 implants included in this study were osseointegrated

and loaded. The cumulative implant survival rate was 100% after the

1-year. Marginal bone level changes height after 1 year was 0.85 mm

and 1.36 mm (p > 0.5) for the mesial aspect for nonsmokers and

smokers respectively and 0.92 mm and 1.2 mm (p > 0.5) for the distal

aspects. After 1 year the IPD was increased by 0.25 mm and

decreased by 0.41 mm on the buccal side for nonsmokers and

smokers respectively (p = 0.5) with no statistically different on the lin-

gual side. The clinical parameters BOP and REC were not statistically

different between the groups.

Conclusions: the use of conical abutments in conjunction with plat-

form switching may reduce marginal alveolar bone resorption in heavy

smoker.
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PR246: Effect of naringenin on synthesis and activity
of matrix metalloproteinases induced by zoledronic
acid in a peri-implant in vitro model

L. Medeiros Cardoso1, T. Nogueira Pansani1, C.A. De-Souza-Costa2,

F. Gonçalves Basso3

1Department of Dental Materials and Prosthodontics, São Paulo State

University (UNESP)/Araraquara School of Dentistry, Araraquara, Brazil,
2Department of Physiology and Pathology, São Paulo State University

(UNESP)/Araraquara School of Dentistry, Araraquara, Brazil,
3Department of Dentistry, Ribeirão Preto University (UNAERP), Ribeirão

Preto, Brazil

Background and Aim: Zoledronic acid (ZA) is an antiresorptive pharma-

cological agent associated with medication-related osteonecrosis of the

jaw (MRONJ). Despite the physiopathology of MRONJ is not completely

elucidated, several studies have shown that ZA increases gelatinases

expression by peri-implant tissues, such as the matrix metalloproteinases

(MMP)-2 and -9, which may negatively interfere with biological sealing

and osseointegration of dental implants. This study assessed the effects

of naringenin (NA), a citrus flavonoid, on the synthesis and activity of

gelatinases and their inhibitors by human gingival fibroblasts (HGF) and

osteoblasts (Ob) exposed to ZA and seeded onto titanium (Ti) disks.

Methods: FG and Ob were seeded onto Ti disks and after 24 h, cells

were pre-treated with NA, followed or not by exposure to ZA or

tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α – positive control for MMPs pro-

duction). Untreated cells were used as negative control (NC). Then,

the synthesis of MMP-2, MMP-9, and tissue inhibitors of

metalloproteinases (TIMP)-1 and TIMP-2 (ELISA) and gelatinolytic

activity (in situ zymography) were evaluated. One-way ANOVA and

Tukey tests were selected for data analysis (α = 0.05).

Results: ZA significantly increased the synthesis of MMP-2 and -9

(p < 0.05), as well as the gelatinolytic activity by HGF and Ob. The

pre-treatment of cells with NA resulted in MMPs synthesis and

gelatinolytic activity lower or similar to NC. Decreased TIMP-1 and -2

stimulated by ZA occurred in HGF (p < 0.05). On the other hand,

enhanced TIMP-2 synthesis was observed when HGF and Ob were

pre-treated with NA and exposed to ZA (p < 0.05).

Conclusions: The synthesis of MMPs and TIMPs is modulated in NA-

pretreated HGF and Ob, what may improve the peri-implant healing,

by preventing the deleterious effects of ZA therapy.

PR247: Histomorphometric analysis of bone formation
using hydrophilic implants in rats with high-dose
systemic alendronate administration

J.C. Sánchez-Puetate1, B.L. Graciliano Silva1, G. Gimenez Pedroso1,

F.E. Pinotti1, E. Marcantonio Júnior1, R.A. Chierici Marcantonio1

1Diagnosis and Surgery, São Paulo State University (UNESP)/Araraquara

School of Dentistry (FOAr), Araraquara, Brazil

Background and Aim: Bisphosphonates (BPs) are commonly used in

the management of bone pathologies associated with excessive

resorption. Sometimes BPs being associated with the adverse effect

of medication-related osteonecrosis of the jaw (MRONJ). The aim of

this study was therefore to evaluate peri-implant bone formation of

titanium implants with hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces using an

in vivo rat model under the influence of systemic alendronate therapy.

Methods: Sixteen Holtzman male rats were divided into two groups,

test (bisphosphonate) and control (healthy). Bisphosphonate adminis-

tration began 2 months prior to implant placement, and the animals

received sodium alendronate (1 mg/kg/day). Thirty-two endosseous

implants with a hydrophobic surface (16) or a hydrophilic surface

(16) were placed in the left or right tibia of animals. Animals were

euthanized after 15 days of healing, and specimens were harvested

for histological and histomorphometric analysis. Osseointegration was

quantified by measuring Bone-to-implant contact (BIC) and bone area

fraction occupancy (BAFO) were assessed in total, cortical, and medul-

lary areas.

Results: Histological observations for the control and the test groups

demonstrated initial signals of bone formation around hydrophilic sur-

face implants not only on the surface of the parent bone, as was the

case with the hydrophobic surface implants, but also along the implant

surface itself, see Table 1 for more results (p > 0.05).

Conclusions: Early stages of bone formation increased adjacent to

hydrophilic surface compared to hydrophobic surfaceimplants in

both the presence and absence of systemic alendronate adminis-

tration. More studies are needed to evaluate the properties of

the hydrophilic surface and its effects in the proposed animal

model.

Group BIC-TOTAL
BIC-
CORTICAL

BIC-
MEDULLAR BAFO-TOTAL

BAFO-
CORTICAL

BAFO-
MEDULLAR

Healthy-Hydrophobic 55.88 ± 3.97% 31.51 ± 4.16% 26.87 ± 6.51% 32.97 ± 11.70% 19.21 ± 6.37% 13.76 ± 5.48%

Healthy-Hydrophilic 74,34 ± 1.52% 38.76 ± 2.75% 33.66 ± 2.19% 50.77 ± 12.44% 29.29 ± 8.56% 21.47 ± 4.50%

Bisphosphonate-

Hydrophobic

64,26 ± 5.05% 38.49 ± 3.26% 25.77 ± 4.01% 44.58 ± 4.98% 25.85 ± 7.37% 22.75 ± 4.84%

Bisphosphonate-Hydrophilic 81.33 ± 3.60% 46.51 ± 5.94% 34.81 ± 3.52% 58,90 ± 6.63% 31.57 ± 3.32% 27.33 ± 3.32% 
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PR248: Role of vascularization and bone type during
implant placement on the peri-implant bone stability:
A 2-year follow-up prospective clinical trial

A. Castro1, A. Temmerman1, J. Hadisurya1, H. Jehoul1, W. Teughels1,

M. Quirynen1

1Oral Health Sciences, Periodontology and Oral Microbiology, KU Leuven,

Leuven, Belgium

Background and Aim: Bone healing depends on several systemic and

local factors but blood supply is an essential requirement. Trabecular

bone presents a rich vascular network whereas few blood vessels can

be found in the cortical bone. It has been stated that when blood sup-

ply is compromised, osseointegration will be also affected. However,

limited evidence could be found based on clinical findings in humans.

Therefore, the aim of this study was to evaluate the correlation

between the bleeding at implant site preparation during implant place-

ment, the bone type and the marginal bone levels after 2 years

follow-up.

Methods: Ninety-five patients (206 implants, 5 implants systems)

were included in this prospective study. All implants were placed in

pristine bone. A customised scale was created defining poor or good

vascularization based on the measurements with a paper point at

implant osteotomy. Different cofounding factors related to the bleed-

ing during implant placement were also recorded. Moreover, morpho-

metric analysis of the trabecular bone was performed on the pre-

operative cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) using three-

dimensional bone morphometric tools. Standardised radiographs were

taken immediately after implant placement, at 2-stage surgery, and at

1 and 2-year follow-up. Changes in marginal bone levels were mea-

sured from each implant. The correlation between the variables was

analysed and statistically significant differences were defined

as p < 0.05.

Results: According to the bleeding scale,145 implants were inside the

quartile 75 for good vascularization and 49 implants were included in

the quartile 25 considered as poor vascularization. Morphometric

analysis showed a strong correlation between amount of bleeding and

trabecular bone (type 3 or 4). Similarly, implants with poor vasculariza-

tion were more prone to progressively loss marginal bone after 2 year

of follow-up. No statistically significant differences were observed

amongst implants systems.

Conclusions: Vascularization at implant osteotomy seems to be an

important factor for the peri-implant bone stability at 2-year

follow-up

PR249: Effect of smoking on implant stability at the
time of implant uncovering

J. Muzica1, J. Prpi�c2,3, A. Pupovac2, Z. Kunosi�c2,3, I. Miškovi�c2,3,

D. Kuiš2,3,4

1Private Practice ŠkodaDENT, Rijeka, Croatia, 2Faculty of Dental

Medicine, Department of Periodontology, University of Rijeka, Rijeka,

Croatia, 3Clinical Hospital Centre, Rijeka, Croatia, 4Faculty of Dental

Medicine and Health, Department of Dental Medicine, Josip Juraj

Strossmayer University of Osijek, Osijek, Croatia

Background and Aim: Smoking has a well known effect on periodon-

tal tissues, however its effect on peri-implant tissue healing is still

debatable. The aim was to assess the effect of smoking on implant

stability at the time of uncovering and possible impact of gender, oral

hygiene and implant position.

Methods: Thirty patients were enrolled (17 females and 13 males;

15 smokers (S) and 15 non-smokers (NS)) with a total of 61 implants

(29 NS and 32 S). The investigation included a questionnaire and clini-

cal examination. Data on gender, implant position (upper or lower

jaw), years of smoking and number of cigarettes per day (0, 1–10, 10–

20, >20) were recorded. Oral hygiene was assessed as poor, good or

excellent, and Implant Stability Quotient (ISQ) was measured at the

time of implant uncovery (0–60 low, 61–69 moderate, 70–100 high)

by using PenguinRFA device (Integration Diagnostics Sweden AB).

Results: Average ISQ value for all tested implants was 66.9 ± 7,2

(range 51–84). Smokers had significantly lower ISQ values (64.7 ± 6.1

for S vs. 69.4 ± 7.5 for NS) with moderate effect size (r = 0.328,

p = 0.010). The increase in number of cigarettes per day correlated

with decrease of implant stability.

Gender and oral hygiene did not play a significant role, although there

was a tendency of better oral hygiene towards improvement of ISQ.

Implants in the lower jaw had significantly higher ISQ values with a

large effect size (r = 0.470, p = 0.000), as well as 3,4 times higher

odds to have excellent stability compared to the implants placed in

maxilla.

Conclusions: Smoking and its intensity have a significant effect on

reduction of implant stability at the time of uncovering, as well as

positioning in the maxilla. Gender and oral hygiene are not significant

determinants of implant stability.

PR250: Experimental and statistical study of the
interproximal contact loss between implant-supported
fixed prostheses and adjacent teeth

A. Shefova1, V. Shefov1, O. Prokhorova1

1Department of Therapeutic Dentistry and Periodontology, Pavlov First

Saint Petersburg State Medical University, Saint Petersburg, Russian

Federation

Background and Aim: For recent years, implant-supported prostheses

have been one of the most common methods for artificial substitution

for natural teeth. The quantity of implant-placement is increasing

every year. One of the long-term complications is the interproximal

contact loss, due to the abrasion of tissues or filling material of the

adjacent tooth, which leads to the development of localized periodon-

tal diseases. According to the foreign studies, such complication
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occurs in every second case, and its risk increases every year. There-

fore, the aim of this study is statistical and experimental analysis the

status localis of the contact points between implant-supported

crowns and adjacent teeth.

Methods: The criteria for inclusion in the studies were: the presence

of contact points between implant-supported crowns and adjacent

teeth, no signs of periodontal disease, implant-retained crown was

placed more than 6 months ago, no orthodontic treatment in the

anamnesis. Thus, 224 radiographs were selected and analysed. The

data were processed using statistical criteria: nonparametric Mann–

Whitney U-test, Fisher's exact test, and Pearson's goodness-of-fit

test. The obtained statistical data were tested during the In Vitro

experiment on specially designed equipment that allows simulation

the process of filling materials wear in the interproximal region.

Results: The data of the interproximal contact loss were obtained in

different clinical situations. The loss of the teeth contact points was

occurred not earlier than 6 months after the implant prostheses place-

ment. The complication was occurred in 63% of cases. The obtained

data is statistically significant (p < 0.01)

Conclusions: The interproximal contact loss occurs regardless of

whether the tooth is intact or sealed. Implant fixed crown statistically

significantly erase the contacts of adjacent teeth. The checkup of the

interproximal contact tightness between implant-fixed protheses and

adjacent teeth is required for the prevention of development of local-

ized periodontal diseases.

PR251: Digital evaluation of the dimensional changes
following tooth extraction – A pilot study

M.I. Pinto1, T. Belo1, L. Marinho1, J. Moedas1, J. Gomes1,

V. Rodrigues1, S. Noronha1, P. Mascarenhas1

1Faculdade de Medicina Dentária, Universidade de Lisboa, P�os-

Graduação em Periodontologia, Lisboa, Portugal

Background and Aim: Tooth extraction results in dimensional

changes, in width and height, of hard and soft tissue. The knowledge

of the changes in the alveolar ridge dimensions must be integrated in

the implant treatment plan in order to limit tissue loss and maximize

esthetic outcomes. The aim of the present pilot study is to analyze

the changes that occur following single tooth extraction, immediately

after the extraction and 2 months later, through a digital and radio-

graphic evaluation.

Methods: A study was conducted in eight patients referred for

extraction. Immediately after the extraction (baseline) and

2 months later, digital impression was taken with an intraoral

scanner (Trios, 3SHAPE). STL files were imported to a software -

Geomagic Control X. The width (W), the height buccally (HB) and

height orally (HO) were evaluated. Linear distances between the

two superimposed scans were assessed by measuring selected

points. Bone levels changes, between baseline and 2 months later,

at extraction site, mesial (Mx) and distal (Dx) were measured. T-

test were used to compare the results between baseline and

2 months, with a 5% level of significance. Effect size (d) and Pos-

Hoc were determined.

Results: After 2 months, mean reduction of W, HB and HO were

3.88 ± 1.09 mm, 0.74 ± 0.81 mm; 1.30 ± 0.79 mm, respectively. The

null hypothesis was rejected in four of the five variables under study

(p < 0.05 e 1 � β > 0.80), with exception of AV once post-hoc was

<0.80. Study comparisons revealed a high effect size.

Conclusions: This study suggests that there are changes in the alveo-

lar ridge dimensions 2 months after tooth extraction, which magni-

tude can be considered very high.

PR252: Clinical and molecular outcomes of peri-
implant tissue during the first year of functional
loading

A. Violesti1, A. Konstantinidis1, K. Bao2, A. Silbereisen2, N. Bostanci2,

D.A. Apatzidou1

1Department of Preventive Dentistry, Periodontology & Implant Biology,

Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Thessaloniki, Greece, 2Section of Oral

Health and Periodontology, Division of Oral Diseases, Department of

Dental Medicine, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden

Background and Aim: To determine peri-implant tissue and

crevicular fluid alterations during the first year of functional loading

and associate them with those of corresponding teeth in the same

individuals.

Methods: In 10 systemically healthy non-smokers, free of periodonti-

tis, one implant at 10-days after crown installation (baseline-T0) and

one corresponding tooth were followed over 12 months (T1) after

signing a consent form. Oral hygiene was closely monitored during

the study. Probing pocket depth (PPD), attachment levels (CAL),

bleeding and plaque indices and crevicular fluid were collected from

an implant site (PICF) and a tooth site (GCF). Total protein concentra-

tions were determined in PICF and GCF and label-free quantitative

proteomics were applied.

Results: The cohort was well-balanced for gender and age. All

implants were screw retained and platform switched. At T0, 1/10

implant-sites bled on probing, while at T1, 5/10 in absence of plaque.

PPD and CAL (mean ± sdev) at implant-sites increased with time but

non-significantly (p = 0.09, paired sample-test for all; T0:

PPD/CAL = 2.0 ± 0.47 mm, T1: PPD/CAL = 2.5 ± 0.85 mm) similarly

as the tooth-sites (p = 0.08 for all; T0: PPD = 1.5 ± 0.7 mm,

CAL = 1.9 ± 0.7 mm, T1: PPD = 1.8 ± 0.8 mm, CAL = 2.2 ± 0.9 mm).

The protein concentration and number of proteins secreted in PICF

increased with time (>2-fold increase) and teeth appeared to have

greater baseline values over implants (>2-fold difference). The pro-

teins secreted in PICF at T1 were associated with various biological

processes including regulation of complement activation, platelet for-

mation and aggregation, antimicrobial responses, while only a part of

these processes were common between T1 and T0.

Conclusions: This study looked into the maturation of the peri-

implant tissues during the establishment of the biological width in a
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well-defined cohort that was controlled for oral hygiene and demon-

strated alterations in clinical indices and secreted proteins that are

worth exploring.

PR253: Comparison of two risk assessment score
model significance in peri-implantitis occurrence
during periodontal and implant maintenance: A
preliminary long-term retrospective cohort study

P. Vagia1, I. Papalou1, A. Sarbacher1, H. Tenenbaum1, O. Huck1, J.-L.

Davideau1, A. Larderet1

1Dental Faculty, Periodontology, University of Strasbourg, Strasbourg,

France

Background and Aim: The prediction of peri-implantitis occurrence is

of importance for the clinician and different tools have been proposed

to determine such risk. This preliminary study compared the long-term

prognosis value of two types of risk assessment scores for moderate

and severe peri-implantitis.

Methods: Seventy-three patients having been treated for periodonti-

tis and presenting 232 implants attending periodontal and implant

maintenance for more than 3 years were evaluated. Periodontal Risk

Assessment (PRA) score combining only periodontal risk factors/

indicators or Implant Risk Assessment (IRA) score combining both

periodontal and implant risk factors/indicators were calculated during

implant maintenance. Two case definitions of peri-implantitis severity

were used corresponding to the presence of periodontal pocket

≥5 mm or ≥6 mm with bleeding on probing or suppuration and radio-

graphic signs of implant bone level ≥2 mm, or ≥3 mm during implant

follow-up. Analyses were performed at patient-level.

Results: The mean implant follow-up was 6.5 years. Moderate and

severe peri-implantitis incidences were 23.3% and 17.8% respectively.

High-risk PRA and IRA percentages were 36.9% and 38.6%. The

agreement between scores was high (Kappa-coefficient = 0.691).

High-risk PRA was significantly associated (hazard ratio HR = 4.8) to

moderate and severe peri-implantitis incidences. High-risk IRA was

only significantly associated (HR = 3.9) to severe peri-implantitis inci-

dence. Risk factors/indicators taken separately showed reduced asso-

ciations with peri-implantitis.

Conclusions: During periodontal and implant maintenance, PRA and

IRA identified similar high-risk patient population. IRA score combin-

ing periodontal and implant parameters allowed clinicians to selec-

tively intercept the risk of severe peri-implantitis while PRA score

combining periodontal parameters may also detect the risk of less pro-

nounced peri-implant status deterioration.

PR254: The surface of the interdental papillary
“house” in relation to the presence of the
interproximal papilla at single-tooth implants

Q. Dupré1, F. Boschin1, M. Dubar1, K. Agossa1, E. Cailliau2

1Periodontology, University of Lille, Lille, France, 2Unité de Méthodologie,

Biostatistiques et Data Management, Maison Régionale de la Recherche

Clinique de Lille, Lille, France

Background and Aim: The correlation between the vertical bone

crest-to-interproximal contact point distance (Vd) and the presence of

papilla at single-tooth implants may be limited due to the interaction

with other variables including the horizontal tooth-to-implant distance

(Hd) and the prosthetic tooth shape. This study aims (a) to evaluate

the relationship between the surface of the papillary “house”
(Ph) (bounded between the tooth-implant surfaces, the bone crest

and the prosthetic crowns) and the interdental papilla loss so-called

“black triangle.” (b) to compare the predictive value of the Ph surface

to the Vd and Hd distances.

Methods: A retrospective analysis of the papilla level and radiographic

papilla-related dimensions (Ph, Vd, Hd) at single tooth-implants and

their adjacent teeth was performed in the anterior maxilla in

19 patients restored with 20 implants (n = 40 sites). The association

between the measured parameters and the presence of black triangle

was evaluated by Chi-square and Mann–Whitney tests. The discrimi-

nant value of Ph, Vd and Hd was determined using area under the

ROC curve (AUC).

Results: 40 sites were analyzed out of which 16 presented a black tri-

angle (40%). Ph and Vd were associated to the presence of black trian-

gle (p < 0.001). Cut-off value could only be approximated around

8 mm2 and 5.5–6 mm for Ph and Vd respectively. The discriminant

value (AUC) was better for the Ph surface compared to Vd and Hd dis-

tances (p = 0.014 and p < 0.001 respectively).

Conclusions: The surface of the papillary “house” appeared to be cor-

related with the papilla level and more accurate than the bone crest-

to-interproximal contact point or the horizontal tooth-to-implant dis-

tances taken alone in predicting the presence of black triangle at

single-tooth implants. This could be useful for planning implant treat-

ment in aesthetic area.

PR255: Retrospective cohort study of bone level
implants up to 7 years of follow-up

D. Chacun1,2, K. Gritsch1,2, G. Droguet3, N. Courtois3,

B. Grosgogeat1,2

1Periodontology, Université Lyon 1 & Laboratoire Multimatériaux et

Interfaces UMR CNRS 5615, Lyon, France, 2Centre de Soins Dentaires,

Hospices Civils de Lyon, Lyon, France, 3Anthogyr SAS, Sallanches, France

Background and Aim: Immediate implantation and/or immediate load-

ing procedures are more and more common, but it is still necessary
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for the specific implants available to practitioners to achieve similar

performances to regular implants in conventional procedures. The pri-

mary objective of this study was to retrospectively evaluate the

cumulative survival rate of the Anthogyr's Axiom® PX bone level

implants with the identification of risk factors. The secondary objec-

tives were to measure the marginal bone variation around PX implants

in single-unit and multi-unit restorations and to evaluate the prosthe-

sis survival and complication rates.

Methods: Demographic and clinical data of 1546 implants in

603 patients were retrospectively assembled up to 84 months of

follow-up (mean ± SD: 34.9 ± 21.7 months at the implant level and

33.0 ± 21.5 months at the patient level). Implant and prosthesis fail-

ures, mechanical and biological complications, and radiographic mar-

ginal bone level variation were evaluated. Peri-implant marginal bone

level variation was measured through radiographic assessment per-

formed on peri-apical radiographs between the loading (baseline) and

the last radiography available.

Results: The 72 months cumulative survival rates were 95% [95% CI

93;96%] and 91% [95% CI 87;94%] at the implant and patient levels,

respectively. Complications on prosthesis included screw loosening or

fracture, abutment or ceramic fracture and aesthetical complication

inducing replacement or not. Mean ± SD marginal bone variation

amounted to 0.0 ± 0.5 mm after a mean ± SD follow-up of 19.2

± 9.6 months after loading, without any implant showing bone loss

above 2 mm.

Conclusions: These retrospective results showed low failure rates for

Anthogyr's Axiom® PX implants and encourage long-term prospective

studies. The growing demand from patients for shortened protocols in

implantology drives the development of new implant designs. Practi-

tioners must, however, ensure that there is sufficient and relevant

clinical data on the implants used to guarantee a real benefit for the

patient.

PR256: Biology of early healing of two different
sandblasted, large grit, acid-etched implant
surfaces (SLAs)

B. Vílchez de la Fuente1, C. Lima1, E. Montero1, I. Sanz-Sánchez1,

M.J. Marín1, L. Virto1, E. Figuero1, M. Sanz1

1Universidad Complutense de Madrid, Madrid, Spain

Background and Aim: The aim of this study was to compare the

microbiological load, the osseointegration mediators and the bone

level change in implants with SLA or SLActive surface from implant

placement to 12 months in function.

Methods: This study was a single-blind, randomized clinical trial with

a split-mouth design. Partially edentulous patients in need of at least

two implants (canines to molars) in two different quadrants in healed

ridges were included. Randomization was carried out once the implant

beds were prepared. One quadrant was selected as Test (SLActive

implants) and another as Control (SLA implants). Outcome variables

were measured on the day of surgery and in weeks 2, 4, 8 and

10 (loading visit). Patients were also appointed 6 and 12 months after

loading for further data collection. The outcome variables considered

were the radiographic bone level change 12 months after loading (pri-

mary outcome), microbiological outcomes (anaerobic counts), media-

tors of osseointegration on crevicular fluid, implant stability quotient

(ISQ), clinical peri-implant outcomes, and the Landry Index (LI) for soft

tissue healing. Intergroup differences were analysed by t-test and Chi-

square test for quantitative or categorial outcomes.

Results: Thirty-three patients with 66 implants were included in the

study, two implant failures occurred in the test group. No significant

differences between groups were identified for ISQ values at implant

placement and final impression, with values ranging from 64.2 to 78.8.

No differences in soft tissue healing were observed at 2 weeks [Test:

4.0 (SD = 0.9) and Control: 4.1 (SD = 1.0) (p > 0.05)]. The anaerobic

counts for Porphyromonas gingivalis and other bacteria did not differ

between groups from implant placement to 4 weeks [Test: 1.4 � 103

(SD = 4.4 � 103) CFU/ml and Control: 2.1 � 104 (SD = 7.6 � 104)

CFU/ml (p > 0.05). Regarding the clinical parameters, no significant

differences between groups were found for probing depth [Test: 2.2

(SD = 0.7) mm and Control: 1.8 (SD = 0.5) mm (p > 0.05)] or bleeding

on probing [Test: 13.6 (SD = 20.5)% and Control: 6.8 (SD = 11.6)%

(p > 0.05)] 12 months after loading.

Conclusions: SLA and SLActive surfaces have similar clinical and

microbiological outcomes.

PR257: Medication-related osteonecrosis of the jaw
triggered by functionally loaded implants

S. Olay Garcia1, S. Junquera Olay1, M.F. Escobedo Martínez1,

L.M. Junquera Gutierrez1, E. Barbeito Castro1

1Oviedo University, Oviedo, Spain

Background and Aim: Since 2010, the relationship between dental

implants and drug-related osteonecrosis of the jaws (MRONJs) was

only considered by the act of implant placement. In this year, the rela-

tionship between MRONJ was documented for the first time, not only

with the act of implant surgery itself, even with the presence of an

osteointegrated and functionally loaded implant.

The aim of our study was to know the characteristics of osteonecrosis

due to loaded implants (Implant Presence-Triggered Osteonecrosis)

(IPTO), as well as the possible risk factors and their complications, at

the same time we try to elucidate possible differences between this

type of osteonecrosis and Implant Surgery-Triggered

Osteonecrosis (ISTO).

Methods: A retrospective, observational analytic study was carried

out comparing the characteristics of 81 IPTO patients respect to

22 ISTO patients. The variables investigated in these two groups

were: demographic, data related to the disease who motivate the

antiresorptive therapy (type, drug used, route of administration …),

MRONJ characteristics (type, stage, location, treatment …) and

implantology aspects (type of implants, number of implants placed

and involved in MRONJ…).
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Results: We observed the following differences in IPTO patient in relation

to ISTO patients: a shorter time of antiresorptive therapy, a more advanced

MRONJ stage, a greater risk of mandibular fractures and more invasive

treatments. Significantly, the time elapsed between the diagnosis of

osteonecrosis and themandibular fracture was longer in the IPTO group.

Conclusions: IPTOs are more common than ISTOs. They occur in

elderly patients, preferably women, with involvement of both jaws,

and are related to the oral antiresorptive consumption. They can

occur many years after implant placement, which makes it necessary

to maintain a rigorous control protocol.

IMPLANT THERAPY - BONE REGENERATION

PR258: Alveolar ridge preservation: A Cochrane
systematic review and meta-analysis

S. Ali1, N. HM Alsabeeha2, A. Gt Payne3, C. M Jr Faggion4,

M. Esposito5, M. A. Atieh6,7

1Mohammed Bin Rashid University of Medicine and Health Sciences,

Dubai, United Arab Emirates, 2Ras Al-Khaimah Dental Centre, Ministry of

Health and Prevention, Prosthodontist, Ras Al-Khaimah,

United Arab Emirates, 3Northland Prosthodontics Ltd, c/o Northshore

Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons, Prosthodontist, Private Practice,

Auckland, New Zealand, 4Department of Periodontology, University

Hospital Munster, Munster, Germany, 5Department of Biomaterials,

Freelance Researcher, The Sahlgrenska Academy of Göteborg University,

Göteborg, Sweden, 6University of Medicine and Health Sciences, Hamdan

Bin Mohammed College of Dental Medicine, Dubai Healthcare City,

Dubai, United Arab Emirates, 7Sir John Walsh Research Institute, Faculty

of Dentistry, University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand

Background and Aim: To evaluate the effects of various materials and

techniques for alveolar ridge preservation (ARP) after tooth extraction

compared with extraction alone or other methods of ARP in patients

requiring dental implant placement.

Methods: Electronic databases were searched to identify randomized

controlled trials (RCTs) on the use of ARP techniques with at least

6 months of follow-up. The risk of bias was assessed using the

Cochrane Collaboration's Risk of Bias tool. Data were analysed using

a statistical software program.

Results: A total of 16 RCTs with 524 extraction sockets in 426 partici-

pants were included. The meta-analysis showed a very low certainty

evidence of a reduction in loss of alveolar ridge width (mean differ-

ence (MD) �1.18 mm, 95% confidence interval (CI) �1.82 to �0.54;

p = 0.0003) and height (MD �1.35 mm, 95% CI �2.00 to �0.70;

p < 0.0001) in favour of xenograft when compared to extraction

alone. There are no significant differences in the need for additional

augmentation or implant failure between xenograft and extraction

alone. No serious adverse events were reported with most trials indi-

cating that the procedure was uneventful.

Conclusions: ARP techniques may minimise the overall changes in

residual ridge height and width 6 months after extraction but the

evidence is very uncertain. There is no evidence of any clinically sig-

nificant difference between different grafting materials and barriers

used for ARP.

PR259: Preliminary histological comparation of
injectable biphasic calcium phosphate and anorganic
bovine bone in alveolar bone regeneration

M. Tomas1, M. Čandrli�c1, M. Juzbaši�c1, B. Vidakovi�c1, J. Popi�c

Mileusni�c2, D. Kuiš1,3,4, Ž. Peri�c Kačarevi�c5, S. Leši�c6, M. Matijevi�c1

1Faculty of Dental Medicine and Health, Department of Dental Medicine,

Josip Juraj Strossmayer University of Osijek, Osijek, Croatia, 2Student at

Faculty of Dental Medicine and Health, Josip Juraj Strossmayer

University of Osijek, Osijek, Croatia, 3Faculty of Dental Medicine,

Department of Periodontology, University of Rijeka, Rijeka, Croatia,
4Clinical Hospital Centre, Rijeka, Croatia, 5Department of Anatomy,

Histology, Embriology, Pathology Anatomy and Pathology Histology,

Faculty of Dental Medicine and Health, Josip Juraj Strossmayer

University of Osijek, Osijek, Croatia, 6Department of Dental Medicine,

Faculty of Dental Medicine and Health, Josip Juraj Strossmayer

University of Osijek, Osijek, Croatia

Background and Aim: Atrophy of the alveolar ridge lead to damage of

the bone structure. Nowadays, many different biomaterials are used

to reduce dimensional changes. The aim of this study was to examine

the regenerative potential and measure the percentage of newly

formed bone (NB), residual biomaterial and connective tissue by histo-

logical examination of injectable biphasic calcium phosphate (I-BCP)

composed of 60% Hydroxyapatite (HA) and 40% Beta – tricalcium

phosphate (β-TCP). The hypothesis of the study is that I-BCP will

achieve an equally good effect in the histomorphometric results of

the percentage of NB compared to anorganic bovine bone (ABB) and

that I-BCP has the same biocompatibility with the surrounding tissue

compared to ABB.

Methods: Thirty-six subjects participated in the study and were

divided into two groups. After extraction of the hopeless tooth, the

socket in the studied group is filled with I-BCP, while the socket in the

control group is filled with ABB. After 6 months of healing, a biopsy is

taken. Pathohistological analysis evaluated the tissue response, while

the percentage of NB, residual biomaterial and soft tissue was deter-

mined histomorphometrically.

Results: Preliminary results of three samples of I-BCP showed that

NB contained osteocytes, while osteoblasts were found at the bound-

ary between the NB and the remaining I-BCP, indicating bone regen-

eration. There was no signs of an inflammatory reaction, indicating

that I-BCP is biocompatible. Histomorphometric examination revealed

58.06%, 44.85%, and 39% NB; 1.80%, 10.97%, 14.19% residual bio-

material and 40.14%, 44.17%, 46.81% soft tissue.

Conclusions: Based on the preliminary results, we can conclude that I-

BCP has good biocompatibility with the surrounding tissue. In addi-

tion, the injectable form of the biomaterial allows easier insertion into

a three-dimensional defect. Further studies based on histological and
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histomorphological analysis of the injectable form are needed to draw

more concrete conclusions about this type of biomaterial and its role

in bone regeneration.

PR260: Bone regenerative performance of an in silico
optimized 3D-printed ceramic scaffold in a canine
model using X-ray microtomography analysis

S. Determe1, E. Rompen1, G. Lecloux1, B. De Carvalho1, F. Lambert1,

D. Van Hede1

1Université de Liège, Liège, Belgium

Background and Aim: Patient specific 3D-printed ceramic scaffolds

represent a promising solution to reconstruct large intra-oral bone

defects. Although the scaffold internal design is known to influence

the biomaterial regenerative performances, in silico modelling is

largely underused to optimize it. This in vivo study aimed to evaluate

the bone regenerative performance of a hydroxyapatite-based 3D-

printed scaffold with an in silico optimized internal design compared

to a xenogenic bone block in a canine model.

Methods: A three walls standardized alveolar bone defect was created

at each hemimandible of 16 male Beagles. After a healing period of

12 weeks, each bone defect was either filled with a dog-specific opti-

mized 3D-printed ceramic scaffold (test group) or a hand-carved Cer-

abone® block (control group). Animals were euthanized at 6 and

12 weeks post-implantation and the bone regenerative performance

was assessed by micro-computed tomography (microCT).

Results: A few weeks post-implantation, half of the animals presented

biomaterial dehiscence or moderate inflammation and were therefore

assigned to the 6 weeks group. The microCT analysis revealed a

higher percentage of newly formed bone in the 3D-printed scaffold

compared to the control group (p < 0.05). Twelve weeks post-implan-

tation, three 3D-printed scaffolds were broken and almost totally lost.

Both groups displayed a significant increase of newly formed bone

from 6 to 12 weeks (p < 0.001 for the control group and p < 0.05 for

the test group) but no difference was observed between the 2 groups

at 12 weeks.

Conclusions: The hydroxyapatite-based 3D-printed scaffold with an

in silico optimized internal design was associated to an early stage

enhanced bone regenerative performance compared to the xenogenic

control block. However, further developments are required in order to

improve its mechanical properties as well as adaptations of its external

dimensions and the surgical technique to avoid future complications

such as biomaterial exposures.

PR261: Histological and dimensional evaluation of the
alveolar ridge when using collagen matrix and collagen
embedded xenogenic bone substitute

E. Gabay1,2, A. Katorza1, H. Zigdon-Giladi1,2, J. Horowitz1,2, E. E.

Machtei1,2

1Department of Periodontology and Implant Dentistry, Rambam Health

Care Campus, Haifa, Israel, 2Rappaport Faculty of Medicine, Technion

Institute of Technology, Haifa, Israel

Background and Aim: To assess the horizontal and vertical dimen-

sional changes of the alveolar ridge when using a combination

DBBM-C and CMXs, in comparison to natural healing after tooth

extraction.

Methods: Patients treated at the department of periodontology, at

Rambam health care campus, that required extraction in non-molars

areas were included. Test group, 15 sockets were treated with

deproteinized bovine bone mineral containing 10% collagen (DBBM-

C), covered by a procaine collagen membrane (CMXs). Control group,

15 sockets left for spontaneous healing. We used a custom-made

acrylic stent as a reference for alveolar ridge measurements. Six-

month post-op a single implant was placed in the experimental site. A

core biopsy was taken, using a trephine bur. Histomorphometric anal-

ysis assessed bone area, connective tissue, bone marrow and residual

bone graft.

Results: Six months later, horizontal ridge width at �3 mm showed a

significant reduction in both groups, albeit smaller in the test group

1.19 ± 1.55 mm, compared with the control 2.27 ± 1.52, (p = 0.087).

At �5 mm sub-crestally, statistically significant reduction was noted

in both groups, 1.61 ± 1.53 mm and 1.96 ± 1.52 mm for the test and

control groups respectively, (p = 0.542). Vertical changes were smaller

in the test group (0.14 ± 1.84 mm) compared with control (0.98

± 1.49 mm). Newly formed bone in the test group occupied 33.79

± 17.37% compared to 51.14 ± 23.04% in the control, (p = 0.11).

Connective tissue volume was 33.74 ± 13.81% in the test group and

30.12 ± 18.32% in the control group (p = 0.65). Bone marrow occu-

pied 19.57 ± 10.26% in the test group and 18.74 ± 17.15% in the

control group (p = 0.91). Residual graft occupied 12.9 ± 9.88% in the

test group.

Conclusions: Alveolar ridge preservation using DBBM-C and CMXs

resulted in a small reduction of the vertical and horizontal dimensions.

These changes were consistently smaller than those for the control,

however it did not reach statistical significance.

PR262: Effects of resveratrol on bone healing in the
extraction socket of streptozotocin-induced diabetes
mice with experimental periodontitis

J.-Y. Suh1, S.-M. Hwang1, J.-Y. Kim2, Y.-G. Kim1, J.-W. Park1,

J.-M. Lee1

1Department of Periodontology, Kyungpook National University, Daegu,

Republic of Korea, 2Department of Oral Biochemistry, Kyungpook

National University, Daegu, Republic of Korea

Background and Aim: DM is well known as a risk factor for periodon-

titis. In DM patients with progressive periodontitis, alveolar bone loss

occurs, which increases the risk of extraction. Resveratrol (RSV;

3,5,40-trihydroxystilbene) is known to exert antidiabetic effects.
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Recent studies support the antioxidant and anti-inflammatory poten-

tial of RSV, where it inhibits alveolar bone loss. In this study, we

assessed the cellular effects of RSV with hPDL cells and MC3T3-E1

cells in high glucose conditions in vitro. We examined the extraction

socket healing at STZ-induced diabetes mouse model with experimen-

tal periodontitis to investigate the effects of RSV.

Methods: To evaluate the effects of RSV on the cellular activity of

hPDL cells and osteoblast-like cells, the proliferation of hPDL cells

and MC3T3-E1 cells were determined using the CCK-8 assay in vari-

ous concentrations of RSV with/without glucose for 1, 3, 5, and

7 days. The ALP activity and RT-PCR of both cells were also evalu-

ated. The bone-healing capacity of RSV was then evaluated in the

extraction model systems of STZ-induced diabetic mice with experi-

mental periodontitis for 1, 3, 5, 7, and 14 days.

Results: The proliferation rate and ALP activity was significantly

decreased in hPDL and MC3T3-E1 cells due to high glucose. Also, we

found the increased rate of cell proliferation and ALP activity after

treatment with low concentrations of RSV with high glucose levels,

which on the other hand, were decreased by treatment with higher

concentrations of RSV. Treatment of both cells with RSV in high glu-

cose conditions enhanced the expression of Col1, TGF-β1, ALP, and

OC. In vivo studies showed that RSV facilitates the bone-healing

capacity.

Conclusions: Based on these findings, the application of RSV to hPDL

and MC3T3-E1 cells may increase the expression levels of genes

related to bone formation and that RSV may promote bone regenera-

tion in high glucose conditions.

PR263: Effects of TiO2/hydroxyapatite with electronic
structure change on bone regeneration in rabbit
calvarial bone defects

C. Kwon1, C.W. Bark2, Y.-G. Kim1

1Department of Periodontology, Kyungpook National University, Daegu,

Republic of Korea, 2Department of Electrical Engineering, Gachon

University, Gyeonggi, Seongnam, Republic of Korea

Background and Aim: Hydroxyapatite (HA), which has a limitation of

low water affinity, has been widely used as a bone regeneration struc-

ture. We attempted to improve the water affinity through absorption

of UV and visible light by doping the vanadium (V) into TiO2 to change

the electronic structure. This material has been rarely synthesized for

the past, and there were insufficient experiments to evaluate its sta-

bility. Lack of experiment on how vanadium (V) doping affects the

improvement of cell adhesion and bone regeneration properties is

needed to be supplemented.

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the effects of bone regenera-

tion of vanadium doped TiO2 coated HA using 3-dimensional volu-

metric analysis with micro-CT histomorphometric analysis in rabbit

calvarial defects models.

Methods: Four 8 mm diameter circular bone defects were created

at the top of the skull of 14 rabbits. Each defect were filled with

the graft materials. (1) no graft materials, (2) HA graft materials

(HA), (3) V doped TiO2/HA graft materials (VHA), and (4) TiO2/HA

graft materials (THA). The upper side defects were covered with a

resorbable collagen membranes. At 4 and 8 weeks, rabbits were

sacrificed and block samples were removed. The Samples were

analyzed histomorphometrically using micro-computed tomography

(micro-CT)

Results: All groups showed increased amounts of new bone forma-

tion. The groups of HA, THA, and VHA showed significantly larger

new bone formation compared t0 the control group. There were no

significant difference between VHA and THA groups.

Conclusions: Within the limitation of this study, both VHA and THA

showed higher bone formation than the control group. However, the

VHA group showed no significant difference compared to the THA

group. Further studies are needed to determine which V- TiO2 con-

centrations affect new bone formation.

PR264: Hydrogel containing an oxygen carrier (M101)
improves wound healing in a calvaria bone defect
model

C. Petit1, F. Batool2, C. Stutz3, H. Ozçelik3, E. Delpy4, E. Leize-Zal4,

F. Zal4, O. Huck1

1Dental Faculty, Periodontology, University of Strasbourg, Strasbourg,

France, 2Faculty of Health Sciences, University of Strasbourg, Strasbourg,

France, 3INSERM 1260, Strasbourg, France, 4Hémarina, Morlaix, France

Background and Aim: M101, an oxygen carrier derived from the sea

worm Arenicola marina (M101), can carry 156 molecules of oxygen. It

has been demonstrated that M101 display interesting anti-

inflammatory and antimicrobial properties. Recently, M101 was incor-

porated in a hydrogel allowing its local delivery and potentially

improve the wound and bone healing. The aim of the present study

was to evaluate the bone forming potential of M101 hydrogel in a

mouse calvaria defect model.

Methods: 5 mm circular size defects were performed in the middle of

the calvaria of C57/BL6 mice with a calibrated bur. Lesions were then

treated with the injection of placebo hydrogel (hyaluronic acid and

xanthan gum), M101 1 g/L hydrogel and M101 2 g/L. Wound healing

was evaluated after 1 month by histomorphometry (hematoxycilin/

eosin and alizarin red staining).

Results: The evaluation of the neobone formation revealed that treat-

ment with M101 1 g/L and 2 g/ improved the mean neobone area by

27 and 32 times respectively (p < 0.05) when compared to placebo

hydrogel. Interestingly, M101 loaded hydrogel also impacted the mor-

phology of soft tissues as increased connective tissue height was

observed above the calvarial defect (p < 0.05).

Conclusions: These data emphasized the pro-healing effect of M101

gel in the context of bone defect healing. M101 gel could be an inter-

esting adjunctive therapeutic tool to improve the outcome of regener-

ative procedures. Future studies should evaluate its therapeutic

interest in the regeneration of maxillary defects.
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PR265: Permeability of membranes used for
regenerative procedures to oral bacteria

A.C. Kuerten Gil1, L. Rhoden2, M. Meneguzzo Prado3, C. Benfatti1,

G. Schuldt Filho4, J. de Almeida5

1Implant Dentistry, Federal University of Santa Catarina (UFSC),

Florian�opolis, Brazil, 2Dentistry, University of South Santa Catarina

(UNISUL), Palhoça, Brazil, 3Chemical Engeneering, Federal University of

Santa Catarina (UFSC), Florian�opolis, Brazil, 4Implant Dentistry,

University of South Santa Catarina (UNISUL), Palhoça, Brazil,
5Endodontics, University of South Santa Catarina (UNISUL), Palhoça,

Brazil

Background and Aim: Bacterial contamination can jeopardize bone

heal and tissue repair in regenerative procedures such as Guided Bone

and Tissue Regeneration. The aim of this study was to evaluate,

in vitro, a multispecies biofilm adhesion, and bacterial passage through

different membranes used in regenerative procedures.

Methods: The following membranes were tested (n = 12):

(LC) Lumina Coat®; (JS) Jason®; (BG) Biogide®; and (LP) Lumina

PTFE®. Aluminum paper was used as negative control. Membranes

were adapted in specific apparatus and challenged with mixed bacte-

rial culture of A. actinomycetemcomitans b, S. mutans, S. mitis and

A. israellii. After 2 h and 7 days, bacterial adhesion and passage

through the membranes were evaluated by CFUs counting. Two

membranes of each group were analyzed by SEM.

Results: LC and LP presented similar numbers of adhered bacterial

cells (p > 0.05), inferior than the other groups, in both experimental

periods (p < 0.05). All membranes were permeable to bacterial cells,

with no significative difference between 2 h and 7 days (p > 0.05).

SEM analysis demonstrated increased bacterial adherence to mem-

branes throughout the experimental periods (2 h < 7 days).

Conclusions: Membranes used in regenerative procedures showed

intense bacterial adhesion and permeability, which increased through-

out the time.

PR266: Immediate implantation, guided bone
regeneration and immediate provisionalization of
maxillary anterior single-tooth implants: A cohort
follow-up study - change in bone level and soft tissue
aspects

M. Fillion1, L. Rocher2

1Dom Implant Formation, Clermont-Ferrand, France, 2SCM Beausoleil,

Varennes-Sur-Allier, France

Background and Aim: The aim of this cohort study was to investigate

the impact on peri-implant bone level changes and soft tissues in an

immediate aesthetic one-stage restoration protocol.

Methods: 37 patients (28 women and 9 men) were included in the

study. The tested restorations were canines and maxillary incisors

between positions 13 and 23. Surgery required immediate implanta-

tion, buccal guided bone regeneration and immediate

provisionalization.

For bone level analysis, marginal bone measurement was performed

using fixed landmarks on periapical radiographs. Radiographs at

2 months post-surgery was compared with the radiograph from the

last follow-up visit at least 12 months after loading. Each bone

remodelling is qualified as gain, loss or stability.

For soft tissue analysis, intraoral photographs were used to compare

the vertical position of the gingival margin level before extraction and

at least 12 months post-surgery. Each rehabilitation was scored as

gain, recession or stability.

In addition, the soft tissue was analysed by the 5-criteria Pink Esthetic

Score (PES). The score obtained at 2 months post-surgery is compared

with the score obtained at the last follow-up visit at least 12 months

later.

Results: Changes in peri-implant bone level showed vertical bone gain

or stability in 80.6% of cases. Gingival margin level assessment

showed in 80% of cases a vertical gain or recession stability.

Scores obtained in the PES measurements increased in a statistically

highly significant manner (p < 0.001) from 5.17 to 6.08.

Conclusions: The protocol assessed provides a real clinical benefit to

hard and soft tissue stability for at least 12 months.

PR267: The evaluation of bone regeneration following
socket preservation with concentrated growth factor
(CGF) and poly lactic-co-glycolic acid (PLGA) scaffold
in rabbits

N.Z. Mohd Noh1,2, N.A.H. Mohamed3,4, E. Noor2

1Department of Restorative Dentistry, Kulliyyah of Dentistry,

International Islamic University Malaysia, Kuantan, Pahang, Malaysia,
2Centre of Periodontology Studies, Faculty of Dentistry, Universiti

Teknologi MARA, Sungai Buloh, Selangor, Malaysia, 3Centre of

Postgraduate Studies, Faculty of Dentistry, Universiti Teknologi MARA,

Sungai Buloh, Selangor, Malaysia, 4Centre of Preclinical Studies, Faculty

of Dentistry, Universiti Teknologi MARA, Sungai Buloh, Selangor,

Malaysia

Background and Aim: The role of poly lactic-co-glycolic acid (PLGA)

as a substitute for grafting material with concentrated growth factor

(CGF) in bone regeneration remains unclear. The aims of this study

were, (1) to evaluate the influence of CGF + PLGA on the prolifera-

tion of human osteoblast (HOB) cells and bone formation in the

extraction socket and, (2) to evaluate the expression of alkaline phos-

phatase (ALP) following the procedure.

Methods: PLGA microspheres were fabricated and examined under a

scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Blood was collected from the

rabbits and centrifuged for CGF. In vitro study involving HOB cells

and in vivo study involving extraction sockets in New Zealand white

rabbits were treated with CGF, PLGA or CGF + PLGA. MTS assay

was used to evaluate cellular proliferation and extraction sockets were
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observed with microscopic computed tomography. Serum ALP was

measured by ELISA. The time and treatment effects were analyzed by

repeated-measures ANOVA with significant effects when the p-value

was less than 0.05.

Results: Based on the SEM image, spherical shapes of PLGA particles

ranging from 53.709 μm to 120.375 μm with a pore size of 40 μm

were observed. Overall, CGF + PLGA groups presented the greatest

mean HOB cells proliferation, radiographic bone regeneration out-

comes and ALP expression. Time effect comparison showed a signifi-

cant difference in HOB cells treated with CGF from 24 to 72 h while

CGF + PLGA groups showed a significant difference in radiographic

outcomes from 4 to 8 weeks and ALP expression from baseline to

4 and 8 weeks. Treatment comparison showed a significant difference

between control and PLGA on osteoblast proliferation. Meanwhile,

CGF + PLGA groups showed a significant difference in radiographic

outcomes and ALP expression.

Conclusions: CGF + PLGA provided the best outcomes and both CGF

and PLGA have the potential in promoting bone regeneration for

human clinical application.

PR268: RCT preliminary data on vertical bone gain,
bone density, pseudo-periosteum and implant stability
after vertical ridge augmentation

B. Longhi1, U. Gibello1, S. Bettini2, G. Corinaldesi3, A. Cucchi4

1Oral Surgery, C.I.R. Dental School, Torino, Italy, 2Maxillofacial Surgery

and Odontostomatology Unit, Implant Center for Edentulism and

Jawbone Atrophies, University of Milan, Milano, Italy, 3Department of

Biomedical and Neuromotor Sciences (DIBINEM), University of Bologna,

Bologna, Italy, 4Private Practice, Bologna, Italy

Background and Aim: Titanium-reinforced PTFE meshes and custom-

made titanium meshes represent the most innovative devices in the

field of vertical ridge augmentation (VRA).

The aim of this randomized controlled trial (RCT) was to compare VRA

performed with those devices in terms of pseudo-periosteum, bone

density, vertical bone gain, implant stability.

Methods: Patients randomly assigned to the study group were 37:

21 received customized titanium mesh (test group), 16 received

titanium-reinforced PTFE mesh (control group). During bone augmen-

tation (T0), region of interest, periosteum type, vertical bone defect

(VBD), planned bone volume (PBV) were collected. After 6 months

(T1 – implant placement), digital planning and computer-assisted

implant surgery were performed; devices were removed, bone density

(soft, medium, hard), pseudo-periosteum type (1, 2, 3) and implant sta-

bility were recorded; vertical bone gain (VBG) was measured

on CBCT.

Results: Nowadays, 19 out of 37 patients healed uneventfully and

received 47 implants, while 3 were excluded because of healing com-

plications. Control group included 11 patients receiving 25 implants,

test group had 8 patients with 22 implants. During T0 (n = 37), mean

PBV was 1.5 cc in control group and 1.2 mm in test group, VBD was

6.5 mm and 6.0 mm, respectively. During T1 (n = 19), total VBG was

5.7 mm, with a mean value of 6.1 mm in control group and 5.3 mm in

test group; bone density was similar in the two groups (hard: 3 vs. 2;

medium: 5 vs. 4; soft: 3 vs. 2), pseudo-periosteum was slightly better

in control group (type 1: 7 vs. 3; type 2: 5 vs. 4; type 3: none vs. 1).

Implants with torque >35 Ncm were 77.8% in control group and

30.0% in test group. 1 out 47 implants failed osseointegration (control

group).

Conclusions: Preliminary results of this RCT showed that VRA using

both devices is a reliable and predictable solution for bone

augmentation.

PR269: Comparative three-dimensional radiographic
assessment of horizontal alveolar ridge augmentation
with full- or split thickness flap design – Preliminary
report of an ongoing study

B. Molnar1, K. Somodi1, F. Bartha1, C. Pinter2, P. Windisch1,

D. Palkovics1

1Department of Periodontology, Semmelweis University, Budapest,

Hungary, 2EBATINCA, Las Palmas, Spain

Background and Aim: Full thickness flap approach described by Tinti

et al. in 1996 is considered the gold standard for guided bone regen-

eration (GBR). For proper flap advancement, authors utilized vertical-

and periosteal releasing incisions. To minimize vascular damage and to

allow for optimal postoperative blood supply Windisch et al.in 2017

suggested the application of split thickness flap design without releas-

ing incisions. To evaluate radiogaphic outcomes of alveolar ridge aug-

mentation procedures majority of articles report linear radiographic

measurements at the greatest extent. However, 3D evaluation pro-

vides better understanding of postoperative hard tissue alterations

and is a more objective evaluation method. Our aim was to perform a

comparative analysis of volumetric and 3D morphological alterations

following horizontal GBR utilizing full- or split thickness flaps.

Methods: Twelve patients (test: 6 split thickness, control: 6 full thick-

ness) were enrolled in an ongoing prospective randomized controlled

clinical trial. Pre- and 6 months postoperative ConeBeam Computed

Tomography scans were analyzed in an open-source image processing

software (3D Slicer). Virtual 3D models were acquired with semi-

automatic image segmentation utilizing sequence of delineation, mor-

phological contour interpolation and surface smoothing. Subse-

quently, spatial registration and subtraction of pre- and postoperative

3D models was performed to visualize hard tissue alterations and to

calculate newly formed hard tissue volume.

Results: Volumetric hard tissue gain averaged 0.69cm3 ± 0.44 cm3

and 0.72cm3 ± 0.27 cm3 in test and control, respectively. Slight crestal

hard tissue resorption was detected lingually averaging

0.18cm3 ± 0.12 mm3 and 0.19cm3 ± 0.10 cm3 in both test and

control.

Conclusions: The applied comparative 3D radiographic evaluation

showed no significant differences in newly formed hard tissue volume
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between groups. Both treatment modalities yielded favorable out-

comes allowing for implant placement.

The study was supported by the Ministry of Innovation and Technol-

ogy, the Hungarian National Research, Development and Innovation

Office – NKFIH; FK_OTKA 2020 135348

PR270: Simvastatin concentration embedded into
poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid)-based scaffolds on
promoting bone formation in critical in vivo bone
defects: A systematic review

E. Blasi Magini1, L. de Oliveira Matos1, R. Borges Curtarelli1,

M.B. Sordi1, G.L. Magrin1, C. Carlos Flores-Mir2, A.C. Cabral da Cruz1

1Center for Education and Research on Dental Implants, Federal

University of Santa Catarina, Florian�opolis, Brazil, 2Department of

Dentistry, University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada

Background and Aim: Statins have been used clinically to reduce cho-

lesterol synthesis. Besides their lipid-lowering properties, previous

preclinical studies have shown that some statins stimulate bone for-

mation, with promising results focused on simvastatin (SIM). However,

the SIM concentration required to promote bone formation through

local delivery systems is not completely clear. The application of

three-dimensional scaffolds is the most widely used method of drug

delivery for bone regeneration. Thus, this systematic review aimed to

analyze the SIM doses embedded into poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid)

(PLGA)-based scaffolds to promote bone formation in critical bone

defects in preclinical studies.

Methods: References were selected in a two-phase process. Elec-

tronic databases (Embase, Literature of Latin American and Caribbean

Health Sciences, LIVIVO, PubMed, SCOPUS, The Cochrane Library,

and Web of Science) and grey literature databases (Google Scholar,

Open Grey, and ProQuest) were searched up to April 2021. The risk

of bias in individual studies was assessed through SYRCLE tool. Seven

studies were included evaluating rat, rabbit and mouse models.

Results: SIM loaded into PLGA-based scaffolds promoted the highest

bone formation in critical bone defects in six preclinical studies. The

SIM dose ranged from 8 to 200 μg/scaffold. In one study, the SIM

loaded into the scaffolds did not lead to bone neoformation.A meta-

analysis was not possible due to the heterogeneity among the studies.

The risk of bias was considered low for most items evaluated in the

included studies.

Conclusions: The SIM concentration embedded into PLGA-based

scaffolds required to promote bone formation ranged from 8 to

50 μg/scaffold for rat and mouse model and 100 μg/scaffold for rab-

bit model bone defects.

PR271: Late sinus membrane perforation during
transcrestal sinus floor elevation

D.V. Blase1, R.G. Dricot2, J.F. Lasserre3, S. Toma3,4

1Periodontology, CEPOC SRL, Jumet, Belgium, 2Messidor Dental and

Implant Center, Brussels, Belgium, 3Periodontology, Université catholique

de Louvain, Brusseles, Belgium, 4Pole of Morphology, Université

catholique de Louvain, Institut de Recherche Expérimentale et Clinique,

Brussels, Belgium

Background and Aim: Cadaveric endoscopic study showed that the

majority of Schneidarian membrane perforations using hydroxylapa-

tite granules in transcrestal sinus floor elevation are late perforations

that occurred not during osteotomy (4%) but during bone grafting

(12%) or implant placement (24%). The aim of this retrospective study

was to evaluate sinus membrane perforation that could occur with

the use of nanohydroxylapatite paste combined with an hydraulic

device.

Methods: Transcrestal 1-step procedure with simultaneous implant

placement was accomplished using an hydraulic device (Sinusjet®).

The drill creates the osteotomy and begins to unstick the sinus mem-

brane thanks to its inner irrigation system. The nanocrystalline

hydroxylapatite paste (Osslift) used as augmentation material contrib-

utes to further membrane unsticking and elevation from sinus floor.

CBCTs were done before surgery, just after surgery and 9 months

later. Sinus membrane perforation during osteotomy was assessed by

direct visualisation through the osteotomy and Vasalva test. Late

membrane perforation was assessed by post-operative CBCT. Implant

survival rate, sinus membrane perforation, post-operative complica-

tions were analysed retrospectively.

Results: 105 sinus floor elevation (mean elevation of 8.1 ± 2.5 mm)

were performed in 90 patients with simultaneous placement of

120 implants with a mean follow-up of 2 years. One sinus membrane

perforation (1%) occurred during the osteotomy. Two late membrane

perforations (2%) were registered without post-operative complica-

tions. Those late perforations did not compromise the graft nor the

implant survival. Implant survival rate was 99.2%. The only early

implant lost (n = 1/120) occurred in a procedure without membrane

perforation.

Conclusions: Combination of an hydraulic device and

nanohydroxylapatite paste induced low membrane perforation rate.

Membrane perforation was twice more frequent during bone grafting

or implant placement than during osteotomy, without any conse-

quence. The procedure appears safe and predictable.

PR272: Osteoimmunology and oxidative stress: New
insights on how bone loss occurs around implants.
Scientific review

J. Choukroun1, E. Choukroun1

1SYFAC, Bone Biology, Nice, France

Background and Aim: In 2000 Arron and Choi introduced the new sci-

ence of “osteoimmunology”: there is a strong relationship between the

immune system and bone: osseointegration starts with an immune

reaction and the bone cells behavior is under the control of the
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immune system. As example, osteoclasts derived from macrophages

are considered nowadays as immune cells.

Inflammation is the immune reaction after injury. It's always beneficial

the first days, inducing angiogenesis and activation of cells repair

genes. However, if the inflammation is extended, the effect is

reversed and inflammation becomes harmful: long term release of

pro-inflammatory cytokins will lead to oxidative stress.

Methods: Oxidative stress is a situation with high level of oxidants

production (as in diabetes, smoking, allergy to penicillin, obesity,

inflammatory diseases etc.). High level of oxidants is the critical ele-

ment of the pathophysiology of bone loss: inducing osteoblast inhibi-

tion and osteoclast activation. Then, the bone remodeling fails and

followed by bone loss. The lack of antioxidants or excess of oxidants

induces immune deficiency: peri-implantitis should be considered as

an immune disease, with obvious therapeutic implications.

Results: This presentation will introduce the science of

osteoimmunology and the negative impact of the oxidative stress on

the bone remodeling. There are many situations behind oxidative

stress: pressure on bone, soft tissue tension, inflammatory diseases

and biologic disorders as hypercholesterolemia and vit. D deficiency.

It'll highlight how the inflammatory periodontium will induce the

resorption of the underlying bone and propose simple ways to reduce

the oxidative stress and reinforcement of the patient immune system.

Conclusions: Ref. Elisa Choukroun et al. Oxidative Stress and

Osteoimmunology: The two Missing Pieces of the Oral

Osseointegration Puzzle. Immunology Research And Therapy Journal.

2021; 3(1):119.

PR273: Post-extraction ridge preservation using dense
PTFE membranes: A systematic review and meta-
analysis

V.P Koidou1,2, G. Chatzopoulos1, M. Sonnenberger3, D. Johnson1,

H. Chu3, L. Wolff1

1Department of Developmental and Surgical Sciences, University of

Minnesota, Minneapolis, USA, 2Centre for Oral Clinical Research, Queen

Mary University of London, London, UK, 3Division of Biostatistics,

University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, USA

Background and Aim: Dense PTFE membranes, which have been used

in alveolar ridge preservation, may help reduce the risk of bacterial

contamination and infection maintaining the soft tissue anatomy. The

aim of this study was to assess the efficacy of alveolar ridge preserva-

tion procedures with the use of dPTFE membranes, when used alone

or in combination with bone grafting materials, in post-extraction

sites.

Methods: An electronic search up to February 2021 was conducted

using PubMed, Embase, and the Cochrane Central Register of Con-

trolled Trials to detect studies using dPTFE membranes in post-

extraction sites. An additional manual search was performed in rele-

vant journals. Clinical and radiographic dimensional changes of the

alveolar ridge, histomorphometric, micro-CT, implant-related findings

and rate of complications were recorded. One-dimensional meta-

analysis was performed to calculate the overall means and 95% confi-

dence intervals.

Results: Twenty-three studies, 14 randomized controlled trials, four

retrospective cohort studies, three case series and two prospective

non-randomized clinical trials, met the inclusion criteria. Five studies

were included in the quantitative analysis. The meta-analysis revealed

that the use of dPTFE membranes resulted in a statistically significant

(p = 0.04) increase of clinical keratinized tissue of 3.49 mm (95% CI:

0.16, 6.83) when compared to extraction only. Meta-regression

showed a non significant (p = 0.082) difference of 1.10 mm (95% CI:

�0.14, 2.35) in the radiographic horizontal measurements between

dPTFE + allograft and extraction only. The meta-analysis of the radio-

graphic vertical dimensional change revealed a statistically (p < 0.001)

significant difference of 1.06 mm (95% CI: 0.51, 1.62) between dPTFE

+ allograft and extraction only.

Conclusions: The use of dPTFE membranes is a viable option for prep-

aration of implant placement and demonstrated superiority to extrac-

tion alone for keratinized tissue width and radiographic vertical

bone loss.

PR274: Influence of different stabilization measures
on graft stability in GBR procedures – A pre-clinical
study

K. Fischer1, P. Schmidlin1

1Division for Periodontology & Peri-Implant Diseases, Zurich University,

Zurich, Switzerland

Background and Aim: Space maintenance and graft stability are of

utmost importance during guided bone regeneration (GBR).

Reinforced membranes or block grafts might improve graft stability,

however, represent more technique sensitive approaches with higher

rates of flap dehiscence. Hence, GRB with collagen membranes/

particulate bone substitutes is most common in daily practice. Failed

bone augmentation procedures especially with simultaneous implant

placement might lead to incomplete defect regeneration with loose

grafting material or implant thread exposure and, finally, to potentially

higher susceptibility for peri-implantitis development. To analyze and

compare different biomaterial/graft-stabilization techniques with

respect to volume maintenance after wound closure.

Methods: Three different graft stabilization techniques will be evalu-

ated for volume stability during guided bone regeneration (GBR) tech-

niques in a one-wall defect in vitro. Therefore, standardized bone

defects will be created in edentulous areas in freshly slaughtered pig

mandibles (n = 10 per defect configuration). After insertion of an

implant with a 5 mm dehiscence defect, the following treatment

groups will be randomly applied one after the other:

a. GBR (with pericardium membrane, particulated xenograft)

plus pins;

b. GBR plus stabilizing periostal sutures;
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c. GBR plus tenting/umbrella screws.

Cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) scans will be performed

before and after wound closure, and the horizontal bone dimensions

will be analyzed for stability at 0–5 mm apical to the implant shoulder.

In addition, different bone substitute materials will be assessed

(sticky/moldable vs. loose).

Primary outcome: Volume stability in relation to the applied mem-

brane/graft-stabilization technique.

Secondary outcomes: Volume stability in relation to the bone substi-

tute material.

Results: n.a. (ongoing).

Conclusions: n.a.

PR275: Bone defect volumetric and surface
registration: A methodological approach for bone
regeneration preclinical studies

B. De Carvalho1, E. Rompen1,2, G. Lecloux1, F. Lambert1

1Department of Periodontology, Oral and Implant Surgery, University of

Liège, Liège, Belgium, 2Wishbone SA, Liège, Belgium

Background and Aim: The aim of this study was to describe a

method to precisely guide the histological sectioning in regenerated

critical bone defects using a per-operative intra-oral scan (IOS). The

ultimate objective is to improve the histomorphometry data analy-

sis in preclinical studies based on volumetric and surface registra-

tion. This methodology was applied in mandibular critical bone

defects used as a regenerative model for a lateral augmentation

procedure.

Methods: Four pre-molars were extracted in each hemi-mandible of

24 dogs. After extraction, the initial bone volume of the edentulous

crest was recorded with IOS. Afterwards, two critical size bone

defects (10 � 8 mm) were made and a second IOS was performed.

The two stl files from the IOS were superimposed allowing the calcu-

lation of the defect total volume and the linear distance from the bone

defect to the initial crest profile. Bone augmentation procedures using

a test and a control biomaterials were performed and the remaining

defects were considered as negative controls. Micro-CT and non-

decalcified histology were performed at three different time points

for qualitative and quantitative analysis.

Results: The present method allowed to determine the initial volume

of the alveolar crest as well as the defect dimensions. Additionally, in

the absence of a reference point, standardized location for histological

sections could be accurately allocated. Finally, potential overfilling or

collapsing compared to the original crestal dimension could be

evaluated.

Conclusions: The described research methodology using digital tools/

workflow seems to improve the accuracy of the histology sectioning

and data analyses in bone defect based pre-clinical studies. It may be

an added value in evaluating the biological performance of regenera-

tive procedures.

IMPLANT THERAPY - SURGICAL AND RESTORATIVE PROTOCOLS

PR276: Comparison of clinical outcomes of immediate
versus delayed placement of dental implants. A
systematic review and meta-analysis

R. Garcia Sanchez1, J. Dopico2, Z. Kalemaj3, J. Buti4, G. Pardo

Zamora5, N. Mardas6

1Periodontics, Guys' Hospital/King's College London, London, UK,
2Universidad de Santiago, Periodontics, Santiago de Compostela, Spain,
3Private Practice, Milano, Italy, 4Eastman Dental Institute, UCL, London,

UK, 5Universidad Murcia, Periodontics, Murcia, Spain, 6Periodontics,

Queen Mary University London, London, UK

Background and Aim: Two focused questions were addressed.

Focused question 1 (Q1) Are there any differences between immedi-

ate and delayed placement in terms of (i) survival rate (ii) success rate

(iii) radiographic marginal bone levels (iv) height/(v) thickness of buccal

wall, (vi) peri-implant mucosal margin position (vii) aaesthetics out-

comes and (viii) patient reported outcomes?. Focused question

2 (Q2) What is the estimated effect size of immediate implant place-

ment for all parameters included in Q1?

Methods: An electronic search (MEDLINE, EMBASE, The Cochrane

Central Register of Controlled Trials and OpenGray) and hand-search

was conducted up to November 2019. Randomised controlled trials

(RCT) with delayed implant placement as controls were eligible in the

analysis for Q1. Immediate dental implant arms RCTs, controlled clini-

cal trials (CCTs) and prospective case series of immediate implant

placement were eligible in the analysis for Q2.

Results: Six papers (RCTs) were included in the analysis for Q1 and

53 papers (22 RCTs, 11 CCTs and 20 case series) for Q2. Q1: Meta-

analyses did not show any significant difference in implant survival,

but it did for bone levels and PES scores at 1-year-post loading,

favouring the immediate group. Q2: Meta-analyses showed that

immediate implants had a high survival rate (97%) and presented

high PES scores (range 10.36–11.25). Information regarding marginal

bone loss and gingival/papillary recession varied among all included

studies.

Conclusions: Similar survival rate was found between immediate and

delayed implants. Immediate implants presented threefold early

complications and twofold delayed complications. Success criteria

should be reported more consistently, and the incidence/type of

complications associated with immediate implants should be further

explored.

PR277: Tilted implants and bone augmentation for
full-arch rehabilitation in completely edentulous
maxilla of periodontal patients with 5-year follow
up. A retrospective cohort study

G. Slutzkey1, A. Rahmanov2, I. Beitlitum1, R. Kolerman1
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1Periodontology and Oral Implantology, Tel Aviv University, Goldschleger

School of Dental Medicine, Tel Aviv, Israel, 2Oral Rehabilitation, Tel Aviv

University, Goldschleger School of Dental Medicine, Tel Aviv, Israel

Background and Aim: The purpose of this retrospective study was to

evaluate survival and success rates and marginal bone loss (MBL) of

immediate implants restored with immediate full maxillary fixed resto-

rations in severe generalized periodontitis patients with 5 years

follow up.

Methods: From 2005 to 2012, 84 immediate axial implants and

46 tilted implants were placed in 23 (12 females and 11 males)

patients. This was combined with ridge augmentation using an allo-

graft and a native collagen membrane. The provisional fixed dental

prostheses were temporarily cemented on the implants within 72 h

after surgery. All patients were followed for a period of 60 months.

Results: The 5-year survival rate was 99.2%, and the success rate was

94.62%. The prosthetic survival rate was 100%. No difference in mar-

ginal bone loss (MBL) was found between implants with an angle of

<15� or ≥15� (axial and tilted). Implant position, smoking status,

keratinized mucosal width (KMW) and the presence or absence of a

cantilever did not affect marginal bone loss. (p < 0.05).

Conclusions: Based on the favorable outcomes of this study, place-

ment of tilted implants as part of an all-on-4 to all-on-6 protocol for

immediate fixed maxillary rehabilitation should be considered in

patients with severe generalized periodontitis.

PR278: The impact of thread length on implant
stability

V.R. Rodrigues1, P. Otão1, M. Amorim2, H. Rebelo1, P. Mascarenhas1,

S. Noronha1

1Faculty of Dental Medicine, Periodontology, Lisboa, Portugal, 2Faculty of

Dental Medicine, Orthodontics, Lisboa, Portugal

Background and Aim: Some studies show that different types of

threads in tapered implants result in differences in primary stability.

The aim of this study is to perform a prospective, controlled, random-

ized clinical trial comparing primary and secondary stability between

long and standard thread implants for the treatment of partial edentu-

lous patients.

Methods: The study sample consists of 23 maxillary partial edentu-

lous patients, in whom 32 implants were placed, with threads of

0.7 mm or 0.3 mm in the premolar and molar location. The compari-

son, in terms of the implant primary and secondary stability, was made

by measuring the ISQ value (implant stability quotient), in four loca-

tions (buccal, palatal, mesial and distal). Statistical analysis was per-

formed using the independent T-Test and the Mann–Whitney U test.

Results: On the day of the implant placement, the 0.7 mm thread

implants presented greater primary stability in buccal, palatal, mesial

and distal compared to implants with 0.3 mm threads. The difference

was statistically significant (p = 0.013). After 3 months, there were no

differences between both groups (p = 0.528) (secondary stability).

Conclusions: Despite the limitations of the study, it is possible to ver-

ify that the implants with longer threads exhibit greater primary stabil-

ity on the day of placement.

PR279: Does the transmucosal abutment material
influence the gingival index?

K. Kuhn1, H. Rudolph1, S.M. Blender1, R.G. Luthardt1

1Department of Prosthetic Dentistry, Ulm University/Center of Dentistry,

Ulm, Germany

Background and Aim: Peri-implant mucositis shows a high prevalence

and its genesis is still being researched. Next to well-known reasons

such as poor oral hygiene, the material of the transmucosal abutment

might also act as an influencing factor. The aim of this RCT was to

investigate the potential impact of this factor on the peri-implant

mucosal health.

Methods: We recruited 21 patients who had received a bone-level

implant (SLActive, RC/Straumann/Switzerland) with both adjacent

teeth in situ. Each patient received three abutments in a randomized

sequence (cross-over design), each for 4 weeks. They were made of

titanium (T) (Zenotec Ti/Wieland/Germany), lithium disilicate ceramic

(L) (IPS e.max Press/Ivoclar Vivadent/Liechtenstein) and zirconia

(Z) (Zenostar MO/Wieland/Germany). The Ra value was below 0.2 μm

to minimize plaque accumulation. Next to crevicular fluid and mucosal

biopsy sampling, we measured clinical outcomes. The gingival index

(GI) was recorded at the implant and the distal adjacent tooth

(DT) after three (3w) and 4 weeks (4w).

Results: The means of the GI of the DT, which acted as a control not

influenced by the materials, showed comparably low values (3w:

T:0.1/L:0.4/Z:0.2; 4w: T:0.2/L:0.3/Z:0.2) with narrow 95% Confi-

dence Intervals (CI). The means of the GI for the implant (3w: T:0.4/

L:0.7/Z:0.5; 4w: T:0.3/L:0.4/Z:0.5) were consistently slightly higher

and the CI were slightly broader. However, the means and the upper

limits of the CI were still below 1. The differences of the GI (implant)

between the materials are of such low extent, that they have to be

considered clinically irrelevant.

Conclusions: We minimized the impact of the confounder “plaque” by
a low Ra value and a strict oral hygiene regime. The cross-over design

enhanced the results' robustness, as data of each patient were

included in every material group. The material did not affect the GI to

a clinically relevant extent after a wearing period of few weeks.

PR280: Immediate implantation, guided bone
regeneration and immediate provisionalization of
maxillary anterior single-tooth implants: A cohort
follow-up study - PROM's aspect

M. Fillion1, L. Rocher2

1Dom Implant Formation, Clermont-Ferrand, France, 2SCM Beausoleil,

Varennes-Sur-Allier, France
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Background and Aim: The aim of this cohort study was to assess the

impact on Oral Health Related Quality of Life (OHRQoL) through a

protocol of immediate provisionalization in the aesthetic area.

Methods: 37 patients (28 women and 9 men) were included in the

study. Each included one-stage immediate rehabilitations were in

between position 13–23. Surgery required immediate implantation,

buccal guided bone regeneration and immediate provisionalization.

The surgical protocol consisted in following steps: anaesthesia, selec-

tion of the provisional tooth, incisions and full thickness flap, tooth

removal, drilling protocol, implant placement, relining, polishing and

tighten the screw of the immediate provisionalization; buccal guided

bone regeneration, sutures with a 6:0 size monofilament.

To assess the OHRQoL impact, the GOHAI questionnaire was used.

Questionnaires were given to the patient before the surgical time, and

at the last follow-up appointment at least 12 months after loading and

ceramic rehabilitation. Regarding the GOHAI Add score, patients were

rated into three groups: bad, medium or good OHRQoL.

Results: Outcomes showed a highly statistically significant increase in

the score from 48 to 55 which correspond to a poor to a medium

OHRQoL improvement (p < 0.001).

The study highlighted a greater result for woman (47 to 55) than men

(51 to 54) (p < 0.01).

At baseline, 70.4% of the initial questionnaires showed a poor

OHRQoL compared to only 16.7% at the last follow-up visit.

Conclusions: Patient Reported Outcome Measures (PROM's) are posi-

tively affected by this immediate provisionalization protocol. Further-

more, functional, psycho-social and pain and discomfort parameters

are improved.

PR281: Efficiency of biofilm removal on dental
titanium implants after combined treatment with
water jet and cold plasma - an in vitro study

R. Matthes1, L. Jablonowski1, V. Pitchika1, B. Holtfreter1,

C. Eberhard2, L. Seifert2, T. Gerling3, R. Schlüter4, T. Kocher1

1University Medicine Greifswald, Germany/Department of Restorative

Dentistry, Periodontology, Endodontology, Preventive Dentistry and

Pedodontics, Dental School, Greifswald, Germany, 2Sirona Dental

Systems GmbH, Bensheim, Germany, Bensheim, Germany, 3Leibniz-

Institute for Plasma Science and Technology e.V. (INP)/ZIK Plasmatis,

Greifswald, Germany, 4University of Greifswald/Imaging Center of the

Department of Biology, Greifswald, Germany

Background and Aim: An Effective implant debridement is difficult

during peri-implantitis therapy because the accessibility with instru-

ments is often clearly impeded. The implant geometry is complex and

has a rough surface that enables niches for microorganisms, which

can hide and survive in implant microstructures. A water jet system

was modified, and a cold atmospheric pressure plasma device (CAP)

was developed to remove and to inactivate microbial biofilms on

implants for use in oral cavity. We compared the efficiency of a single

treatment with a water jet (WJ) or gaze (G) without or with adjunctive

use of CAP (WJ + CAP, G + CAP) to remove biofilm on implants in an

in vitro model with restricted treatment access.

Methods: Cultured seven-day-old biofilms were removed from rough

titanium implants with G, WJ, WJ + CAP or G + CAP. Treatment effi-

cacy was evaluated by colony density of adhesive microorganisms on

agar plates. Scanning electron microscopy images were taken to get

impressions of the treated implant surfaces.

Results: The mechanical plaque removal with WJ + CAP attained a

partly seemingly sterile specimen. A significant advantage of the com-

bination with CAP was detectable for WJ compared to G or G + CAP,

but not in comparison to WJ. All treatments were significantly differ-

ent to the negative control, exception WJ.

Conclusions: WJ treatment in combination with CAP has the potential

to remove biofilm and to disinfect the surface from rough titanium

implant surfaces, sterile surfaces might be possible. That effect was

superior compared to G or G + CAP group. The single WJ treatment,

however, was insufficient to achieve completely decontaminated

implants.

PR282: Implant placement through impacted teeth:
Unconventional approach

S. Abidi1, Y. Azzouz1, S. Chbicheb2

1Faculty of Dental Medicine, Oral Surgery Department, International

University of Rabat, Rabat, Morocco, 2Faculty of Dentistry, Department

of Oral Surgery, Mohamed V University, Rabat, Morocco

Background and Aim: An unconventional protocol was published in

2009 in which implants were deliberately placed in contact with den-

tal tissues other than the bone. The primary goal was to avoid an inva-

sive surgery when an impacted tooth was found on the way of a

planned implant. The protocol violated the implicit paradigm of

osseointegration that insist on placing implants only in contact

with bone.

The aim of this poster is to highlight the doability, the risks and the

complications related to this technique.

Methods: Using “PubMed” and “GOOGLESCHOLAR” data base, a

rigorous bibliographic research has been conducted with no restric-

tions on language or year of publication. The key words used are:

osteointegration-impacted tooth- dental implant-interface. Based on

the results, 15 articles were selected.

Results: No postoperative pain was recorded, and the postoperative

healing was considered generally uneventful. Many results show Clini-

cal stability at the end of the 3- to 6-month integration period.

Thus, five new interfaces are created when implants are brought in

contact with an impacted tooth; they are:

• the implant-periodontal ligament (PDL) interface;

• the implant-cement interface;

• the implant-dentine interface;

• the implant-pulp interface;

• the implant-enamel interface.
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Conclusions: The insertion of implants through impacted teeth and

the creation of interfaces other than the implant-bone interface

resulted in the healing of hard tissue and did not endanger the implant

stability.

PR283: Single-tooth implants in the aesthetic zone:
15-year results of immediate vs. delayed placement

G. Mailath-Pokorny Jr.1, L. Fürhauser2, W. Millesi1, S. Pohl1,

B. Pommer3, N. Fürhauser2

1Surgical Department, Academy for Oral Implantology, Vienna, Austria,
2Prosthetic Department, Academy for Oral Implantology, Vienna, Austria,
3Research Department, Academy for Oral Implantology, Vienna, Austria

Background and Aim: Single-tooth implant placement represents a

well-established therapy in the rehabilitation of tooth loss in the ante-

rior maxilla. Immediate implants have gained popularity due to the

possibility of fixed immediate provisionalization and reduction of sur-

gical interventions, however, outcomes have rarely been compared to

the delayed approach in the long term. The aim of the present retro-

spective clinical study was to investigate the 15-year results of imme-

diate vs. delayed single- tooth implants in the aesthetic zone.

Methods: A total of 841 single-tooth implants were placed in the

anterior maxillae of 749 patients (mean age: 49 ± 17 years, range: 18–

85 years) of which 431 were placed immediately after tooth extrac-

tion and 410 were inserted in healed alveolar bone. Kaplan–Meier

survival estimates and peri-implant marginal bone loss was analyzed

after a follow-up of 15 years.

Results: Immediate implants showed an early failure rate of 6% com-

pared to 2% after delayed placement (p < 0.001). Late failures

occurred in 2% in both groups and peri-implant marginal bone loss did

not differ in the long-term as well (immediate implants: 1.1 ± 2.0 mm

mesial and 1.0 ± 1.5 mm distal, delayed implants: 1.3 ± 1.8 mm mesial

and 1.2 ± 1.3 mm distal, p = 0.329).

Conclusions: While no difference in peri-implant marginal bone levels

could be observed between the two groups, immediate single-tooth

implants in the aesthetic zone showed a significantly lower 15-year

success rate (92%) compared to delayed implant placement (96%) due

to a 3-fold increased risk of early failure. Immediate implant place-

ment, on the other hand, is the more time-efficient therapeutic

approach and may lead to better aesthetic results.

PR284: 10-year results after immediate provisional
implant restoration in partially edentulous patients

L. Fürhauser1, W. Millesi2, N. Fürhauser1, R. Fürhauser1, B. Pommer3,

G. Mailath-Pokorny2

1Prosthetic Department, Academy for Oral Implantology, Vienna, Austria,
2Surgical Department, Academy for Oral Implantology, Vienna, Austria,
3Research Department, Academy for Oral Implantology, Vienna, Austria

Background and Aim: Fixed provisional implant bridges carry the

inherent advantage of avoidance of removable dentures during the

period of osseointegration, however, the risk of implant failure may

increase in cases of unfavourable biomechanics. The aim of the pre-

sent study was to investigate the influence of bridge-related biome-

chanical factors on the failure rate of implants subjected to immediate

loading in partial edentulism.

Methods: Provisional glass fibre-reinforced acrylic bridges in 490 par-

tially edentulous patients supported by 2–6 splinted implants were

evaluated (1206 implants in total). The distribution of immediate

vs. delayed implants, bridge insertion torque (mean primary stability),

number of implants splinted as well as mean implant surface per

crown, smoking and history of periodontitis were analyzed.

Results: 10-year implant survival was 96.8% and failures during provi-

sional loading were more frequent (2.4%) than late failures (0.8%). A

higher rate of complications was observed when more than two thirds

of implants were placed immediately after tooth extraction (7%).

Bridge insertion torques lower than 25 Ncm were associated with sig-

nificantly reduced success of 75% (p = 0.026), however, occurred in

only 3% of patients. When more than twice as much crowns than

implants were attached, failures rose to 9%. Cases of mean implant

surface per crown lower than 320 mm2 demonstrated a 2.5-fold

higher failure rate (p = 0.037).

Conclusions: Provisional implant bridges in partial edentulism show a

high success rate after 10 years and may benefit from the following

restrictions: (1) less than two thirds of immediate implants, (2) bridge

insertion torques of at least 25 Ncm, (3) no more than twice as much

crowns than implants, and (4) at least 320 mm2 mean implant surface

per crown.

PR285: Does bone grafting in the buccal gap effects
the outcome of immediate implants in the anterior
maxilla? A systematic review and meta-analysis

S. Habib1, K. Zafar2, F. Raza Khan1

1Section of Dentistry, Department of Surgery, Aga Khan University

Hospital, Pakistan, Karachi, Pakistan, 2Aga Khan University Secondary

Hospital, Karachi, Pakistan

Background and Aim: Dental implant placement in the anterior max-

illa is challenging task for the clinicians as it presents its own restor-

ative and surgical difficulties. To achieve an ideal functional and

esthetic result, the clinician has to carefully address the factors such

as buccal cortical plate thickness, buccal gap, amount of soft

tissue etc.

The aim of this systematic review is to analyze the existing scientific

evidence that whether bone grafting in buccal gap effects the out-

come of immediate implants in anterior maxilla or not?

Methods: A systematic review and meta-analysis was conducted

according to the PRISMA guidelines.

The review question was formulated in accordance with PICOS

model. To answer the research question, a comprehensive literature
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search was conducted across major health sciences databases. Only

those studies were included in this review which were clinical trials or

cohort studies, reported implant placement in anterior maxilla and a

follow-up of at least 6 months. The primary outcome assessed was

the amount of radiographic bone loss. Quantitative analysis was done

using Rev Man software

Results: The literature search identified 108 studies. After screening

and removing duplicates, seven studies were included as they satisfied

our inclusion criteria. Among these, six studies were randomized clini-

cal trials and one study was a non-randomized clinical trial. Three

studies reported less bone resorption in grafting group as compared

to no grafting group, however, among these only one study reported

a significant result (p = 0.001). Meta-analysis was done on five studies

for the radiographic bone resorption using random-effect model. The

forest plot depicted slightly less bone resorption in grafting group but

the difference was statistically not significant.

Conclusions: Bone grafting in the buccal gap results in less bone

resorption adjacent to immediate implants in the anterior maxilla but

the difference is not statistically significant. However, a high hetero-

geneity was noted among the included studies.

PR286: Comparison of PEEK and titanium abutments
used during loading in immediate implant placement

_I. Aras Gülgönül1, N. Nizam1, B. Karaca2, A.T. Ilgenli1

1Faculty of Dentistry, Department of Periodontology, Ege University,

Izmir, Turkey, 2Faculty of Dentistry, Oral and Maxillofacial Radiology, Ege

University, Izmir, Turkey

Background and Aim: The aim of the present study was to compare

the clinical and radiographic outcomes of titanium and PEEK abut-

ments used in immediate implantation and immediate loading for sin-

gle tooth replacement in aesthetic zone.

Methods: Twenty-six patients (10 male, 16 female, age range: 18–59)

referred to the clinic complaining of excessive tooth structure loss in a

single tooth in the aesthetic zone were included in the study. All the

patients were systemically and periodontally healthy and the implant

site did not show any clinical signs of acute infection and/or tissue

loss. 26 implants, 13 PEEK (test group) and 13 titanium abutments

(control group) with chairside prepared composite crowns were ran-

domly used following immediate implant placement and immediate

non-functional loading protocol. Patients received a newly introduced

implant having aggressive threads and an external conical connection

(i-LiNQ implant, Novodent SA, Switzerland). Marginal bone level

changes, implant stability, keratinized tissue width and clinical peri-

odontal parameters were evaluated at baseline, 6 and 12 months

post-loading.

Results: Except of a crown loosening in the control group at 3rd day,

which were installed back on the same day, no other prosthetic or bio-

logical complications were seen. Keratinized tissue width was signifi-

cantly higher at 6 and 12th months compared to baseline in both

groups (p < 0.05 for both). No statistical significant difference was

seen in any other variable both between and within the groups.

Although not significantly different, the highest mean marginal bone

level change was 0.58 ± 1.12 mm (control group - 6th month distal

aspect), demonstrating minimal hard tissue response for both

interventions.

Conclusions: PEEK and titanium abutments seems to provide similar

clinical and radiographic outcomes when used for immediate implan-

tation and immediate non-functional loading single tooth replacement

cases in the aesthetic zone, at least during the short follow period of

one-year.

PR287: Screw retained versus cement retained fixed
prothesis

R. Chraibi1, H. Soualhi2

1Prosthodontics, International University of Rabat, FIMD, Rabat,

Morocco, 2Prosthodontics, University Mohamed V, FMD, Rabat, Morocco

Background and Aim: Dental implant has become a standardized

treatment, and the crown can be secured to implants with screws or

cemented to abutments however no consensus has been reached on

the crown retention system, which one is the best is it screw retained

or cement retained crown, in terms of implant survival, marginal bone

loss, soft tissue, and prosthetic complication.

We will discusses the advantages and disadvantages of each method

of retention from different aspects to determine the efficiency of

the two.

We will also show some clinical situations that prefer one method of

retention over the other.

Methods: PubMed/Medline, Embase, scopus and the Cochrane

Library database research was performed with no restriction on lan-

guage or year of publication, in accordance with the PRISMA guide-

lines. The keywords, such as “Screw retained versus Cement Retained

Fixed Implant Reconstructions,” “Cement-retained Implant” and

“Screw Retained Fixed Implant” were used.

Results: The clinical decision of which retention system suits the best

depends on several factors.

Dental implants can have complications leading to implant failure,

based on the type of restoration.

Overall, there is no significant difference between cement-retained

and screw-retained restorations.

However, screw-retained implant-supported reconstructions were

found to have less biological and technological complications, cement-

retained prothesis runs the risk of extruding the cement under the

peri-implant tissue, since the excess cement is hard to remove

completely, it can cause peri-implant diseases.

It's difficult to compare the prosthodontic outcomes between screw

retained and cement retained fixed implant prostheses.

The treatment selection must be based on the significance criteria and

the tooth condition.

Conclusions: The choice between screw-retained and cement-

retained implant prostheses is controversial among practitioners.
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There are some clinical situations in which it is better to select one

method of retention rather than the other.

PR288: Evaluation of sagittal root position (SRP) and
labial bone thickness (LBT) in anterior maxilla for
immediate implant placement: A cbct based study

S. Habib1, M. Anis Motiwala1, F. Raza Khan1, M. Humayun Afridi2

1Section of Dentistry, Department of Surgery, Aga Khan University

Hospital, Pakistan, Karachi, Pakistan, 2Department of Periodontology,

Rehman College of Dentistry, Peshawar, Pakistan

Background and Aim: Immediate implant placement in the maxillary

aesthetic zone is a highly challenging and technically demanding task.

To achieve favorable aesthetic results, proper case selection and

treatment planning is necessary. Among these factors, sagittal root

position of maxillary anterior teeth within the surrounding alveolar

bone is of paramount importance. The objective of this study was to

evaluate the sagittal root position of maxillary anterior teeth for

immediate implant placement using cone beam computed tomography

(CBCT) in a sample of Pakistani population.

Methods: A cross sectional study was done to include CBCT scans of

patients fulfilling the inclusion criteria. The SRP of each tooth (maxillary

canine to canine) was evaluated in a sagittal section of a CBCT scan.

The LBT of each tooth was measured perpendicularly to the long axis

of tooth at three sites that is P1, P2 and P3. Descriptive statistics were

reported for both SRP and LBT. Chi square test was employed to assess

any association of SRP with tooth type, age and gender.

Results: Class I SRP was the most prevalent n = 196/240 (81.6%).

Class III was the least frequent SRP n = 1/240 (0.4%). The association

between tooth type and SRP was statistically non-significant

(p = 0.51). The mean LBT for central incisor, lateral incisor and canine

ranged from 0.5 mm to 0.8 mm.

Conclusions: The most frequent type of SRP of maxillary anterior

teeth in a sample of Pakistani population is Class I which is most

favorable for immediate implant placement. Furthermore, LBT of max-

illary aesthetic zone is mostly thin i.e. within the range of 0.5–0.8 mm.

PR289: Guided implant surgery with orthodontic
miniscrews for edentulous patients: A novel approach

E. Aksoy1, K. Aksoy1

1Private Practice, Izmir, Turkey

Background and Aim: Placing an accurate implant in the bone is point

of success for the implant treatment. Digitally and prosthetic-driven

implant planning with fully guided implant surgery can offer successful

and accurate cases. Matching cone-beam computed tomography and

intraoral scan data ideally is the critical phase for accuracy. Accuracy

of mucosa supported guides were less than teeth supported guides

due to lack of hard tissues that supports surgical guide.

Methods: A 65-year-old edentulous female patient applied to our

clinic for prosthetic reasons. Three orthodontic miniscrews was

implanted the mandible bone. Cone-beam computed-tomography

(CBCT) and intraoral scans was taken with miniscrews. Data's were

imported to the surgical planning software and surgical guide was

designed. Surgical guide was fabricated with 3D printing technology.

Surgical guide was attached to miniscrews and fixed with fixation pins.

Surgery was done with fully surgical guided protocol. Miniscrews was

taken out after control CBCT was taken.

Results: The fabricated guide was seated on the arch accurately in

relation to the orthodontic miniscrews, and guide was fixed in the cor-

rect position by fixation pins. The accuracy of the system was deter-

mined with control tomography.

Conclusions: The new approach eliminates the possible error derived

from guide positioning with using a orthodontic miniscrew. Scanning

and fabricating the surgical guide without any hard reference point

doesn't fit precisely to the mucosa, the surgical guide contains signifi-

cant error because of resilliency of mucosa. The protocol of this novel

approach implemented a fixed reference points with orthodontic

miniscrews. As a result, the accuracy of system may enhanced to level

of tooth supported guides.

PR290: Immediate implant placement in sockets
exhibiting periapical pathology: A systematic review

S. Jaraite1, U.M. Sakalauskaite1, L. Poskevicius2, A. Pranckeviciene1

1Department of Dental and Oral Pathology, Lithuanian University of

Health Sciences, Kaunas, Lithuania, 2Department of Oral Surgery,

Lithuanian University of Health Sciences, Kaunas, Lithuania

Background and Aim: To review and compare the outcomes of the

immediate placement of implants when used in the replacement of

teeth with and without chronic periapical pathology.

Methods: An electronic literature search was performed on the

MEDLINE and Embase databases. The review included human studies

published up to January 1, 2021, in English. Outcome measures

included clinical (clinical attachment level (CAL), keratinized mucosa

(KM)) and radiological (medial and distal bone to implant contact (BIC))

parameters.

Results: Twenty-two full text articles were reviewed, 9 of which met

the inclusion criteria and were selected for the study. In five studies a

survival rate of 100% was reported for all implants. Unfortunately, in

four studies some implants were lost not even in test group but also

in control. There was significant improvement for immediate implant

placement in sockets with periapical pathology by three studies with a

total of 85 immediate implants mainly in buccal and lingual clinical

attachment level. There was no significant heterogeneity among stud-

ies for bCAL (Q = 13,439, degrees of freedom [df] = 2, p = 0.5107;

standardized mean difference [SMD] = �0.374; 95% CI �0.680 to

�0.0673) and for lCAL (Q = 24,607; df = 2; p = 0.2922). The mBIC

gain difference between the groups was found to be statistically sig-

nificant, and a significant heterogeneity was found among the studies
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(Q = 82,078; df = 2; p = 0.0165; SMD =0.210; 95% CI �0.413

to 0.834).

Conclusions: This review revealed that immediate implant placement

might be successful in extraction sockets with asymptomatic apical

periodontitis. The placement of immediate implants in chronically

infected sites may not be necessarily contraindicated if appropriate

clinical procedures like antibiotic administration, meticulous cleaning,

and alveolar debridement are performed before implant surgical pro-

cedure. However, further studies with larger sample sizes and with a

longer follow-up regarding this topic are needed.

PR291: Osseodensification implant placement
technique with connective tissue graft: Soft-tissue seal
technique

D. Filtchev1, E. Ruseva2, E. Yoncheva2, M. Vicheva2, K. Kotsilkov3

1Prosthetic Dental Medicine, Medical University - Sofia, Sofia, Bulgaria,
2“The Top” Dental Center, Sofia, Bulgaria, 3Periodontology, Medical

University - Sofia, Sofia, Bulgaria

Background and Aim: Osseointegrated dental implants have been a

part of dental rehabilitation therapy for both fully and partially eden-

tulous patients due to the high success rates of up to 98%. Often-

times, the existence of bone dehiscence or fenestration necessitates

the use of bone grafting. Still, despite having a high survival rate of

99%, the success rate of bone grafts comes down to 66%. To increase

the odds of success, however, clinicians implement a number of

techniques.

Therefore, the null hypothesis is that the combined use of the

osseodensification and the soft-tissue seal technique does not have

any impact upon implant stability and soft tissue gain.

Methods: Patients in need of both singular and multiple tooth

replacements were included in the study. The implants were placed

either in extraction sockets after exodontia or in previously edentu-

lous area. Patients were treated using the novel osseodensification

and soft-tissue seal technique. Implant stability (IS) was measured

using the Osstell ISQ scale: (<60 low IS, 65–69 medium IS, >70 high

implant stability).

Implant success criteria includes osseointegration (confirmed by radio-

graphic and clinical observation), as well as healthy gingiva (confirmed

by clinical observation with measured soft tissue thickness and com-

parison of the gingival level pre- and post-implantation).

Results: Comparing the levels of soft tissue pre- and post-intervention

refuted the null hypothesis. Soft tissue gain was observed during

follow-up with highest levels of increase of thickness occurring during

the post-surgical period up to 3 months after. At later stages the tis-

sue gain slowed down until stable results were obtained.

All implants measured a high stability score on the Osstell ISQ scale

both during surgery and after the convalescence period.

Conclusions: The osseodensification with a soft-tissue seal

technique proved to ensure high levels of implant, as well as soft tis-

sue stability.

PERI-IMPLANT DISEASES - AETIOLOGY, DIAGNOSIS AND RISK

FACTORS

PR292: Immunological cell characterization of human
peri-implantitis lesions

O. Ginesin1,2, E.E Machtei1,2, H. Zigdon-Giladi1,2

1Department of Periodontology and Implant Dentistry, Rambam Health

Care Campus, Haifa, Israel, 2Technion - Israel Institute of Technology,

Haifa, Israel

Background and Aim: Peri-implantitis is characterized by inflamma-

tion of the peri-implant mucosa and loss of supporting bone. Peri-

implantitis affect �25% of the patients. Current treatments (surgical

and non-surgical) were developed to resolve inflammation and pre-

vent further bone loss. However, these therapeutic strategies showed

a limited success rate. Peri-implant bone loss occurs due to bacterial

products that elicit inflammatory immune responses. Current knowl-

edge regarding the immune cell in human peri-implantitis is based

solely on immunohistochemistry studies. This semi-quantitative tech-

nique limits the ability to perform complex analyses. Uncovering the

immune cells that play a significant role in peri-implantitis lesions will

enable better characterization of peri-implantitis and will lead to the

development of more specific and efficient therapeutic agents.

Aim – deep immune profiling of peri-implantitis in humans.

Methods: FACS analysis was used to characterize the immune pheno-

type. Fresh biopsies from human peri-implantitis tissue and adjacent

healthy tissue were minced and digest to a single-cell suspension.

Cells were incubated with anti-human antibodies in order to identify

the main immune cell types.

Results: Fourteen peri-implantitis lesions were obtained from

13 patients and analyzed. Participants' average age was 63 years,

female/male ratio was 5/8, mean PD was 8.5 ± 2.17. Implants had

been in function between 5 and 20 years. Leukocytes (CD45) consist

of 3% of the cells in the peri-implantitis biopsy. Out of the leukocytes:

PMNs (CD16) proportion was 30%, T-cells (CD3) 20% ± 5.17, B-cells

(CD20) 10% ± 3.13, Macrophages (CD68) 6% ± 1.24, while dendritic

(CD123) and NK (CD56) were found in low proportions (�1%).

According to previous studies, plasma cells are assumed to present in

a high proportion (25%–30%) but are difficult to distinguish in FACS

analysis. T-cell sub-analysis showed that CD4-positive were more

prevalent than CD8-positive (40% and 33%, respectively). Adjacent

healthy tissue samples showed scarce immune cells, therefore no fur-

ther analysis could be executed.

Conclusions: FACs analysis shed more light on the immune profile of

peri-implantitis lesions compared with previous studies.

PR293: IL-1 gene polymorphisms and peri-implantitis

J. Cardoso1, S. Noronha1, S. Noronha1, L. Proença1, A. Ribeiro1,

R. Alves1
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1Periodontology, Instituto Universitário Egas Moniz, Almada, Portugal

Background and Aim: Scientific evidence indicates that biological

complications in dental implants tend to be concentrated in a subset

of individuals, which seems to imply that the host response may play

a determining role in implant success. Polymorphisms in the IL-1 gene

cluster have been associated with periodontitis. The sequence of

immunopathological events in peri-implant infections are similar to

periodontal infections. We aimed to investigate if individuals carrying

the polymorphism in the IL-1A and IL-1B genes are more susceptible

to develop peri-implantitis.

Methods: A total of 20 Caucasian Portuguese subjects were divided

into two groups: 10 with peri-implantitis and 10 with peri-implant

health. The definitions of peri-implantitis and peri-implant health were

in accordance with the new classification of periodontal and peri-

implant diseases (AAP/EFP 2018). Samples containing cells from the

buccal mucosa were stored at �20�C and later submitted to the DNA

extraction process. Genetic analysis was performed using the PCR

(Polymerase chain reaction), RFLP (Restriction fragment length poly-

morphism) and electrophoretic analysis. Statistical analysis was per-

formed using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences

program (SPSS).

Results: For the IL-1A (�889) gene polymorphism, our results showed

that there was a higher percentage in the mutated allele in the peri-

implantitis group compared to the control group (30% vs. 15% respec-

tively, p = 0.225). For the IL-1B (+3954) gene polymorphism, it was

also observed that the altered allele was present in a higher percent-

age in the disease group compared to the control group (35% vs. 10%

respectively, p = 0.370). The occurrence of the genotype positive was

detected in 6 patients, 5 belonging to the disease group and 1 to the

health group.

Conclusions: Regarding IL-1 gene polymorphisms, there was no statis-

tically significant difference between the health and disease group,

however a trend should be highlighted, showing a potential link

between the IL-1 genotype and peri-implantitis.

PR294: Biomarker expression of peri-implantitis
lesions before and after treatment: A systematic
review

H. Moaven1, A. Giacaman2, S. Ye Han3, A. Tarjomani3, V. Beltran2,

D. Betancur4, N. Donos1, V. Sousa3

1Queen Mary, University of London, London, UK, 2Universidad de La

Frontera, Temuco, Chile, 3King's College London, Guy's and St Thomas'

NHS Foundation Trust, London, UK, 4Universidad de Concepcion,

Concepcion, Chile

Background and Aim: To review the available literature to explore the

changes in the expression of biomarkers in Peri-Implant Crevicular

Fluid (PICF) samples before and after treatment of peri-implantitis.

Methods: A comprehensive manual and electronic search was per-

formed to investigate the differences in the human biomarker

expression in PICF associated with treated peri-implantitis. Bacterial

composition, clinical and radiographic parameters and systemic bio-

markers before and after treatment were reported as the secondary

outcomes.

Results: Seventeen studies were included. Treatment groups were:

non-surgical treatment (air flow and/or resin curette debridement) or

surgical treatment (access flap debridement) alone or with adjunctive

laser therapy, antimicrobial therapy or Enamel Matrix Derivatives

(Emdogain, as a surgical adjunct only).

Non-surgical treatment alone does not appear to make differences in

biomarkers level or clinical outcomes. Both adjunctive photodynamic

therapy and local Minocycline application resulted in a reduction of

IL-1β and IL-10 at 12 months post treatment. Non-surgical treatment

and adjunctive use of lasers and antimicrobials appear to be more

effective at improving clinical outcomes only in the short term.

Access flap debridement appears to result in the Matrix

Metalloproteinases-8 (MMP-8) and Tumor Necrosis Factor-α reduc-

tion at 12 months post-surgery. Surgical debridement with adjunctive

antimicrobials achieved reduction in MMP-8 at 3 months. Adjunctive

Emdogain was associated with a reduction in 40 PICF proteins, as

compared with access flap surgery alone. Surgical interventions were

seen to be more effective in improving clinical parameters (PPD and

BOP reduction) and in the short and long term.

Conclusions: Surgical treatment of peri-implantitis appears to be more

effective in inflammation resolution as seen by changes in biomarker

levels or clinical parameters up to 12 months. These findings must be

interpreted within the context of highly heterogeneous study designs.

PR295: Endoscopical detection of prosthetic residual
cement and its correlation to peri-implant condition

L. Valeriani1, M.F. Salvadori1, L. Lo Bianco1, M. Montevecchi1

1School of Dentistry - Department of Biomedical and Neuromotor

Sciences, University of Bologna, Bologna, Italy

Background and Aim: Cementation of the prosthetic crown on

implants is a widespread fixation method. One of the main critical

issues of this technique is to efficiently remove cement remnants

(CE) below the mucous margin. Their permanence has been associated

to an inflammatory response by the surrounding tissues. The main

objective of this study is to evaluate the presence of submucosal CE

in peri-implant disease cases under endoscopic vision. The correlation

between the pathological condition and the apical position of CE has

been also investigated.

Methods: Forty-six patients with clinical and/or radiographic signs of

peri-implant disease (mucositis or peri-implantitis) were included. All

patients had a definitive cemented prosthesis loaded for at least

3 months. Patients with mucositis were treated with gentle debride-

ment and re-evaluated at 1 month; if mucositis was resolved the

patient was not included in the study. All enrolled patients underwent

to endoscopic analysis (DV2 Perioscope) at the implant site, to iden-

tify eventual submucosal CE. The proximity of CE to implant platform
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was measured by means of a periodontal probe (PCP UNC-15) under

endoscopic vision.

Results: CE was detected in 37 out of 46 implants (80.4%) and were

mainly located at vestibular and lingual or palatal areas. The most api-

cal portion of the CE was located at 1.80 mm from the edge of the

implant platform. This distance was lower for implants with a diagno-

sis of peri-implantitis (1.11 mm) than in sites with mucositis (2.21 mm)

(p = 0.001).

Conclusions: The presence of CE was strongly associated with peri-

implant disease. The proximity of CE to implant platform was corre-

lated to the severity of peri-implant disease.

PR296: Threaded vs. thread-free collar type implant –
An experimental in vivo study

L. Chaushu1, H. Tal1

1Periodontology and Implant Dentistry, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv,

Israel

Background and Aim: Assess the impact of the modification of the

implant neck characteristics on initial implant stability, soft tissue

healing early implant failure and early marginal bone loss (MBL) at sec-

ond stage surgery. The null hypothesis was that following 2 stage

implant insertion protocol, rough surface, thread-free collar implants

will present lower MBL at 2nd stage surgery compared to rough-sur-

face, threaded collar implants.

Methods: Seven male Beagle dogs (mean weight 10.57 ± 2.8Kg;

range 9–17 kg) comprised the study group. New implant design

composed of two parts: apical part resembling a regular threaded

implant and a thread free 4.2 mm length collar served as the study

group. Threaded implants served as control. A total of 28 implants

were placed: 2 on each side of the mandible. All implants were

sand-blasted/acid-etched. Each dog received four implants. On

right side - group I- posterior mandible; group II- anterior

mandible- thread-free collar implants were placed. The purpose

was to verify that anterior vs. posterior location does not influence

the outcome. On the contralateral left side - Group III – control,

screw-type implants. Group IV- study group - thread-free collar

implants. Outcome parameters included insertion torque, soft tissue

healing, early implant failure and early bone loss measured at 2nd

stage surgery.

Results: No statistically significant differences were noted between

groups I and II regarding all parameters. While insertion torque

(55 N/cm) and early implant failure (0) were similar between groups III

and IV, a statistically significant worse soft tissue healing (1.43

vs. 0.14) grading and increased marginal bone loss (0.86 vs. 0 mm)

were noted for group III.

Conclusions: Rough surface, thread free collar implants lead to a supe-

rior outcome at 2nd stage surgery when a two-stage implant surgery

protocol is used. Implant location does not affect the results. The sig-

nificance of this result in avoiding future peri-implant disease awaits

further research.

PR297: The effect of brushing discomfort on peri-
implant tissues health in sites exhibiting inadequate
keratinized mucosa width

J. Perussolo1, F. Matarazzo1, D.R. Dias1, R.P. Oliveira2, M.G. Araújo1

1Department of Periodontics, School of Dentistry, State University of

Maringá, Maringá, Brazil, 2Medical School, University of São Paulo, São

Paulo, Brazil

Background and Aim: Recent studies have shown that sites with inad-

equate KM width have higher levels of brushing discomfort

(BD) which may hamper patients' ability to clean implants appropri-

ately. Thus, the aim of this observational cross-sectional study was to

evaluate the effect of BD on peri-implant tissues health in sites

exhibiting KM <2 mm.

Methods: Patients who attended the clinical and radiographical evaluation

of their dental implants and presented with at least one implant exhibiting

inadequate KM width (<2 mm) were assessed. Implants were allocated in

two groups according to the Absence (AB; VAS = 0) or Presence (PB;

VAS >0) of brushing discomfort assessed by a Visual Analogue Scale

(VAS). Bleeding on probing (BoP), modified plaque index (mPI), probing

depth (PD), deepest pocket depth (DPD), clinical attachment level (CAL),

suppuration (Sup), and marginal bone level (MBL) were recorded. In addi-

tion, case definition for peri-implant diseases was applied. Mann–Whit-

ney, Chi-square test, and a multilevel model were used for analysis.

Results: Fifty-nine patients with a total of 155 dental implants were

analyzed. The mean VAS score in the PB group was 37.9 ± 30.3. 49 of

the implants presented mild, 26 moderate, 15 strong, and 5 extreme

discomfort. BoP, PPD, CAL, and MBL were significantly higher in the

PB than in the AB group. The prevalence of peri-implant diseases at

implant level was higher in the PB group than in the AB group. After

controlling for all confounding factors, BD had no effect on BoP. Fur-

thermore, the difficulty to perform oral hygiene was statistically

higher in the PB Group while the level of satisfaction after oral

hygiene was greater in the AB Group.

Number

of
patients

Mean age,
years

(±standard
deviation)

Number
of

smokers
(%)

Number of
patients
previous

periodontitis
(%)

Number
of
implants

per
patients

Number of
peri-

implantitis
(%)

Number of
implants with

excess
cement (%)

Number of
palatal

residual
cement (%)

Number of
buccal

residual
cement (%)

Number of
distal

residual
cement (%)

46 49 (±12) 7 (15.2%) 46 (100%) 1 19 (41.3%) 37 (80.4%) 22 (59.5%) 11 (29.7%) 3 (8.1%)
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Conclusions: The results of the present study suggest that BD around

implants exhibiting KM <2 mm may not influence tissue inflammation

but could represent a clinical sign of presence and severity of peri-

implant diseases.

PR298: Prevalence of peri-implant diseases and risk
indicators for an internal conical connection implant
system: A multi-center cross-sectional study

R. Michels1, K. Apaza-Bedoya1, B.B. Corrêa1, M.E. Galarraga-Vinueza1,

M.A. Bianchini1, C.M. Benfatti1

1Dentistry, Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina, Florianopolis, Brazil

Background and Aim: To assess the prevalence of peri-implant dis-

eases for an internal conical connection implant system on the short

and medium-term period and identify possible risk indicators.

Methods: Clinical and radiographical assessments were performed in

three Brazilian university clinics. Peri-implant diseases were defined

according to an established case criteria. Multinomial logistic regres-

sions were performed to associate possible risk indicators to peri-

implant diseases prevalence.

Results: Ninety-nine patients with 266 implants with a mean function

time of 30.26 ± 17.86 months were included. Peri-implant mucositis

and peri-implantitis prevalence totaled to 42.86% and 11.65%

(implant level) and 49.50% and 15.15% (patient level), respectively.

Patient-related factors such as osteoporosis (OR:9.32), age (OR:0.96),

and diabetes mellitus (OR:3.97) were significantly correlated with

peri-implant mucositis. Osteoporosis (OR:12.76) and periodontal dis-

ease (OR:2.82) were significantly correlated with peri-implantitis.

Regarding implant and/or prosthesis-related factors, peri-implant

mucositis was associated with cemented-retained prosthesis

(OR:3.64) and partial prosthesis (OR:2.34). Peri-implantitis was associ-

ated with cemented prosthesis (OR:21), partial and total prosthesis

(OR:19.37 and OR:25.75), implant diameter (OR:4.66), and abutment

transmucosal height (OR:3.59). Moreover, maintenance with only

brushing was associated with peri-implant mucositis (OR:2.99) and

peri-implantitis (OR:5.02). High hygiene difficulty (OR:3.14) was sig-

nificantly associated with peri-implantitis prevalence.

Conclusions: The prevalence of peri-implant mucositis and peri-

implantitis was significantly correlated with patient-systemic diseases,

prosthetic/implant features, and hygiene factors.

PR299: Porphiromonas gingivalis and fusobacterium spp.
incidence in different peri-implant conditions

M. Jezdic1, A. Djinic Krasavcevic1, N. Nikolic2, J. Carkic2, I. Milinkovic1

1School of Dental Medicine, Department of Periodontology and Oral

Medicine, University of Belgrade, Belgrade, Serbia, 2School of Dental

Medicine, Department of Human Genetics, University of Belgrade,

Belgrade, Serbia

Background and Aim: Biofilm that develops on peri-implant tissues

and exposed implant surfaces is formed of a wide spectrum of

microorganisms that can cause inflammation which leads to pro-

gressive destruction of implant supportive tissues. This poly-

microbial infection is mainly attributed to a high prevalence of

anaerobic bacterial species, such as Porphiromonas gingivalis

(P. gingivalis) and genus Fusobacterium (Fusobacterium spp.). Biologi-

cal complications that occur in implant surrounding tissues appear

in two forms, as peri-implantitis and peri-implant mucositis. The

aim of this study was to assess the prevalence of P. gingivalis and

Fusobacterium spp. in patients with peri-implant conditions, with

and without complications.

Methods: The study included 90 patients, divided into peri-implantitis

(PI), peri-implant mucositis (PM) and healthy implants (HI) groups. Rel-

ative quantification of P. gingivalis and Fusobacterium spp. was per-

formed using quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (qPCR)

of DNA extracted from peri-implant crevicular fluid. For each patient,

peri-implant probing depth (PD) and clinical attachment level (CAL)

were recorded.

Results: Significantly higher levels of both P. gingivalis and

Fusobacterium spp. were found in PI compared to HI group (p = 0.012

and p = 0.041, respectively). Also, Fusobacterium spp. was more prev-

alent in PM group compared to HI group (p = 0.008). When compar-

ing PI and PM groups, P. gingivalis was more prevalent in PI group

(p = 0.026). Regression analysis demonstrated P. gingivalis as a predic-

tor of peri-implant PD (p = 0.013) and CAL (p = 0.05).

Conclusions: Higher incidence of anaerobic bacteria in PI lesions

could be an important factor in the aggressive environment coupled

with alveolar bone resorption. P. gingivalis appears to contribute to

the progression of tissue disruption and could be implicated in the PM

to PI transition.

PR300: Non-periodontal versus periodontal treated
patients: Evaluation of the survival rate: A
retrospective cohort study

A. Moreira1, A. Marques1, F. Correia1, S. Gouveia2, R. Faria-Almeida1

1Faculty of Dental Medicine, University of Oporto, Oporto, Portugal,
2Electronics, Telecommunications and Informatics, Institute of Electronics

and Informatics Engineering of Aveiro (IEETA), University of Aveiro,

Aveiro, Portugal

Background and Aim: There is strong evidence that there is an

increased risk of complications in dental implants in patients who have

a previous history of periodontitis. This retrospective cohort study

aimed to evaluate the differences in survival rates of dental implants

between patients with previous treatment for chronic periodontitis

(CP) or without history of periodontitis (NP).

Methods: A retrospective cohort study was conducted based on a set

of patients treated with dental implants from a private clinic in

Portugal, for 9 years. The procedures were conducted by the same

experienced operator. The study aimed to analyse how a series of
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primary outcomes (presence of disease, time of placement, and time

of loading) and secondary outcomes (brand, implant length, prosthesis

type, prothesis metal-ceramic extension) may influence the survival

rate of dental implants. The survival analysis was performed using the

Kaplan–Meier method, and the equality of survival distributions was

tested with the log-rank test with a significance level of 0.05 for all

comparisons, using the patient as the statistic unit.

Results: The sample included 202 patients (47%NP and 53%CP) –

with 689 implants (31%NP and 69%CP). There were no statistical dif-

ferences between the survival rate of the implants in the CP and NP

groups (95.8% vs. 93.1%, p ≥ .05). The majority of implants were lost

before loading (54.9%) and during the first year, and stability was

attained during the second year. Survival rates in NP and CP patients

showed no statistically significant differences when comparing the

following factors: implant brands, implant length (short/standard),

type of prosthesis, extension of the prothesis metal-ceramic, and time

of placement and loading (p ≥ .05).

Conclusions: No statistically significant differences were found in

terms of survival rates in the compared variables between groups.

Placing implants in patients with history of periodontitis, previously

treated and enrolled in an adequate maintenance program, appears

viable and safe.

PR301: Notch signalling cascade and pro-inflammatory
mediators in peri-implant lesions with different
RANKL/OPG ratios

A. Djinic Krasavcevic1, N. Nikolic2, J. Carkic2, M. Jezdic1, I. Milinkovic1

1Department of Periodontology and Oral Medicine, School of Dental

Medicine, University of Belgrade, Belgrade, Serbia, 2Department of

Human Genetics, School of Dental Medicine, University of Belgrade,

Belgrade, Serbia

Background and Aim: Notch signaling pathway appeared to influ-

ence bone resorption in various systemic diseases. It has been

recently analyzed and connected to bone loss mechanisms in peri-

odontitis and peri-implantitis. This research aimed to determine the

Notch signaling molecules expression levels (Notch1, Notch2, Jag-

ged1, Hes1 and Hey1), along with bone remodelling mediators

(receptor activator of nuclear factor kappa B ligand-RANKL,

osteoprotegerin-OPG) and pro-inflammatory cytokines (tumor

necrosis factor alpha-TNF-α, interleukin 17-IL-17, interleukin 1β-IL-

1β, interleukin 6-IL-6) in patients with different peri-implant condi-

tions. Additionally, these markers' expression was evaluated in

patients with different RANKL/OPG ratios.

Methods: The study included 50 patients with peri-implantitis

(PI group) and 45 with peri-implant mucositis (PM group). Relative

gene expression levels of investigated molecules were determined by

reverse transcriptase-real-time polymerase chain reaction. Based on

RANKL/OPG ratio, all peri-implant lesions were divided into two sub-

groups: RANKL predominant (RANKL > OPG) and OPG predominant

(RANKL < OPG). Clinical parameters: peri-implant probing depth (PD),

bleeding on probing (BOP), suppuration on probing (SUP), and plaque

index (PLI) were recorded for each patient.

Results: RANKL-predominant PM patients exhibited higher expres-

sion levels of Notch2 (p = 0.044) and Hey1 (p = 0.005) compared to

OPG-predominant lesions. In all RANKL-predominant cases, Hey1

(p = 0.001), IL-1β (p = 0.005), IL-6 (p = 0.002) were over-expressed in

PI in comparison to PM, accompanied with greater PD (p = 0.000)

and PLI (p = 0.009) scores in PI. When considering only OPG-

predominant cases, the significant up-regulations of TNF-α

(p = 0.007) and IL-17 (p = 0.019) were detected in PI group compar-

ing to PM, joined with higher PD (p = 0.000) and PLI (p = 0.037)

values in PI.

Conclusions: The Notch2 up-regulation found in RANKL-

dominant PM lesions could be an important contributor to alveolar

bone resorption, that is, this finding might indicate the possibility of

PM to PI transition. The over-expression of IL-1β and IL-6 might par-

ticipate in the creation of osteoclastogenic setting in PI RANKL-

dominant lesions.

PR302: Periodontal condition of sites placed mini-
implants during orthodontic treatment

M.S. Yildiz1, P. Acar Ulutas2, I. Ozenci1, A. Akcali3,4

1Faculty of Dentistry, Department of Periodontology, Altinbas University,

Istanbul, Turkey, 2Faculty of Dentistry, Department of Orthodontics,

Altinbas University, Istanbul, Turkey, 3Faculty of Dentistry, Department

of Periodontology, Dokuz Eylul University, Izmir, Turkey, 4Queen Mary

University London (QMUL), Barts & The London School of Medicine and

Dentistry, Institute of Dentistry, Clinical Oral Research Centre,

London, UK

Background and Aim: The aim of the present clinical trial is to evalu-

ate periodontal condition of sites placed mini-implants during ortho-

dontic treatment.

Methods: Seventeen systemically healthy, non-smoker patients hav-

ing at least one mini-implant were included to the study. Primary out-

come measure was clinical periodontal parameters including plaque

index (PI), gingival index (GI) and probing pocket depth (PPD). Second-

ary outcome measurements obtained around mini-implants, were

mucosal discomfort (MD), mucosal redness (MR), keratinized mucosa

width (KMW), supracrestal tissue height (STH), transmucosal soft tis-

sue thickness (TSTT) and periodontal parameters (PI, GI, PPD). Also,

the stability of all mini-implants was evaluated with a force gauge

(FG). Clinical data were recorded 3 months following mini-implant

placement.

Results: The mean (SD) age of patients was 22.06 (7.08) years, and

the majority were females (88.2%). 26 mini-implants with the diame-

ter and length ranged 2–3 mm and 7–12 mm respectively were

included to the study. 34.6% of the patients reported to have MD,

46.2% had MR and 88.5% had thick TSTT. It was found that KMW

was 2.58 (1.32) mm and STH was 1.88 (0.89) mm. The FG value of the

mini screws were 107.04 (25.98) gF. Stent-guide was applied in
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38.5% of the individuals. Clinical parameters (mean (SD)) were as fol-

lows; PI 1.18 (0.44); PPD 1.99 (0.30) and GI 1.42 (0.45). When stent-

guide was used, FG values were increased (r: 0.565) whereas PPD

values were decreased (r: 0.438). KMW was positively correlated with

FG values (r: 0.392).

Conclusions: To maximize screw stability and reduce/prevent gingival

inflammation around the mini-implant, stent-guided mini-implant

placement is recommended. Presence of adequate KMW should be

considered at planned mini-implant inserted region.

PR303: Active MMP-8 as biomarker of peri-implant
health or disease

V. Xanthopoulou1, I. Raisanen2, T. Sorsa2, D. Sakellari1

1Department of Preventive Dentistry, Periodontology and Implant

Biology, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, School of Dentistry,

Thessaloniki, Greece, 2Division of Periodontology, Department of Dental

Medicine, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden

Background and Aim: Diagnosis of peri-implant disease is currently

based on clinical and radiographic findings. Active matrix

metalloproteinase-8 (aMMP-8) has been investigated as a biomarker

of peri-implant tissues breakdown. The aim of this study was to inves-

tigate the potential of testing for aMMP-8 by a quantitative Point-of-

Care (PoC),chairside, immunotest as a biomarker for the presence or

absence of peri-implant diseases.

Methods: 80 consecutive patients with implants were recruited at the

Department of Periodontology and Implant Biology, School of Den-

tistry, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece. The samples were

collected from Peri Implant Sulcular Fluid with paper strips

(Periopaper®) and were analyzed for the quantitative detection of

aMMP-8 with a PoC chairside test (ImplantSafe® and the digital

reader ORALyzer®). After testing for aMMP-8, clinical indices and

radiographs were assessed, which included probing depth, clinical

attachment loss, bleeding on probing and plaque. Comparisons of

aMMP-8 levels and clinical parameters were analyzed by Kruskal-

Wallis test and pairwise post hoc Dunn-Bonferroni test and the corre-

lation between aMMP-8 levels and probing depth (PD) in the sampled

site was sought by calculating the Pearson's correlation coefficient.

Results: There was a significant difference between aMMP-8 levels

between healthy (median = <20 ng/ml, Interquartile

Range = 0 ng/ml), peri-implant mucositis (32.27 ng/ml, Interquartile

Range = 35.23 ng/ml) and peri-implantitis (70.21 ng/ml, Interquartile

Range = 79.54 ng/ml) groups (p < 0.001). Pairwise testing revealed a

significant difference between all three groups: healthy versus peri-

implant mucositis (p = 0.001), healthy versus peri-implantitis

(p < 0.001) and peri-implant mucositis versus peri-implantitis

(p = 0.013). Finally, there was a positive correlation between

aMMP-8 levels and probing depth (PD) in the sampled site (r = 0.631,

p < 0.001).

Conclusions: There is strong association between aMMP-8

and peri-implant disease diagnosis. The levels of aMMP-8, can be

used as diagnostic biomarker for the presence or absence of peri-

implant diseases.

PR304: Molecular changes in tissue associated with
titanium dental implants - a systematic review of
omics studies

T. Spinell1, A. Kroeger2, L. Freitag3, G. Wuerfl4, R. Hickel1,

M. Kebschull5

1Department of Operative Dentistry and Periodontology, LMU Munich,

University Hospital, München, Germany, 2Department of Oral Surgery,

University of Birmingham, School of Dentistry, Birmingham, UK,
3Poliklinik für Zahnerhaltung und Parodontologie, LMU Munich,

München, Germany, 4Zahngesundheit Wegscheid, Wegscheid, Germany,
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Background and Aim: Although peri-implantitis shares common risk

factors with the clinically similar disease periodontitis, progression

rates differ substantially between these two entities suggesting dis-

tinct pathophysiological features. Microparticles of implants – as

already researched in orthopedics – are increasingly discussed in

dentistry to trigger proinflammatory effects and therefore might

play a key role in the destructive processes underlying peri-

implantitis.

This work aims to systematically collate, critically appraise, and inter-

pret current published literature questioning whether titanium parti-

cles affect mucosal tissues surrounding dental implants through

changes in molecular signatures (e.g., transcriptome, proteome,

epigenome).

Methods: We conducted a systematic search of three major online

databases (Medline, Embase, Cochrane) for literature reporting on a

priori defined PICOs – roughly: “-omics”-studies examining titanium

exposure in cell cultures or comparing molecular signatures in

healthy and infected peri-implant sites and/or healthy and periodon-

titis lesions in animals/humans. After quality and risk of bias assess-

ments, lists of significant differentially expressed genes, proteins,

and results of Gene Ontology enrichment and pathway analyses

were compiled to detect common patterns. Prospero registration

numbers for this systematic review are CRD42021252402 and

CRD42021252402.

Results: Despite varying experimental designs in the 52 eligible arti-

cles, changes in biological processes such as oxidative stress, response

to stimuli, (innate) immune response and apoptosis/cell cycle arrest as

well as the MAPK signaling pathway were highly related to the pres-

ence of titanium. Epigenetic changes measured through global hyp-

omethylation caused by titanium exposure were detected but

inconsistent. Both healthy and inflamed peri-implant tissue show dis-

tinct gene expression patterns compared to healthy/diseased peri-

odontal tissue in animal and human studies.

Conclusions: Current literature shows an existing association of tita-

nium exposure and transcriptomic/proteomic in in vivo human,
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animal, and in vitro studies. These findings support our hypothesis

that differing molecular patterns between peri-implantitis and peri-

odontitis might be related to titanium microparticles.

PR305: Marginal bone loss around dental implants
with TiUnite surface: A radiographic retrospective
analysis

E. Papathanasiou1,2, B. Sammon3, K. Lee3, A. Parashis1, S. Pagni4,

S. Nathani3, M. Avrampou5, N.Y. Jeong1, S. Shah3

1Periodontology, Tufts University School of Dental Medicine, Boston,

USA, 2The Forsyth Institute, Center for Clinical and Translational

Research, Cambridge, USA, 3Tufts University School of Dental Medicine,

Boston, USA, 4Tufts University School of Dental Medicine, Public Health

and Community Service, Boston, USA, 5Prosthodontics, Tufts University

School of Dental Medicine, Boston, USA

Background and Aim: Marginal bone loss (MBL) around dental

implants increases the risk of peri-implant diseases and implant failure.

The objective of our retrospective radiographic cohort study was to

determine the prevalence of implants that have pathologic MBL by

applying two different thresholds (>2 mm and >3 mm) and investigate

any associations between risk indicators and MBL.

Methods: Records of subjects with implants with TiUnite surface (Nobel

BiocareÒ), with at least 2 years in function, placed at the Department of

Periodontology of Tufts University School of Dental Medicine were evalu-

ated. Existing periapical radiographs of implants were analyzed to compare

MBL between the time of placement (T1) and the most recent radio-

graphic follow-up (T2), with linear measurements made by one examiner

from the implant shoulder till the first bone-to-implant contact. Intraclass

correlation coefficient (ICC) analysis was performed to assess intra-

examiner reliability. Age, gender, implant length and diameter, type of

prosthesis (single-unit/multi-unit), type of prosthesis retention (screw-

retained/cement retained), type of bone at implant site (native/

regenerated), and type of bone augmentation at time of implant placement

were assessedwithmixed effects logistic and linear regressionmodels.

Results: 274 eligible implants with 65.3 ± 32.0 months in function were

included after searching 1564 records. ICC of the examiner for radio-

graphic measurements was excellent (ICC = 0.999). The prevalence of

implants with pathologic MBL decreased from 43.8% to 15% when the

threshold for pathologic MBL increased from 2 to 3 mm accordingly. A

significantly higher prevalence of implants with pathologic MBL was

found for implants supporting multi-unit prostheses and implants with

bone augmentation at time of implant placement (p < 0.05). No signifi-

cant associations were found between MBL and all other variables.

Conclusions: Identifying the appropriate threshold for radiographic

MBL is crucial for correct diagnosis of peri-implantitis. Further studies

with larger sample sizes are needed to better identify the risk indica-

tors of MBL.

PR306: One-abutment-one-time vs. standard protocol:
A matched pairs analysis of the peri-implant tissues

A. Endres1, K. Kuhn1, J. Dreyhaupt2, S. Zhou3, H. Rudolph1,

S. Blender1, R.G. Luthardt1

1Department of Prosthetic Dentistry, Ulm University, Ulm, Germany,
2Institut für Epidemiologie und Medizinische Epidemiologie, Ulm

University, Ulm, Germany, 3Klinische Chemie, Universitätsklinikum Ulm,

Ulm, Germany

Background and Aim: Applying the standard implant-prosthetic pro-

tocol (SIP) causes multiple dis- and reconnection of the prosthetic

components. This procedure may disturb the peri-implant tissues and

subsequently may cause marginal bone loss. Aim of the study was to

compare the health of peri-implant tissues of implants inserted 3D

guided in patients treated in the prosthetic phase either according to

the One-Abutment-One-Time (OAOT) or the SIP.

Methods: Patients treated between 1/2013 and 12/2016 with single

tooth implants according to the OAOT protocol based on intraoperative

impression taking after implant placement took part in a follow-up visit.

Using matched-pairs, the SIP control group consisted of the equivalent

number of patients. Clinical data (probing depth (PD), bleeding on prob-

ing (BOP), plaque present on neighboring teeth (PP), exudate during

smear out) and smoking as risk factor were assessed and the amount of

peri-Implant crevicular fluid (PICF/μl) was sampled. PICF was analyzed

for inflammation- associated biomarkers (MMP8, Calprotectin). With

standardized x-ray analysis bone loss and excess cement were examined.

Results: No statistically significant difference concerning bone loss,

clinical parameters, risk factors or amount of PICF was found for the

treatment protocol. Looking at all patients independently of the kind

of treatment (OAOT vs. SIP), the influence of the clinical parameters

BOP and PD did not correlate with the amount of the biomarkers

Calprotectin and MMP8. Again applying the Wilcoxon rank sum test,

the PP was the only clinical parameter that correlated significantly

with both biomarkers as well as the amount of PICF (p = 0.01, 0.01,

0.03, respectively) but not with bone loss (p = 0.74).

As only three smokers were among the patients, this risk factor could

not be statistically analyzed.

Conclusions: As the presence of plaque correlates with both bio-

markers and the amount of PICF, the analysis of all of these four factors

opens the possibility of early prevention of peri-implant tissues disease.

PR307: Influence of periodontitis, implant and
prosthesis characteristics on the peri-implant status: A
cross-sectional study

I. Papalou1, P. Vagia1, E. Ibrahim1, A. Cakir1, H. Tenenbaum1,

O. Huck1, J.-L. Davideau1

1Dental Faculty, Periodontology, University of Strasbourg, Strasbourg,

France
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Background and Aim: The association between peri-implant diseases

and the periodontal, implant, and prosthesis characteristics has been

evaluated in different studies, however their influence is not well

understood. The aim of this study was to evaluate the link between

the peri-implant and periodontal status and the influence of implant

and prosthesis parameters during implant follow-up.

Methods: One hundred and seven patients with a total of 310 implants

that had at least 1 year of function who were attending periodontal

and implant maintenance at a university clinic setting were included in

this cross-sectional study. The demographic, periodontal, peri-implant

tissue, implant and prosthesis parameters were recorded. Data analyses

were performed at the patient and implant levels using univariable and

multivariable mixed regression analysis.

Results: The mean implant follow-up was 7.22 years. At the patient

level, the bleeding on probing and pocket depth measurements were

more pronounced around the implant than around the teeth. The oppo-

site was observed for plaque and the clinical attachment levels. At the

implant level, multivariable analysis showed that the periodontal and

corresponding peri-implant tissue parameters were closely related. The

implant location, bone level, and number of implants were selectively

associated with the implant bone level, while cemented retention and

emergence restoration profile influenced the implant pocket depth.

Conclusions: The present study suggested that clinical peri-implant and

periodontal soft tissue statuses were different, which could be a conse-

quence of the initial implant and prosthesis healing process. However, dur-

ing implant follow-up, the peri-implant parameters were predominantly

associated with their corresponding periodontal parameters regardless of

an association with the implant and prosthesis characteristics.

PR308: Prevalence of peri-implant diseases and
clinical characteristics for an internal conical
connection implant system: Part II of a multi-center
cross-sectional study

R. Michels1, K. Apaza-Bedoya1, B.B. Corrêa1, M.E. Galarraga-Vinueza1,

M.A. Bianchini1, C.M. Benfatti1

1Dentistry, Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina, Florianopolis, Brazil

Background and Aim: To establish peri-implant disease prevalence

and associated significant clinical characteristics for an internal conical

connection implant system.

Methods: In the present multicentered cross-sectional study,

99 patients with 266 titanium implants were clinically assessed. The

following characteristics were collected: bleeding on probing (BOP),

suppuration (SUPP), sulcus bleeding (SB), keratinized mucosa (KM),

probing depth (PD), marginal recession (REC), attached mucosa (AM),

and modified plaque index (mPi). Multinomial logistic regressions were

performed to associate clinical characteristics to peri-implant diseases

prevalence. Bi-variate relationship was executed among different clin-

ical characteristics to define possible trends in a scatterplot matrix.

Results: Peri-implant mucositis and peri-implantitis prevalence totaled

to 42.86% and 11.65% (implant level), respectively. SB (OR: 17.27)

and PD (OR:1.62) were significantly correlated to peri-implant

mucositis, while, mPi score 3 (OR: 5.36), SB (OR: 29.2), KM (OR: 1.76),

PD (OR:1.7), REC (OR: 2.55), and AM (OR: 0.59) were significantly

associated as risk indicators for peri-implantitis prevalence.

Conclusions: The prevalence of peri-implant diseases was significantly

associated to clinical characteristics such as plaque accumulation, peri-

implant sulcus bleeding, higher PD and REC values, and lower AM scores.

PR309: Active MMP-8 point-of-care enzyme-test as
an adjunctive tool for early and real-time diagnosis of
peri-implantitis

H. Lähteenmäki1, T. Tervahartiala1, I.T. Räisänen1, P. Pärnänen1,

M. Mauramo1, S. Gupta2, V. Sahni3, V. Sampson1, N. Rathnayake1,

S. Alassiri1, D.-R. Gieselmann4, R. Frankenberger5, T. Sorsa1

1Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Diseases, University of Helsinki,

Helsinki, Finland, 2Unit of Periodontology, Oral Health Sciences Centre

(PGIMER), Chandigarh, India, 3Department of Periodontics, Panjab

University, Chandigarh, India, 4Institute for Molecular Diagnostics IMOD,

Institute for Molecular Diagnostics IMOD, Solingen, Germany,
5Department for Operative Dentistry, Endodontics, and Pediatric

Dentistry, University Hospital Giessen and Marburg, Marburg, Germany

Background and Aim: Peri-implantitis is a pathological inflammatory

condition around dental implants and is a major risk factor for late

dental implant failures.

We investigated the applicability of active matrix metalloproteinase

(aMMP)-8 chairside immunotest for quantitative real-time diagnosis

and monitoring of dental implants in health and disease.

Methods: * 68 patients

*Clinical measurements: BOP, PPD,

*X-ray was analyzed

*aMMP-8-PoC/chairside peri-implant sulcular fluid (PISF)

immunotests performed

*ImplantSafe® technology quantitated by ORALyzer®.

The PISF samples were analyzed for:

Table 1. Outcomes as averages (±standard deviation).

Group ΔFull mouth PI ΔBOP ΔSOP ΔPPD ΔRBL VAS direct VAS 10d

Laser (n = 8) �2.0 (±29.4) �10.9 (±18.2) �28.1 (±33.9) �0.38 (±1.02) 0.12 (±0.98) 10.4 (±10.1) 11.1 (±10.1)*

MFS (n = 7) 0.3 (±16.4) �10.7 (±28.3) 3.6 (±52.9) �0.79 (±2.09) �0.13 (±0.94) 3.7 (±2.6) 26.3 (±17.0)

* Significant difference between treatments (p < 0.05)
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total MMP-8, calprotectin interleukin (IL)-6 by ELISA

aMMP-8 by western immunoblot

MMP-2 and MMP-9 by gelatin zymography.

Results: Levels of all biomarkers

aMMP-8, total MMP-8, calprotectin, and IL-6 was higher in dental

implants with peri-implantitis than in healthy controls.

Both quantitative and visual aMMP-8-PoC tests were positively asso-

ciated with peri-implantitis (p < 0.001).

Conclusions: The estimated aMMP-8 risk cut-offs for peri-implant

health and disease

Peri-implant

health and risk:

Health/low risk

aMMP-8 < 20 ng/ml

Elevated risk

aMMP-8 ≥ 20 ng/ml

High risk

aMMP-8 ≥ 80 ng/ml

aMMP-8-PoC/chairside test promptly recorded and reflected peri-

implant disease.

X-ray findings (bone loss >2 mm), peri-implant pocket depth ≥3 mm,

and bleeding on probing were significantly more prevalent among

implants positive for the aMMP-8-PoC-test.

aMMP-8/ORALyzer analysis was more precise in recording disease

than total MMP-8, calprotectin, IL-6, MMP-2, and MMP-9.

PR310: Association between smoking and peri-implant
diseases: A retrospective study

M.C. Soldini1, J. Martinez1, B. De Tapia1, A. Pascual1, J. Nart1,

C. Valles1

1Periodontics, Universidad International de Catalunya, Barcelona, Spain

Background and Aim: To determine the association between tobacco

and peri-implant diseases in a sample of patients who had received

implant-supported restorations in a university dental clinic.

Methods: The present retrospective study analyzed data from

117 patients treated with implant-supported restorations from 2001

to 2013. A total of 450 implants were evaluated. Patients were

selected from an electronic database and patient- and implant-related

variables were evaluated. Detailed information regarding the smoking

history (i.e., smoking status, lifetime cumulative dose, duration of

exposure, intensity of the habit, and smoking cessation) was recorded.

The primary study outcome was peri-implant status [i.e., health (H),

peri-implant mucositis (PM) and peri-implantitis (PI)].

Results: Fifty-six patients (4.9%) were non-smokers, 42 (35.9%)

former-smokers, and 19 (16.2%) current-smokers. Thirty-nine subjects

(33.4%) were H, whereas 41 (35%) and 37 (31.6%) exhibited PM and

PI, respectively. At implant level, the corresponding values were

142 (31.6%), 230 (51.1%) and 78 (17.3%). In the final multivariable,

ever smokers >23 pack-years exhibited a significantly higher risk for

peri-implantitis (p = 0.004). Also, the multivariable regression analysis

revealed that subjects who had stopped smoking more than 21 years

before the last examination presented a significantly lower risk of

peri-implant diseases than a smoking cessation of <21 years

(p = 0.028). Finally, significant associations for peri-implant diseases

were observed for the implants placed simultaneously with guided

bone regeneration (p = 0.02), implant surface (p < 0.001), type of

retention (p = 0.04), and access to interproximal hygiene (p < 0.001).

Conclusions: Lifetime cumulative dose is related to peri-implant dis-

eases and smoking cessation seems to have a positive impact on peri-

implant health.

PERI-IMPLANT DISEASES - TREATMENT, PREVENTION AND SUP-

PORTIVE CARE

PR311: The efficacy of systemic antibiotics as an
adjunct to surgical treatment of peri-implantitis:
A systematic review

M. Øen1, K.N. Leknes1, B. Lund2, D.F. Bunæs1

1Department of Clinical Dentistry - Periodontics, University of Bergen,

Bergen, Norway, 2Deparment of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery,

Karolinska University Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden

Background and Aim: The aim of this systematic review was to evalu-

ate the adjunctive effect of systemically administered antibiotics in

surgical treatment of peri-implantitis by reviewing previously publi-

shed systematic reviews and primary studies.

Methods: A systematic literature search was conducted in four elec-

tronic databases (MEDLINE, The Cochrane Library, EMBASE, and

Web of Science) for randomised controlled trials, cohort studies,

case–control studies, and systematic reviews reporting surgical treat-

ment of peri-implantitis with and without adjunctive systemically

administered antibiotic therapy. The included systematic reviews and

primary studies were qualitatively assessed using AMSTAR and

GRADE, respectively. No restrictions were set for date of publication,

journal, or language.

Results: The literature search identified 681 papers. Only seven

systematic reviews and two primary studies met the inclusion

criteria. Four out of seven included systematic reviews concluded

that no evidence exists for use of systemic antibiotics to improve

the clinical outcomes in surgical treatment of peri-implantitis. One

review did not estimate the level of evidence, one did not clearly

state any beneficial effect, whereas one reported a limited adjunc-

tive effect. The two included primary studies did not show a

long-term significant benefit of adjunctive use of systemically

administrated antibiotics. However, one study reported a short-

term adjunctive effect in patients with modified surface implants.

Due to heterogeneity in study design, low number of included

primary studies, and grade of bias, no meta-analysis was

performed.
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Conclusions: The use of systemically administered antibiotics as an

adjunct to surgical interventions of peri-implantitis cannot be justified

as a part of a standard treatment protocol. A pervasive problem is the

lack of uniform diagnosis criteria for peri-implantitis, deficient infor-

mation about patient characteristics, absence of high quality long-

term randomised controlled trials, and authors' declaration on conflict

of interest.

PR312: Molecular biomarkers in peri-implant health
and disease: A pilot study

A. Tarjomani1, S. Ye Han1, H. Moaven2, G. Mainas1, V. Beltran3,

N. Donos2, V. Sousa1

1King's College London, Guy's and St Thomas' NHS Foundation Trust,

London, UK, 2Queen Mary, University of London, London, UK,
3Universidad de La Frontera, Temuco, Chile

Background and Aim: The aim of this pilot study was to investigate

the peri-implant crevicular fluid (PICF) biomarker concentration of

CCL-20 (MIP-3a), April, BAFF BLyS, IL-23, RANKL and

Osteoprotegerin in peri-implant health and disease.

Methods: This was an observational case–control pilot clinical study.

Participants with at least one dental implant with healthy peri-implant

tissues, peri-implant mucositis or peri-implantitis were included. Par-

ticipants who had received any local or systemic anti-microbial or

anti-inflammatory therapy in the previous 3 months were excluded.

PICF was collected using paper strips from healthy and diseased peri-

implant sites (n = 19). Biomarker levels were analysed using a custom

Multiplex Elisa Assay Kit and descriptive analysis was performed on

the results.

Results: In comparison to peri-implant health, the peri-implant

mucositis group showed a reduced median concentration of April

(222.81 ng/ml) whilst the concentration of all other biomarkers (CCL-

20, BAFF, IL-23, RANKL, and Osteoprotegerin) was increased.

The peri-implantitis group had the lowest median concentration of

Osteoprotegerin (1963 ng/ml), as well as a similar concentration of

RANKL (640.84 ng/ml) in comparison to the healthy peri-implant

group. IL-23 and CCL-20 levels were also lower than the peri-implant

mucositis (193.42 ng/ml and 82.09 ng/ml) group but higher than in

healthy sites. April (282.09 ng/ml) and BAFF (17.06 ng/ml) concentra-

tions were highest in the peri-implantitis group.

Conclusions: This pilot study suggests that there is merit in investigat-

ing specific biomarkers such as BAFF, IL-23 and RANKL in studies

with larger sample sizes.

PR313: Airflow for initial non-surgical treatment of
peri-implantitis: A systematic review and meta-
analysis

A. Almatrooshi1, M. Atieh1, M. Shah2, H. Hannawi3

1Mohammed Bin Rashid University of Medicine and Health Sciences,

Dubai, United Arab Emirates, 2Periodontology, Mohammed Bin Rashid

University of Medicine and Health Sciences, Dubai, United Arab Emirates,
3Emirates Health Services, Dubai, United Arab Emirates

Background and Aim: Non-surgical treatment of peri-implantitis may

help in reducing microbial load and inflammatory parameters. The

potential clinical benefits of using different treatment modalities, par-

ticularly the airflow in the initial non-surgical treatment phase are still

not clear.

The aim of this systematic review and meta-analyses was to evaluate

the outcomes of non-surgical treatment of peri-implantitis using air-

flow method in terms of changes in periodontal parameters, peri-

implant marginal bone level, postoperative pain/discomfort and

patient satisfaction.

Methods: Electronic databases were searched to identify randomized

controlled trials (RCTs) that compared airflow with mechanical

debridement using ultrasonic/curettes. The risk of bias was assessed

using the Cochrane Collaboration's Risk of Bias tool. Data were ana-

lyzed using a statistical software program.

Results: A total of 316 studies were identified, of which, five RCTs

with 288 dental implants in 174 participants were included. Overall

meta-analysis showed more reduction in probing pocket depths at

1–3 months (mean difference [MD] �0.23; 95% confidence interval

[CI] �0.50 to 0.05; p = 0.11) and 6 months (MD �0.04; 95% CI

�0.34 to 0.26; p = 0.79) in favour of airflow, but the difference

was not statistically significant. The use of airflow was associated

with significant reduction in bleeding on probing and increase in

peri-implant mucosal recession. The differences in plaque score,

peri-implant marginal bone level changes, and patient reported out-

comes between airflow and mechanical debridement were not sta-

tistically significant.

Conclusions: The short-term clinical and radiographic outcomes fol-

lowing non-surgical treatment of peri-implantitis using airflow or

mechanical debridement were comparable. The airflow has short-

term positive effects on reducing bleeding on probing. Further evi-

dence from RCTs are still required to substantiate the current

findings.

PR314: Diode laser for treatment of peri-implant
mucositis: A systematic review and meta-analysis

I. Fadhel1, M. Shah1, H. Hannawi1,2, M. Atieh1,3

1Mohammed Bin Rashid University of Medicine and Health Sciences,

Hamdan Bin Mohammed College of Dental Medicine, Dubai,

United Arab Emirates, 2Emirates Health Services, Dubai,

United Arab Emirates, 3Honorary Associate Professor, Faculty of

Dentistry, Sir John Walsh Research Institute, University of Otago,

Dunedin, New Zealand

Background and Aim: Peri-implant mucositis is a reversible inflamma-

tory response of the soft tissues surrounding an osseointegrated
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functional implant. Its management may prevent the development of

peri-implantitis which is more challenging to treat. In addition to

mechanical debridement, several adjunctive modalities were proposed

to help in reducing microbial load and inflammatory parameters. The

potential clinical benefits of using such modalities, particularly diode

laser, are still not clear. The aim of this systematic review and meta-

analyses was to evaluate the outcomes of adjunctive treatment of

peri-implant mucositis using diode laser in terms of changes in peri-

odontal parameters.

Methods: Electronic databases were searched to identify random-

ized controlled trials (RCTs) that compared the use of mechanical

debridement and diode laser with mechanical debridement alone.

The risk of bias was assessed using the Cochrane Collaboration's

Risk of Bias tool. Data were analyzed using a statistical software

program.

Results: A total of 149 studies were identified, of which, three RCTs

with 311 dental implants in 311 participants were included. At

3 months, the overall meta-analysis showed more reduction in prob-

ing pocket depths (mean difference [MD] �0.36; 95% confidence

interval [CI] �0.87 to 0.16; p = 0.18) and bleeding on probing

(MD �0.88; 95% CI �2.01 to 0.25; p = 0.13) in favour of diode laser,

but the differences were not statistically significant. Substantial het-

erogeneity was detected in both analyses.

Conclusions: The short-term clinical outcomes following treatment of

peri-implant mucositis using either combined mechanical debridement

and diode laser or mechanical debridement alone were comparable.

Further evidence from RCTs are still required to substantiate the cur-

rent findings.

PR315: Efficacy of a novel antibacterial dual sealing
technology (TABS™) to prevent microleakage at the
modular implant parts and implant - abutment
interfaces

P. Kfir1,2, O. Gal-Mor3

1Dr. Pinchas Kfir Private Clinic, Petach-Tikva, Israel, 2ZEEV IMPLANTS

Ltd., Petach-Tikva, Israel, 3The Chaim Sheba Medical Center Affiliated to

Tel-Aviv University Sackler School of Medicine, Head, Infectious Research

Lab Sheba Medical Center, Tel-Hashomer, Israel

Background and Aim: Gaps at the implant abutment interface will act

as a bacterial reservoir that may cause peri-implantitis. Prior-art

attempts to seal the bacterial leakage by improving the connections

surface adaptation, O-rings, antibacterial sealing gels, etc. yielded only

partial success.

A novel Antibacterial Dual Sealing Technology (TABS™) to prevent

bacteria microleakage at the implant parts gap interfaces was intro-

duced. The efficacy of TABS™ was investigated while applying exter-

nal force to the dental implant head.

Methods: A Novel Modular type Dental Implants MtDI™ sealed by

TABS, supplied by Zeev Implants Ltd. have been tested by an Air

pressure - dynamic force loaded test (1.8 Bar;260 N;45 K Cycles) and

Paint leakage test where both - paint and air leakage resistance was

approved.

Under aseptic conditions, 5 μl of E. coli were loaded into the lower

void of 18 experimental dental implants. A specially designed spring

operates a constant force of 200 Newton on-top Standard Titanium

Abutments 25�. An Abutment Screw was tightened by 30 Ncm.

Each implant was incubated at 37�C for 35 days in closed test saline

tubes. At 1, 6, 11 and 32 days post bacterial loading, the saline was

sampled.

Control – 9 MtDI implants without TABS sealing and 4 standard

implants (Massif, TAG Dental) under same conditions without apply-

ing constant force.

Results: None of the sealed MtDI™ dental implants tested showed

bacterial leakage into the medium.

3 implants were disintegrated, their lower void was sampled, hun-

dreds of CFU were observed after 35 days.

In the control group - even without applying constant force, high

levels of bacteria were traced in the implant suspension.

Conclusions: No bacterial leakage was detected from bacteria loaded

modular dental implants MtDI™ using TABS™ dual function seal with

applied continuous force of 200 Newton, despite the survival of the

bacteria in the internal space of the implant.

PR316: Evaluation of the antimicrobial and sealing
efficacy of different types of microgap sealing
materials on the causes of periimplantitis-
microbiological in vitro study

D. Gabri�c1, I. Smojver1, L. Markovi�c2, L. Morelato3, D. Gerbl4

1Department of Oral Surgery, University of Zagreb, School of Dental

Medicine, Zagreb, Croatia, 2Private Dental Clinic, Pula, Croatia,
3Department of Oral Surgery, University of Rijeka, School of Dental

Medicine, Rijeka, Croatia, 4Department of Anesthesiology, University

Hospital Centre, Zagreb, Croatia

Background and Aim: There are many treatment and prevention

modalities for Periimplant diseases. One of the preventive options is

the use microgap sealing and antimicrobial materials to decontaminate

the implant – abutment interface, and in this manner to prevent bac-

terial colonization and its influence on periimplantitis.

The aim of this research is to investigate the antimicrobial and sealing

effect of different microgap sealing materials on dental implant-

abutment interface contaminated with anaerobic bacteria and fungi.

Methods: For this research, we have used 100 titanium dental

implants and 100 prosthetic abutments, two large groups of

50 implants were formed in each depending on the type of implant-

abutment connection. All implant/abutment assemblies were put in a

bacterial solution (0.3 ml) with Staphylococcus aureus and Candidida

albicans for 14 days. After disassembling of the specimens, the inner

surfaces of the implants were sampled by sterile paper points for bac-

terial contamination. Cultures were done on blood agar plates and

incubated at 37 C for 24 h. Microbiological and statisticall analysis
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were done to evaluate the antimicrobial and sealing effect of each

group compared to the control groups and expressed as the percent-

age of bacterial reduction compared to the control groups.

Results: With regard to Staphylococcus spp. infection when compar-

ing Gap seal with negative control (using statistical significance of 5%)

on whole sample (both zimmer and gc implantant) there is statistical

difference in data, and in all other cases we cannot reject null hyp-

otesis that two samples are not different. Similarly with regard Can-

dida spp infection, Gap seal with negative on whole sample there is

statistical difference in data, and in all other cases we cannot reject

null hypotesis that two samples are not different.

Conclusions: With regard to Staphylococcus spp. and Candida spp.

infection when comparing Gap seal with negative control there is sta-

tistical difference in data.

PR317: Laser treatment of peri-implantitis -
preliminary findings

S. Malmqvist1, G. Johannsen1, T. Qadri1, A. Johannsen1

1Department of Dental Medicine, Karolinska Institutet, Huddinge,

Sweden

Background and Aim: Conventional mechanical debridement of den-

tal implants alone has been shown to yield unpredictable results in

treating peri-implantitis. Gold standard treatment currently is mucosal

flap surgery (MFS). There is a need to evaluate new treatment modali-

ties which affect the patient less and is at least as effective as MFS.

The aim is to compare the clinical outcomes of treating peri-

implantitis with either 970 nm diode laser or mucosal flap surgery.

Methods: Outcomes measured were plaque index (PI), bleeding and

suppuration on probing (BOP/SOP), pocket probing depth (PPD) as

well as radiographic bone level (RBL). These were registered at

baseline and 6 months after treatment. Visual analogue scale (VAS)

of discomfort were measured at baseline, directly after and 10 days

after treatment. Block randomization was used based on initial PPD

to assign participants to either treatment. The laser group received

mechanical debridement of the dental implant and the peri-implant

pocket was irradiated with 970 nm laser, continuous beam and

1.2 W power. The control group got conventional MFS with

removal of granulation tissue, cleaning of the dental implant with a

titanium brush followed by suturing of the mucosal flap. The study

was approved by the Regional Ethics Committee in Stockholm,

Sweden.

Results: Currently, 15 patients with 16 implants have completed the

study. The outcomes are presented in Table 1.

Conclusions: The treatment modalities showed similar results on clini-

cal and radiological outcomes. However, the laser group reported sig-

nificantly less disconformable first week after treatment. More studies

and larger sample sizes are needed to draw a more precise conclusion

in comparing these treatments.

PR318: Single-cell sequencing unveils distinct immune
microenvironment in peri-implantitis and periodontitis

S. Qian1, R. Chen1, Y. Lai1, J. Mo1, J. Shi1, H. Lai1

1Oral and Maxillofacial Implantology, Shanghai Jiaotong University,

Shanghai, China

Background and Aim: Peri-implantitis has become a global burden,

occurring with a frequency arranging from 1% to 47% at implant level.

Despite of its oftentimes shared clinical features and therapeutical

approaches with chronic periodontitis, the nature of peri-implantitis

remained inclusive. Therefore, this study aims to reveal the extent of

heterogeneity within the human peri-implant and periodontal tissue

by focusing on the similarities or differences in the microenvironment

in peri-implantitis and periodontitis.

Methods: Single-cell transcriptomic profilings of peri-implant tissue

from patients with peri-implantitis, periodontal tissue from patients

with periodontitis and healthy donors were performed. Histology,

immunohistochemistry, and flow cytometry analysis were performed

to further validate the identified cell subtypes and their involvement

in peri-implantitis and periodontitis.

Results: Based on our single-cell resolution analysis, we showed the

predominance of pro-inflammatory CXCL13+ fibroblasts in both dis-

eases. We also revealed the involvement of WNT5A in fibroblasts in

recruitment of inflammatory cells in peri-implantitis. We further

showed distinct stromal-immune interactome in peri-implantitis and

periodontitis.

Conclusions: Our data generated an intriguing catalog of cell types

and interaction networks in the human peri-implant tissue, thus offer-

ing deeper insights into the nature of peri-implantitis, which will be

helpful in advancing therapy.

PR319: Common practices of dental implants
maintenance among dental hygiene professionals in
Israel (IL) and Germany (GE) - a questionnaire study

M. Saminsky1, G. Slutzkey1, P. Winkler2, I. Elez2, P. Eickholz2

1Tel Aviv University, Department of Periodontology and Oral Implants,

Goldschleger School of Dental Medicine, Ramat Aviv, Tel-Aviv, Israel,
2Goethe University Frankfurt, Periodontology, Frankfurt am Main,

Germany

Background and Aim: Assessment of common practices of dental

implants maintenance among dental hygiene professionals in Israel

and Germany.

Methods: An online questionnaire with 29 questions was developed

by the Departments of Periodontology of Tel Aviv and Frankfurt Uni-

versity. Eight questions addressed demographics and individual train-

ing, 21 questions addressed prevention and treatment of peri-implant

diseases. The questionnaire was advertised and spread by national
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dental hygienists' associations and via social media from April to

October 2021 in Israel (IL) and Germany (GE).

Results: An online questionnaire with 29 questions was developed by

the Departments of Periodontology of Tel Aviv and Frankfurt Univer-

sity. Eight questions addressed demographics and individual training,

21 questions addressed prevention and treatment of peri-implant dis-

eases. The questionnaire was advertised and spread by national dental

hygienists' associations and via social media from April to October

2021 in Israel (IL) and Germany (GE).

Conclusions: Most DHs in IL and GE perform peri-implant probing

and debridement. However, there are some distinct differences

between both counties with regard to choice of instruments and

treatment regimen.

PR320: Adjuvant use of multispecies probiotic in the
treatment of peri-implant mucositis: A randomized
controlled trial

M. Messora1, S. Santana1, P. Silva1, S. Salvador2, R. Casarin3,

D. Palioto1, S. Scombatti de Souza1, M. Taba Junior1, A. Novaes

Junior1, F. Furlaneto1

1Oral Surgery and Periodontology, University of Sao Paulo, Ribeirao

Preto, Brazil, 2University of Sao Paulo, Ribeirao Preto, Brazil, 3The

University of Campinas, Piracicaba, Brazil

Background and Aim: This randomized placebo-controlled clinical trial

evaluated the adjuvant effect of multispecies probiotic on the treat-

ment of peri-implant mucositis.

Methods: Thirty-six peri-implant mucositis patients were recruited

and monitored clinically and immunologically at baseline and 12 and

24 weeks after mechanic debridement. All patients were randomly

assigned to a Test (Probiotic + SRP, n = 18) or Control

(Placebo + SRP, n = 18) group. The probiotic capsules were used

twice a day for 12 weeks. The data were statistically analyzed.

Results: At 12 and 24 weeks, bleeding on probing (BoP) was lower in

the Test group than in the Control group (p < 0.05). 33.3% of the

patients from the Test group did not show any sign of BoP at

24 weeks. This rate was 16.6% in the Control group (p < 0.05). At

12 weeks, a greater number of new diseased sites (BoP-positive) were

observed in the Control group when compared to the Test group

(p < 0.05). At 24 weeks, only the Test group had lower levels of IL-1β,

IL-6, IL-8, and TNF-a than those at baseline (p < 0.05).

Conclusions: The use of multispecies probiotic as an adjunct to

mechanical debridement promotes additional clinical benefits in the

treatment of peri-implant mucositis.

PR321: Impact of smoking and supportive treatment
on marginal bone loss around implants in patients with
periodontitis history

P. Meriç1, B. Kanmaz2, G. Calvert3, D.F. Lappin3, C. Nile3, N. Buduneli1

1Periodontology, Ege University, Izmir, Turkey, 2Izmir Demokrasi

University, Izmir, Turkey, 3University of Glasgow, Glasgow, UK

Background and Aim: Poor oral hygiene, history of periodontitis, and

cigarette smoking are among the major risk factors for peri-implant

diseases, of which the prevalence is increasing. The primary aim of

this 2-years prospective, controlled study was to evaluate the possible

effects of smoking and regular maintenance recalls on the marginal

bone loss around implants in healthy individuals and patients with his-

tory of periodontitis. The secondary aim was to evaluate the correla-

tion between bone loss at 2-years and early biochemical data

obtained in peri-implant crevicular fluid (PICF).

Methods: Twenty patients (13 with the history of periodontitis and

seven without) were recruited for this study between October 2016 and

January 2020 at the Department of Periodontology, Faculty of Dentistry,

Ege University. Detailed medical and dental histories were obtained from

all participants, clinical and radiographic examinations were performed.

Marginal bone level was estimated on standardized peri-apical radio-

graphs taken using a film holder and long cone paralleling technique at

10-days (baseline), 1-month, 6-months, and 2-years post-surgery. PICF

samples obtained at baseline, 1-month were analysed for cholinergic

enzymes and cytokines using enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay and

appropriate kits. Data were tested statistically.

Results: Twenty-seven implants in patients with periodontitis history

and 10 implants in the control group were evaluated. Bone loss was

higher in the periodontitis group, but the differences were not signifi-

cant at any time point (p > 0.05). Smokers exhibited significantly more

bone loss than non-smokers at 2-years (p < 0.05). Significant positive

correlations were found between 2-years bone loss and baseline but-

yrylcholinesterase, 1-month acetylcholinesterase, 1-month

interleukin-17A (p = 0.047, p = 0.048, p = 0.048, respectively).

Conclusions: Within the limits of the present study, it may be

suggested that smoking but not history of periodontitis increases mar-

ginal bone loss around implants during 2-years follow-up with regular

maintenance recalls.

PR322: Decontamination of titanium implants by using
the SFT8 and RFPT8 tips of Er,Cr:YSGG laser

P. Polenik1

1Medical Faculty, Stomatology, Charles University, Pilsen, Czech Republic

Background and Aim: Effective decontamination of dental implant

surfaces is the most difficult step of periimplantitis treatment. The use

of some lasers can be helpful not in the bacterial killing but also in

removal of foreign substances. A new side firing tip (SFT) of Waterlase
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iPlus laser was developed specifically for the treatment of

periimplantitis.

The aim of the study was to found the optimal parameters for effi-

cient preparation of contaminated implant surface and to compare

effectiveness of SFT to radial firing tip (RFPT8).

Methods: Due to the periimplantitis failed implants with machined +-

sandblasted + alkali etched + acid etched surfaces and abundant vol-

ume of biofilm were treated in vitro by using of Waterlase SFT and

RFPT8. Following settings were used:

Group 1 (SFT): 1.5 W, 30 Hz, 50% water, 40% air.

Group 2 (SFT): 2.5 W, 30 Hz, 50% water, 40% air.

Group 3 (RFPT8): 2.25 W, 30 Hz, 50% water, 40% air.

Results of the treatment were evaluated by confocal laser scanning

microscope, scanning electron microscope with energy dispersive X-

ray spectroscopy and by bacterial cultivation.

Results: After treatment, in group 1 the microscopic examination rev-

ealed structurally unaffected implant surface without bacterial cells.

But deeper microdepressions were frequently full of organic

material. Significant decrease of organic material inside structural

microdepressions was typical for group 2. Excellent results were

recorded after combination of coronal-to-apical and horizontal tips

movement around the implant. This situation was accompanied with

discrete loss of implant material at the highest tops of implant

microstructure.

Significant residua of biofilm were visible on the surfaces treated

using RFPT8.

Conclusions: The comparative study showed that in SFT the power

value of 2.5 W can provide better conditions for regenerative pro-

cesses in the treatment of periimplantitis than lower power settings

recommended by manufacturer. Removal of biofilm and preparation

of implant surface by using RFPT8 is unsufficient for subsequent

regeneration.

PR323: Use of chlorhexidine-gel vs. postbiotics-gel in
sites affected by peri-implant mucositis: A split-mouth
randomized clinical study

A. Butera1, G. Cuggia1, S. Gallo1, M. Perelli2, M. Pascadopoli1,

A. Butera1

1Department of Clinical, Surgical, Diagnostic and Pediatric Sciences,

University of Pavia, Pavia, Italy, 2Private Practice, Torino, Italy

Background and Aim: Patients not treated with SIT are at higher risk

of developing peri-implant diseases as there is a dose/dependent cor-

relation between plaque index e peri-implant mucositis. From the

study of postbiotics emerges their function on reducing the replica-

tion of pathogens and biofilm formation of a strain of

A. Actinomycetemcomitans. Aims: evaluation of the peri-implant indi-

ces; check for any statistically significant difference.

Methods: 20 bilateral peri-implant mucositis patients treated with Air-

flow, ultrasonic and manual instruments at baseline. Biometric indices

(PPD, PI, GBI, BS, MMC) detected at baseline and every follow-up

(T1:1 month, T2:3 months, T3:6 months).

Professional application of 1% Chlorhexidine gel at right side and

postbiotics-based gel at left side. Professional deplaquing at each re-

evaluation, patients applied gels at home for 7 days after each evalua-

tion using interdental brushes.

Results: PPD significantly decreased in both groups, there's a sig-

nificantly mean-difference between the delta value of chx-group

and posbiotics-group. There are significant intragroup differences

in PI between chx-group T0 and T2 and postbiotics-group T0 and

T2.No significant differences within the chx-group for GBI. Signifi-

cant differences comparing postbiotics-group T0 and T2;

postbiotics-group T0 and T3.There are significant intra-group dif-

ferences in BS between chx-group T0 and T2, chx-group T0 and T3

and intragroup between postbiotics-group T0 and T1, postbiotics-

group T0 and T2, postbiotics-group T0 and T3, postbiotics-group

T1 and T3. For MMC there are significant intra-group differences

between chx-group T0 and T2, chx-group T0 and T3, postbiotics-

group T0 and T1, postbiotics-group T0 and T2, postbiotics-group

T0 and T3.

Conclusions: Postbiotic-based gel is effective in reducing inflamma-

tory indices. The absence of side-effects and the role postbiotics play

in maintaining the homeostasis of oral microbiome, suggests its use-

fulness in long-term therapy. Changes in BS, GBI and MMC suggest

the importance of further studies to evaluate their ability to prevent

the onset of peri-implant mucositis and to maintain it constant

over time.

PR324: Efficacy of different implant surface
decontamination methods using spectrophotometric
analysis: An in vitro study

R. Giffi1, L. Mancini1, D. Pietropaoli1, F. Tarallo1, P. Sahrmann2,

E. Marchetti1

1Department of Clinical Medicine Life Health and Environmental

Sciences, Department of Life, Health and Environmental Sciences,

University of L'Aquila, Coppito (AQ), Italy, 2Clinic of Conservative and

Preventive Dentistry, Center of Dental Medicine, University of Zurich,

Zurich, Switzerland

Background and Aim: Different methods have been proposed in order

to achieve a closed-to complete decontamination of the surface of

implants suffering peri-implantitis. The study investigated the in vitro

debridement efficiency of different decontamination methods (Gracey

curettes [GC], glycine air-polishing [G-Air], erythritol air-polishing [E-

Air] and titanium brushes [TiB]) using a novel spectrophotometric ink-

model in three different bone defects settings, that is, 30�, 60�

and 90�.

Methods: Forty-five dental implants were mounted in resin models

and stained with indelible ink and, which simulated standardised

peri-implantitis defects with different bone defect angulations (30�,

60� and 90�). After each run of instrumentation, implants were
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removed from the resin model and diluted with ethanol (97%). A

spectrophotometric analysis was performed to detect colour rem-

nants in order to measure the cumulative uncleaned surface area of

the implant. SEM images were taken to assess micromorphological

surface changes.

Results: Results showed that, generally, the 60� bone defect was the

easiest, and 30� the most difficult to debride (ABS 60� = 0.26 ± 0.04;

ABS 30� = 0.32 ± 0.06; ABS 90� = 0.27 ± 0.04). The most effective

debridement method was by TiB, independently of bone defect (TiB

vs. GC: p < 0.0001; TiB vs. G-Air: p = 0.0017; TiB vs. GE-Air:

p = 0.0007). GC appeared to be the least efficient method for biofilm

debridement.

Conclusions: The results suggest that TiB are the most effective

method for implant decontamination but also the most aggressive, as

they cause more alteration of the implant surface in comparison with

the other tested methods.

PR325: Outcome of supportive peri-implant therapy
on the rates of peri-implant diseases and marginal
bone loss: A systematic review and meta-analysis

M.A. Atieh1,2, F. AlAli1, N.H. Alsabeeha3

1Hamdan Bin Mohammed College of Dental Medicine, Mohammed Bin

Rashid University of Medicine and Health Sciences, Dubai,

United Arab Emirates, 2Sir John Walsh Research Institute, Faculty of

Dentistry, University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand, 3Prosthetic

Section, Ras Al-Khaimah Dental Center, Ministry of Health and

Prevention, Dubai, United Arab Emirates

Background and Aim: The aim of this systematic review and meta-

analysis was to evaluate the impact of supportive peri-implant therapy

(SPIT) on the rates of peri-implant diseases and peri-implant marginal

bone loss.

Methods: The guidelines of PRISMA statement were followed in

searching for randomized controlled trials, controlled clinical trials,

and retrospective studies in several electronic databases and refer-

ence lists. The Cochrane Collaboration's Risk of Bias tools for non-

randomized studies was used to assess the risk of bias. Data were

analyzed using statistical software.

Results: A total of 159 studies were identified. Five trials, with

1570 implants in 617 patients, met the inclusion criteria.

Overall meta-analysis showed significantly reduced rates of peri-

implantitis with SPIT compared with non- SPIT at implant and patient

levels. Peri-implant mucositis was significantly reduced with SPIT at

implant level only. Peri-implant marginal bone loss was significantly

reduced in patients with SPIT compared to those who did not

attend SPIT.

Conclusions: SPIT can significantly reduce the rate of peri-implantitis

and marginal bone loss. The evidence on the role of SPIT in reducing

the rate of peri-implant mucositis, on the other hand, remains limited.

Further well-designed studies on the impact of SPIT on implant treat-

ment outcome are still needed.

PR326: Evaluation of different decontamination
techniques on titanium implant surfaces

K. Aksoy1, Ş. Enhoş1, N. Zeybek2, M. Polat2

1Periodontics, University of Izmir Katip Çelebi, Izmir, Turkey, 2Izmir

Institute of Technology, Izmir, Turkey

Background and Aim: The most important factor is the assuring of

decontamination in periimplantitis. A clear treatment protocol has not

been established yet.

The aim of our study is to compare the effects of decontamination tech-

niques and to evaluate how these techniques affect the implant surface.

Methods: 75 rough (grade-IV) and 75 smooth (grade-V) titanium discs

are used. In order to experimentally create periimplantitis on these

disc surfaces, Streptococcus aureus species were incubated on the

discs. Then, the discs were divided into 10 separate groups. In the

groups formed for Grade-IV and grade-V titanium groups, Group 1:

Perioflow, Group 2: PEEK tip ultrasonic, Group: 3 Titanium curette,

Group 4: Titanium brush and last is control group. After the applied

decontamination methods, total biofilm mass, colony counting assays,

profilometry and AFM were evaluated.

Results: There was a statistically significant decrease in decontamina-

tion efficiency for both titanium groups. In the colony count assay

tests, the success in Group 1 for grade-IV titanium surface was found

to be statistically significantly higher than the other test groups. In the

profilometer test, there was no statistically significant difference

between the effect of perioflow on the surface for grade-IV titanium

and the control group, while the difference between the other test

groups and the control group reached statistical significance. In

Grade-V titanium discs, the effect of titanium curette on surface irreg-

ularity was statistically significant. The relationship between AFM and

profilometer is not statistically significant for grade-IV surfaces.

Conclusions: The highest decontamination efficiency was found in

the perioflow group. When choosing the treatment method, the sur-

face feature of the implant should be taken into account. Titanium

curette is considered not an appropriate alternative for decontamina-

tion at the abutment level, as it causes the most surface deterioration.

Perioflow, which makes the least surface change, is considered to be a

suitable alternative for decontamination of rough implant surfaces.

PR327: Antibacterial effect of direct and alternating
electric current on implant surfaces contaminated with
an in vitro multi-species oral biofilm model

V. Odeh1, L. Virto1, E. García-Quismondo2, J. Torres1, J. Palma2,

D. Herrera3,1, M. Sanz1,3

1Etiology and Therapy Periodontal and Peri-implant Diseases (ETEP)

Research Group, University Complutense of Madrid, Madrid, Spain,
2Electrochemical Processes Unit, IMDEA Energy, Madrid, Spain,
3Department of Dental Clinical Specialties, University Complutense of

Madrid, Madrid, Spain
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Background and Aim: Recent studies have proposed the use of elec-

trical fields for biofilm control on dental implant surfaces. The aim of

the study was to investigate the antibacterial effect of advanced elec-

trochemical treatments, using a validated in vitro biofilm model grown

on titanium implant surfaces (TIS).

Methods: Mature 72-h multispecies biofilms were formed over TIS. A

three-electrode system was designed to apply direct or alternating

electric fields with constant current or voltage, where the implant sur-

face was used as working electrode, a platinum mesh as counter elec-

trode, and Ag/AgCl as reference electrode. Constant electric currents

of �10 mA, �20 mA and �40 mA or constant voltages of �0.75 V,

�1.5 V and �3 V were applied under both alternating (frequency of

1 kHz and 20 kHz) and direct current parameters. Each electrochemi-

cal treatment was applied for 5 min, while no treatment was used as

control. Samples were processed by quantitative polymerase chain

reaction. The results were expressed as reductions in viable bacteria

counts (colony forming units - CFUs). Amps-hour counting, current

evolution, temperature increase, and pH changes were also deter-

mined. For statistical analysis, a generalized linear model was used.

Results: Bacterial reductions of three to four orders of magnitude in

viable counts, were observed after applying the different electro-

chemical treatments, being statistically significant when compared to

the control group (p < 0.05), except for �0.75 V and �1.5 V. Com-

pared to alternating currents, a greater reduction in viable bacterial

counts was observed after applying direct current. The highest reduc-

tion (87.1%, 81% and 79.24%) was achieved under direct current sig-

nals with �10 mA, �20 mA and �3 V, respectively.

Conclusions: The tested electrochemical treatment was able to signifi-

cantly reduce the bacterial load from mature biofilms grown on TIS. Direct

currents demonstrated a higher antibacterial effect compared to alternat-

ing currents, while the application of constant voltage or constant current

did not seem to significantly influence the efficacy of the electrolysis.

PR328: Strongly adhesive and antimicrobial peptide
loaded alginate-catechol based gels for application
against periimplantitis

B. Sébastien1, E. Olivier1, B. Vincent2, M.-B. Marie-Hélène2,

Y. Haikel3, J. Loic4, S. Jean Marc5

1Prosthodontic, University of Strasbourg, Strasbourg, France, 2INSERM

1121 Biomaterials and Bioengineering, University of Strasbourg,

Strasbourg, France, 3University of Strasbourg, Strasbourg, France,
4University of Strasbourg, Institut Charles Sadron, UPR 22, Strasbourg,

France, 5University of Strasbourg, CNRS, UMR 7178, Strasbourg, France

Background and Aim: Periimplantitis is a disease linked to oral viru-

lent bacteria like P. gingivalis that grow in dental implants surrounding

tissues, and between implants and abutments. Antimicrobial gels pre-

viously described to prevently fill these sites lose their effectiveness

and are resorbing over time. Characterization of biophysical and anti-

microbial properties of an original hydrogel Alginate-Catechol (Alg-

Cat) combined to D-Cateslytin (D-CTL).

Methods: Gelation kinetics, frequency and strain sweep measurements

were performed by rheology. Antibacterial activity of the gels was tested

against P. gingivalis, and the MIC was determined. Peptides released from

the gels were purified by HPLC and characterized by MALDI-TOF mass

spectrometry. The behavior of bacteria in contact with the gel was

observed using optical and electronic microscopy (SEM and TEM).

Results: Gelation was fast and achieved in 2 min with a storage modu-

lus between 25 and 30 Pa. The gels were stable under strain and

showed an adhesive potential reinforced with aging at 18 h (5.4 kPa),

under slow retraction speed (4 J m�2 at 10 μm/s) with a mixed rup-

ture profile (adhesive/cohesive). The MIC of D-CTL inside Alg-Cat gel

against P. gingivalis was equal to 470 μg ml�1 after 24 h. Peptides

recovered in the supernatant and inside the gel were fragmented,

most of them conserving the α - helix active site. No bacteria were

visualized at the surface and inside the gel after 24 h.

Conclusions: This gel is promising for clinical application as prevention

of periimplantitis, and should be used combined to other therapies.

PR329: Efficiency of cold atmospheric plasma,
cleaning powders and their combination for biofilm
removal on two different titanium implant surfaces

J. Kamionka1, R. Matthes1, B. Holtfreter1, C. Pink1, R. Schlüter2, T. von

Woedtke3, T. Kocher1, C. Walter1, L. Jablonowski1

1Department of Restorative Dentistry, Periodontology, Endodontology,

Preventive Dentistry and Pedodontics, University Medicine Greifswald,

Greifswald, Germany, 2Imaging Center of the Department of Biology,

University of Greifswald, Greifswald, Germany, 3Leibniz-Institute for

Plasma Science and Technology e.V. (INP), Greifswald, Germany

Background and Aim: Biofilm removal is the decisive factor for the

control of peri-implantitis. Cold atmospheric pressure plasma (CAP)

can become an effective aid due to its ability to destroy and to inacti-

vate bacterial biofilm residues. This study evaluated the cleaning effi-

ciency of CAP, and air-polishing with glycine (APG) or erythritol (APE)

containing powders alone or in combination with CAP (APG + CAP,

APE + CAP) on sandblasted/acid etched, and anodised titanium

implant surface.

Methods: On respective titanium discs, a 7-day ex-vivo human biofilm

was grown. Afterwards the samples were treated with CAP, APG,

APE, APG + CAP, and APE + CAP. Sterile and untreated biofilm discs

were used for verification. Directly after treatment and after 5 days of

incubation in medium at 37�C, samples were prepared for examina-

tion by fluorescence microscopy. The relative biofilm fluorescence

was measured for quantitative analyses.

Results: Air-polishing with or without CAP removed biofilms effec-

tively. The combination of air-polishing with CAP showed the best

cleaning results compared to single treatments, even on day 5. Imme-

diately after treatment, APE + CAP showed insignificant higher

cleansing efficiency than APG + CAP.

Conclusions: CAP supports mechanical cleansing and disinfection to

remove and inactivate microbial biofilm on implant surfaces
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significantly. Here, the type of the powder was not important. The

highest cleansing results were obtained on sandblasted/etched sur-

faces.

PR361: Biofilm removal methods from implants
titanium surface. Comparative study in vivo

A. Barylyak1, M. Uhryn2,3

1Lviv National Medical University, Therapeutic dentistry, Lviv, Ukraine,
2Center of Dental Implantation and Prosthetic Dentistry MM,

Prosthodontic Dentistry, Lviv, Ukraine, 3Lviv National Medical University,

Lviv, Ukraine

Background and Aim: Presence of bacteria on the implant surface

may lead to inflammation of the mucous membrane around the

implant. For the treatment of periimplantitis it is important to remove

bacterial plaque and inflammatory tissues, to protect the surface of

the implant.

Aim: To evaluate the efficacy of laser technology for eliminating of

oral biofilm attached to titanium implants.

Methods: For study were used 3 types of titanium disks: machined

surfaces; titanium-nitride coating; acid etched and sand blasting tita-

nium surface.

Titanium specimens were fixed into individual removable acrylic

splints (12 discs in each splint), which worn by forty volunteers (age

20-25 year) for 24 hours. All discs were divided into six groups: 1

group - control, 2-nd - cleaning with Er:YAG laser, 3-d PDT (photody-

namic therapy), 4 group - combination of mechanical debridement and

cleaning with Er:YAG laser, 5 group - combination of mechanical

debridement and PDT, 6 group - mechanical debridement.

After cleaning all discs were giving under microbiological evaluations.

Three types of grows media were used (blood agar, medium Saburo,

Mitis salivarius agar). Samples were incubated under aerobic condi-

tions (t - 37 � C, 24 h).

For visualization and identifying the impact of methods, the samples

were giving under scanning electron microscopy and chemical analysis

Results: Statistical analysis showed that 4-th group has demonstrated

the best results on all samples. (p <0.001). Other groups (2,3,5,6)

showed lower rate of growth of bacteria compared with group 1

(p <0.05)

Conclusions: All methods were able to reduce the total number of

microorganisms from titanium implants. The best results of eliminating

biofilms on different titanium surfaces were achieved by synergistic

effect (combination of mechanical debridement and irradiation with

Er:YAG laser).

DENTAL IMPLANTS AND PERI-IMPLANT DISEASES - OTHER

TOPICS

PR330: Dental implant surface morphology,
topography, and chemical composition following
double wavelength (2780/940 nm) laser irradiation
in vitro

P. Fahlstedt1, A. Wennerberg2, D.F. Bunaes3, S.A. Lie1, K.N. Leknes3

1Faculty of Medicine, Department of Clinical Dentistry, University of

Bergen, Bergen, Norway, 2Department of Prosthodontics, University

of Gothenburg, Gothenburg, Sweden, 3Faculty of Medicine,

Department of Clinical Dentistry-Periodontics, University of Bergen,

Bergen, Norway

Background and Aim: Pulsed Erbium-lasers have been shown to yield

high removal effects of artificial biofilm, and diode laser irradiation is

reported bactericidal on contaminated titanium dental implant sur-

faces. However, unintended adverse side effects following irradiation

may severely alter the surface morphology, affecting its biological

properties, and potentially comprising re-osseointegration of the

implant.

This in-vitro study evaluates potential surface alterations on different

implant systems using a novel validated protocol for double wave-

length irradiation, Er,Cr:YSGG laser 2780 nm and diode laser 940 nm.

We hypothesised that micro-, nano morphology, surface topography

(Sa, Sds, Sdr), and the chemical compound would be changed for irradi-

ated surfaces compared with non-irradiated.

Methods: Thirty-six new titanium dental implants representing three

different surface characteristics, Osseospeed (Os), TiUnite (TiU), and

Roxolid SLActive (RS), were included. Irradiation by laser and water

spray was conducted in a computer-controlled robot device, using vali-

dated energy/power settings. Test group A (laser plus water), control

group B (only water), and control group C (no treatment) were analysed

by Scanning electron microscope (SEM), White Light Laser

Proliferometer (Interferometry), and Energy-dispersive x-ray (EDX), and

compared. Results were considered statistically significant for p < 0.05.

Results: Minor differences in micro-, nano morphology and chemical

compound were found between the groups within each implant sys-

tem. There were statistically significant differences in topography

between group A and C for Os top Sa (p = 0.002), Sdr (p < 0.001) and

RS top Sa (p = 0.005), and valley (p = 0.043), between group B and C

for Os top Sds (p = 0.013), Sdr (p = 0.003) and RS valley Sdr

(p = 0.002), and between group A and B for RS top Sa (p = 0.005) and

Sdr (p = 0.029).

Conclusions: After double wavelength laser irradiation and water

spray irrigation alone, Os and RS surface topography were changed

compared to pristine implant surfaces.

An evaluation of the impact on biocompatibility and cleaning efficacy

of contaminated implants following double wavelength laser irradia-

tion is warranted.
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PR331: Primary closure after alveolar ridge
preservation: Does it really matter?

M. Atieh1,2, L. Alfardan3, N. Alsabeeha4

1Department of Periodontology, Mohammed Bin Rashid University of

Medicine and Health Sciences, Dubai, United Arab Emirates, 2Faculty of

Dentistry, University of Otago, Sir John Walsh Research Institute,

Dunedin, New Zealand, 3Al Fardan Dental Centre, Manama, Bahrain,
4Department of Prothodontics, Emirates Health Services, Ras Al

Khaimah, United Arab Emirates

Background and Aim: Alveolar ridge preservation (ARP) procedures

can limit bone changes following tooth extraction. Flapped and

flapless surgical approaches have been used for ARP, however, their

specific influence on the clinical outcome of ARP lack strong scientific

evidence. The aim of this systematic review and meta-analysis was to

evaluate the effects of flapped and flapless surgical approaches on the

dimensional changes of hard and soft tissues and patient reported

outcome following ARP.

Methods: Electronic databases were searched to identify randomized

controlled trials (RCTs) that compared flapped ARP by means of

coronally advanced flap to flapless ARP where barrier membranes

were left exposed. The risk of bias was assessed using the Cochrane

Collaboration's Risk of Bias tool. Data were analyzed using a statistical

software program.

Results: A total of 754 studies were identified, of which, five studies

with 149 extraction sockets in 128 participants were included. Overall

meta-analysis did not show any significant differences in the changes

in ridge width and height between flapped and flapless ARP. The use

of flapless ARP was associated with significantly less postoperative

pain, thicker labial soft tissues and marginally more favourable

changes in width of keratinized tissues compared to flapped

approach.

Conclusions: The short-term hard tissue changes following ARP with

flapped or flapless approach are comparable. Postoperative pain and

labial soft tissue changes are more favourable following ARP using

flapless approach. Further evidence from long-term RCTs are still

required to substantiate the current findings.

PR332: Bacterial growth on three non-resorbable
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) membranes for guided
bone regeneration. An in vitro study

G. Slutzkey1, H. Zelikman2, S. Levartovsky2, S. Matalon2, I. Beitlitum1

1Goldschleger School of Dental Medicine, Periodontology and Oral

Implantology, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel, 2Goldschleger School of

Dental Medicine, Oral Rehabilitation, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel

Background and Aim: The purpose of this in vitro study was to evalu-

ate the antibacterial effect of three commercial non-resorbable poly-

tetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) membranes.

Methods: A validated in vitro model with 2 bacterial species

(Streptococcus sanguinis and Fusobacterium nucleatum) was used.

Eight samples from each membrane (Permamem®, CYTOPLAST

TXT-200 and NeoGen™) were placed in a 96-well microtiter plate.

The samples were fixed to special inserts suited to the size of the

wells. As positive control, inserts without a membrane sample on it

were used and, as negative control, non-contaminated membrane

samples. The experimental and positive control were exposed to

bacterial suspension which involved one bacterial species in each

plate. The plate was incubated in 37�C for 40 min to allow suspen-

sion fluid evaporation and direct contact between the bacteria and

the membrane. Sterile growth medium was then added to the wells

and the plates were mixed/shaken for 2 min in order to create bacte-

rial suspension. Bacterial growth was monitored spectrophotometrically

at 650 nm for 24 h in temperature controlled microplate spectropho-

tometer under anaerobic conditions (Thermomax, molecular devices

corporation, Menlo park corporate center, Menlo park, CA, USA).

One- Sample Kolmogorov- Smirnov Normal Test and Kruskal-Wallis

test were used for the statistical analysis.

Results: As shown by the bacterial growth curves obtained from the

spectrophotometer readings, all three membranes resulted in bacterial

growth. We have not found a statistical difference in F. nucleatum

growth between different membrane samples and the positive control

group. However, S. sanguinis growth was reduced significantly in the

presence of two membranes (CYTOPLAST TXT-200 and NeoGen™)

when compared to the control. The presence of Permamem® had no

significant influence on S. sanguinis growth.

Conclusions: Some types of commercial non resorbable PTFE mem-

branes may have an impact on growth dynamics of specific bacterial

species.

PR333: The factors influencing implant primary
stability as measured by different torque devices:
Osstell, penguin implant stability quotient and
insertion torque – An in vitro study

P. Raz1, H. Meir1, A. Sebaoun1, D. Zafar2, I. Beitlitum1

1Periodontology and Oral Implants, Goldschleger School of Dental

Medicine, Sackler Faculty of Medicine, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel,
2Sackler Faculty of Medicine, Goldschleger School of Dental Medicine, Tel

Aviv University, Undergraduate Clinic, Tel Aviv, Israel

Background and Aim: Implant primary stability is a critical demand for

immediate or early loading. At the time of implant placement, the pri-

mary stability can be evaluated by insertion torque (IT). Osstell or Pen-

guin are devices to assess implant stability based on resonance

frequency analysis (RFA). The value obtained by devices is translated

into an index called the Implant stability quotient (ISQ). Different fac-

tors effect primary stability measurement but their combined contri-

bution is not clear.
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To measure the effect of different implant design, length and bone

quality on initial stability of implants using different stability devices

of IT and two type ISQ in vitro model

Methods: 96 implants were inserted in an artificial bone material, syn-

thetic foam blocks resembling soft and dense bone. Two different

implant designs internal hex (IH) or conical connection (CC), length of

13 mm or 8 mm were compared. Implant were placed by the surgical

motor (IT) and ISQ measurements were recorded by means of the

Osstell or Penguin.

Results: The effect of each single parameter on the primary stability

measurements by all devices show significantly higher values for long

implants over short, for dense bone over soft bone and for CC over

IH implant design at the initial measurement and the final measure-

ment, when the entire implant was inserted.

When analyzing the combined effect of implant length and

implant type on the primary we can find the highest different in

favor of long cc versus short IH implant. Although implant length

affects primary stability, the implant design effect is more pro-

nounced in the short implant (10.22 ISQ) versus the long implants

(8.71ISQ).

Conclusions:

1. Implant design of CC may compensate on low stability expected in

soft bone and in cases of short implant insertion

2. The effect of implant length in dense bone is significant but smaller

in comparison to soft bone

PR334: Non-surgical treatment of peri-implantitis with
or without systemic antibiotics; a randomized
controlled clinical trial

A. Polymeri1, J. van der Horst2, D. Anssari Moin1, D. Wismeijer2,

B.G. Loos1, M.L. Laine1

1Department of Periodontology, Academic Centre for Dentistry

Amsterdam (ACTA), Amsterdam, Netherlands, 2Department of Oral

Implantology and Prosthodontics, Academic Centre for Dentistry

Amsterdam (ACTA), Amsterdam, Netherlands

Background and Aim: The aim of this randomized controlled clinical

trial was to assess the adjunctive effect of systemic amoxicillin (AMX)

and metronidazole (MTZ) in patients receiving non-surgical treatment

(NST) for peri-implantitis (PI).

Methods: Thirty-seven patients were randomized into an experimen-

tal group treated with NST plus AMX + MTZ and a control group

treated with NST alone. Clinical parameters were evaluated at

12 weeks post-treatment. The primary outcome was the change in

peri-implant pocket depth (PIPD) from baseline to 12 weeks, while

secondary outcomes included changes in bleeding on probing (BoP),

suppuration on probing (SoP) and plaque index (PI).

Results: All 37 patients, contributing one implant each, completed

the study. At 12 weeks, the experimental group showed a mean

PIPD reduction of 1.53 ± 1.26 mm, as compared to 0.79 ± 1.29 mm

in the control group (p = 0.049). Nevertheless, in a linear mixed

model adjusted for initial PIPD, implant brand and presence of natu-

ral teeth, the mean difference between the two groups lost statisti-

cal significance (adjusted p = 0.088). Although BoP, SoP and PI

significantly improved at 12 weeks for both groups, there were no

statistically significant between-group differences. On average, four

or more out of six peri-implant sites still had BoP after treatment. A

successful treatment outcome was defined as follows; implant sur-

vival with absence of PIPD ≥5 mm, absence of BoP and/or SoP.

Based on this definition, only two implants, one in each group, were

treated successfully.

Conclusions: The adjunctive use of systemic AMX and MTZ in the

NST of PI resulted in a trend towards greater PIPD reduction com-

pared to NST alone, although this did not reach statistical significance.

Overall, antibiotic therapy did not show statistically significant better

results, therefore it cannot be justified for routine use. NST with or

without antibiotics was ineffective to completely resolve inflammation

around dental implants.

PR335: microRNA (miRNA) as a potential predictive
biomarker for peri-implant diseases: A systematic
review

N.L. Zainal Abidin1, M.F.H. Hidayat1

1Centre of Periodontology Studies, MARA University of Technology,

Sungai Buloh, Malaysia

Background and Aim: Peri-implant diseases are a common complica-

tion that may lead to dental implant failure. microRNA (miRNA)

expression has been identified as one of the potential predictive bio-

markers to assess clinical outcomes following dental implant place-

ment. The aim of this systematic review is to search comprehensively

potential miRNA biomarkers implicated with peri-implant diseases.

Methods: An electronic search was performed using the following data-

bases: EBSCO Medline Complete, PubMed, Web of Science, and Goo-

gle Scholar from January 2000 until June 2021 using relevant medical

subject heading (MeSH) terms. Publications that were written only in

the English language were selected. After a multi-step process involving

literature search, abstract evaluation, and full-text reading, studies that

fit into inclusion and exclusion criteria were selected for the review.

Results: Five studies were considered for this review including 1 sys-

tematic review with meta-analysis, 2 cohort studies, and 2 cross-

sectional studies. These studies were using peri-implant crevicular

fluid as well as saliva samples. From the animal study, it was found

that let-7 g, miR-27a, and miR-145 may play important roles in peri-

implantitis that are worth further investigation. Another study demon-

strated that the downregulation of miRNA-21-3p and miRNA-150-5p

might be related to the occurrence of peri-implantitis. In addition,

another study found that downregulation of miR-4484 may contrib-

ute to peri-implantitis. While other researchers reported variable

expression of miRNA that correlates with the clinical outcomes of

peri-implant soft tissue.
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Conclusions: Studies on the differential expression of miRNA in

implant dentistry are still limited, necessitating further research espe-

cially on the functional role of specific miRNA biomarkers in the path-

ogenesis of peri-implant diseases.

PR336: Histomorphometry and immunohistochemistry
of xenogeneic collagen matrix for soft tissue
manipulation in humans: Randomized clinical trial

R. Cimões1, B. Vajgel1, M. Barros1, M. Nunes1, G. Godoy1, R. Pinho2

1Universidade Federal de Pernambuco, Recife, Brazil, 2Unifacol, Recife,

Brazil

Background and Aim: Autogenous graft to modify the soft tissue

around implants brings a number of limitations to its use. The connec-

tive tissue substitutes (CTS) needs clarify its behavior from a histologi-

cal aspect. The present study aimed to evaluate, histomorphometrically

the amount of collagen and immunohistochemically the vascularization

of the soft tissue around implants after treatment with the xenogenic

acellular collagen matrix (MCX) compared to the autogenous graft

Methods: Nine individuals participated in the study, who underwent

simultaneous rehabilitation with implants and connective tissue grafts

(CTG) (control group) and the xenogenic collagen matrix (XCM) (test

group) in contralateral edentulous areas. The patients made available

from 2 to 4 sites for each graft technique, in total 12 samples for each

graft, which were randomly allocated in three groups according to the

healing time of 30 days (n = 4), 90 days (n = 4), 180 days (n = 4),

where samples were collected for histological and immunohistochemi-

cal evaluation. The samples were stained in Masson's trichrome in order

to analyze the collagen structure and prepared immunohistochemically

for the detection of the vascular endothelium, with the CD34 antibody.

Results: The results showed an increasing collagen formation

according to the evaluation period, with a significant increase in the

180-day period for XCM and CTG (p < 0.05), with no difference

between groups (p > 0.05). As for vessel density and vascularization

percentage, both showed a significant increase for the XCM and CTG

groups for the period of 90 days (p < 0.05), there was only difference

between the groups for evaluation at 30 days (p < 0.05).

Conclusions: XCM demonstrated vascular behavior similar to CTG

and mature and uniform collagen deposition at 180 days. The study

found that XCM behaved histologically very similar to CTG, this xeno-

geneic matrix is a viable alternative to autologous graft from the histo-

logical point of view.

PR337: Investigation of Porphyromonas gingivalis
adhesion to polyetheretherketone (PEEK), titanium
and zirconia implant surfaces

S. Tumdee1, A. Leewananthawet1

1Department of Restorative Dentistry and Periodontology, Chiang Mai

University, Chiang Mai, Thailand

Background and Aim: Polyetheretherketone (PEEK) is widely used in

medicine, for example, an implant for fixing the spine (spinal implant),

a material for bone replacement in large bone lesions that lost from

accidents, and vascular implant. In dentistry, PEEK recently has been

permitted to use for the production of prosthetic components, like

abutments and healing screws of implants. However, a possible to use

in oral implantology, bacteria are considered to be the most important

causing peri-implant disease; therefore, it is necessary to examine the

effects of PEEK on bacterial adhesion that Porphyromonas gingivalis

(P. gingivalis) is one of the major periodontal pathogens.

The aim of this study is to investigate PEEK interaction with

P. gingivalis on bacterial adhesion used in oral implantology compared

to other current implant materials such as titanium and zirconia.

Methods: PEEK, titanium and zirconia was prepared as experimental

discs with the machine at the level of usage in clinical for P. gingivalis

adhesion test. The superficial micro-roughness of the discs was ana-

lyzed by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). P. gingivalis were cultivation

for 24 h on each disc and then were analyzed, Microbiological analysis

measured by the colony-forming units (CFUs) and scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) were used in micro-morphological observation.

Results: The interaction of bacterial adhesion, the number of

P. gingivalis on PEEK were the lowest and significantly lower than

other materials. SEM images presented normal shapes of P. gingivalis

and were fewer in number of PEEK than other materials.

Conclusions: In bacterial response, PEEK has the property of resisting

adhesion of P. gingivalis better than other current implant materials

that possibly become used as oral implants.

PR338: The race for applicable antimicrobial dental
implant surfaces to fight biofilm-related disease:
Advancing in laboratorial studies vs. stagnation in
clinical application

E. de Avila1, B. Nagay2, M.M. Pereira1, V. Barão2, A.C. Pavarina1,

J. van den Beucken3

1Department of Dental Materials and Prosthodontics, São Paulo State

University (UNESP), Araraquara, Brazil, 2Department of Prosthodontics

and Periodontology, University of Campinas (UNICAMP), Piracicaba,

Brazil, 3Regenerative Biomaterials, Radboud University Medical Center

(RadboudUMC), Nijmegen, Netherlands

Background and Aim: The aim of this study was to comprehensively

investigate the relationship between antimicrobial dental implant sur-

faces engineering in laboratorial versus the clinical application of novel

antibacterial implant surfaces though a systematic review. We sought

to answer the following question: What is the challenge for direct

translation of engineered antibacterial surfaces toward clinical

application?

Methods: Research articles reporting antimicrobial dental implant sur-

faces were identified by searching PubMed (MEDLINE), Scopus, Web

of Science, The Cochrane Library, Embase, and System of Information

on Grey Literature in Europe (SIGLE), between 2008 and 2020. The
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eligibility criteria considered materials for dental and biomedical

implants as the population of interest; antimicrobial surface treatment

as the intervention; untreated surface as the comparison; and positive

effect of surface treatment on microorganisms as the outcome. Stud-

ies that met all those PICO criteria were included. The records

obtained through all databases were imported to the Rayyan applica-

tion tool for systematic reviews. Through a series of review processes

by three independent examiners, potentially qualifying studies were

identified, and all included articles analyzed under in vitro and in vivo

perspectives.

Results: A total of 1778 studies were included for quality assess-

ment and the review. Within the limitation of obtainable studies,

an impressive number of 1655 articles (93.1%) comprised in vitro

studies, whereas 123 articles (6.9%) reported on in vivo investiga-

tions. However, the quantity of articles published on clinical per-

formance of antibacterial dental implant surfaces (only 22) was

scarce.

Conclusions: Our data reveals extremely low numbers of articles

describing clinical performance of surfaces. The stagnation of antimi-

crobial surfaces to clinical application reveals weaknesses that perme-

ate the current system of basic and preclinical research. At this point,

it is worth to revisit the validity of basic research and analyze the

weaknesses of the preclinical phase to understand how to improve

transition to clinical translation.

PR339: Inflammatory response and tissue integration
of allogeneic acellular dermal matrix in a mice model

J. Jacques1, D. Betancur2, M.A. Rojas1, B. Venegas1, W. Donoso1,

A. Rojas1, J. Orellana1

1Universidad de Talca, Talca, Chile, 2Universidad de Concepci�on, Dpto.

Estomatología Quirúrgica, Concepcion, Chile

Background and Aim: Allogeneic acellular dermal matrix has shown

be an effective option to the use of subepithelial connective tissue

graft during gingival recession recovering. Despite the relevance of

the inflammatory response in the healing and in the integration of the

membranes, comparative histological studies that allow a choice based

on scientific aspects, and not purely commercial, are limited. Regard-

ing this idea, the aim of this study was described and compare, the

inflammatory response and tissue integration induced by three allo-

geneic acellular dermal matrices after their insertion in a mice model.

Methods: Allogeneic acellular dermal matrix (Alloderm®, Neoderm®

and OrACELL®) were implanted in the dorsal subdermal area of

BALB/c mice, using a collagen-sponge as a control during 2 weeks.

The animals were euthanized and samples obtained fixed, processed

and analyzed using hematoxylin–eosin and Giemsa staining for a

descriptive and quantitative analysis of the amount and distribution of

blood vessels and inflammatory cells. In the same way, Picro-sirius red

staining was used to evaluate presence of fibroblasts, collagen and

type of collagen.

Results: The matrix generate an inflammation not observed in the

controls. OrACELL® was the one with the greatest presence of blood

vessels and inflammatory cell infiltrate, this being the most abundant

in the lateral portion of the matrices. No cell invasion was observed in

any matrix. Regarding tissue repopulation, OrACELL® has a faster tis-

sue reaction and cell repopulation than AlloDerm® and Neoderm®,

apparently being the best alternative to the use of the gold standard

for the treatment of gingival recessions, however experimental studies

evaluating their long-term are needed.

Conclusions: Dermal matrix are an interesting alternative to the use

of connective graft in recession-covering surgeries, however aspects

such as inflammatory potential, cell turnover and repopulation, which

are key aspects for the clinical success of these procedures, must still

be studied in greater depth.

PR340: The evaluation of serum IL-6 and sST-2
concentrations in peri-implant diseases: A pilot study

E. Ozgur1, D.I. Topcu2, N.O. Alptekin1, E.E. Alaaddinoglu1

1Periodontology, Baskent University, Ankara, Turkey, 2Medical

Biochemistry, Baskent University, Ankara, Turkey

Background and Aim: sST-2 which is decoy receptor of IL-33 is a

member of IL-1 receptor family. ST2L which is other ST2 receptor iso-

form interacts with IL-33. IL-33 and ST2L signaling shows cardi-

oprotective effects. When sST2 inhibits the interaction between IL-33

and ST2L, this cardioprotective effect is prevented. For this reason

sST2 is considered a risk indicator for cardiovascular diseases. It has

been shown that the blood concentrations of sST-2 increase with var-

ious inflammatory and cardiovascular diseases. Because of the inflam-

matory characteristics of peri-implant diseases, we aimed to evaluate

the relationship between peri-implant diseases and serum cardiac bio-

markers sST2 and IL-6 in systemically healthy patients.

Methods: The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of

Baskent University Faculty of Dentistry. All participants provided

informed consent. Systemically healthy 30 participants who had their

definitive implant supported prosthesis delivered at least 1 year ago

were included in this study. Full mouth periodontal and radiographic

measurements were made. Patients were allocated into three groups

(healthy, peri-mucositis, peri-implantitis). Blood samples were col-

lected and serum concentrations of IL-6 and sST2 were analyzed.

Results: Peri-implantitis and peri-mucositis groups had significantly

higher plaque and bleeding score than healthy group. Peri-implantitis

group had higher mean PD and CAL. sST2 levels of serum were signif-

icantly higher in peri-implantitis (1717 ± 276 pg/ml) and peri-

mucositis (1075 ± 347 pg/ml) groups. The was no significant differ-

ence for serum IL-6 among groups. Greater mean PD, CAL and BOP

was associated with increased serum concentration of sST2.

Conclusions: Higher sST2 levels were correlated with inflammatory

peri-implant conditions. These results demonstrate a possible risk of

peri-implant diseases for cardiovascular diseases. Further studies with

larger sample size would increase the validity of our results.
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PR341: Effect of insertion angle and cortical bone
thickness on stress distribution generated by a
custom-made orthodontic mini-implant

H. Calniceanu1,2, A. Popa3,4, D. Rusu1,2, V. Radulescu1,2, O. Vela1,2,

O. Marcu5, M. Boariu6,7, A. Belova2, S.-I. Stratul1,2

1Periodontology, Victor Babes University of Medicine and Pharmacy,

Timisoara, Romania, 2Faculty of Dental Medicine, Victor Babes University

of Medicine and Pharmacy, Anton Sculean Research Center for

Periodontal and Peri-implant Diseases, Timisoara, Romania,
3Orthodontics, Victor Babes University of Medicine and Pharmacy,

Timisoara, Romania, 4Orthodontics Research Center (Ortho-Center),

Victor Babes University of Medicine and Pharmacy, Timisoara, Romania,
5Dental Medicine, University of Oradea, Oradea, Romania, 6Endodontics,

Victor Babes University of Medicine and Pharmacy, Timisoara, Romania,
7Research Center TADERP, Victor Babes University of Medicine and

Pharmacy, Timisoara, Romania

Background and Aim: Orthodontic mini-implant proper insertion and

failure is a disputed subject in clinical practice. The most important

parameter to evaluate the success rate of mini-implants is the primary

stability, which is mainly influenced by cortical bone thickness (CBT)

and insertion angle.

Methods: Three-dimensional finite element models of the maxilla

were created and a custom-made, self-drilling, tapered mini-implant

was designed and manufactured. For the pull-out test, 12 finite ele-

ment simulations were performed, sequentially increasing the thick-

ness of the cortical bone (1, 1.5, and 2 mm) and the insertion angle

(30�, 60�, 90�, 120�). For the force analysis, 24 simulations were per-

formed using an experimental orthodontic traction force of 2 N both

in the horizontal and vertical directions. Data were statistically ana-

lyzed using ANOVA with Scheffe's test.

Results: Insertion angle and CBT have significant impact on force

reaction values (p < 0.05). Cortical bone stress had the lowest value

when the mini-implant had a 30� insertion angle and the highest value

when the implant had a 120� insertion angle, while the CBT was

1 mm. When CBT was 2 mm or thicker, and independently of the

force direction, the lowest value of cortical bone stress was found at

the insertion angle of 90�, and the highest value at 30�.

Conclusions: With reduced CBT (under 2 mm), inclined insertion of

mini-implants for orthodontic use is recommended, while with thicker

CBT, perpendicular insertion is advised.

PR342: Bone defect development in experimental
canine peri-implantitis models: A systematic review

A. Solderer1,2, M. de Boer1, D. Wiedemeier1, M. Solderer2, C.C. Liu1,

P.R. Schmidlin1

1Clinic of Conservative and Preventive Dentistry, University of Zurich,

Zurich, Switzerland, 2Private Practice, Bolzano, Italy

Background and Aim: To provide a systematic overview of preclinical

research in the light of effective bone defect formation around differ-

ent implant surfaces after ligature induced peri-implantitis in dogs.

Methods: A systematic literature search was conducted (MEDLINE,

Web of Science, EMBASE and Scopus). For the included studies a

general linear mixed model was used for the observations at time

12 weeks for the factors implant surface, measurement method, dog

breed, ligature change and implant diameter. In addition, a separate

linear regression model calculated for each included implant type

these combinations at least two different time points.

Results: Thirty-six studies were identified, which measured ligature-

induced peri-implantitis in a canine model. A total number of 1082

implants were included. Bone loss was determined at different

timepoints clinically, radiographically or histologically. Different

implant groups (Turned, SLA, TPS & other rough surfaces) were gath-

ered and described in the studies. After 8, 12 and 16 weeks, defect

depths ranged between 1.6–8 mm, 0.7–5 mm and 1.7–5.5 mm,

respectively. The amount of measured bone loss varied significantly -

also among different implant surfaces. No significant differences in

defect depth formation between different subtypes could be found

after 12 weeks of ligature induced peri-implantitis.

Conclusions: Ligature-induced bone loss varies to a very great extent

in dog models. Peri-implantitis induction over 12 weeks represents

the most common time frame among the included studies. Based on

our results, it seems impossible to delineate clear differences in bone

loss around different implant surfaces due to heterogeneous protocols

and data sets. Differences and trends cannot be rebutted and further

standardization of preclinical peri-implantitis models is certainly

needed.

PR343: Maintenance of preload in different implant
abutment connection designs - in vito study

A.S. Vinhas1, C. Aroso2, V. Ríos3, M. Herrero4, F. Salazar2, M. Relvas2,

A.C. Braga5, A. Fernandez-Palacin6

1Dental Sciences, University Institute of Health Science, Gandra-Paredes,

Portugal, 2UNIPRO-Oral Pathology and Rehabilitation Research Unit,

University Institute of Health Science, Gandra-Paredes, Portugal,
3Department of Periodontology, School of Dentistry, Sevilla University,

Sevilla, Spain, 4Porto Dental Institute, Porto, Portugal, 5Department of

Production and Systems, Minho University, Braga, Portugal, 6Department

of Preventive Medicine and Public Health, Sevilla University, Sevilla, Spain

Background and Aim: One of the main causes of screw loosening is

the loss of preload. This mechanical failure can cause complications

such as screw fracture, marginal gap, bacterial microleakage and loos-

ening of the crown. It is also reported that may lead to failure of

osseointegration. It is necessary to evaluate and quantify, with in vitro

studies, the torque loss before and after loading, in the different

connections.
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The aim of this study was to evaluate the influence of implant- abut-

ment connection design in loss of preload after single tightening, mul-

tiple tightening and multiple tightening followed by cyclic loading.

Methods: 180 Klockner implants divided in four groups: 15 SK2

external connection (25Ncm); 15 KL external connection (30Ncm);

15 Vega internal connection, (25 Ncm); 15 Essential internal connec-

tion (30 Ncm). In each group removal torque values (RTV) were evalu-

ated with a digital torque meter, in three phases: after one single

tightening, multiple tightening and multiple tightening and cyclic load-

ing (50 KgX1000 cycles). Statistical analysis was done using the IBM®

SPSS® (version 27.0)

Results: After one single tightening, and for all connections, RTV were

lower than those of insertion, but only for Essential and Vega connec-

tions this result is statistical significant. After multiple tightening, RTV

are significantly lower in all connections. After repeated tightening

followed by cyclic loading, mean RTV are significantly lower, when

compared to insertion torque. The multiple tightening technique

resulted in higher RTV than the single tightening technique, except

for the Vega implant. The multiple tightening followed by the cyclic

load, compared to the other phases, was the one that generated the

lowest RTV, for all connections.

Conclusions: The connection design, in our study, does not seem to

influence the maintenance of preload. Loading and multiple tightening

influences the loss of preload, in the sense that significantly decreases

the removal torque values.

PR344: Commercially available titanium and zirconia
implants with a body-to-collar alternating surface. A
SEM and EDX analysis of surface consistency and
cleanliness at the transition zone

R. Glauser1

1Cosmodent Clinic, Zürich, Switzerland

Background and Aim: Dental implants with a specific macro- or

microgeometry at the implant collar or a modified collar surface

chemistry are intended to contribute to initial tissue adaptation

and subsequently to support the maintenance of marginal peri-

implant tissue stability and health. From a biological and quality

assurance point of view one aspect that continues to garner

increasing attention is how a particular modification process and its

production control affect the cleanliness and consistency of

resulting implant collar surface, as well as the appearance of the

transition zone between implant body and collar. The purpose of

this study was to analyze different commercially available titanium

and zirconia implants with a transition of the implant body-to-collar

surface and to explore the widespread notion that implants have

well-designed and well-controlled surface properties regarding mor-

phology and cleanliness.

Methods: Implant body-to-collar surface transition zones of 4 titanium

(Straumann Standard plus SLA Roxolid; NobelBiocare NobelParallel

TiUltra; Thommen Medical SPI Contact INCELL; Dentsply Sirona

Frialit XIVE TG CELLplus) and 4 zirconia (Straumann Pure Ceramic

ZLA; NobelBiocare NobelPearl Zerafil; Camlog Ceralog Hexalobe M10

CIM; Zircon Medical Patent Standard) were analyzed using scanning

electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy

(EDX), and examined for surface properties, transition zone character-

istics, cleanliness and consistency.

Results: Transition zones showed large variations in dimension

between different implants designs, but also within same implant type

and ranged from 5 to 600 μm at titanium and up to 200 μm at zirconia

implants. Transition zone purity checks of 3 implant types were clean,

whereas five implant designs showed remnants of particles (such as

Al2O3, silicone) from production process.

Conclusions: Intra and inter implant comparison demonstrates a large

variation of transition zone design and surface purity grade. The

results suggest that not all manufacturers are able to produce implant

body-to-collar alternating surfaces with a well-defined, clean and con-

sistent transition zone.

PR345: Titanium-coated with poly(lactic-co-glycolic)
acid loading cranberry extract to functionalize dental
prosthetic abutments

L.O. Matos1, R.B. Curtarelli1, E.B. Magini1, I.T. Silva2, G. Fongaro3,

A.C.C. Cruz1

1Department of Dentistry, Center for Research on Dental Implants

(CEPID), Laboratory of Applied Virology (LVA), Federal University of Santa

Catarina, Florian�opolis, Brazil, 2Department of Pharmaceutics Science,

Laboratory of Applied Virology (LVA), Federal University of Santa

Catarina, Florian�opolis, Brazil, 3Department of Microbiology, Immunology,

and Parasitology - Laboratory of Applied Virology (LVA), Federal

University of Santa Catarina, Florian�opolis, Brazil

Background and Aim: Dental implant systems represent a predictable

prosthetic rehabilitation treatment. However, the peri-implant tissue

loss may compromise the implant aaesthetics and stability. The possi-

bility of associating the bioinert titanium (Ti) with active substances

could help to maintain the peri-implant tissues. This study proposed a

functionalized prosthetic abutment by analyzing physicochemical and

morphological properties, and the biocompatibility of Ti-coated with

poly(lactic-co-glycolic) acid (PLGA) loading cranberry extract. The

investigators hypothesized that the functionalized Ti-coated PLGA

loading cranberry extract will provide physicochemical and morpho-

logical properties adequate to be used as a prosthetic abutment, as

well as, to increase the biocompatibility.

Methods: Grade 4 Ti disks (5 � 2 mm) were divided into three groups:

Ti- pure Ti disks; Ti + PLGA- Ti disks coated with PLGA; Ti +-

PLGA + CB- Ti disks coated with PLGA loading cranberry extract

(500 μg/ml). The Ti + PLGA and Ti + PLGA + CB surfaces were

coated through the dip-coating technique. Scanning electronic micros-

copy (MEV), energy-dispersive

X-ray (EDS), atomic force microscopy (AFM), Fourier-transform infra-

red spectroscopy (FTIR), and X-ray diffractometry (DRX) were
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performed. Biocompatibility analyses were determined by MTS colori-

metric assay on human gingival fibroblasts (HGF) and stem cells from

human exfoliated deciduous teeth (SHED) on days 1, 3, and 7. Statis-

tics were computed and the p-value was set at 0.05.

Results: Ti, Ti + PLGA, and Ti + PLGA + CB surfaces were biocom-

patible since the cell viabilities were higher than 70% for tested cell

lines. The Ti + PLGA + CB surface showed the highest viability for

SHED at all experimental times. For HGF, the Ti + PLGA + CB

showed the highest cell viability on days 1 and 3. On day 7, Ti + PLGA

and Ti + PLGA + CB surfaces promoted similar biocompatibility. Ti

surface demonstrated the lowest cell viability.

Conclusions: According to the findings, functionalized Ti-coated PLGA

loading cranberry extract resulted in a biocompatible system with

physicochemical and morphological properties adequate to be used as

a prosthetic abutment.

PR346: The effect of type of specialty and long-term
experience on early implant failure. A retrospective
big-data study

M. Findler1, J. Mann1, T. Chackartchi2, O. Platner1, Y. Bernstein1,

R. Shefer1, G. Tobias3

1MaccabiDent Research Unit, Tel Aviv, Israel, 2Hebrew University -

Hadassah Medical Center, Periodontology, Jerusalem, Israel, 3Hebrew

University - Hadassah Medical Center, Community Dentistry, Jerusalem,

Israel

Background and Aim: Implant failure occurring within 1 year of inser-

tion, termed early failure, is mostly attributed to biological reasons.

However, there is poor data relating the contribution of the surgeon's

clinical education and longitudinal experience to the success of

achieving osseointegration. The aim of the study was to evaluated

early implant failure of implants placed by maxillofacial- oral surgeons

and periodontists.

Methods: A nested case–case study was analyzing treatment out-

come of 27 oral surgeons and 30 periodontists who performed at

least 100 dental implants between 2014 and 2019 in 54 clinics of

“Maccabi-Dent,” a nation-wide dental chain.

Results: A total of 51,021 implants were evaluated. An average of

939 and 846 implants were inserted by each periodontist and oral sur-

geon respectively. The failure rate of 1.46% for the periodontists was

insignificantly different from the 1.60% failure rate for the oral sur-

geons. A trend of increase in failure rate during the first 13 years of

practice was noted, after which failure rate decreased. It might be

speculated that this trend derived from a change in “case selection”
and clinical decision making thought the years. Immediate implant

placement was detected.

Conclusions: In conclusion, there is no significant difference in the

clinical outcome, at 1-year post implant insertion, between procedures

performed by oral surgeons to those performed by periodontists.

PR347: The relationship between implant stability
quotient and tapered implants exposed to
circumferential defects

M.H. Shaikh1, F. Pisani2

1University of Lahore, Lahore, Pakistan, 2BPP University, Birmingham, UK

Background and Aim: Although there has been research on various

factors affecting implant stability by their corresponding ISQ values

there are no studies showing the effect of precisely calibrated and

graded crater like circumferential bone loss around implants simulat-

ing peri-implantitis. This factor is very important with regards to

determining the expected bone loss by analysing the ISQ values

hence, giving the clinicians an idea of the long-term prognosis of the

dental implant and the current status of peri-implantitis.

Methods: This is an in-vitro controlled experimental trial involving the

placement of tapered titanium implants in two different bone densi-

ties. The implants were placed at different depths simulating a circum-

ferential bone loss. Osteotomies were made through a standardised

protocol given by the manufacturer. The implants were placed in such

a way as to expose 2.5 mm, 3.5 mm,4.5 mm and 5.5 mm of implant

surface, all other variables were kept constant and the control group

were the implants placed at bone level.

Results: Analysing the trends shown by the data obtained it was seen

that the increase in circumferential defect linearly decreased the ISQ

(implant stability quotient) values and the defect of 5.5 mm which

caused 50 percent implant fixture exposure produced ISQ values

suggesting implant failure. It was also noted that there was a signifi-

cant difference in the ISQ values obtained in D2 and D3 bone blocks

suggesting that within the limits of the research, a slight variation in

bone density can cause significant differences in the ISQ values for

implants exposed to circumferential defects.

Conclusions: Clinical trials need to be done in order to make proper

guidelines in terms of ISQ and its relationship to percentage bone loss

in peri-implantitis, this will provide the clinicians to suggest treatment

protocols for the affected implants.

PR348: Factor associated with patient satisfaction
following dental implant therapy in partial edentulous
patients

K. Kungsadalpipob1, N. Pradyachaipimol1, T. Tangsathian1,

S. Arunyanak1

1Faculty of Dentistry, Periodontology, Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok,

Thailand

Background and Aim: Patient-centered outcomes have gained inter-

est in assessment of health-related quality of life. However, there are

a few studies evaluated patient satisfaction of implant treatment in

partial edentulous patients. To evaluate patient satisfaction after den-

tal implant therapy in partial edentulous patients by questionnaire
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using a visual analog scale (VAS) and investigate factors associated

with satisfaction.

Methods: 197 patients with 406 dental implants were recalled for main-

tenance program followed by 13 statements of questionnaire that evalu-

ate the degree of satisfaction in terms of functional aspect, esthetic

outcome, cleansing ability and general satisfaction (total VAS score= 100).

Mean VAS scores of subgroups were compared using Mann–Whitney

U test (p < 0.05). The association between factor and overall satisfaction

was investigated by multivariate linear regression analysis.

Results: Most patients were satisfied with functional aspect (mean

VAS: 86.4), esthetic outcome (mean VAS: 84.0), cleansing ability

(mean VAS: 74.2) and general satisfaction (mean VAS: 83.7). Male was

more satisfied than female. Patients treated prosthetic part by special-

ist dentists had more satisfaction than by post-graduate students.

Patients with history of implant failure, biological, mechanical compli-

cations or sinus floor elevation procedure perceived less degree of

satisfaction. The subjects who experienced mechanical complication

were less satisfied in overall satisfaction (β = �0.55; CI: �1.09,

�0.11) and treatment cost (β = �1.62; CI: �2.38, �0.35).

Conclusions: The patients received dental implants had high satisfac-

tion in overall satisfaction and in most aspects except cleansing ability

and treatment cost. Factors that affected satisfaction were gender,

experience of prosthetic clinician, sinus floor elevation procedure,

implant failure, and mechanical complications.

PR349: Correlation of keratinized tissue width and
periodontal indices around implant-supported fixed
partial dentures

I. Farhoudi1

1Ardabil University of Medical Science, Ardabil, Islamic Republic of Iran

Background and Aim: The role of KM on peri-implant tissue health

was undetermined and it was discussed controversially in literature.

The width of KM which result in long term implant success was inse-

cure. The aim of this cross-sectional study is to determine whether a

correlation exists between The width of Keratinized Mucosa and the

health of implant supporting tissue.

Methods: 73 functional dental implants which support fixed prosthe-

sis were examined and Periodontal parameters include plaque index,

gingival Index, bleeding on probing, probing pocket depth, marginal

recession, width of keratinized mucosa and radiographic marginal

bone level were evaluated and measured.

All data were collected and analyzed by t-test and chi-squared test in

SPSS 20.

Results: The mean Gingival Index score, Plaque Index score and Mar-

ginal Recession were higher for implants which have less than 2 mm

of keratinized mucosa, but this difference were not statistically signifi-

cant. (p > 0.05)

Therewere no significant difference in Periodontal PocketDepth andMar-

ginal Bone Level between implants with wider than 2 mm of keratinized

mucosa and implants with less than 2 mmof keratinizedmucosa.

Thus, we did not find any correlation between KM and measured

parameters.

Conclusions: Even though the present results suggest that there is no

correlation between width of keratinized mucosa and implant-

supporting tissue health, longitudinal randomized studies are necessary

PR350: Association of flap tension with flap design
and graft volume in soft tissue augmentations – A
cadaver study on pig

M. Pirc1, L. Mancini1, N. Müller1, C.H. Hämmerle1, R.E. Jung1,

D.S. Thoma1, S.P. Bienz1

1Clinic of Reconstructive Dentistry, University of Zürich, Zürich, Switzerland

Background and Aim: Volume stable collagen-based matrices (VCMX)

are a valid alternative to the subepithelial connective tissue graft

(SCTG). Due to its mechanical properties, VCMX might be more sus-

ceptible to compression at flap closure, which could cause a slower

integration. Different flap designs have been described in order to

overcome this issue and reduce flap tension. Therefore, the aim of this

study was to evaluate the influence of flap design and grafting mate-

rial in relation to flap tension and initial volume gain.

Methods: Six fresh pig jaw cadavers were used in this study. On either

side, a standard split thickness flap (SF) or a split-thickness with a pal-

atal island flap (IF) was performed randomly. After the design of the

flap, a random allocation was performed for the sequence of four

treatment modalities (3 mm VCMX, 6 mm VCMX, 3 mm SCTG and

6 mm SCTG). Flap tension (FT) was measured and the wound was

closed after the insertion of every specimen. Intraoral scan for volu-

metric analysis were taken at baseline and after each closure.

Results: In the group with the palatal island flap design (IF) the FT was

lower than in the group with split-thickness flap design (FT) in all speci-

men groups. In 3 of the cases with 6 mm SCTG, the closure of the flap

was not possible in the SF group. In IF group FT was lower when

VCMX was used compared to SCTG. In all of the groups there was a

higher volume gain in the group with PF, with the highest difference in

the 6 mm VCMX group (PF: 113 ± 26 mm3 vs. SF: 83 ± 20.4 mm3).

Conclusions: Based on this preclinical study it is concluded that PF

was able to reduce flap tension. In addition, both materials rendered

similar volume gain, however, with larger volume gain with PF.

PR351: Titanium chip preparation for fluorescence in-
situ hybridization of oral biofilms

S. Meyle1, S. Groeger1,2, S. Ruf2, J. Schmidt3, A. Moter3, J. Kikhney3,

J. Meyle1

1Department of Periodontology, Justus-Liebig-University of Giessen,

Giessen, Germany, 2Department of Orthodontics, Justus-Liebig-University

of Giessen, Giessen, Germany, 3University Medical Center Berlin,

Biofilmcenter at the German Heart Institute Berlin, Berlin, Germany
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Background and Aim: A main risk for failure of dental implants is peri-

implantitis. Periimplantitis is caused by a bacterial biofilm on surfaces

of the abutment and an increased bacterial load of the periimplant sul-

cus. For biofilm analysis we investigated a possibility to process in-

vivo samples of titanium chips by a grinding technique without

destroying samples to a minimum residual thickness.

Methods: 25 T-formed titanium chips were measured by a laser trian-

gulation displacement sensor (optoNCDT 1420, Micro Epsilon,

Ortenburg, Germany) on five different spots, to analyse the original

thickness of the chips. The chips were sterilized, colonized with the

S. aureus ATCC 6538 and embedded in Technovit 8100 (Kulzer). For

sample preparation before grinding, the embedded chips were placed as

parallel as possible on a plexiglass carrier. Then the total thickness was

measured again and the most outstanding part of the chip was the new

zero value for the following measurements. Repeated measurements

were performed. The samples were grinded to assess the amount of

material removed. Grinding force was started with 4 N and reduced to

2 N and stopped upon a calculated residual thickness of 30 μm.

Results: The residual thickness of the grinded titanium chips was on

average 35 μm (±30 μm). Failures occurred because of false position

on the plexiglass carrier or because of friction loss of the chip inside

the methacrylate block. The main cause for loss of chips in the initial

procedure, was delayed reduction of the grinding force.

Conclusions: A new grinding and measurement technique was

established, that provides the possibility to reduce the thickness of

embedded titanium chips to average 35 μm, without destroying the

samples or the bacterial biofilm.

This studywas supported by a grant fromBMBF “Proceed” 13GW0414D.

PR352: Morphology and cell spreading of gingival
fibroblasts on titanium surfaces conditioned by cold
atmospheric plasma coating or air polishing

P. Schmage1, I. Lange2

1Periodontology, Preventive and Operative Dentistry, University of

Hamburg, Hamburg, Germany, 2Private Office, Neu Wulmsdorf, Germany

Background and Aim: A fast attachment and a wide spreading of cells

on implants are essential for a tight interface. Cold atmospheric

plasma coating (CP) is hypothesized to improve cell attachment. CP

can be applied before implant insertion or on removable implant parts.

Air polishing (AP) is commonly used to clean bacterial biofilm mechan-

ically from the micro roughnesses of implant surfaces.

The aim of this study was to evaluate the morphology and the cell

spreading of gingiva fibroblasts (GF) on two titanium surfaces after

treatment with CP, AP or AP + CP.

Methods: AP, CP and AP + CP were applied to polished (PoTi) and

blasted (RA 0.8 μm, BlTi) titanium plates. Untreated specimen was

used for control forming altogether 8 groups of 12 specimen each.

8000 human GF were seeded, their growth was stopped after 94 h

and the cell stained. Then cell spreading as well as the morphology of

the cells were analyzed microscopically with regard to the location on

the plate. Cell morphologies were documented by photographs. Cell

spreading and cell amounts in central and lateral locations were com-

pared between the groups and calculated statistically (ANOVA/

Bonferroni-Dunn-correction, α = 0.05).

Results: GF proved a typical morphology on PoTi without treatment

and a functional adaptation to BlTi. CP increased the cell spreading

and lateral cell amount on PoTi significantly (p < 0.05). AP had a simi-

lar effect, but not AP + CP. GF differentiated typically on all tested

PoTi surfaces. Whereas, GF on BlTi showed a significantly higher cell

amount and better cell spreading for AP and AP + CP compared to

CP and control into the lateral locations (p < 0.05). Poor results were

found for GF with CP on BlTi surfaces.

Conclusions: Gingival fibroblasts showed highest cell spreading on

polished titanium with CP and on blasted titanium with AP and AP +-

CP. Cell morphology did not differ from the respective control group.

PR353: A 3-to 34-year retrospective study on
121 turned or anodized surface implants: Clinical and
radiographic results

M. Del Pizzo1, S. Modica1, F. Modica1

1Private Practice, Turin, Italy

Background and Aim: The goal of this retrospective study with a 3-to

34-year follow-up after prosthetic loading was to evaluate the clinical

and radiographic outcomes of turned (Brånemark, Standard and MKII)

or anodized (TiUnite, MKIII and MKIV) dental implants.

Methods: 47 patients (19 males and 28 females) with a mean age of

64 ± 14.1 years were included in this study. A total of 121 implants

(48 turned and 73 anodized surfaces) were placed in native bone by

two surgeons. Marginal bone loss (MBL) was assessed both at implant

placement (T0) and at final follow-up (T1) using digitized periapical or

panoramic radiographs. Every image was corrected for distortion

knowing implant length and width. At T1 periodontal health, mucositis

or peri-implantitis were assessed. All clinical and radiographic data

were recorded by a single calibrated operator. History of periodontitis

(HP) and smoking habits (S) were collected and logistic regression

methods were used to determine their influence on implant survival

rate and peri-implant conditions.

Results: After a mean follow-up time of 14.3 years a total of 117 out of

121 implants were still in function with a cumulative survival rate (CSR) of

96.7%. Failed implants were positioned in the posterior mandible; 3 out

of 4 had an anodized surface with an implant length of 8.5 mm and

occurred in patients with HP and/or S. At T1 prevalence of mucositis and

peri-implantitis at implant level were 33% and 12%, respectively. HP sig-

nificantly increased the risk of mucositis (OR = 3.6). Every year more of

follow-up increased significantly (p = 0.008) the risk of peri-implantitis.

Mean MBL went from 0 ± 0.3 mm at T0 to 1.7 ± 1.2 mm at T1.

Conclusions: A high CSR was found, independently from the implant

surface, after a long follow-up time. However, the longer the follow-

up time the higher the risk of peri-implantitis.
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